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Abstract

The lithology ofthe Osamu Utsumi mine is composed mainly ofa sequence ofvolcanic

and subvolcanicphonolites and nepheline syenite intrusions similar to those ofthe Pcx;os

de Caldas caldera complex; volcanic breccia pipes about 80 m in diameter also occur,

characterised by U-Th-Zr-REE mineralisation concentrated in the matrix. A strong

hydrothermal alteration, related to the formation of the breccias, has resulted in the

potassic alteration and pyritisation of the phonolites and syenites, with a low-grade

mineralisation of disseminated pitchblende. The potassic alteration has transformed all

feldspars into pure potash feldspars, nepheline into illite and kaolinite, and

clinopyroxenes, which are the primary REE-bearers, into mixtures of Ti02-rich minerals,

clay minerals and pyrite. The enrichment of K, S, U, Th, Pb, Rb, Ba and Mo was

accompanied by a strong depletion in Ca, Na, Mg and Sr. Fluid inclusion data indicate

t~mperatures around 250"C and a KCl-HzO mixture with approximately 7 wt. % KCI for

the hydrothermal fluids. For fluids in the breccia pipes that transported additional Zr, Hf

and F, the inclusions indicate boiling andgive temperatures of21O"C with 40-45 wt. % KCI

for a KCI-NaCI-HzO brine containing FeS04 and KF. mtramafic dykes (dated to 76 Ma)

with carbonatitic affiliation put a younger age limit on the hydrothermal event.

As a result ofsupergene weathering below a lateritic soil cover 20 to 40 m thick and a

saprolite zone 15 to 60 m thick, thepyrites in the rocks have been oxidised to varyingdepths

of 80 to 140 m below surface, resulting in a redox front marked by a contrasting colour

change in the rock from oxidised (yellow/buff) to reduced (grey/green) rock. In the vicinity

of water-bearing flSsures these redox fronts have penetrated to greater depths. Due to

mobilisation in the oxidised zone and precipitation immediately below the redox front, a

secondary pitchblende mineralisation, partly occurring as nodules associated with



secondarypyrite, has been developed. This secondarypyrite is sometimes related with CdS

and has a M' of -13 0100 compared to M' values of -3.63 to +1.24 0/00 for hydrothermal

pyrites; the low M' values ofthefo~fHibuted to bacterial action. In the immediate

vicinity of the redox front, dissolution of the potash feldspar becomes apparent and the

kaolinite content begins to increase. The marked colourchange at the retlroxfront is caused

by the presence of hydrous ferric oxides that, with time,. evolve from amorphous

Fe-hydroxides to goethite and hematite. On the oxidised side alunite-jarosite minerals are

frequent. The porosity increases by 5 to 8% (almost doubled) at the redox front.

Gibbsite is present when potash feldspar has been removed at the saprolite-laterite

contact. Many of the REEs are associated with phosphate-rich clays (including the

crandallite group minerals) and seem to be hardly mobilised bythe oxidising weathering

fluids. Only a slightgeneral loss ofREEs was observed between oxidisedand reduced rock,

with the degree of loss being greater for the light REEs. Certain indications of a

fractionation ofCe and Eu from the oth:erRE£Sflrepresent.
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Zusammenjassung

Die Lithologie der Osamu Utsumi Mine ist im wesentlichen bestimmt dureh eine

Folge von vulkanischen und subvulkanischen Phonoliten und Nephelin-Syenit

Intrusionen, iihnlich wie diejenigen im abrigen POfos-de~Caldas-Caldera-Komplex. Es

existieren auch vulkanische Brekzien-Schlote von etwa 80 m Durchmesser, die dureh

U-Th-Zv-SEE-Mineralisationen in der Matrix charakterisiert sind. Eine starke

hydrothermate Umwandlung, die mit der Bildung der Brekzien zusammenhiingt, fiihrte zu

einer K-Umwandlung und Pyritisierung der Phonolite und Syenite sowle zu einer

schwachen Mineralisierung mitfeinverteilter Pechblende. Die K~Umwandlungfiihrte alle

Feldspiite in reine K-Feldspilte tiber, desgleichen Nephelin in /lUt und Kaolinit sowie

Klinopyroxene (als primare Trager del' SEE) in Misehungen von Ti02-reiehen Minera

lien, Tonmineralien und Pyrit. Die Anreieherung von K, S, U, Th, Pb, Rb, Ba und Mo war

gekoppelt mit einer Verarmung an Na, Ca, Mg und Sr. FUissigkeitseinsehlUsse deuten auf

Temperaturen um 250·C und KCI-H20-Misehungen mit etwa 7 Gew. % KCI fiir die

hydrothermalen LOsungen. Fur die Fluide in den Brekzien-Schloten, die zuslitzlich Zr, Hf

und F transportierten, deuten die EinschLUsse aufSieden bei 210·C und KCI-Gehalte von

40-45 Gew. % in einer KCI-NaCI-H20-LOsung, die auch FeS04 und KF enthlilt. Ultra

basische, karbonatitische Glinge (datiert auf 76 Ma) liefern eine untere Altersgrenze fiir

die hydrothermale Phase.

Ais Ergebnis einer deszendenten Verwitterung unter einer tonigen Erdsehicht von

20-40 m und einer Saprolitzone von 15-60 m wurde del' Pyrit in den Gesteinen bis zu

variablen Tiefen von 80-140m unter del' Oberflliche oxidiert. So entstand eine

Redoxjront, die dureh einen aufflilligen Farbwechsel von oxidiertem (gelb/ocker) zu

reduziertem (grau/grun) Gestein gekennzeiehnet ist. 1m Bereich wasserfiihrender Kllifte

drangen diese Redoxjronten in grossere Tiefen VOl'. Dureh Auflosung in del' oxidierten

Zone und Abseheidung unmittelbar unter del' Redoxfront entstand eine sekundiire

Pechblende-Mineralisation, z. T. a/s Knollen in Verbindung mit sekundlirem Pyrit. Diesel'

sekundiire Pyrit ist manchmal vergesel/sehaftet mit CdS und hat ein 6S von -13 %0

verglichen mit oS-Werten von -3.63 bis +1.24 %0 fUr hydrotherma/e Pyrite. Del' niedrige

6S-Wert von -13 %" deutet auf bakterielle Prozesse. In unmitte/barer Nlihe del' Redoxjront

wird die Auflosung von K-Feldspat und die Zunahme des Kaolinitgeha/tes beobaehtet.

Del' auffii/lige Farbwechsel an del' Redoxfront wird dureh amorphe, hydratisierte

Ferrihydroxide erzeugt, die mit del' Zeit zu Goethit und lllimatit umgewandelt werden.

Aufdel' oxidierten Seite sind A/unit-Jarosit-Minera/ien hiiufig· Die Porositiit steigt von 5

auf8 % an del' Redoxfrvnt.
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Gibbsit ist vorhanden, wenn der K~Feldspat am Saprolit-Laterit-Kontakt

verschwunden ist. Eine Anzahl der SEE sind an phosphatreiche Tone (einschliesslich der

Crandallit-Mineralien) gebunden und werden durch die oxidierenden l)jstmgen kaum

mobilisiert. Nur ein geringer allgemeiner Verlust an SEE zwischen oxidiertem und

reduziertem Oestein wurde beobachtet, wobei der Verlust flir die leickten SEE grosser

ist. Es existlere» einige Hinweise auf eine Fraktionierung von Ce und Eu von den

anderen SEE.
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Resume

Les roches de La mine d'uranium de Osamu Utsumi sont constituees principalement

de la mbne sequence volcanique et subvolcanique que celie du comp/exe de caldera de

POf;OS de Caldas, caractirisee par des intrusions de phonolites et syenites nephilitiques.

On y trouve aussi des breches de cheminee volcanique d'environ 80 m de diametre, dont

La morrice est concentree en mineraux U-Th-Zr-TRs(Terres rares). Une forte phase

hydrothermale, liee ato formation des breches, a produit une alteration potassique et

une pyritisation des phonolites et syenites, ains; qu 'une mineralisation de foible degri de

pechblende disseminee. L 'alteration potassique a transforme taus les feldspaths en purs

feldspaths potassiques, la nephiline en illite et kaolinite, et les clinopyroxenes, qui sont

les supports primaires des TRs, en melanges riches en noZ, miniraux argileux et pyrite.

L'enrichissement en K, S, U, Th, Pb, Rb, Ba et Mo a ere accompagne d'un fort

appauvrissement en Ca, Na, Mg et Sr. Les donnees des inclusions jluides indiquent que

les jluides hydrothermaux possedaient une temperature d'environ 250°C et se

composaient d'une mixture d'eau et d'environ 7 % de KCI, en pourcentage ponderal.

Quant aux jluides hydrothermaux dans les breches de cheminee, qui vehiculaient encore

du Zr, HI et F, Us devaient bouillir sous des temperatures d'environ 210°C, et se

composaient d'une saumure eau~KCI~NaCI contenant du FeS04 et du KF, avec 40 a
45 % en poids de KCI. Des filons ultramafiques d'affiliation carbonatitique, dates a 76

m.a., permettent de situer lafin de ta phase hydrothermale.

Sous une couverture lateritique de 20 a 40 m d'epaisseur et une zone alttree de 15 a
60 m d'epaisseur, les pyrites ont subi une alteration secondaire par oxydation jusqu'a

des profondeurs de 80 a 140 m Le front redox est marque par une couleur de roche

passant du jaune-ocre au gris~vert. Au voisinage des fissures aquiferes, Ie front redox

atteint de plus grandes profondeurs. La mobilisation minerale dans la zone oxydee et la

precipitation juste en dessous du front redox a produit une mineralisation secondaire de

pechbLende, partieUement en noduLes en comhinaison avec de La pyrite secondaire. Cette

derniere, paifois LMe adu Cd, presente un rapport oS de -13 %0, alors que les pyrites

hydrothermales ont un rapport oS de ~3.63 a +1.24 %0, La faible valeur du premier

rapport est attribuee aune action bactirienne. Au voisinage inunediat dufront redox, La

dissolution des feLdspaths potassiques devient visible, et La teneur en kaolinite commence

a augmenter. Le changement de couLeur au front redox est cause par La presence

d'oxydes hydreux de fer qui, avec Ie temps, se transforment d'hydroxydes amorphes de

fer en goethite et hbnatite. Du cote oxyde dufront, on trouvefrequemment de l'a/un et de

La jarosite. Aufront redox, La porosite passe de 5 iJ 8 % (presque doublie).



On trouve de la gibbsite au contact laterite-roche alteree, lorsque les feldspaths

potassiques ant ite elimines. Beaucoup des TRs sont associees a des argiles riches en

phosphates, comprenant aussi les miniraux du groupe crandalUte. Ces TRs semblent

difficilement mobilisables par les fluides d'altiration oxydants. On n'a observe qu'une

tegere decroissance des leneurs en TRs de la roche oxydee a la roche reduite, la

dicroissance erant toutefDis plus marquee pour les Terres Rares ligeres. 11 y a certains

indices d'une separation de Ce et Eu des autres TRs.
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Preface

The Pol$Os de Caldas Project was designed to study processes occurring in a natural

environment which contains many features of relevance for the safety assessment of

radioactive waste disposal. The studyarea, in theState ofMinas Gerais, Brazil, is a region

of high natural radioactivity associated with volcanic rocks, geothermal springs and

uranium orc deposits. It contains two sites of particular interest on which the project

work was focussed: the Osamu Utsumi uranium mine and the Morro do Ferro

thoriurnJrare-earth orc body. The first site is notable in particular for the prominent

redox fronts contained in the rock, while Morro do Ferro was already well-known as one

of the most naturally radioactive locations on the surface of the Earth, owing to the high

thorium ore grade and the shallow, localised nature of the deposit.

The features displayed by these two sites presented the opportunity to study a number

of issues ofconcern in repository performance assessment. The four objectives set after

the first-year feasibility study were:

1. Testing ofequilibrium thermodynamic codes and their associated databases used to

evaluate rocklwater interactions and solubility/speciation of elements.

2. Determining interactions of natural groundwater coUoids with radionuclides and

mineral surfaces, with emphasis on their role in radionuclide transport processes.

3. Producing a model of the evolution and movement of redox fronts, with the addi

tional aim of understanding long-term, large·scale movements of trace elements

and rare-earths over the front (including, if possible, natural Pu and lC).

4. Modelling migration of rare-earths (REE) and U-TIl series radionuclides during

hydrothermal activitysimilar to that anticipated in theverynear.field ofsomespent

fuel repositories.

The project ran for three and a halfyears from June 1986 until December 1989 under

the joint sponsorship ofSKE (Sweden), NAGRA (Switzerland), the Department of the

Environment (UK) and the Department of Energy (USA), with considerable support

from a number oforganisations in Brazil, notably Nuclebnis (now UraniodoBrasil). The

first-year feasibility study was followed by two and a half years of data coll~tjon and

interpretation, focussed on the four objectives above.



This report is one of a series of 15, summarising the technical aspects of the work and

presenting the backgrounddata. A complete listofrepom is given below. Those inseries

A present data and interpretations of the sites, while those in series B present the results

ofmodelling the data with performance assessment objectives in mind. The main findings

of the project are presented in a separate summary (no. 15).

The work presented in this report is a detailed de8cription of tbe mineralogy,

geochemistry and uraniuwore genesis of the Osamu Utsumi mine, which forms the basis

for manyof the modeUing calculations and interpretations, with direct input into all four

major objectives.
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1. Introduction

The Osamu Utsumi uranium deposit is located 15 km to the south of the city of~

de Caldas in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil (Fig. 1). It is closely related to a circular

internal structure positioned within the larger ring structure of the Pocios de Caldas

Alkaline Complex (Almeida Filho and ParadeUa. 1977). TItis ring structure is of

Mesozoic age and comprises a suite ofalkaline volcanic, subvolcanic and plutonic rocks.

generally containing who1e·rock concentrations of U, Th and rare-earth elements

(REEs) typical for alkaline rocks. Regional postmagmatic (dcutcric) hydrothermal

alteration of the complex resulted in widespread pervasive argiIIation and zeolitisation

of the rocks. Some mobilisation and concentration of U. Th and REEs probably also

occurred at this stage (Schorscher and Shea, this report series; Rep. 1). Subsequently,

several different hjdrothermal events oflocal extent, related to the formation ofvolcanic

breccia pipes, led to the formation of a number of radioactive anomalies of economic

importance.

In the Osamu Utsumi mine area, extensive prospecting began in 1971 and, six years

later, open·pit miningactivity commenced; processingofuranium intoyellowcake began

in 1982. With some short interruptions, the production ofuranium continued until 1988

when, for economic reasons, mining activities were finally stopped.

2. Geological setting

The Osamu Utsumi open·pit mine covers an area of about two square kilometres

located in the rounded hilly landscape surrounding POl,tOS de Caldas (see Plates 1 and 2).

Drainage of the area is controlled by a network ofsmall, shallow valleys which discharge

into the main valley heading towards the north·north·west. This valley crosses the

northern part of the mine area. The uranium deposit is defined by a primary low-grade

disseminated U-Zr (REE-Mo)-mineralisation and a high-grade stockwork vein

Zr-REE-U-Th-Mo mineralisation emplaced in various host rocks that have been altered

by hydrothermal solutions in a roughly concentric zonal pattern. In the literature the.<te

host rocks are described as "potassic rocks" to stress their main geochemical

characteristic (Utsumi, 1971; Oliveira, 1974; Gorsky and Gorsky, 1974; Almeida Filho

and Paradella, 1977; Ulbrich, 1984). They consist of a suite of hydrothermally and

metasomaticaUy altered (fenitised) intrusive bodies and flows of volcanic to subvolcanic

phonolites, varying in their proportions of mafic minerals, and nepheline syenites. The



Figure 1. A simplified geological map (after Ellert et al., 1959, and Almeida Filho and
Paradella, 1977) ofthe 1'0(08 de Caldas caldera showing the location ofall the regional
nepheline syenite (NS) and phonolite (PH) samples. Circularfeatures within the caldera
are mainly derivedfrom topographic analysis.
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hydrothermal alteration and the primary mineralisation are closely related to the

intrusion of two major breccia pipes. Late~stage lamprophyric dykes crosscut all rock

units, including the breccia pipes, remaining unaffected by these hydrothermal events.

Intense weathering under semi·tropical conditions has resulted in a lateritisation of

the uppermost exposed rock, and in asecondary supergene enrichment ofuranium along

redox fronts, assumed to be the result of downward migrating oxidising groundwaters

(Fig. 2). These redox fronts are observed as a markedcolour change from reddish-brown

to bluish~grey and the transition is sharp, in the order of a few millimetres. The

reddish-brown colouration results from the deposition of hydrous ferric oxides. The

redox fronts extend to variable depths, following deeply plunging fracture zones and

heterogeneities in physical rock properties. The secondary enrichment of uranium on

the reduced side of a redox front is very much restricted in its dimensions and occurs

adjacent to the front over a distance ofa few centimetres to decimetres at the most. The

degree of weathering is strongly dependent on the intensity of the hydrothermal

alteration and the textural and physical properties of the underlying rock types. A

present-day vertical profile within the mine area displays a lateritic cover (including the

top soil horizon), followed by a saprolitic horizon, the oxidised hydrothermally altered

rock and, finaUy, the reduced, hydrothermally altered rock (Fig. 3).

For mining activity, the Osamu Utsumi mine has been subdivided into threc differcnt

areas corresponding to ore bodies A. Band E shown in Figure 4. The ore bodies differ

primarily in the type and grade of mineralisation and less in their main geological

characteristics (Miranda Filho, 1983; Magno Jr., 1985).

The predominant rock in are body A is a clinopyroxene·bearing phonolite associated

with a leucocratic phonolite and a pseudoleucite-phonolitc. A suite of volcanic breccia

pipes have intruded these rocks along an old fault system (Miranda Filho, 1983), causing

intense fracturing and alteration of the country rocks. The major volcanic breccia pipes

have a diameter of about 15 m and intrude the overlying rocks in a near-vertical direction

(Fraenkel et al., 1985). Intense brecciation of the country rock induced by these breccia

pipes took place over several tens of metres. Late-stage ultramafic lamprophyric dykes

not affected by the hydrothermal alteration crosscut the whole lithology. Primary

mineralisation mainlyoceurs within and in the near-vicinityofthe volcanic breccia pipes.

In contrast, secondary mineralisation along the redox fronts is poorly developed.

Ore body B has a more complex lithology, being composed of nephelinc syenites,

leucocratic phonolites, clinopyroxene-bearing phonolites and pseudoleucite-phonolites.

The intrusion ofa major breccia pipe, accompanied by asuite ofsmall-sized breccia pipes,

has altered all these rocks to varying degrees of intensity. The major breccia pipe is less
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Figure 2. Schematic cross-section from the Osamu Utsumi mine showing the sequence of
oxidation with depth, accompanied by supergene uranium mineralisation along the redox
front and at greater depths marginal to the Conductive fracture zone (F). (After Urania do
Brasil; unpublished report).
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Figure 4. Osamu Utsumi mine showing the main geological subdivisions, the borehole
locations, thegroundwater samplingpointsand the sUlface exfXJsurerock samplingproftles.
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well defined compared to the ones in orc body A and intense brecciation of the country

rock occurs to a much larger extent. A well-developed prirnaryvcinMtype mineralisation

dominates, although a similar disseminated mineralisation also occurs to a much more

widespread extent than in ore body A Seoondary mineralisation along the redox front

is better developed than in ore body A, but is still less intense than in ore body E.

In ore body E, Icucocratic phonolites of volcanic and subvolcanic origin and

clinopyroxencMbearing phonolites are the predominant rock types. A true volcanic

breccia pipe is, however, missing, although the rocks are brecciated to varying degrees.

Primary impregnation of the rocks occurred along a complexfracture system and led to

a disseminated, medium-grade mineralisation accompanied by a strong vein-type

mineralisation. Here, the secondary enrichment along the redox front is best developed,

reaching values of up to 2.5 wt.% uranium oxide.

3. Analytical methods

X·raydiffraction (XRD) was used for whole·rock mineral determination and the <2J.L

fraction forclaymineral identification. Whole·rock modal content analyseswere carried

out with a Philips PWl729 diffractometer on a random orientated poVt'der sample using

LiF as an internal standard. Using internal calibration curves allowed the quantitative

determination of quartz, alkali feldspar, albite, calcite and dolomite with an accuracy of

± 3 wt.%. The internal calibration aJlows the estimation of the sum ofwt.% minerals as

compared to 1OOwt.%. The difference between the two is then the amount ofaccessories

and sheet silicate minerals. Minerals not detected by this method (amounts of less than

about 3 wt.%) were estimated from thin section and verified by pointcounting.

For clay mineralogy investigations, the <2J.L clay fraction was separated through

sedimentation of the crushed rock material in an Atterberg cylinder; this procedure was

repeated three times. The clay fraction was treatedwith 20 HCI and saturated with Caz
+.

Asuspension (clay + solution) was then placed on a glass slide and allowed toevaporate

in order to obtain orientated samples. Three preparations were done on each sample

(air-dried, glycolated and heated to 5500c) and aU were analysed on a Philip" APD·

system (PWl710) with monochromatic CuKa·radiation. Oay mineraJ abundance was

estimated using the intensity ratios of the corresponding basal reflections. This method

allows only a semi.quantitative determination of the clay mineral content due to

variations in crystallinity and mineral chemistry.



Illite-crystallinity was determined to estimate the temperature offormation according

to the method of Kubler (1968); a smaller set ofsamples was corrected according to the

methods proposed by Srodori (1980, 1984).

lrace mineral identification was performed using a Guinier camera with FeKa

radiation.

Mineral chemical analysis (Appendix 3) was performed on an ARL-SEMQ

microprobe equipped with 6 crystal spectrometers and an energy-dispersive system

(EDS). Raw data were corrected for beam current drift, dead-time and background

(COMIC.ED; Sommerauer, 1981). Final data reduction was performed with a

ZAP-correction (EMMA-5/1-86).

Bulk chemical composition (Appendix 4) was determined by automated X-ray

fluorescence (XRF) spectrometry on a Philips PWI400 system. Major elements were

corrected on-line and trace elements were corrected according to the method of Nisbet

etal (1979), modified by Reusser (1986, XRF-System V-86). Glass pellets offused rock

powder mixed with LiA07 in the ratio 5:1were used to determine major elements, and

pressed rock powder pills were used for trace elements. Several samples were analysed

for U and Th using a manual XRF-system (Philips PW141O) with internal calibration

based on international standards. The advantage of this method compared to the routine

analytical XRF-method is the lower detection limit (1 ppm) for U and Th, coupled with

better accuracy at low concentrations.

Sulphur and CO2 were determined by couJometric methods (CouIomat 702).

Atomic absorption was used to determine Cd using a VARIAN SpectrAA3DO

spectrometer with a graphite tube atomiser (GTA.c)6).

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) investigations were performed on a CamScan

S4 microscope equipped with an energy-dispersive system (nacor Norton TN 5600).

Both secondary and backscatter electron methods were used.

Fluid inclusion analysis was performed on polished sections (l00~in thickness) using

microthermometric methods on a LEITZ microscope equipped with a FLUID INC.

adapted USGS gas-flow heating-freezing stage. With this system it is possible to measure

temperatures in the range of -18O"C to 7O£Y'c.
Cathodoluminescence investigations were carried out with a hot cathode instrument

with directly heated tungsten filament (Ramseyer et al., 1989). Work conditions were 70

keV and 30 Amps, with exposure times varying from 30 to 240 seconds.

Bulk density (p) measurements were also made. The samples were first dried, weighed

and coated with molten paraffin wax, followed by immersion in mercury to measure their

displaced volume. This method prodUces errors in the range of2%. Average graindensity



(pg) was determined using He-gas in a MuJtipycnometer. ThtaJ porosity (P) was

calculated from grain density and bulk density according to the formula P=(l-P/pg).l00.

REE and selected trace clement analyses were performed by Inductively~Coupled

Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP·MS) at the Scottish Universities Reactor Research

Centre (S.U.R.R.C.) at East Kilbride, Scotland (see MacKenzie et al., this report series;

Rep. 7).

4. Borehole description and sampling

Five deep boreholes (FI to F5) were drilled in the Osamu Utsumi mine (Fig. 4).

Drillcore logging and sampling of boreholes FI, F3 and F4 was carried out immediately

following core extraction at the drill-site (Appendix 7); borehole F5 was percussion

drilled and used only for groundwater sampling.

Borehole FI (mine coordinates 9-1WCll) was drilled verticaJIy in ore body E from

level 9 of the mine (1324 m.a.s.l.) down to a depth of 126 m. The drillcore consisted

mainly of oxidised and reduced volcanic and subvoJcanic leucocratic phonolites. Redox

fronts were encountered at three different depths in the borehole (34 m, 42 m and 67 m),

the two deeper fronts being clearly fracture-related. A strong secondary

U-mineralisation was present at the 42 m front.

Borehole F2 (mine coordinates 9-1VC24) was located some.30 m away from borehole

Fl and reached a depth of6O m.lt was drilled in the same rock suite as Fl, although here

the phonolites were more intensely brecciated and mineralised. Oxidised bedrock was

encountered in the first 21 m of the drillcore and between 36- 39 m and 43 -44 m within

fracture-related zones.

Borehole F3 (mine coordinates 9~ INH47), located close to ore body A, was drilled to

80 m at an inclination of 5Y to the horizontal plane in a south-west direction from level

9 of the mine. The top and bottom of the drillcore consisted of leucocratic

pseudoleucite-phonolitewith enclosed clinopyroxene-bearing pseudoleueite-phonol ite.

Generally, the leucocratic phonolite was more strongly affected by brecciation.

Mineralisation mainly occurred in breccia veins and along the contact zones of the two

rock types. Oxidised bedrock was crossed only in a small wne marginal to a fracture at

a depth of 4.5 m.

Borehole F4 (mine coordinates 8-1UK11) was drilled in the brecciated zone of ore

body B to study the sequence ofhydrothermal alteration and mineralisation around the

breccia pipe. The inclined borehole (55°) extends from mine level 8 (1332 m.a.s.l.) and

__._ .....""'-11(; conslsted of leucocratic
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Borehole F4 (mine coordinates 8-1UK11) was drilled in the brecciated zone of ore
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good core recovery was obtained over the entire length (414.76 m). The core mainly

consists of strongly brecciated phonolitic and nepheline-syenitic rocks; unfortunately,

unaltered nepheline syenite was not penetrated. Deep~seated U~mineralisationswere

encountered mainly in two wnes at depths of 210 - 250 m and 270 - 275 m respectively

within the borehole. The main redox front was crossed at a depth of42 m and two small,

fracture~related oxidised zones occurred at 34 m and 70 m. None of the zones contained

secondary U~mineralisation.

10 further study the redox front phenomenon, and to understand how weathering

processes. respond to different parent rocks. additional samplingwas done along profiles

within the mine area (Fig. 4). In all the ore bodies, weathering processes have been

studied in mine exposures representing the lowest mine level up to the original surface.

Redox front paragenesis has been studied in four profiles (RFl- RFIV) selected from

leucocratic phonolite (RFI and RFIII), cJinopyroxene~bearingphonolite (RAI) and

phonolitic breccia (RFIV).

From the drillcore samples, one third was kept as reference material, and the

remaining two thirds were used for mineralogical, geochemical and isotope analyses.

Thin and polished sections were first prepared for microscopic investig'dtions and the

remaining core material was then crushed and milled using agate. The rock powder was

subsequently split into equal aliquots used for different analytical methods. Special care

was taken during the preparation to avoid any contamination of the samples.

5. Host rock mineralogy and geochemistry

The rocks in the Osamu Utsumi mine can be divided into four major units: the

phonolitic rocks, the nepheline~syeniticrocks, the breccias and the ultramaficdyke rocks.

Phonolitic and nepheline-syenitic rocks suffered intense hydrothermal alteration related

to the intrusion of the volcanic breccia pipes. The hydrothermal alteration resulted in

very Kfeldspar-rich rocks similar to K-feldspar fenites found around the topmost part

of certain carbonatite intrusions, for instance at Songwe, Thnzania (Brown, 1964),

Kaiserstuhl, Germany (Sutherland, 1%7), and Zambia (Bailey, 19(6). A subdivision of

these host rocks based on inferred primary compositions (e.g. tinguaite, khibinite,

foyaite; see Utsumi, 1971; Magno Jr., 1985) was therefore omitted due to the strong

alteration which ocurred. Thus a classification of the rocks. is impossible in the strict sense

of the lUGS Subcommission on the Systematics of Igneous Rocks (Strcckeisen and

Le Maitre, 1979).



The intrusion of the ultramafic dykes post~dates the hydrothermal alteration of the

bulk rocks at the Osamu Utsumi mine. The dykes did not suffer hydrothermal alteration

and display only minor deuteric alteration phenomena.

I-----------------1
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5.1. Petrography, mineralogy and mineral chemistry

5.1.1. Phonolltlc rocks

Hydrothermally altered phonolites represent the major part of the exposed mine area;

their occurrence within the mine area and the boreholes is given in Figure 4 and

described for the drillcores in Appendix 7. All the phonolites are genetically closely

related and represent different phases of emplacement during magmatic activity.

Contact phenomena between the single phonolitic stocks and flows are lacking, or only

poorly developed, both in the recovered driUcores and mine walls. WeU-deveJoped

reaction zones only occur around dykes that were intruded during a late stage of the

hydrothermal activity.

The phonolitic rocks may be subdivided into the following types according to

differences in textural features and modal and chemical composition:

- subvolcanic leucocratic phonolite,

- subvolcanic clinopyroxene-bearing phonolite,

- subvolcanic pseudoleucite phonolite,

_ subvolcanic pseudoleucite·clinopyroxene-bearing phonolite,

- volcanic leucocratic phonolite,

- leucocratic phonolitic dykes.

The leucocratic phonolite is the most abundant phonolite within the Osamu Utsumi

mine. This light~grey to reddish·grcy rock is porphyritic in texture with a fine·grained

matrix. Heterogeneously distributed alkali feldspar and pseudomorphically replaced

nepheline form the only phenocrysts, varying in size from 1 to 20 rom. The matrix ranges

between 40 and 80% of the total rock volume, with an average of about 60%. It is

composed of non-orientated small-sized alkali feldspar laths with diameters of 0.2·0.6

mm and clay minerals. Pseudomorphs of primary mafic components and magmatic

accessories are rare.

Angular to subrounded xenoliths, either of phonolitic or nephetine·syenitic

composition, with diameters ranging from 5 to 30 mm, oecur throughout the leucocratic



phonolite. Less frequent are amygdaloidal structures (3 - 20 mm in diameter) with

radially arranged intergrowths of alkali feldspar and clay minerals, both pseudomorphic

after pseudoleucite.

The c1inopyroxene.bearing phonolite (cpx-phonolite) is fine-grained, porphyritic in

texture and grey to dark greenish-grey in colour, dependingon its alteration state. In the

north-western part of the mine this rock is virtually unaffected by the hydrothermal

alteration developed in the more central part of the mine. In this state, the cpx~bearing

phonolite exhibits preserved clinopyroxene (03 -3 mm), alkali feldspar (0.5 -2 mm) and

pseudomorphically replaced nepheline (05 - 2 mm) and minor pseudoleucite as

phenocrysts. The fine-grained matrix constitutes up to 75% of the total rock volume and

consists of alkali feldspar (0.01 - 0.1 mm), clinopyroxene (0.05 - 0.1 mm) and clay

minerals, together with minor amounts of giannettite and traces of apatite and sphene.

In the central part of the mine, clinopyroxene and giannettite are completely replaced

by cryptocrystalline phases. !;Iere alkali feldspar and clay minerals, together with

leucoxene, are the major components ofthe cpx.phonolite.

Xenoliths of mainly nepheline-syenitic composition and amygdaIoidal structures are

less frequent than in the leucocratic phonolite.

The pseudoJeucite phonolite (plc.phonolite) is mainly exposed in the southern part

of the mine (Fig. 4). It is a hololeucocratic porphyritic rock with alkali feldspar and

pseudoleucite as the main phenocrysts. The grain-size of the alkali feldspar phenocrysts

varies between 0.5 and 5 mm and seldom reaches diameters up to 10 mm. Pseudoleucite,

by contrast, has a much larger variation in grain.size (0.5 - 30 mm); in certain cases it

may even reach 6 cm in diameter. Pseudomorphic nepheline is only rarely found as

phenocrysts (0.5 - 3 mm) but is always present in the fine-grained matrix. AJkali feldspar

(0.02-0.1 mm) is the main component of the matrix, which makes up about 60--70% of

the total rock volume. In addition,c1ayminerals and veryfew magmatic accessories occur.

In various parts, the matrix alkali feldspar laths display a flow orientation.

Xenoliths of both phonoJitic and nepheline-syenitic origin are common. Subordinate

amygdaloidal structures with radially arranged infillings of alkali feldspar and clay

minerals occur.

The pseudoJeucite-clinopyroxene-bearing phonolite (plc-cpx~phonolite) is very

similar to its pseudoleucite-free counterpart. It is a leucocratic fine-grained porphyritic

rock that has its largest extent in the western part of the mine. This phonolite is

characterised by pseudoleucite (0.3 - 20 mm) as a major phenocryst, besides alkali

feldspar (03 - 10 mm), and by the occurrence of pseudomorphically replaced

clinopyroxene as a minor component in the matrix. Pseudomorphicnepheline is present



in minor amounts both as phenocrysts (0.2 - 5 mm) and as a matrix component. The

fine-grained matrix varies between 55 -'65% of the total rock volume and has an average

grain-size ofabout 0.05 mm. Matrix alkali feldspars are often flow-orientated, especially

in marginal parts of the single units where accumulations ofxenoliths also occur.

The volcanic leucocratic phonolite has, in contrast to its subvolcanic counterpart, a

very fine-grained aphanitic matrix with an average grain-size less than 0.02 mm.

Recrystallised vitreous parts may often be observed. The matrix is mainly composed of

very fine-grained alkali feldspar and makes up60 - 70% of the total rock volume. Alkali

feldspars in the matrix and as phenocrysts are often flow-orientated. Besides alkali

feldspar (0.5 - 10 mm), p.seudomorphic nepheline (0.3 - 2 mm) is the only other

phenocryst present. Pseudomorphs of mafic components and primary magmatic

accessories. are very rare.

5.1.1.1. Modal composition

A qualitative compilation of the mineralogical composition derived from microscopic

and X-raydiffractometric investigations of the different phonolitic rocks is given in Thble

I. Components that occur only sporadically in trace or minor amounts, but are important

for genetic considerations, are listed in the column labeled "other". The weight percent

modal abundance of alkali feldspar, together with the relative abundance of the clay

minerals in the <2jJ. fraction (determined by XRD), are listed in Table II.

5.1.1.2. Porosity measurements

Total porosity, density and grain density display a very heterogeneous pattern in the

hydrothermally altered rocks of the mine. Strongly leached zones of high porosity

randomly alternate with more dense zones of low porosity. There is no doubt that the

porosity encountered today in the mine rocks is of hydrothermal and recent weathering

origin. Porous zones developed during the hydrothermal alteration act today as

conductive zones. During the rainy seasons the high water-flow flushes out the clay

minerals, continually increasing the porosity of the zone.

Thble III gives a compilation of physical rock properties for the different rock types;

it becomes obvious that a1l the hydrothermally altered phonolites of the mine have

elevated porosity when compared to their unaltered counterparts. The increase in
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TABLE!
Oualitative mineralogical composition of the different hydrothermally altered rock types from the Osamu Utsumi uranium tnine.

Hydrothermal mineral assemblage Mineralisation and gangue mineral assemblage
Hydrothermally altered rocks Kf No Psi C"" Ab Sphe Ap III Kao ChI Sm Other Py Spha cryP D·P

Reduced zone

nepheline syenite M M' m m' O-tr IT' M m " m " m O-tr m O-tr

leucocratic phonolite M M' O_tr O-tr O-tr M M " tr tr m O-tr tr-m O·tr
cpx-bearing phonolite M M' tr M' O-tr tr' O-tr M m tr m tr tr-m m O-tr
pseudoleucite-phonolite M m' M M M tr m tr-m O-tr
ple-cpx-bearing phonolite M m' m m' tr' 0-" M M O·tr tr tr m m O-tr
volcanic leucocratic phonolite M M' 0« O-tr O-tr m M O-tr O-lr tr tr-m O-tr tr-m O-tr

Oxidised zone

nepheline syenite M M' m m' 0-" tr' M m tr tr tr m

leucocratic phonolite M M' O-tr O-tr O-tr M M " tr tr m
cpx-bearing phonolite M M' tr M' O-Ir tr' M m tr m tr m
pseudoleucite-phonolite M m' M M M tr m
plc-cpx-bearing phonolite M m' m m' tr' M M O-tr tr tr m
vok:anic leucocratic phonOlite M M' O-tr O-tr O-tr M M tr O-tr tr m

Components:

M - major, >lOvol.%
m - minor,l-lOvoI.%
tr - trace, < 1 vol.%

Kf - alkali feldspar
Ne - nepheline, *replaced
Psi - pseudoleucite
Cpx - clinopyroxene, *replaced
Ab - albite
Sphe - sphene, *replaced
Ap - apatite
III - illite and sericite
Kao - kaolinite

ChI - chlorite
Sm - smectite
Py - pyrite
Spha - sphalerite
cryP - cryptocrystalline phases (mainly Fe-Ti)
U -P - cryptocrystalline U -phases
Mo-P - cryptocrystalline Mo-phases
Zir - zircon, incl. cryptocryst. a-REB phases
Mon - monazite group minerals

Flu - fluorite
Carb - carlxmate
FeOx - hematite, goethite,

amorph. Fe-hydroxide
Other - pyrophyllite,

alunite, jarosite,
florencite, goyazite
gorceixite

.---~-
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TABLE II

Modal and claymineralogical composition ofthe different hydrothermallyaltered rock types from
the Osamu Utsumi uranium mine.

Whole-rock Clay fraction

Hydrothermally Kf Cpx' Other- III Kao Sm Chi
altered rocks wt.% vol.% % % % %

Reduced zone

nepheline syenite 76 (60-85) <10 5-10 60 18 20 2

leucocratic phonolite 63 (50-75) <1 3-10 43 52 2 3
cpx~bearing phonolite 38 (33-45) 15-25 5-10 71 14 14 <1

pseudoleucite-pbonolite 60 (55-SO) <1 2-5 32 66 <1 <1

plc-cpx-bearing phonolite 44 (40-50) <10 5-10 58 40 <1 <1

volcanic leucocratic phonolite 63 (60-66) <1 2-5 11 84 2 3

Oxidised zone

nepheline syenite 51 (40-65) <10 3-7 75 18 6 <1

leucocratic phonolite 50 (40-60) <1 3-10 47 44 2 7

cpx-bearing phonolite 38 (35-45) 15-20 5-10 62 35 2 <1

pseudoleucitc-phonolite 48 (40-57) <1 2-5 48 46 5 <1

plc-cpx-bearing phonolite
volcanic leucocratic phonolite 55 (50-65) <1 2-5 47 47 <1 5

Abbreviations:

Kf - alkali feldspar
Cpx - clinopyroxene
Other - pyrite, fluorite,

REE-phases,
Zr-phases etc.

"Contents estimated from thin sections.

III - illite
Kao - kaolinite
Sm - smectite

Chi - chlorite



TABLE III

Rock physical properties of hydrothermally unaltered regional rocks and altered rocks from the
Osamu Utsumi mine.

Density
(g/<x:)

Hydrothermally unaltered regional samples

phonolites 2.57-2.62
nepheline syenites 2.49-2.55

Grain density

(g/<X:)

2.63
2.6

Porosity
(%)

<1·2
1-3.5

Hydrothermally altered mine samples

Reduced zone

leucocratic phonolite 2.33·2,53 259-2.62 3.5-12
cpx-bearing phonolite, unaltered 2.61 2.57 <1

cpx-bearing phonolite, altered 2.37 2.56 7

cpx-bearing phonolite, argillaceous 2.37 2.58 12

pseudoleucite-phonolite 2.21-2.34 2.58-2.63 9-16

Oxidised zone

nepheline syenite 2.21-2.3 256-2.61 12·15

leucocratic phonolite 2.2-2.62 2.62-2.64 1-17

cpx-bearing phonolite 228 2.58 12

volcanic leucocratic phonolite 2.11-2.24 2.58-2.84 12-22

porosity ranges frorn 2% up to 15% for strongly leached samples. Differences in porosity

between thesingle phonolite types can hardly be established. A representative evolution

of the porosity during the processes that affected the rocks is displayed by a profile in

the cpx~phonolite; the unaltered cpx-phonolite has a porosity of less than 1%. The

hydrothermally altered cpx-phonoIitewith moderate pyrite impregnation has a porosity

of about 7%; this is further increased to about 12% in the cpx-phonolite, which displays

a strong argillic alteration. The lateral distance between the unaltered sample and the

argillic sample is about 30 m. Inbetween these samples occurs a zone with a high pyrite

impregnation «7 vol.%) and a very low porosity of less than 2%.



5.1.1.3. HydrothermaJ mineral assemblage

The potassium-rich hydrothermal event resulted in a very similar alteration pattern

for all the different phonolites from the Osamu Utsumi mine. In all phonolites, alkali

feldspar, illite/sericite and kaolinite arc the predominant mineral phases with, depending

on the original rock composition, additional pseudomorphically replaced clinopyroxene.

The hydrothermal mineraJ assemblage, as defined here, comprises all the exchange

and replacement products, which includes the accessories of the undisturbed texture of

the original igneous rock. Such minerals are mainly alkali feldspar, the replaced

nepheline and mafic minerals, and the magmatic accessories.

The clay minerals, which occur as replacement products and precipitates, were formed

during the deuteric and hydrothermal events and are described separately. In the

oxidised rock, clay minerals are also formed during weathering.

Minerals formed during different stages of the hydrothermal event, and found as

disseminated impregnations in the rocks and/or as vein- and void infillings (e.g. sulphides,

fluorite, U-, Th-, REE- and Zr-bearing minerals), are defined here as mineralisation

assemblages. K-feldspar precipitated during the hydrothermal event should also be

included here; for better comparison, however, it is described together with the bulk of

the exchanged alkali feldspar.

A compilation of the chemical anaJyses for individual minerals is given in Appendix3.

Alkali feldspar

Alkali feldspar mainly occurs in the phonolites and exhibits four textural variations:

a) sanidine-shaped euhedrallaths and prisms of the matrix,

b) euhedrallaths and tabular phenocrysts,

c) euhedral tabular alkali feldspar within the amygdaloidal structures, and

d) xenomorphic to idiomorphic interstitial alkali feldspar that actually belongs to the

mineralisation assemblage.

The matrix alkali feldspar and the phenocrysts normally show Karlsbad twinning and

exhibit zoning, i.e. a core rich in minute hematite and fluid inclusions grading to a more

clear growth rim free of hematite and with few fluid inclusions. The twinning does not

continue into this growth rim. A cloudy pigmentation comprising cryptocrystalline

material with an easily discernible hematite dissemination is frequently developed along



cleavage planes and microfissures. Additionally, magmatic microperthitic exsolution

structures are commonly observed in the centre of the phenocrysts. A slight argillic

alteration is developed in the hematite-dusted cores and along microfrssures and grain

boundaries.

In the amygdaloidal structures the alkali feldspar occurs as radially arranged euhedral

crystals free of hematite inclusions. The slightly argiHicalIy altered crystals have a

grain-size intermediate between the matrix and the phenocrysts. Clear xenomorphic to

idiomorphic alkali feldspar, commonly inclusion~frce except for a weak cloudy

pigmentation with cryptocrystalline material, is developed in interstices and along

fracture planes.

Tho different structural states have been distinguished by XRD. The matrix alkali

feldspars and the phenocrysts are intermediate microclines varying slightly in the degree

of Al-Si ordering. The hydrothermally-formed, clear interstitial alkali feldspars, by

contrast, show a readily discernible pattern of a fully ordered, triclinic low microcline.

Under cathodoluminescence, the intermediate microcline phenocrysts show an

irregular, patchy red-orange-coloured luminescence in the centre, and a light lilac

colouration towards their rims. The same colour zoning occurs in the feldspars of the

amygdaloidal structures and the matrix, the latter being mainly lilac-coloured. In

contrast, the low microcline which occurs as growth rims and void infillings has a

characteristically dull yellow-brown luminescence colouration.

Red luminescence colours in alkali feldspar are due to lattice impurities with Feh
•

Red colours are well-pronounced, for example, in rocks that underwent fenitisation

(Marshall, 1988). On the other hand, the dull yellow-brown colour is a characteristic

feature of alteration, caused by prolonged electron bombardment of a short-lived

luminescence of K-feldspar precipitated from low-temperature solutions (Ramseyer et

aL,1989).

Microprobe analyses of all the alkali feldspars yield almost pure orthoclase

compositions. Significant chemical variations do not occur between matrix crystals and

phenocrysts, between the replaced igneous and the hydrothermally precipitated alkali

feldspars, or in the single crystals themselves. Despite the different optical orientation,

the albite component of the matrix and phenocryst alkali feldspars have been completely

replaced during the hydrothermal events by almost pure, inclusion-free K-feldspar. In a

few cases, alkali exchange was not complete so that part of the albite component is still

preserved (maximum Ab 9%). Average compositions are:



In the matrix alkali feldspars and the phenocrysts, iron occurs sporadically as an

impurity in measurable contents (0.1 - 0.8 wt.% FeJ03), whereas the hydrothermal low

microcline is free of iron impurities. None of the analysed alkali feldspars showed

evidence of actinide or lanthanide impurities.

matrix alkali feldspar

alkali feldspar phenocrysts

hydrothermally precipitated low microc1ine

Or98.2 Ab 1.8 Ano

Or~8AbQ.2M

Or98.8 Abu M
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Nepheline

Nepheline is always completely pseudomorphically replaced by illite, kaolinite and,

occasionally, subordinate zeolites. Fine-grained illite and kaolinite may be randomly

intergrown in such pseudomorphs, but more frequentlydisplay a zonal arrangement from

a kaolinite~rich central domain to an illite-rich border zone. In the central domain

kaolinite is intimately intergrown with similar fine-grained pyrite. In the illite-rich border

zone, textural evidence indicates a substitution ofkaolinite bysomewhat coarser-grained

illite/sericite, which also encloses the fine-grained pyrite.

Clinopyroxene

The cryptocrystalline aggregates of iron- and titanium~oxides, together with silicate

phases, display an idiomorphic to hypidiomorphic prismatic or acicular habit. By analogy

with hydrothermally less altered zones, where relict clinopyroxene (complex zoned

aegirine-augite) is still preserved in such aggregates, all these pseudomorphs are

considered to be replaced c1inopyroxenes. The titanium phases of these aggregates are

mainly composed ofvery fine-grained needle-shaped rutile, but the existence ofanatase

cannot be excluded. Chemical analyses of the Ti02-minerals are given in Appendix: 3.

Iron and niobium are present in minor amounts of up to 4.7 wt.% and 2.8 wt.%

respectively;silica, aluminium and yttrium are sporadically present as impurities in trace

amounts. The possible presence of REEs was checked by searching for lanthanum,

cerium and ytterbium; however, in all the analysed samples these elements were below

the level of detection. Uranium and thorium were detected in trace amounts in one

sample each, both of which occurred in a massive uranium nodule, and the detected



uranium and thorium concentrations are thought to be contamination from the nodule

matrix.

Magmatic accessories

Both magmatic accessory minerals and magmatic mafic minerals occur either in small

amounts «1 and 0--5%, respectively) or are totally absent. Small euhedral zircons (0.05

- 0.6 mm) arc sporadically present together with a xenotime-like mineral and apatite.

Sphene, otherwisecommon in the regional rocks, most probablysuffered decomposition

to TI-oxides and clay minerals.

Rare metal silicates

A wide variety of these minerals are known from the unaltered regional rocks of the

p~ de Caldas complex. They include astrophyllite, aenigmatite, eudialite, Mvenite,

catapleite, lamprophyllite and giannettite (Schorscher and Shea, this report series; Rep.

1; Ulbrich, 1984). None of these minerals have been observed in the hydrothermally

altered rocks of the mine. Their initial presence, however, is supported by the occurrence

of relict giannettite, lamprophyllite and astrophyllite in the unaffected (or only slightly

affected) phonolites from the NW delimitation of the opcn~pit.

5.1.1.4. Mineralisation assemblages

These assemblages include minerals that were formed during the different stages of

thehydrothermaI event and are found as disseminated impregnations in the rocks and/or

as vein and void infIllings. They include sulphides, fluorite, U-, Th-, REE-, Ti~ and

Zr~bearing minerals; K-feldspar and clay minerals, also precipitated during the

hydrothermal event, have been described above.

Sulphides other than pyrite (sphalerite, Mo-sulphides, etc), carbonates and Ti-oxides

other than the ones replacing mafic minerals sporadically occur in trace amounts in the

phonolites, but arc more abundant in the breccias (sec Section 5.13.).

A compilation of the chemical analyses of the individual minerals IS given in

Appendix 3.



Pyrite

Pyrite is the main ore mineral present in the hydrothermally altered phonolites. Based

on textural relationships, pyrite populations of pre-, syo- or post~brecciaformation may

be discerned. Pre-breccia pyrite, the most important pyrite population in the phonolites,

formed during the potassium-rich hydrothermal event, occurs as a finely disseminated

mineralisation throughout the phonolites. Syn- and post~breccia pyrites occur in small

breccia veins cutting the rocks, in open cavities, and on fracture planes (see below).

The intensity of the pre-breccia pyrite impregnation is strongly dependent on the

physical properties of the different phonolite types. The very fine-grained volcanic

phonolite is commonly less strongly impregnated than its coarser-grained counterparts.

Similarly, zones with strong argillic alteration are devoid of pyrite impregnation. On the

other hand, pyrite may easily reach up to six volume~percent in the more porous and

leached zones. An average rontent is difficult to estimate due to irregular distribution,

but may lie between 2 and 3 vol.%.

Pre-breccia pyrite exhibits an euhedral cubic shape and ranges in size from very

fine-grained to fine-grained (0.005 - 1 mm). Very fine-grained pyrite occUr& as a

pigmentation throughout the rock'l, whereas the somewhat coarser pyrite is more

concentrated along grain boundaries and in interstices. There, pyrite often forms clusters

of intimately intergrown grains. In the cpx-bearing phonolites, pyrite, together with

Ti-oxides and clay minerals, substitutes magmatic aegirine-augite. Frequently, pre

breccia pyrites contain relict<; of hematite, indicating earlier hydrothermal (deuteric)

processes with lower sulphur activities and/or higher oxygen fugacities.

Chemical compositions of different pyrites are given in Appendix 3. All the analysed

grains show an almost pure pyrite composition with an atomic S:Fe ratio of close to 2.

Minor detected impurities include Mo (0 - 0.7 wt.%), Pb (0 - 3.7 wt.%) and AJ> (0

0.17 wt.%). The impurities of Pb and As are at least partly due to contamination by the

sample polishing disk. None of the analysed pyrites indicated detectable amounts ofZn,

Co, Ni, Cu, Se, Mn or U.

Pyrites of different textural populations were separated for S-isotope analyses. The

sulphur isotope compositions oCpre-, syn- and post-breccia pyrites lie within the narrow

range of 83~ = +1.24 to -3.63°/.,.,. Such an isotopic composition is typical for fluids from

upper mantle-derived igneous rocks. A detailed description of the S-isotope

investigations is given in Appendix 1.



Zircon and Zr-minerals

In the phonolitic rocks zircon and Zr-minerals occur mainly as three morphological

types:

a) fine-grained « 1 mm) idiomorphic to hypidiomorphic zircons randomly distributed

as isolated grains in the rock matrix,

b) idiomorphic to hypidiomorphic zircons ofvariable grain-size (0.5 - 5 mm) in voids,

interstices and along fractures, and

c) skeletally developed zircons in interstices and along grain boundaries.

Type (a) is subordinate to types (b) and (c). Inhomogeneities in zoning and colour

indicate compositional variabilities within single crystals and all are metamict to various

degrees. Fine-grained idiomorphic zircon is the least metamict; it is the only zircon that

produces a radiation halo in contactwith the neighbouring mineraJs. The other two types

of zircon are often merely present as cryptocrystalline mixtures of zircon. baddeleyite

and amorphous (hydrous?) Zr-oxide. Single baddeleyite crystals not associated with

zircon are present in several phonolite samples.

Microprobe analysis of zircon (Appendix 3) proved to be difficult due to the extent

of metamictisation and to an inhomogeneous Zr-standard. Zircon analyses which give a

reasonable stoichiometric ZrlSi-ratio normally contain trace amounts of YbZ0 3 (0

0.26wt.%), 0,,0,(0 -0.37wt.%) and y,o, (O-O.68wt.%); 0, and Yare most probably

present as minute monazite and xenotime phases, substituting zircon. HfOzis present

between 0 - 0.8 wt.% with a ZrO:JHf~ ratio ranging from 0 - 0.0 12, values typical for

non-metamict zircons from nepheline syenites (Rankama and Sahama, 1950). None of

these zircons show me!Jsurable contents of U or Th.

Not presented in Appendix 3 is a group of analyses with ZrOz-contents which are too

high when compared to their Si02-contents. which can be explained by decomposition

of zircon to baddeleyite and/or Zr-hydrates during metamictisation. Another group

yields similar features, although with additionally high YzOJ-contents (1.2 - 6.3 wt.%),

which are most probably due to xenotime substitution. In this group the only detected

Th impurities (up to 0.82 wt.%) occur.



Uranium mineruls

Cryptocrystalline uranium minerals occur in the phonolites as finely disseminated

impregnations. The very fine grain-size of less than 1~ for most of these minerals makes

an optical identification very difficult and their localisation is only possible using

autoradiography. Higher concentrations of these uranium minerals could be observed

in association with aggregates of pyrite and cryptocrystalline semi-opaque phases finely

distributed throughout the phonolites and along fractures and in veins. Powder

diffraction of uranium mineral concentrates from the pyrite aggregates yielded pure

uranium-oxide (pitchblende) ranging between UOw and U307. Such uranium-oxides

were further observed as inclusions in pyrite. Of the many cryptocrystalline semi-opaque

phases, only brannerite (UTi06) could be amongst other less well-defined associations

of uranium and titanium.

Fluorite

In the phonolitic rocks, fluorite (mostly violet coloured) mainly occurs in interstices

and voids and on fracture planes; small amounts of colourless, light yellowish and

greenish fluorite can also occur. Grain·size varies from very fine·grained fluorite «0.2

mm) in interstices to medium-grained, idiomorphic crystals (> 10 mm) in open cavities.

Interstitial fluorite is always intimately intergrown with pyrite, zircon and low microcline.

AU the fluorites show abundant fluid inclusions of different generations and inclusions

and/or intergrowths of fine-grained carbonate.

Microprobe analyses were performed with F as a fIXed element (Appendix 3). All the

fluorite investigated was virtually pure; minor impurities found were ~03 (0.5 wt.%)

in one sample and YlOj (max. 0.2 wt.%) in seven samples. In all the fluorite samples,

KlO (0.70 -0.95 wt.%) was detected, and sometimes traces of NalO (0- 0.1 wt.%). At

least part of these alkali contents originates from fluid inclusion contamination (see

below).

Barite

Barite is a rare mineral in the phonolites. It occurs as well-defined euhedraJ crystals,

mainly in interstices and on fracture planes, where it forms on aggregates of

well-preserved K-feldspar, pyrite and clay minerals. Textural evidence indicates that



barite formed during Iate-:nage hydrothermal alteration; in the near-vicinityof the redox

fronts, barite is still idiomorphicaUy preserved on corroded K-feldspar.

REE-phases

In the reduced phonolites a broad variety ofREE-bearing mineral phases occurs. The

list presented below probablydoes not cover the whole rangeofREE-phases that occur

in the Osamu Utsumi mine. Because of the very fine grain-size and intergrowths of

different REB minerals, quantitative chemical analysis was often impossible.

The following REE minerals have been identified by various analytical methods:

monazite (Ce,La,Nd)P04

cheralite (Ca,Ce,Th)(p,silO.

bastnaesite (Ce,La)(CO,)F

crandallite (Ca,REE)AJ,(PO,),(OH),' H,O

florencite CeAJ,(PO,),(OH).

gorceixite (Ba,REE)A1,(PO,),(OH),' H,O

goyazite (Sr,REE)A1,(PO.),(OH),· H,O

Of the REE-minerals identified, monazite and cheralite are the most abundant. They

occur as very fine-grained, idiomorphic crystals disseminated throughout the phonolites,

but preferentially cluster around the more porous parts of the rock (Fig. 52). The

average grain-size varies between 1-4".., and, in rare cases, crystals of up to 151J. are

observed. Monazite and cheralite occur intimately intergrown with ilJite, kaolinite, pyrite

and K-feldspar and, in several cases, as inclusions in pyrite and fluorite. The textural

relationships indicate a purely hydrothermal origin for monazite and cheralite, most

probably during an early-stage mineralisation event. The same origin may account for

the likewise idiomorphic bastnaesite. Bastnaesile, however, is preferentially found in

cavities and interstices and less frequently disseminated throughout the rock matrix.

Less certain is the origin of REE-bearing phases of the crandallite group minerals

(crandallite, florencite, gorceixite and goyazite). As discussed below, these minerals are

more abundant in the oxidised and lateritic wne. In the reduced zone these minerals

occur as small-sized crystals «31J.) ofcuhedral shape mainly in open cavities, interstices

and on fracture planes. In a few cases crandaUite group minerals are found in pyrite as

inclusions. FIorencite additionally occurs in close association with monazite without
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1displaying any reaction phenomena. Such textural evidence suggests a hydrothermal

origin for the crandallite group minerals. To the authors' knowledge, however,

crandallite group minerals have been reported in the literature as being only of

supergene origin (e.g. Mariano, 1989, and literature cited therein).

5.1.1.5. Fluid inclusions

Fluid inclusion studies have been performed on three fluorites from the leucocratic

phonolite in core samples from borehole FI. The fluorites represent different textural

relationships: a xenomorphic, interstitial fluorite (sample WCll~75), a euhedral fluorite

from an open cavity (sample WCllM78), and a xenomorphic fluorite mass embedded in

clay minerals from a fracture intill (sample WCll-87). NI the fluorites are more or Jess

homogeneously violet~coloured.

All inclusions observed in the samples have been investigated for phase transitions in

the -80"C to +5WC temperature interval. The following phase transitions were

measured (Thble IV):

- "first melting" or eutectic temperature (Tfill) which indicates the type of dissolved

salts,

- liquidus temperature (TlD,i...) which indicates the amount of salts present,

- homogenisation tern perature (T""",) of the liquid and gas phases which generallygives

the minimum temperature at the time the inclusion was trapped in the mineral.

Three different popUlations of fluid inclusions could be distinguished; all of them are

believed to be of secondary origin (J. Mullis, pers. camm., 1990).

PopUlation I

These fluid inclusions have a homogenisation temperature (Thom) of25(Y' - 26l:rC with

a liquidus temperature Tm.~of-2.9"±0.3°c. The liquid phase belongs to the fluid system

H20MKCI with 7-9wt.% equivalent KCl. Salt hydrates were observed in all the inclusions.

The volume of the gas phase makes up about 15 ±3 vol.% of the inclusion; no indication

of a gas phase other than vapour was detected. This popUlation is found in fluorites

occurring interstitially and in fracture infillings (samples WCl1·75 and WCI1 M87), but

not in the open cavity fluorites (WCll·78).



TABLE IV
Fluid inclusion data for texturally different fluorites in the leucocratic phonolite from borehole Fl.
Sample Rock Host mineral P N Type Gas S.I. Tim Tm,ice Thorn H2O KC! CO,

(vol.%) (OC) ("C) ("C) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%)

WCll-75 leucocr. phonolite fluorite, interstital I 3 sec. 15 yes -11 -2.8±O.2 250-260 92-93 7-9 0
II 4 sec. 10 yes -10 -2.5 ±O.3 200-220 92-93 7 0

WCll-78 leucocr. phonolite fluorite, cavity II 4 sec. 10 yes -10 -2.5 ±O.3 200-2W 92-93 7 0
III 2 sec. 90 yes -22 -IO±! 200-2W 55-58 42-45 0

Well-87 Ieucocr. phonolite fluorite, fracture I 7 sec. 15 yes -11 -2.9:t.03 250-260 92-93 7-9 0
II 9 sec. 10 yes -10 -2.5±O3 195-220 92-93 7 0
III 5 sec. 95 yes -23 -11 ±1 200-210 55-58 42-45 0

Abbreviations:

Type - sec. = secondary inclusion
P - inclusion population

N - number of meaured inclusions

Gas - gas volume in %
S.I. - solid inclusions at room temperature

TCrn - frrst melting temperature in °c
Tm, ice - melting temperature of ice in °c
Thorn - homogenisation temperature in °c
H20 - approximate amount of H20 in weight %

Kel - approximate amount of salt in weight % equivalent KCI

~._. . ~J



Population II

These have similar characteristics to those of population I, but with a lower

homogenisation temperature (T- = 2Q(1' - 22O"C). The fluid system is again fLO·KO

with an equivalent KCl of 7±1 wt.%. The gas phase makes up about 1O±2 vol.%,

consisting mainly of vapour. Crystals of salt hydrates are always present. Population II

inclusions were observed in aU three different fluorites.

Population III

According to textural relationships, these inclusions are the youngest of all observed.

They are very rich in gas, which constitutes 90±5 vol.%, indicating fluid boiling. The

homogenisation temperature is TbotD = 210' ± 1Q'>C and the melting point for ice is Tm, "'" =

10"± lOCi first melting occurs at -22' to _23°C. The fluid system for the liquid phase is

predominantly KCl·NaCI-Ht), with about 42-45 equivalent wt.% ofK.Cl, and there are

indications ofsmall amounts ofFeSO~and KF also being present (J. Mullis, pers. comm.,

1990). Cubic crystals melting at a temperature of 155° ±3°C are interpreted to be solid

KCI (Roedder, 1984). Raman-spectroscopyof the inclusions yielded no evidence ofooz,

CH4, as or N2, and the fluid is therefore thought to be of pure saline composition (M.

Hiigi. pets. comm.• 1990).

Inclusions of population III occur in the open cavity and fracture fluorites (Well·78

and WC11-87), but not in interstitial fluorite (Welt.75).

The following conclusions can be drawn:

The low-salinity inclusions ofpopulation I are observed in interstitial fluorite growing

into a nepheline pseudomorph, and in the fracture fluorite. Both fluorites are

surrounded by completely exchanged K-feldspar of almost pure orthoclase composition.

However, the K-feldspars do not display the characteristics for newly precipitated low

microcline as observed, for example, in the open cavity ofsample WCl1·78, or in certain

samples of the brC1:cias. Therefore it is assumed that these inclusions represent the fluid

composition at an early stage of the hydrothermal alteration and may in fact represent

conditions of major potassic enrichment.

Population ]J inclusions also have low salinity and are present in aU the different

fluorites. They represent an intermediate stage in the evolution of the fluid, and are

considered to be the "starting-point" for boiling as observed for population III.



Open cavity and fracture fluorites with incorporated inclusions of population III are

associated with hydrothermally precipitated low microcIine, as evidenced by

cathodoluminescence and XRD. The highly saline fluid of these inclusions could

therefore represent the fluid of formation for low microcline and, taking into account

textural relationships, for the major mineralisation as well. Thus, a minimum

temperature of formation for the mineralisation would be in the region of 21O"C.

Unfortunately, all attempts to measure fluid inclusions in the various alkali feldspar types

have failed due to the very small size of the inclusions.

5.1.1.6. Clay mineralogy

By far the predominant mineral phases in the <2f.L fraction are illite and kaolinite.

Due to their intimate textural relationship, coarser-grained white mica (sericite) is

described together with illite. Chlorite and smectite occur as traces in some samples of

the cpx-bearing phonolites, although they could not be further identified due to their

sparse occurrence in the average phonolite samples. Smectite, which tends to be more

abundant in strongly brecciated zones distant from major breccia pipes, was identified

as dioctahedral montmorillonite. Chlorite was not found to be more abundant in such

zones.

Illite and sericite

The term sericite applies here to a fine-grained (2-60p..) variety of flaky white mica

which is larger than .the illite of the clay fraction «2p..). Illite occurs both as a

hydrothermal precipitate and as an alteration product, mainly of nepheline but also of

alkali feldspar. The coarser sericite occurs as a hydrothermal phase within the matrixand

as a substitute for kaolinite in the nepheline pseudomorphs (population "c"; see below).

It normally has a pale green pleochroism indicating a moderate iron content.

The crystallinity index (Kubler, 1968), based on thc peak width at halfwheight of the

001 XRD reflection, lies betwecn 0.13 and 0.18 for the illites of the phonolitic rocks.

The illitic material in the <2fJ. fraction proved to be almost pure, non-expanding illite in

the set ofsamples studied (SrodoJi, 1984). Thus, a temperatureofformation above about

36ifC, or formation at lower temperatures but with a high K+ -activity, is indicated by

--I
I,



these mites. Unfortunately) no such data arc available for iUitic material differing in

horiwntal distance to the breccia pipes. or for illitic material>2lJ. in grain~size(sericite).

Microprobe analyses have been performed on four texturally distinct lUite/sericite

populations:

a) illites/sericites within the central zone of nepheline pseudomorphs (number of

analyses 0=17),

b) interstitial iIlites/scricites in association with pyrite and zircon (n=::12))

c) sericites within the border zone of nepheline pseudomorphs (0==4), and

d) illites/sericites that occur as void infillings (0.=5).

The iIIites/sericites of populations (a), (c) and (d) are similar in composition and any

differences are restricted to the interlayer cation occupation, with an average of 1.79

formula units pe'r 22 0 for population (a) and 1.5 formula units for population (c), both

with 0.03 Na substituted for K. Furthermore, the Mg!Fe.P1 ratio decreases from 0.22 for

population (a) to 0.18 for population (c) and down to 0.12 for the illites in voids

(population (d». In contrast, the illites of the clay~pyrite~zirconassemblage (b) have the

highest AI content in the tetrahedra! sheet (average of 1.84 formula units per 22 0). the

highest MgIFc...... ratio, with an average of 0.3, and no Na substituted for K in the

interlayer. The average composition of the illites from nepheline pseudomorphs (i) and

from the mineralisation assemblage c1ay-zircon~pyrite Oi) arc

In Figure 5 the analyses arc presented in a muscovite-ccladonite~pyrophyUite triangle.

There is a visible trend from the high interlayer occupation of the earliest illites formed

at the centre ofnepheline pseudomorphs towards lower interlayer occupation of the late

sericite overgrowths on kaolinite and the rims ofseridtes from population (c). According

to Srodon and Eberl (1984). iHite normally has an interlayer occupation of around 1.5

formula units per 22 O. On the other hand, Beaufort and Meunier (1983) indicate that

hydrothermal illitic material displays a complete range of K-contents, from 1.48 to 2.0

per 22 0, mainly depending on the K+-activity of the hydrothermal fluid.
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Figure 6 shows the interlayer occupation of the different illite populations based on

22 O. Whereas the illites of populations (a), (c) and (d) have nearly the same amount of

Na substituted for K, the illites of (b) have a pure K occupation of the interlayer.

Impurities of actinides and lanthanides in the illites are very rare and have no

systematic distribution. Only in a few cases were very low concentrations of Y, and in

one case of Ce, detected.

Kaolinite

Different populations of kaolinite may be distinguished according to their textural

arrangement. grain-size, and by comparison with regional samples. A very fine-grained

kaolinite «ilL), found mainly as an alteration product of alkali feldspar, also oecurs in

nepheline pseudomorphs and is randomlydistributed throughout the matrix. This variety

is similar to the small amount ofdeutcric kaolinite found in regional samples, but is more

abundant in the phonolites of the mine. Hence, hydrothermal events must have formed

at least part of this kaolinite. although it is no longer discernible from deuteric kaolinite

found in the regional rocks.

The predominant kaolinite found in the phonolites from the mine is well-crystallised

and forms "booklets" often several tens of microns in thickness. It occurs once again as

a hydrothermal alteration product of nepbeline and neogenically in rock pores and

interstices. It is intimately intergrown witb similar fine~grained pyrite of pre~breceia

origin, somewhat coarser~grainedillite/sericite and, in some cases, zircon. A third major

population is kaolinite that occurs as fracture fillings; this is described below in more

detail.

The majority of the kaolinite is generally chemically pure; in a few cases impurities of

iron (0.32-0.7 wl.%), sodium (0.03-0.11 wt,%) and magnesium (0.05-O.29wt, %) occur.

Both Y and Ce were detected in trace amounts.

Chlorite and smectite

Chlorite and smectite are extremely rare in the hydrothermally altered phonolites.

TIaces of both were observed in pseudomorphs of clinopyroxene and sphene; smectite

additionaHy occurs on fracture planes.
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5.1.2. Nepheline syenites

Nepheline syenites occur in the eastern and southern part of the open-pit, in addition

to borehole F4 where they are mainly encountered as fragments and larger bodies

(several centimetres to several tens of metres in diameter) incorporated within the

brecciated are body B. In F4, they tend to be more frequent in the lower part, possibly

indicating close proximity to the intact massive nepheline syenite country rock.

The major syenite bodies, ranging from several metres to several tens of metres in

extent, may in fact represent country nepheline syenite which has intruded older

phonolites and subsequently (together with the older phonolites) suffered fracturing,

brecciation and injection byyounger phonolites, accompanied by highlyvolatilevolcanic

phases.

Nepheline syenite samples from the mine walls generally display the same features as

the drillcore samples. Unaltered nepheline syenite country rock has not been recovered

from the drillcore or the mine walls.

The nepheline syenites are medium- to coarse-grained. equigranular and

inequigranular hololeucocratic and leucocratic rocks. Particularly the medium-grained

types may be porphyritic. In all the nepheline syenite types studied, there frequently

occur pegmatoid veins composed of alkaJi feldspars (centimetre size), with or without

nepheline. Macroscopically, the nepheline syenites have suffered evident hydrothermal

alteration, including general pyritisation and argillation, and, less frequently, blue

Mo-staining (restricted to distinct zones and individual breccia fragments) and fluorite

mineralisation (in voids and fractures). The nepheline syenite fragments in the breccias

show evidence of pre.breccia hydrothermal alteration, as do their phonolite equivalents.

5.1.2.1. Modal content

A qualitative compilation of the mineralogy derived from microscopic and XRD

investigations is given in Table 1. The quantitative alkali feldspar content, together with

the relative abundance of clay minerals in the <2J.L fraction determined by XRD, are

listed in 'Pdble II. A detailed mineralogical account of the F4 drillcore samples (including

phonolite fragments) is given in Appendix 5.



5.1.2.2. Hydrothermal assemblage

The hydrothermal mineral assemblage in the nepheline syenite is generaUy the same

as in the phonolitic rocks. The major differences include the much more frequent

occurrence of pegmatoid zones consisting of nearJy pure K.feldspar (which belongs to

the mineralisation assemblage) and the greater abundance of smectites, especially in

samples more distant from the breccia pipe.

Alkali feldspar

'!Wo different types of alkali feldspar can be distinguished. The predominant type is a

low~temperature alkali feldspar that occurs as a replacement product of its high

temperature magmatic equivalent. It is idiomorphic in shape with grain·sizes varying

between 1-10 mm, with an average afabout 4 mm; zoning is frequent, from a core rich

in inclusions ofhematite to a hematite-free growth rim; in both zones abundant tiny fluid

inclusions occur. Magmatic rnicroperthitic cxsolution structures are common in the

centres of these alkali feldspars, but the albite component has been replaced by almost

pure K·feldspar during the potassium·rich hydrothermal event. XRD yields a pattern

typical for intermediate microcline. All these alkali feldspars show a weak sericitisation

and kaolinisation along microfJssures and grain boundaries.

The second type belongs to the mineralisation assemblage and occurs mainly along

fractures, in open rock pores, interstices and pegmatoid zones; it is normallyveryclose1y

related to the mineralisation assemblage. These alkali feldspars are hypidiomorphic to

idiomorphic in shape and cover a wide range in grain~slze (1-30rnnt). In contrast to the

alkali feldspar of magmatic origin, hydrothermally precipitated K-feldspars are

homogeneous, free of hematite inclusions and argilHc alteration. Their X·ray pattern is

typical of a fuUy ordered low microcline.

Nepheline

Nepheline is completely replaced by iUlte and kaolinite, with the idiomorphic

pseudomorphs reaching diameters of up to 5 mm. Tectonically undisturbed

pseudomorphs, have inclusions oftiny cubic pyrites (1G-30~), indicating pyrite formation

contemporaneous with the alteration of the nephelines. At a later stage the kaolinite is

partly substituted by somewhat coarser~grainedillite/sericite. In fissured pseudomorphs



coarser-grained pyrite, fluorite, zircon and carbonates of the main mineralisation

assemblage can be observed.

Clinopyroxene

Well-defined, acicular structures comprising cryptocrystalline Fe-Ti-oxides, clay

minerals, and sometimes pyrite, are interpreted as pseudomorphically replaced

c1inopyroxene.~. Further away from the breccia pipes, relict clinopyroxene could be

identified in the core of such pseudomorphs. The replaced clinopyroxene is randomly

distributed in the nepheline syenite, displayinga normal magmatic texture; no indications

of cumulation textures were observed.

5.1.2.3. Mineralisation assemblage

The mineralisation assemblage of the nepheline syenite fragments and bodies

encountered in borehole F4 is generally similar to that observed in the phonolitic rocks.

Pyrite and precipitated low microcline arc the predominant phases in this assemhlage,

followed by fluorite, zircon and Zr-minerals, semi-opaque Fe-Ti-Zr-REE aggregates,

carbonates, Ti02-phases, and small amounts of chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena,

Mo-minerals and very fine-grained U-minerals. Because the nepheline syenite bedrock

was not encountered, either in borehole F4 or in the mine walls, this assemblage is

described in detail in Section 5.1.3. Here it is worth noting that Mn-siderite is the most

abundant carbonate that occurs interstitially in the nepheline syenite fragments, and as

fracture infillings.

In Appendix 1, a detailed description of the pyrite sulphur isotope composition is

given.

5.1.2.4. Clay mineralogy

The clay mineral composition in the nepheline syenite differs somewhat from that of

the phonolitic rocks. On average, it is best compared to the clay composition in the

cpx-phonolite (Table II).

Illite and kaolinite are the most abundant clay minerals in the near-vicinity of the

breccia pipe (the first 120 min drillcore F4); chlorite and smectite occur in trace amounts.



More distant from the breccia, illite/smectite mixed·layers and smectite increase, with

smectite becoming the second most abundant clay mineral. Chlorite does not show such

behaviour, occurring with abundances below 5% in aU the samples studied.

Illite and sericite

mite and sericite show similar characteristics in the nepheline syenite as in the

phonolitic rocks. However, the bulk of the illite shows a broadening of the X-ray peak

pattern with increasing distance from the major breccia pipe (and thus with increasing

depth in borehole F4). The bulk illitic material in the nepheline syenite bodies close to

!:he end of drillcore F4 is a mixture of non..expanding pure illite and expanding

illite/smectite mixed·layers constituting about 15% of the material (after Srodon, 1980,

1984). The illilk material, separated from nepheline pseudomorphs insamples from such

depths, gives an X-ray pattern for pure non·expanding illite. Therefore, the nepheline

was pseudomorphicalJy replaced under conditions favourable for pure illite, whereas in

the rock matrix the bulk iUitic materia) formed under conditions Shifting towards the

smectite stability field. Such a shift can be produced by two different factors, namely a

decrease in K-i"-activity and/or formation of the illite-illite/smectite mixtures at lower

temperatures. Compared to other hydrothermal environments, the maximum

temperature of formation for such a mixture Jies between 200"-24O"C (8 radon and

Eberl, 1984; lonGue and Utada, 1983).

Kaolinite

Kaolinite occurs almost exclusively as a replacement product of nepheline. In the

near-vicinity of the breccia pipe, kaolinite additionally occurs as infiUings in fractures

and open cavities, displaying an X-ray pattern with well-defined peaks. The

illite:kaoHnite ratio varies between 3:2 and 2:3. Further away from the breccia pipe, the

kaolinite peaks become broader, indicating a poorer degree of crystallinity, and the

illite:kaolinite ratio changes to 4:1; in some samples it reaches up to 9:1. HaUoysite could

not be detected.



Smectite

Dioctahedral smectite is found in pseudomorphs after the primary mafic components,

together with small amounts of chlorite, at greater distances from the breccia pipe.

Deeper inborehole F4, smectite becomes increasinglyabundant in fractures and cavities,

as well as in the matrix, yiclding an X-ray pattcrn similar to montmorillonitc. The

illite:montmoriIIonite ratio is about 3:1 on average, rcaching 1:1 in several deep-seated

samples.

5.1.3. Breccia bodies

The breccia bodies, which have undergone open-pit excavation, are the main host

formations of the Zr-U-Th·REE stockwork mineralisation.

The breccias of ore body B, Illainly recovered in drillcore F4, have been investigated

in dctail. Down to a depth of about 320 metres, the core encountered a volcanic breccia

with randomly alternating matrix-supported and clast-supported zones. Coherent rock

fragmcnts encountered in these breccias vary in thickness from a few millimetres to 1.5

metres at the most. From 320 metres down to the bottom of the hole (414.76 m), the

intensityofbrecciation decreases and the core consists oflarger coherent rock fragments

of decimetre to several metres in size. The single fragments are intercepted by small

breccia veins of a few centimetres to a maximum of several decimetres in thickness.

The breccias encountered all belong to the group of subvo1canic conduit breccias

(Ulbrich, 1984). They cover a broad range ofstructural and compositional types ranging

from relatively poorly fractured (craqueh~) nepheline syenites or phonolites, with

quantitatively very subordinate fracture filJings, to chaotic breccias with heterogeneous

fragments. The latter consist of different types of nepheline syenite and phonolite, as

well as breccia fragments, indicating the reworking of earlier. already lithified breccias.

The characteristics of the potassic alteration are essentially the same in fragments of

dimensions down to about 5 mm as they are in the coarse and very coarse varieties.

Breccia-related hydrothermal processes only played a role in the very fine-grained

portions of the matrix. Hence rock and mineral fragments with dimensions less than 2

mm are classified as matrix sensu strictu (s.s.). The spaces between the fragments of the

breccias arc partially or totally filled with matrix (s.s.) cements or mineralisations.

Mineralisations associated with, or without, matrix (s.s.) arc considered in a broader

sense as matrix sensu lato (s.I.).



The volumetric content of the matrix (s.s.) covers a broad range varying from

clast~supported to matrix~supportedbreccia types. In addition, breccias with matrix (so8.)

may grade through types with a welded matrix to those with an interstitial, very

fine~grained phonolitic (magmatic) matrix and, finaUy, to xenolithic phonolites. These

types were not found to be mineralised.

5.1.3.1. Nepheline syenite fragments

Nepheline syenite fragments occur throughout drillcore F4.1n the first 320 metres of

the drillcore, nepheline syenite fragments occur subordinate to phonolite fragments,

varying in size from millimetres to a few decimetres. Thwards the bOllom of the core they

increase in abundance, as well as in size, reaching diameters in decimetre to the metre

range, indicating the proximity of the intrusive nepheline syenite country rock.

In general, the nepheline syenite fragments show very similar mineralogical features

to those already described in Section 5.1.2. It is important to note that the degree of

pyritisation and impregnation with Mo and fluorite varies between different fragments

within the same breccia sample. There is no relationship between this kind of

mineralisation and the one obsetved in the breccia matrix. Hence, the nepheline syenite

fragments must have alreadyundergonc hydrothermal alteration, including pyritisation,

and, in certain cases, Mo~ and fluorite~mineralisation, prior to their fragmentation and

incorporation into the breccia.

However, the breccia-related hydrothermal alteration affected the fragments

marginally, producing, among other changes, an increased argillic alteration of the first

few millimetres to centimetres within the fragment rims, and the penetration from the

matrix'into these rim zones ofcarbonates (mainlysiderite), zircon and, to a minordegree,

fluorite. Similarly, a stronger blue Mo-staining can often be obsetved in the marginal

zone compared to the fragment centre. Breccia~related pyrite and low microcline often

concentrate around individual fragments; to what degree they also penetrate into the

fragments is difficult to dctermine because of the earlier developed K-feldspathisation

and pyritisation in the fragments.

concentrate around individual fragments; to what degree they also penetrate into the

fragments is difficult to dctermine because of the earlier developed K-feldspathisation

and pyritisation in the fragments.

concentrate around indivirlnfll fr<lcrrn",,,t.., ,~ •..I._> ..J_~ "



5.1.3.2. Phonolitic fragments

Phonolites are the most abundant fragments in the ore body B breccias, consisting of

various structural and textural type3 described in Section 5.1.1. Additionally, several

zones in the breccia body display a matrix with a phonoIitic composition consisting of

fine- to very fine-grained alkali feldspar that occasionaUyexhibits flow textures. This type

of matrix is ofhigh-temperature origin. Xenoliths contained in this matrix include all the

different phonolites and nepheline syenites encountered in the mine area. Further

breccia activity at lower temperatures reworked these zones, so that today portions with

a matrixofhigh-temperature phonolite composition mainly occur as detached fragments

in the breccia with a low-temperature matrix.

All the phonolite fragments in the breccia show the same evidence of pre-breccia

hydrothermal alteration, as do their nepheline syenite equivalents.

5.1.3.3. Breccia matrix

As noted above, the different breccia-related hydrothermal processes acted mainly in

the breccia matrix, and resulted in the formation ofdifferent mineral assemblages often

existing in very close spatial relationship. Thxturally, the hydrothermal minerals occur as

microcrystalline components of the matrix (s.s.) and as cementing microfragments and

infillings between the single fragments of the matrix (s.l.). Six major mineral assemblages

could be discerned within the different matrix types, in addition to K-feldspar and clay

minerals (Table V). Of these, assemblage 3 (fluorite + pyrite + carbonate ::t clay

minerals) is the most abundant, followed by assemblages 2 (clay minerals + pyrite) and

6 (clay minerals + zircon ± semi-opaque phases ± fluorite). Assemblages 4 and 5,

characterised by their Mo-phase(s) and U-phase(s) respectively, show an accumulation

in the central part of the breccia but may also occur in the more marginal parts. The

monomineralic pyrite assemblage (1) is subordinate and occurs throughout the breccia

body. In spite of the often very close association of the different assemblages it was,

however, not possible to relate specific sequences to temperature-time conditions.



TABLE V

Hydrothermal mineral assemblages deduced from breccias in borehole F4 (compare Appendix
5).

Assemblage Short descriplion Activity

1 Pyrite Monomineralic, rnicrocty:sUilline masses 10 millimetric Background
idiomorphic crystals as infilliogs ofopen spaces
between breccia fragments.

2 Clay minerals + Cryptocrystalline clay masses containing disseminated Background
pyrite microcrystalline pyrite; clays are predominantly illite

with subordinate kaolinite, montmorillonite and, in
certain cases, iIIite-.smeclite mixed.layers and chlorite.

3 Fluorite + Microcrystalline components of the matrix: and coarser Minor po&itive
carbonate + pyrite IIla3SCS cementing the breccia fragments; fluorite anomalies
± clay minerals mainly violet coloured; carbOnate as inclusions

in fluorite (calcile) and occasionally free (siderite +
calcite).

4 Pyrite + clay Microcrystalline pyrite.clay assemblage with bluish, Minor to medium
minerals + secondary MG-mineralstaining (ilsemannite). positive anomalies
Mo-phases

5 Pyrite + U-oxide Microcrystalline masses filling open spaces between Maximum
phasC.'i + breccia fragments; U-oxides (pitchblende + observed
unidentifled sulphide subordinate uraninite) often as coatings on pyrite anomalies
minerals and sulphides.

6 Gay minerals + Microcrystalline masses with somewhat coarser zircon Minor to medium
zircon + and fluorite; semi-opaque phases include metamict, positive anomalies
scmi-opaque phases poorly defined Zr.phases (e.g. caldasite), brannerite,
±fluorite as well as undiscernible rare metal oxides

(c.g.leucoxene,COlumbite group?), silicates
(e.g. thoritc?) and phosphates (e.g. monazite,
xenotimc).

Pyrite

Based on textural relationships, populations of pre-, syn~ and post~breccia pyrites may

bediscerned. Pre-breccia pyrites, formed during the potassium-rich hydrothermal event,

occur as disseminated mineralisation throughout the non-brecciated phonolites and

nepheline syenites and their respective fragments in the breccias. There, associated

fragments may show different degrees and textures of pre-breccia pyrite impregnation.

The pre-breccia pyrites form the most important pyrite population and are described in

the sections above (5.1.1.4. and 5.1.2.3.). Syn- and post breccia pyrites occur in open

pores and cavities, and in various mutually intersecting generations ofveins and fractures



that cut through the nonMbrecciated phonolites and nepheline syenites, and their

corresponding fragments in the breccias. The total amount of pyrite in the breccias is

higher than in the other rocks of the mine and estimates range between 4-7 vol.% of the

total breccia.

SynMbreccia pyrites occur in the breccia matrix and commonly constitute a major part

of the major mineral content (> 10 vol.%). In certain centimetre-thick wnes, syn-breceia

pyrite almost forms a monomineralic assemblage of more than 90 vol.%. It is normally

of fine grainMsize, in the range of 0.5-2 mm, with extremes smaller than 30~ and larger

than 1 em. They occur as idiomorphic single crystals but more frequently as intergrowth

masses. SynMbreccia pyrite is frequently intimately intergrown with sphalerite and with

ZrMand U-minerals.

The syn-breccia pyrite displays several stages offormation, indicated by inclusion-rich

zones and growth rims free of inclusions. Gangue minerals, especially alkali feldspar

(intermediate microcline as well as breccia related low microc1ine), are the predominant

inclusions. In a few cases inclusions of sphalerite and pentlandite are present.

Post-breccia pyrite occurs along fracture planes that cut the breccia bodies and is

predominantly fine-grained in the range 0.3-3 mm. Growth textures are of isolated

idiomorphic single crystals or intergrown clusters and coatings. The most commonly

associated silicate mineral is kaolinite. Post·breccia pyrites commonly exhibit inclusions

ofpyrrhotite. Certain post-breccia pyrites display a silvery coating that was identified as

a Ti-oxide coating (mainly anatase).

SMisotope and chemical analyses of the different pyrite populations are described in

Appendices 1 and 3.

Sphalerite

Sphalerite occurs sporadically and normally in trace amounts; it may reach minor

contents in certain highly U-mineralised breccia zones. In such zones there is an intimate

intergrowth of sphalerite with pyrite, ZrMand UMminerals. Sphalerite has a certain

importance as host to a cadmium mineral of which a sulphidic form (greenockite, CdS)

occurs associated with the supergene U-mineralisation at the redox front.



Other sulphides

Chalcopyrite (Cu FeS2) was sporadically obselVed along fractures in nepheline syenite

fragments within the deeperzones of the breccia encountered in borehole F4. Pyrrhotite

(FeS) and pentlandite «Fe,Ni)S) occur in some cases as inclusions in pyrite.

Molybdenum minerals

The main Mo-bearing mineral is the blue-coloured ilsemannite (Mo308'H~H:$04)

of supergene weathering origin, which occurs finely disseminated in the breccia matrix

with a tendency to accumulate along the borders of xenoliths. This mineral is also

responsible for the blue staining of the mine walls and the drillcores shortly after their

exposure to air. I1scmannite is a weathering product of sulphidic Mo-minerals such as

molybdenite (MoS!) and/or jordisite (amorphous MoS2). Only in a few samples was

jordisite detected, whereas molybdenite was never obselVed. Jordisite, as the most

probable precursor of i1semannite, is of very low-temperature hydrothermal origin

(Ramdohr, 1975).

Uranium minerals

Cryptocrystalline uranium minerals occur in the higher-grade mineralised zones of

the breccia encountered in borehole F4. They occur as dustings in the breccia matrix and

as coatings on minerals (pyrite) and fracture planes, and are always in close association

with the other minerals of the mineralisation assemblage, particularly with the sulphides.

The V-minerals display the same compositional range (by XRD) as obselVed in the

phonolites (Section 5.1.1.4.). Additionally, in some samples of highly mineralised veins,

the X-ray pattern signifies a well-formed crystalline uraninite (V02)' In aggregates of

cryptocrystalline semi-opaque phases, brannerite (UTiO,) could be identified besides

other less well-defined associations ofuranium and titanium (B. Hofmann, pers. comm.,

1990).

Ti~oxides

Besides the TI-oxides that have resulted from the replacement of the original mafic

minerals, there occur microgranular aggregates ofneedle~shapedTi-oxides and coatings



of TI-oxides on sulphides. The titanium phases ofsuch aggreg-dte5 are mainly in the form

of very fine-grained needle-shaped rutile phases, most probably accompanied by minor

anatase.

Zircon and Zr~minerals

Zircon forms xenomorphic masses up to 4 mm in size in the breccia matrix, and is

commonly concentrated in interstices and along xenolith borders. Zircon in the breccia

matrix is strongly metamict, present as cryptocrystalline mixtures of zircon, baddeleyite

and amorphous (hydrated?) Zr-<>xide. In several breccia samples, well-defined

baddeJeyite crystals oecur as an independent phase besides the ctyptocrystalline

Zr-aggregates. Radial fibrous aggregates ofbaddeleyite, known as caldasite from other

localities of theP~ de Caldas plateau, were not observed. Non-metamict idiomorphic

zircons are rare and occur only as void infillings and on late-stage fractures. Such zircons

may reach 5 mm in size and are ofa reddish-brown colour that could be due to impurities

afNb and U (Fielding, 1970).

Fluorite

Fluorite is nearly always present in the breccia matrix and may occur as a major

component cementing the individual breccia fragments. The grain-size of the fluorites

varies between very fine-grained interparticle infillings ( <0.2 mm) to hypidiomorphic

crystals of about 10 - 25 mm. Fluorite is normally violet-coloured and often displays a

certain wning. Colourless, light yellowish or greenish fluorites also occur, sometimes in

close association with violet fluorite. Fluorite often contains abundant carbonate

inclusions or is intimately intergrown with carbonates, indicating mutual repeated

replacement. Polyphase fluid inclusions are also always present, some ofthem containing

minute solid carbonate inclusions.

Carbonates

Carbonates, although mainly associated with fluorite, are much more abundant in the

breccia matrix than in all other rock types, with the exception of the ultramafic dykes

(Section 7). Siderite, with varying Fe-Mn ratios, is the most abundant carbonate;



subordinate amounts of relatively pure calcite are found in or around fluorite. A

Jate.stage carbonate generation ofpost-breccia origin occurs on fractures traversing the

breccia. Thisgeneration is not associated with fluorite and consists exclusivelyofMn-rich

siderite.

The carbonates may thus be a product of the hydrothermal assemblage (calcite in

association with fluorite), the mineralisation assemblage of the breccia matrix (siderite

with varying Fe~Mn ratio), and a late process affecting post-breccia fractures (Mn

siderite).

Alkali reldspar

Alkali feldspar always occurs in varying amounts within the breccia matrix, mainly as

a low microcline form. Macroscopically, the low microcline of the breccia is normally

blue in colour, which suggests a triclinic potassium feldspar of low-temperature origin

«2700C; Oftedal, 1957). Under cathodoluminescence the low microcline displays a

homogeneous dull yellow-brown colour with no indication ofzoning. This contrasts with

the observed colour zoning of the alkali feldspar formed during the potassic event, which

normally shows a preserved red luminescence core.

Clay minerals

The relative abundance of the individual clay minerals in the different breccia types

exhibits an extremely large variation. Commonly, illite (including the coarser-grained

sericite) and kaolinite are the most abundant; XRD indicates that the illite is a

well-crystallised form. The amount ofexpanding layers does not exceed 10% of the illite.

Kaolinite, bycontrast, displays an X-ray patternwith broad peaks, completelydifferent

to that found for those kaolinites replacing nepheline in the phonolites and nepheline

syenites. This may indicate a low degree of crystallisation or mixed-layers with chlorite

and/or smectite. Thwards the marginal areas of the breccia, the crystallinity of kaolinite

increases again. Thxtural relationships indicate that illite/sericite substitute for earlier

kaolinite in assemblages 1and 3 in the more central parts of the breccia, with pyrite found

as inclusions in the coarser illite/sericite flakes. Smectite and chlorite are normally

present in trace amounts within the breccia matrix. In a few special casessmectite reaches

major amounts with a montmorillonite composition.



5.1.4. Oxidised zone

Prior to mining activities, the downward diffusion of oxygen in groundwaters during

weathering had produced a distinct redoxfront, manifested bya clearcolourchange from

greenish~grey to orange-brown. The change is mainly attributed to ferrous~to-ferric

oxidation and the formation of clay phases. The absence of pyrite and other sulphides,

fluorite, barite and primary U~ and Mo~phases is characteristic for the oxidise<! zone

(Thble I). In addition, K-feldspar decomposes to illite and kaolinite, a transformation

which becomes more and more complete towards the weathering rover.

The minerals formed in the oxidised wne include:

Fe~hydroxides (mainly ferrihydrate and goethite),

kaolinite,

illite,

Mn~hydroxides (mainly pyrolusite and Mutite),

erandallite group minerals (gorceixite, goyazite, florencite),

minerals of the alunite~jarositefamily.

IroD~hydroxides

Ferrihydrate (approximately FesHOi4HP) and goethite (a-FeOOH) are the most

abundant among the newly formed iron phases. Completely amorphous Fe-hydroxide

and lepidocrocite (y-FeOOH) occur in subordinate amounts together with hematite.

Fe~hydroxideshave resulted from the oxidation of pyrite; dissolution occurs according

to the equations:

FeS, + H,Q + 7(20", 

FeS, + 7(2 H,O + 15(20", -

Fe2+aq + SOl"'I + 2H+aq

Fe(OH)3 + SOl".q + 2H+aq

The oxidation ofpyrite is already complete some 2-3 em from the redox front within

the oxidised zone. It is within this narrow zone, adjacent to the front, that a few samples

of strongly corroded relict pyrite occur in the centre of Fe~hydroxide- clay mineral

aggregates. Further away from the front, pyrite is no longer observed.

Ferrihydrate forms spherical aggregates of up to about 70~ in open pore spaces and

along fractures. It is commonly intimately associated with completely amorphous

Fe~hydroxide, suggesting formation from the latter through aging. Throughout the
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oxidised zone ferrihydrate and amorphous Fe-hydroxide form coatings around the ather

minerals, making microscopic investigations extremely difficult. Such coatings often

display a rhythmic alternation of different crystalline Fe-hydroxide zones. In fractures

the single Fe-hydroxide zones are often separated by thin layers ofMo-hydroxides. Such

textural evidence suggests Fe-hydroxide formation in several stages.

Goethite, often in close association with ferrihydrate, displays well-defined

needle-like crystals normally less than 1J.L in length. These needles are stacked on top of

the ferrihydrate concretions, or sometimes even incorporated in them. However, the

goethite grain boundaries arc always well-defined against the ferrihydrate, indicating

coeval formation under equilibrium conditions; there was no evidence that goethite had

recrystallised from ferrihydrate.

A qualitative correlation between the crystallinity of the Fe-hydroxides and uranium

was observed using the EDS·SEM system. Amorphous Fe-hydroxide and ferrihydrate

often have weak to moderate peak intensities for uranium; this contrasts with the

goethite needles which normally have no such peak, or only a weak indication.

Microprobe analysis of these poorly crystalline Fe·hydroxide phases failed due to

instability under the beam. However, specific investigations of the adsorption ofuranium

on Fe-hydroxides were carried out on four samples using different leaching techniques

(Appendix 2). The results obtained support the above observation that the adsorption

of uranium is negatively correlated with increasing cryt>tallinity of the Fe-bydroxides.

Illite and kaolinite

Secondary kaolinite and illite are formed in the oxidised zone tbrough decomJX>Sition

of K-feldspar; the former is more abundant. The transformation of K-feldspar to

kaolinite and illite occurs according to the equations:

2KAlShOs + 2H....q + 9H20 _ AkSiPs(OH)4 + 2K+"'I + 4H4Si04 aq

respectively

3KAlShOll + 2H+aq + 12H20 - KAI.>ShOlo(OHh + 2K+-aq + 6lLSi04 aq

Secondarykaolinite and illite display a sparry textural arrangement with a high amount

of microporcs.ln conducting wnes such sparry aggregates are often scoured out.



Alunite and jarosite

Both alunite and jarosite are always found in close association with iron~hydroxides.

Their occurrence together with such phases in pyrite pseudomorphs suggests formation

from pyrite and possibly other sulphides during their oxidation.

5.1.4.1. Modal content

The average modal abundance of K.feldspar is decreased in the range of 5-20 wt.%

compared to the reduced zone, depending on the rock type (Thble II). By contrast, the

average modal abundance ofclay minerals is increased. The distribution ofclay minerals

is similarly heterogeneous, as in the reduced zone, within any given rock type. However,

a general trend towards higher kaolinite:il1ite ratios is observed in the vertical profile

towards the weathering cover.

An indirect estimate of the abundance of Fe.hydroxides can be made from the

chemical analyses, based on the assumption that the majority of the iron occurs in

Fe~hydroxides. This assumption is reasonable because, apart from the Fe~hydroxides,

only illite (0.1-0.2 Fe per formula unit) and, rarely, smectite and chlorite, occur as further

Fe.bearing phases. The average abundance of total Fe~hydroxides then ranges betwcen

1 and 3 vol.% depending on the rock type, but reaches values up to 8 vol.% for certain

samples. At some redox fronts there are greater accumulations of Fe~hydroxideswhich

may account for as much as 17 vol.% of the total rock volume.

Pseudomorphically replaced clinopyroxene ranges between 15-20 vol.% in the

cpx·phonolite and is less than 10 vol.% in the oxidise<! nepheline syenite. In the other

phonolites replaced clinopyroxene occurs in trace amounts.

The remaining minerals occurring in the oxidised zone have an average abundance of

less than 5-10 vol.%.

5.1.4.2. Porosity measurements

Compared to their counterparts in the reduced zone (Table III), porosityvalues in the

oxidiscd zone are greater in all the different rock types. This increase is primarily due to

the decomposition ofK~feIdspar,fluorite and pyrite and is, therefore, stronglydependent

on the composition of the reduced rock. The scatter of the porosity values is also greater

in the oxidised rocks, ranging from about 9% up to about 25%. The best comparison of



porosityfor reduced and oxidised rock can be seen in profiles over the redox front where

the average porosity increase is between 4-8% (see'litble XX and Fig. 57).

5.1.5. Weathering cover

Climatic conditions in thePo~de Caldas plateau have favoured formation oflateritic

soils and bauxites during the last 75 Ma, assuming that the magmatic and hydrothermal

activity terminated with the intrusion of the ultramafic lamprophyre dykes; one example

yielded an Ar-Ar plateau age of75.7 ± 0.3 Ma. (Shea, this report series; Rep. 4). Factors

influencing the mechanisms of formation of the weathered cover include annual mean

temperature, the amount and temporal distribution of precipitation, topography,

groundwater flow and fluctuation ofgroundwater level, the dominance ofchemical over

mechanical erosion, and the vegetation and character of the bedrock (Norton, 1973).

According to the classification ofBrazilian climates by Bernardes (in Azevedo, 1975),

the climate of the Po~s de CaIdas plateau may be classified as a "tropical climate of

altitude", characterised by the occurrence ofwet and dry seasons. Records over a 30year

period yield average maximum rainfall values of about 3000 mm for the wet season

(December - February) and an average minimum rainfall of less than 25 mm during the

dry season (May - July); the annual average is about 1700 mm over the same period

(INM, 1982). Normal daily temperatures range from 12_24°C, with recorded minimum

temperatures around freezing point and maximum temperatures of35°C. With an,annual

average of about 17°C, the temperature is lower than for a typical tropical climate

(I9-20°C; Almeida, 1977).

Within the upper profile of the Osamu Utsumi mine, weathering processes have

produced an alteration cover varying in thickness between 40--60 m, reaching extreme

values ofa minimum of 10 m and a maximum of 100 m, the oxidised bedrock excluded.

Deepest weathering is associated with the strongly brecciated and hydrothennally

altered zones.

Four profiles were sampled from different bedrock types from the surface down into

the mine to obtain information about mineralogical and geochemical changes, in

particular the behaviour of U, Th and REEs, produced by the low-temperature

weathering cycle (Fig. 4).

The weathered cover in the Osamu Utsumi mine may be divided into an upper laterite

horizon and a lower saprolite horizon according to textural characteristics. Laterite and

saprolite are separated by a transition rone of about 2Q....40 cm in thickness. In contrast,



the transition from the saprolite horizon to the underlying oxidised bedrock is normally

sharp and displays no marked transition zone. Alongfractures, the formation ofsaprolite

may penetrate deep into the oxidised bedrock. Remnants of intact oxidised bedrock

(corestones) completely surrounded by saprolitic material are often obsetved in the

saprolite and in some cases in the laterite; the contact is usually sharp with no distinct

transition zone. All these obsetvations clearly demonstrate the strong dependence

between the formation of the weathering cover and the facility for percolation and

precipitation.

An important factor controlling the chemical composition of the weathering cover in

the Osamu Utsumi mine area is the mineralogical composition of the underlying parent

rocks consisting mostly of hydrothermally altered phonolites and nepheline syenites

mainly composed of K-feldspar, illite and kaolinite. Of these major components,

kaolinite and, to a lesser degree, illite are fairly resistant to weathering in the Pol,tos de

CaIdas plateau and therefore oc~ur in large amounts within the weathered cover of the

mine. This might also explain the lack of bauxite formation on top of hydrothermally

altered ("potassic") rocks in the plateau; bauxite deposits usually occur in association

with all different kinds of phonolitic and nepheline-syenitic rocks unaffected by

hydrothermal alteration (Almeida, 1977).

5.1.5.1. Saprolite

The saprolite horizon is defined as a horizon where the original rock texture is still

mainly preserved, although its mineralogical composition is transformed to a major

degree. The transformation of the original mineralogical composition is combined with

an increase in total porosity and a decrease in bulk density from the bedrock to the

saprolite horizon.

Saprolite horizons occur in the mine in variable thicknesses. The most massive

horizons are obselVCd capping the coarser-grained bedrock types (nepheline syenite

about 50 m; pIc-phonolite about 25 m) in ore bodies A and B. In contrast, the horizons

are less developed when associated with the more fine·grained bedrock varieties

(volcanic phonolite about 12 m; cpx.phonoIite about 10 m) in ore body E. The saprolite

is generally yellowish-white in colour with heterogeneously distributed zones and spots

of various colours (yellow, red, brown, violet, black). Yellow and brown colours are

mainly due to accumulations of Fe-hydroxides, whereas red, violet and black colours

represent accumulated zones of Fe- and Mn-oxideslhydroxides in varying ratios.
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Major crystaUine components of the saprolite horizon arc kaolinite, illite/sericite and

iron-hydroxides (mainly ferrihydrate and goethite). K-feldspar may still be present as a

major component near the contact to the bedrock, but its modal abundance drastically

decreases higher up in the saprolite horizon. Gibbsite, in contrast, is not obsclVed in the

lower levels, only occurring higher up, especially within the more porous saprolites

capping the nepheline syenite and pic-phonolite. Resistate minerals (Ti-phases,

Zr-phases) and concretions of Mn-hydroxides occur in minor and trace amounts. The

most important trace and minor components formed under weathering conditions, for

example alunite, jarosite, Iithiophorite and the crandallite group minerals florencite,

goyazite and gorceixite, tend to be heterogeneously distributed within the saprolite

horizons.

5.1.5.2. Laterite

The original rock texture is no longer preserved in the laterite horizons. The transition

from saprolite to laterite is continuous, although the contact zone is very irregular. The

lowest laterite zone is normally composed of consolidated clay material, mainly yellow

and white in colour, and is normally quite thin (05-1 m) and not always developed.

Further up the vertical profile there occurs a zone where Fe- and Mn~hydroxidesbecome

more concentrated, forming nodular aggregates (centimetre to decimetre in size)

embedded in a fine-grained clay matrix. This zone displays a mottled yellow-red~

brown~black colour and varies in thickness between about 2 m and 20 m. Generally,

indurated red-brown-coloured layers strongly enriched in nodules occur towards the top

of this zone (ferricrete). Such ferricretes, normally in the range of 0.05-0.5 m thick,

repeatedly occur, separated by mottled, less rich zones. In its uppermost zone, which

ranges in thickness between 0.5-15 m, the laterite consists of unconsolidated

fine~grained crystalline and amorphous material. Finely disseminated Fe- and

Mn~hydroxides again occur, and are responsible for the fairly homogeneous yellow~

brown colour characteristic of these levels.

Kaolinite and gibbsite are the predominant crystalline phases in the laterite, followed

by crystalline Fe- and Mn-hydroxides. Illite, another important component, is mainly

derived from the parent rock as evidenced by their stable isotope composition (Waber,

1990). Much more abundant than in the saprolite are amorphous Fe- and N-gel, and

heavy minerals more resistant to weathering are mainly found in association with

ferricretes or nodules. Newly formed mineral phases such as alunite, jarosite,



lithiophorite and the crandallite group minerals generally show the same heterogeneous

distribution as in the saprolite, but are more abundant.

5.1.5.3. Modal content

A compilation of the modal abundance in single samples from the four investigated

profiles is given in Thble VI. The mineralogical evolution illustrated in the four profiles

extending from different bedrock environments to the surface is presented graphically

in Figure 7.

5.1.5.4. Porosity measurements

A strong increase in total porosity of 10-15 vol.% occurs at the junction between the

oxidised bedrock and the saprolite (Table VII; Fig. 8). This increase is clearly a result of

K-feldspar dissolution and its pseudomorphic replacement by sparry clay aggregates.

Throughout the saprolite as a whole, total porosity varies between 25-40 vol.%, mainly

depending on the original grain-size ofthe underlying bedrock. Afurther drastic increase

in total porosity of 15-20 vol.% (Table VII; Fig. 8) occurs at the junction between the

saprolite and the laterite. In the laterite the porosity (4()...QOvoI.%) is strongly dependent

on the amount of Fe- and Mn-accumulations, resulting in a very heterogeneous

distribution. The highest total porosity and the lowest bulk density are recorded for the

uppermost laterite zone.

5.1.5.5. Mineralogy

K·Celdspar

K-fcldspar is no longer stable under the conditions occurring within the weathering

zone. In the laterite zone K-feldspar is totally decomposed, and in the saprolite the

fine-grained K-feldspar of the rock matrix is completely pseudomorphed by kaolinite

and illite, whereas coarser K-feldspar phenocrysts are more frequently preserved,

especially in the lower levels. Such K-feldspar displays etch pitting which is

crystallographically controlled on the surface, clearly indicating dissolution of the

K-feldspar. Textural evidence reveals the decomposition of K-feldspar to mainly
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TABLE VI
Mineralogical composition of four profiles from the original ground surface doYln to the parent rock in ore bodies A, B and E.
Osamu Utsumi mine, ore body A, vertical profile A: Qualitative mineralogical composition
Sample Rock type KF Gib HFO III leaD ChI Sm Alu Jar Flot Gor Goy Mn·m Ti-m Others

A-60 LAT m m M M tt tr tr tt
A-61 !AT m M M M tr m tr m
A-62 LAT M M M M tr tt
A-63 LAT M m M M tr m tr tt tr tf
A-64 SAP m M M M m tr m tr tr m m
A-65 SAP m m MM tr trtt
A-66 SAP m M M tf tf tr tr m
A-67 SAP M m-M M M tf tf
A-68 SAP m m M M m m m tr tr
A-69 SAP M tr-m M M tr-m m tr tr tr tt
A-70 PlcPhox M m M M tr tt m tr tf
A-84-A PlcPh red M M M tr tr tr m"'·

Osamu Utsumi mine, ore body B, vertical profile B2: Qualitative mineralogical composition
Sample Rock type kF Gib HFO III Kao ChI Sm Alu JM Flo' Go, Goy Mn-m Ti-m Others

82-41 LAT M m M M t,
"B2-43 LAT m m M M

"
t,

B2-45 SAP
"

m M M m t,
"

tt m
B2-47 SAP M M M M tt m tt tt
B2-49 SAP m m M M tt tt tt
82-51 SAP M m M M m m tt tt tt tt
B2-53 NeSox M m M M m tt m tt tt
B2-55 NeSox M m M m tt M m tt t,
B2-57 NeS red M M m M t, moo

Components:
M - major, > 10 vol.% KF - K-feldspar ChI - chlorite Go, - gorceixite Others:
m - minor,I-iO vol..% Gib - i:bsite Sm - smectite Goy - goyazite mainly Zr-minerals (zircon,
tt - trace, < 1vol.% HFO - ydrous ferric oxides Alu - alunite Mn-m- Mn-hydroxides baddeleyite), mODmte, apatite,

III - illite J" - jarosite Ti-m - Ti-mineraIs reduced rocks; *clinopyroxene
Kao - kaolinite Flo' - florencite **pyrite, fluorite

Rock 'y!"":
nepheline syenite CpxPh - clinopyroxene-bearint1phonoliteLAT - laterite NeS -

SAP - saprolite PIePh - pseudoleuClte-bearingphonolite VLPh - volcamc leucocratic onoIite
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Osamu Utsumi mine, ore bodyE. vertical profile E1: Qualitative mineralogical composition
Sample Rock type KF Gib HFO III Kao ChI Sm Alu Jill" Flo, GO>" Goy Mn-m n·m Othen;

E1-S8 LAY M m M M " " "E1-71 LAY m M M M " " "E1·91 LAY m m M M " " "El-n LAY m m M M m m
" " " "El-92C LAY m m M M " m " m

" "E1·73 UMD " m M M m m m m m " "El-% SAP M
"

m M M " "E1-74 CpxPhox M m M M m
" " m m

E1·75 CpxPhox M m M M " " m m
El-76 CpxPh fresh M M M " M

" " M'
El-77 CpxPh red M M M

"
M " M'

E1·78 CpxPh red M M M m M " " M'

Osamu Utsumi mine, ore body E, vertical profile m: Qualitative mineralogical composition
Sample Rock type KF Gib HFO III Kao ChI Sm Alu J", Flo, Go, Goy Mn-m Ti-m Othen;

E2-110 LAY M m M M " m " "EZ-1l1 LAY m m M M t, t,
E2-112 LAY M m M M " " " " "E2-113 LAY M M M M " m " " "E2-114 LAY m m M M " "E2-115 LAY m m M M " " m

E2-116 LAY m m M M " " "E2-118 SAP M
"

m M M
"

m " t,
E2·119 SAP M tr·m M M

" " "E2-120 SAP M m M M " " " "E2-99 VLPhox M tr-m M M " t, " "E2-102 VLPhred M M M " ,,"-
Components:

KF - K·feldspar Chi - chlorite gorceixite Others:M - major, >lOvoI.% Go' -
m - minor,1-10voI.% Gib - ·bbsite Sm - smectite Goy - goyazite mainly Zr-minerals (zircon,

"
- trace, < 1 vol.% HFO - f"ydrous ferric oxides Alu - alunite Mn·m- Mn-hydroxides b~te).ldOfIazite, apatite,

III - illite Jar - jarosite Ti-m - Ti·minerals red rocks: • clinopyroxene
Kao - kaolinite Flor - florencite --pyrite, fluorite

Rock-types:
NeS - nepheline syenite ~h - clinopyroxene-.=bonoliteLAT - laterite

SAP - saprolite PIcPh - pseudoleucite-bearing phonolite h - volcanic Ieucoctatic oolite

------- ------------------ ------------------~----------------------------_.



TABLE VII

Porosity in four proftles from the original ground surface down to the parent rock in orc bodies
A,B andE.

A-Profile

Sample Rock type Density Porosity
(%)

B2-Profile

Sample Rock type Density Porosity
(%)

A-60
A·61
A-62

A-63

A-64

A·65
A-66

A-67

A-68

A-69

A-70

A-84-A

El-Profile

LAT
LAT
LAT
LAT
SAP
SAP
SAP
SAP
SAP
SAP
PlcPh

PlcPh

1.42

1.15
1.16
1.29
1.87

1.73

152

1.28
2.18

1.59

1.95
2.35

45.2
49.1
57.2
51.9
34.6

34.5

41.3

52

23.2

38.2

25.1
8.9

B2-41

B2-43

B2-45
B2-47
B2-49
82-51
B2-53
B2-55

B2-57

E2-Proftle

LAT
LAT
SAP
SAP
SAP
SAP
NeS

NeS

NeS

1.18

1.15
1.16

1.39
1.19

1.83
2.3

221

2.25

55

56.5

57

50.5

55.5

30.5

12.5
155

12.5

.
!
I

I
I

Sample Rock type Density Porosity
(%)

Sample Rock type Density Porosity
(%)

E1-88
El-71
El-91

El-72
El-92C

El-73

El-96

El-74

El-75
El-76
El-77

El-78

Rock typl;s:

LAT
LAT
LAT
LAT
LAT
UMD
SAP
CpxPh

CPxPh
CpxPh

CpxPh

CpxPh

1.14
1.31

1.27

1.09
1.21
1.3
1.68

227

2.37
. 2.61

2.41
2.34

59.3

SO.2
51.5

56.9

54.9

54.7
35

U.8
7.8

<1
6.4

7.5

£2-110

£1-111

E2·112

E2-113

£1-114
E2-115
E2-116
£1-118

E2-119

E2-120
E2-99

E2-102

LAT
LAT
LAT
LAT
LAT
LAT
LAT
SAP
SAP
SAP
VLPh

VLPh

1.41
1.41
1.36
1.25
1.18
1.27

1.23
1.43

1.68

1.56
2.3

2.3

46.9

46.5

48.6

55
51.5

51.8
53~

45.5

35
41

7.2

7.2

LAT
SAP

UMD
plcPh
NeS

CpxPh

VLPh

- laterite
- saprolite
- ultramafic dyke
- pseudoleucite-bearing phonolite
- nepheline syenite
- clinopyroxene-bearing phonolite
- volcanic leucocratic phonolite
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kaolinite and illite and, in certain zones, to gibbsite. This transformation occurs according

to the following reactions:

K-feldspar - kaolinite

2KA1SbOs + 2H\q + 9HzO - AhSbOj(OH)4 + 2K\q + 4H.8i04 "'1

K~feldspar - illite

3KAlShOg + 2H\q + 12HzO - KALSiJOlO(OH)z + 2K+aq + 6H,.5i04aq

K-feldspar - gibbsite

KAlShOg + H+.q+ 7HzO - N(OR)J + K+aq + 3H4SiOhq

The transformation of K-feldspar to kaolinite is the most abundant decomposition

reaction of K-feJdspar. This is reflected in the increase of the kaolinite:illite ratio from

the lower to the upper levels in the saprolite horizon, always bearing in mind the strongly

heterogeneous distribution of these two components in the bedrock.

Kaolinite

Kaolinite is the most abundant silicate mineral phase formed during weathering.

However, to quantify the newly formed kaolinite is impossible due the high and

hetcrogeneous abundance of kaolinite in the hydrothermally altered bedrocks. SEM

investigations show that kaolinite resulting from secondary weathering tends to form

more sparry aggregates comprising Icss well·defined crystals than in the bedrock.

Densely packed kaolinite "booklets", typical for the hydrothermally altered bedrock,

become less frequent towards the higher levels of the saprolite horiwn, eventually

disappearing in the laterite. The first transformation of kaolinite to halloysite and

gibbsite takes place in the upper part of the saprolite; however, transformation of

kaolinite to gibbsite in the saprolite is restricted to those horiwns covering the nephcline

syenite and pic-phonolite, displaying increased total porosity when compared to that

above the other bedrock units.

i



Illite/sericite

In common with kaolinite, difficulties also arise in the case of illite when distinguishing

between hydrothermally formed illite/sericite and that formed during weathering. In

several saprolite samples a bimodal grain--size distribution is obseLVed. Hydrothermal

illite/sericite, mainly occurring along fractures and associated with pseudomorphica1ly

replaced nepheline, is present in grain-sizes ofabout 214 with some coarsersericite flakes

reaching about 40J,L. In contrast. illite/sericite forms larger crystals (about 40-100J,L)

around corroded K-feldspar and again in fISSures. Such sericite flakes partially overgrow

fine-grained hydrothermal illite in nepheline pseudomorphs, and is thus thought to be

of a weathering origin. Higher up in the laterite profile, illite becomes more and more

unstable and breaks down to kaolinite and gibbsite. However, dissolving illite/sericite is

found in all four profiles up to the surface. The major part of the partially preserved

illite/sericite is of hydrothermal origin, as evidenced by its stable isotope composition.

Factors isolating the illite/sericite from complete dissolution include Fe- and

Mn-hydroxide coatings and being embedded in a dense framework of kaolinite, both of

which protect the illite/sericite from further access to water. The chemical composition

of the illite/sericite itself is also an important factor (Waber, 1990). IUite-smectite

mixed·layers are only observed in the saprolite horizons overlying the pic-phonolite and

nepheline syenite.

Gibbsite

Gibbsite occurs in the saprolite horizon only in the uppermost levels capping the

pIc-phonolite and nepheline syenite. Here it occurs in grain-sizes ofabout 2-20J,L, mainly

infilling pore spaces and fissures. In the laterite, gibbsite becomes more and more

abundant towards the surface. Thxtural relationships indicate the formation of gibbsite

mainly from the decomposition of kaolinite according to the following reaction:

Al,.Si,O,(OH), + 5H,O _ 2Al(OH), + 2H,SiO,~

In certain wnes gibbsite is also formed by the transformation ofK-feldspar. Frequently

obseLVed is an intimate relationship between gibbsite and amorphous gel material,

suggesting gibbsite formation from amorphous AI-gel in the upper zoncs ofthc latcrite.



li'e-oxides/hydroxides

In contrast to the bedrock oxidised wne, the Fe-hydroxides are no longer dispersed

over the whole rock but tend to be more concentrated in specific zones (ferricretes),

especially in the laterite. Amorphous to poorly crystalline Fe-hydroxides are the most

abundant iron phases in the upper part of the laterite. Within concretions ofsuch phases,

goethite and, if further isolated from water, hematite may form through aging. Lower

down the profile the abundance ofgoethite increases compared to the poorly crystalline

Fe-hydroxides.

Autoradiography of the laterite and saprolite samples reveals a close relationship

between the degree of crystallinity of the iron phases and their capacity for absorbing

radionuclides. Thus, around poorly crystalline Fe-hydroxides a more intense a-radiation

halo is always developed in contrast to aggregates ofgoethite and hematite, where such

haloes are often lacking. This is further supported by the selective leaching studies

performed on samples from the weathering cover (see Appendix 2).

D-, Th- and REE-pbases

No secondary uranium phase could be detected in the weathering wne; uranium is

mainly absorbed on Fe-hydroxides or partly incorporated in preselVcd brannerite relicts

and in secondary Th- and REE-phases. The latter are fairly abundant in certain zones,

the most important among them being florencite, thorogummite, goyazite, gorceixite

and crandallite. However, their distribution is very heterogeneous over the entire

weathering profile.

Relict minerals

The most important relict minerals unaffected by the weathering solutions are zircon,

Zr-minerals, and Ti-oxides (e.g. brannerite, leucoxene). These minerals all become

residually enriched towards the surface by the dissolution and removal of the overlying,

less resistant minerals. Monazite is also present in such residual mineral assemblages,

although it may be of secondary origin.



5.2. Geochemistry

Intense hydrothermal alteration and mineralisation have resulted in the unique

chemical composition of the rocks encountered in the Osarnu Utsumi mine area, in

contrast to analogous rock types generally exposed in the Po~s de Caldas alkaline

complex (see Ulbrich, 1984; Schorscher and Shea and Shea, this report series; Reps. 1

and 4). As previously stated, the mineralogical investigations revealed three major

hydrothermal stages: potassic alteration, disseminated mineralisation (mainly

pyritisation) and vein-type mineralisation (mainly Zr~REE-U-Th-Mo). In order to

provide a general chemical characterisation of the different rock types, a set of samples

were selected which display typical alteration and disseminated mineralisation patterns.

Vein-type mineralisation is excluded from these considerations and is discussed in morc

detail in Section 52.3. However, it has to be kept in mind that vein-type mineralisation

occurs in all the rocks investigated, although to markedly varying degrees.

Superimposed on the hydrothermal alteration is the oxidation of the rocks due to

downward~migrating oxidising groundwaters. These processes which began after

hydrothermal activity had ceased, are stilI taking place at the present time. Oxidation of

the rocks occurs at low temperatures and represents the initial stage of meteoric

weathering.

5.2.1. Phonolites

The petrography of the phonolite groups, based on relict textural and mineral criteria

that survived thc magmatic and deuteric stages, shows a marked overlap in chemical

composition; within individual groups there is considerable scattering. Comparison of

the hydrothermally altered phonolites with those incipiently altered and non-altered

phonolites from the mine walls (profile EI, NW-wall, samples El-77, EI-78 and EI~76,

rcspectively; Thblc VIII) and the regional phonolites (Table IX) indicates the gcneral

trend of the hydrothermalism.

In borehole FI, reduced and oxidised leucocraHc phonolites are the predominant

rocks, whereas reduced pseudoleucite~ and clinopyroxene-bearing phonolites were

recovered in borehole F3. Chemical analyses and the elemental variation with depth in

these boreholes are given in Appendix 4. Major and trace element distributions for the

different phonolitic rocks in the reduced and oxidised states are shown as a Harker

diagram in Figure 9. Average compositions are listed in Thblc VIII.



TABLE VIII
Geochemical average values of the different hydrothermally altered rocks from the Osamu Utsumi mine (data by XRF; breccia data by ICP·EMS).

Leucocratic Leucocratic Vole. leucocrat. Volc.lencocrat. Pseudoleucite Plc-Cpx Cpx-bearing Cpx-bearirig- C:Px·bearing
phonolite phonolite phonolite phonolite phonolite phonolite phonolite phonolite phonolite
oxidised reduced oxidised reduced reduced reduced oxidised red. "hydroth." red. "fresh"
0=6 0=21 0=8 0=2 0=6 0=9 0=2 0=2 0=1

SiOz wl.% 55.74 56.89 56.59 56.13 55.50 55.87 56.57 57.14 53.08
no, 0.53 0.44 0.47 0.53 0.54 0.41 0047 0.44 0.39
AlZ03 23.28 2l.80 23.01 21.83 21.70 22.20 22.73 22.22 20.21
Fetot 3.04 2.53 2.52 2.72 2.75 2.35 138 137 454
MuD 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.47
MgO 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.10 0.08 0.15 0.16 0.14 0."
CaD 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.66 1.49
NazO 0.29 0.36 033 1.00 0.57 0.99 0.41 0.45 4.85
K,O 12% 13.72 13.48 13.14 13.06 13.44 12.83 13.14 9.08
PzOs 0.Q7 0.06 0.04 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.04
1.01 3.27 3.08 2.58 334 3.40 2.64 3.89 2.41 254
CO, 0.8. 0.8. 0.8. 0.17 0.21 0.24 0.13 0.14 1.58

F ppm 1218 2085 n.a. 1324 1280 1466 n.a. n.a. n.8.
Ba 583 677 823 487 688 913 558 678 453
Rb 315 309 349 273 297 294 ,.3 289 2,.
S, 188 198 170 581 335 575 621 B68 2163
Pb 3D 4 28 40 3D 51 b.d. b.d. 6
Th 46 3D 51 43 60 47 28 48 34
U 185 20 54 25 109 46 6 11 12
Nb 225 188 146 US 234 219 187 224 219
1.a 309 US 3,. 438 341 403 382 380 278
ee 673 311 617 384 357 401 318 341 296
Nd 83 61 73 71 72 82 81 79 52
Y 73 54 58 64 97 111 65 82 45
II 1360 1009 738 613 ,... 1344 678 762 749
V 239 236 167 333 259 218 183 244 74
C, 7 6 8 b.d. b.d. b.d. 1>.d. b.d. b.d.
Ni 5 b.d. 6 b.d. 4 b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
Co 6 5 6 4 11 4 b.d. b.d. 5
Co b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
Zn 24 222 8 104 248 220 62 60 171
HI 12 10 7 5 20 16 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Ga 40 38 36 5 36 n.B. 36 43 36
So 3 3 3 6 5 6 4 8 2
S 27 8237 34 8524 12574 5925 766 2149 1601

XRF-data; n.a. = not 8nalysed, b.d. = below detection.
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TABLE VIII (coa,d.)

Samples used for average value calculations presented in table.

Reduced Oxidised

Leucocratic phonolite Fl-75-IA Fl-101-IA Fl-117-1A Fl-45-1A
Fi-75-lB FI-I04-lA FI·118-1A Fl·47-lA
Fl-77-1A Fl-106-IA Fl-1l9-lA Fl-50-1A
PI-77-IB Fl-107-1A Fl-121-1A Fl-55-lA
PI-78·IA PI-HZ-lAD Fl-126-1A Fl-59-1A
PI-BI-IA Fl-113-1A Fl-l26-lAA Fl-63-1A
FI-95-IA FI-113-IB Fl-126-1B

Volcanic leucocratic F3-lO-lA PI-l-lB
phonolite E2-102 Fl-lO-lA

Fl-14-1A
Fl-20-1A
Fl-ZO-IB
FI·23-lA
Fl-31-1A !

!

Fl-33-1A !

Pseudoleucite-bearing PI-91-IA
phonolite F3-74-lB

F3-75-IA
F3-79-1A
A-84-A
A-86-B

Pic-clinopyroxene-bearing F3-20-18
phonolite F3-21-IB

F3-23-IB-A
F3-28-1A
F3-36-1A
F3-46-IB

iF3-48-1A
F3-64-lA '.
F3-69-1A h,

f"1

Clinopyroxene-bearing EI-77 £1-74
phonolite EI-78 EI-75

Phonolitic dyke F4-353-FhD

Nepheline syenite F4-91-IA F4-22-1A ,
I

F4-129-1A 82-53
,

F4-413-1AA B2-55
(C"

F4-413-1AB B2-57
F4-413-1AC
F4-413-lAD
F4·413-1AE

F4-353: NSl-1 to 11

Volcanic breccia F4·353: NS2-1 to 6



TABLE IX
Geochemical average values for hydrothermally unaffected regional samples peRF·data from
Schorschcr and Shea, this report series; Rep. I).

Reg. subvolc. Reg. volcanic Reg. hypahyss. Regional
phonolite phonolite Ne-Syenite Ne.Syenite

n ==2 0=4 0=2 0=2

Si02 wt.% 52.87 53.11 52.76 52.44
Ti02 0.66 0.56 0.66 0.79
Ab03 19.57 19.64 1939 19.40
FCtot 4.14 3.73 4.22 4.00
MnO 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.26
MgO 0.31 0.22 0.31 0.34
CaO 1.85 1.55 1.89 1~7

N1l20 7.55 7.63 79J 7.03

KzO 8.26 8.26 8.24 7.76

PlO, 0.10 0.06 0.09 0.11
LOI 1.44 135 1.32 3.29
CO, n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

F ppm 1983 1561 2406 1276
Ba 425 50 316 421

Rb 160 154 160 143

S, '2327 1421 1973 24'23

Pb 5 2 8 12

Th 8 5 11 20

U b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
Nb 212 261 '238 275

La 250 279 261 245

Ce 316 379 340 338

Nd 82 100 87 'Xl

Y 36 41 40 48
Z, 880 885 993 1182
V 72 72 73 46

Cr b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
I Ni b.d, b.d. b.d. b.d.,

7I Co 10 19 8

\ en b,d. b.d, b.d, b.d,
Zn 153 165 166 191

HI 12 10 13 17

Ga n.a. M. n.a. n.a.

Sc b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
S 8153 6229 1027 712

XRF-data; n.a. =: not analysed, b.d. =: below detection.
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5.2.1.1. Major elements

The reduced phonoliticrocks are all characterised by their stronglyelevated potassium

contents, a fact that led to the tenn "potassic rocks" being commonly used in the earlier

literature (e.g. Utsumi, 1971; Almeida Filho and Paradella, 1977; Ulbrich, 1984). The

potassium contents for the hydrothermally altered phonolites range from 12.5 - 14.5

wt.% KzO, compared to an averageofabout 8 wt.% W (Schorscher and Shea and Shea,

this report series; Reps. 1 and 4; Ulbrich, 1984) for regional phonolitic rocks not affected

by hydrothermal alteration.

In Figure 10 the average compositions of the different hydrothermally altered

phonolitic rocks are normalised to the mean value for the regional rocks. SiOz and AlZD3

are slightly increased, whereas total iron and particularly NazO, CaD, MgD and MnD

are always strongly to completely depleted in the mine phonolites when compared to the

regional phonolites.

Only rare systematic variations in major elements were observed in the phonolite

samples when boreholes F1 and F3 are compared with the mine walls. However, the

observed mineralogical zoning around the breccia pipes is also reflected in the chemical

composition. Thus, a tendency towards a positive SiDr-AhD3 correlation is developed as

a function of decreasing distance from the breccia pipes. Such a trend is represented, for

example, by the leucocratic phonolite (Fig. 9). In contrast, the pseudoleucite

clinopyroxene phonolites more distant from the breccia pipes have fairly constant W

values over the same range in SiDz. Ah03 displays an antipathetic pattern with a positive

correlation in the pseudoleucite-clinopyroxene phonolite and fairly constant values for

the leucocratic phonolite. This is reflected mineralogically in the observed zoning of a

central zone rich in K-feldsparwhen compared to the more argillically altered marginal

zones.

The bimodal distribution of NazO between the pseudoleucite-clinopyroxene

phonolite (average 0.95 wt.%) and the leucocratic phonolite (average 037 wt.%)

supports the above observations. In the unaltered regional samplessodium mainly occurs

in aegirine-augite and, to a lesser extent, in alkali feldspar (Ulbrich, 1983; Ulbrich, 1984).

In the potassic rocks clinopyroxene is totally decomposed and the alkali feldspars have

suffered an almost complete exchange of the albite component. Yet, this alkali-exchange

is less pronounced in the phonolites farther from the breccia pipes, where, in addition,

some of the sodium is contained in clay minerals (illite) that occur in the clinopyroxene

pseudomorphs.



Both MgO and Cao have very low concentrations in all the phonolitic rocks; MgO is

mainly present in clay minerals from the clinopyroxene~bearingtypes. Hydrothermally

induced carbonate is responsible for the elevated CaO-contents found in a few samples.

In the reduced rocks, by far the largest contribution of iron is present as ferrous iron

in pyrite. The observed spread in total iron reflects, to a certain degree, the intensity of

the hydrothermal pyrite impregnation. In the pseudoleucite~clinopyroxenephonolite,

FelOI is negatively correlated with SiOz and MOJo This reflects to a certain degree the

mineralogical observation that pyrite impregnation decreases with increasing argillic

alteration.

5.2.1.2. Trace elements

'fiace element compositions of the different phonolite types are very complex (Fig.

9). From the figure it becomes obvious that the multistage hydrothermal overprint did

not result in a homogeneous alteration/mineralisation pattern in the different phonolite

types. In addition, primary differences in trace element composition are still partly

preserved (e.g. Sr). In Figure 11 the average trace element compositions of the

hydrothermally altered phonolites are normalised to the mean values for the regional

rocks. In common with all the different phonolite types encountered in the Osamu

Utsumi mine are the enhanced average contents ofBa, Rb, Ph, D, TIl, Y, ~ and S, and

the strong depletion in Sr and Co compared to the regional samples. F, Zr, Hf and Zn

are enriched in some and depleted in other phonolite types of the mine. Of the LREEs,

La is commonly sligbtlyenriched, CedisplayssimilarvaJues, and Ndis depleted compared

to the unaltered regional rocks.

Maximum fluorine contents occur in the leucocratic phonolite, the phonolite nearest

to the breccia pipe of ore body B, where its concentration is incre<lsed by a factor of two

compared to all other phonolites. Fluorine is primarily incorporated in fluorite (CaFz).

Barium is present in similar amounts within all the different phonolites, with the

exception of the pseudoleucite-clinopyroxene phonolite where it is slightly enhanced

(880 ppm compared to 600-690 ppm). Barite (BaS04) is the most important Ba-mineral,

although in the leucocratic phonolite and the pseudoleucite~phono1ite,gorceixite

(BaAL(P04)lOHs'HlO) is also an important Ba-phase. In these rocks Ba is positively

correlated with PlOS.

Rubidium displays similar values (289 - 309 ppm) for the hydrothermally altered

phonolites. In the weakly hydrothermally altered cpx-phonolite of the NW~wal1of the
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Figure 11. Average trace element compositions of hydrothennally altered reduced
phonolites and nepheline syenites from the Osamu Utsumi mine nonnalised to the average
composition ofunaltered regional rocks.

(Legend as in Fig.IO).



mine (sample E1·76; Table VUI) rubidium is distinctly lower (226 ppm) but is still higher

than in the regional phonolitic rocks (154 -160 ppm). Rubidium is positively correlated

with ~O and is mainly incorporated into alkali feldspar. The KJRb·ratio ranges from

399 in the volcanic leucocratic pbonolite to 377 in the clinopyroxene-bearing phonolite,

compared to KlRb-ratios of 429 and 445 respectively for the regional subvolcanic and

volcanic phonolites. The lowest KlRb ratio is recorded for the weakly hydrothermally

altered cpx·pbonoJite (sampJe E1-76) with a value of 334. The RblSr-ratios display a

much broader spread, from 1.56 for the leucocratic phonolite to 0.33 for the

hydrothermally altered clinopyroxene-bearing phonolite, compared to a RblSr-ratio of

0.10 for the weakly hydrothermally altered cpx-phonolite and of 0.07 and 0.11 for the

regional subvolcanic and volcanic phonolites respectively.

Average values for strontium progressively increase from the leucocratic phonolite

(198 ppm; n =21) to the pseudoleucite phonolite (335 ppm; n =6), volcanic leucocratic

phonolite (436 ppm; n=2), pseudoleucite-clinopyroxene phonolite (591 ppm; n=1O)

and, finally, clinopyroxene-bearing phonolite (868 ppm; n =2). The cpx-phonolite

exposed in the northern mine wall, and only weakly affected by the hydrothermal

alteration, has Sr-values of about 2200 ppm. Thus the decreasing Sr.values to a certain

degree reflect the proximity of the rock to the breccia pipe. However, one has to bear

in mind the primary differences as observed in the unaltered regional samples, where Sr

varies between 1421 ppm for the volcanic phonolites and 2327 ppm for the subvolcanic

phonolites.

Sf does not show any significant correlation with other elements, except for the

pseudoleucitc phonolite where it is positively correlated with PDs due to the occurrence

of goyazite (SrM(P04)20HsH20). The Ba/Sr·ratio is always considerably larger than

unity, with the exception of the clinopyroxene-bearing phonolite (0.78). In contrast, the

Ba/Sr-ratio is 0.06 for the regional volcanic phonolites and 0.18 for the regional

subvolcanic phonolites.

In the regional rocks unaffected by the hydrothermal alteration, Sr is incorporated

predominantly in mafic minerals (in miaskitic rocks) andlor in rare metal silicates (in

agpaitic rocks, e.g. lamprophyJlite). However, it also occurs as a trace constituent in the

alkali feldspars (Ulbrich, M., 1983). In thehydroth.ermally altered phonolites ofthe mine,

mafic minerals and magmatic rare metal silicates are decomposed and the remaining Sr

is thought to occur mainly in fluorite, barite and goyazite (pseudoleucite phonolite).

The behaviour of uranium and thorium is discussed in more detail in Section 8. Both

elements are strongly enriched compared to the unaltered regional samples; this is most

pronounced in the volqmic leucocratic phonolite and the plc-cpx-phonolite (Fig. 11).



The distribution of U and Th in the bulk of the hydrothermally altered mine rocks,

however, is very heterogeneous (compare analyses in Appendix 4).

Niobium is present in similar amounts in all the different phonolites of the mine

(averages between 188-234 ppm). Together with titanium it shows a general positive

trend, which is best developed in the pseudoleucite-clinopyroxene phonolite. It might

therefore be assumed that the bulk of Nb is present in Ti-(Fe-) oxides, as confirmed by

mineral chemical analysis. The Nb-values detected for the mine phonolites are similar

to the ones found for the regional subvolcanic (212 ppm) and volcanic (261 ppm)

phonolites.

Yttrium concentrations are highest in phonolites with pseudoleucite (97 ppm; n=6)

and lowest in the leucocratic phonolite (54 ppm; n=21) and the unaltered

clinopyroxene-bearing phonolite (sample El-76, 45 ppm). Particularly in the

pseudoleucite-bearing varieties, Y shows a positive correlation with Zr and a less

well-defined correlation with P20 S• No similar trend is observed for any of the other

clements or REEs. This indicates the close relationship hetween Zr and Y, which might

possibly occur in xenotime solid solutions within zircon (compare Section 5.1.1.4.).

The regional phonolites have slightly lower Y-valucs (36-41 ppm) than the

pseudoleucite-frce phonolites of the mine. The pseudoleucite-bearing phonolites

display a twofold increase in Y compared to the regional phonolites.

Zirconium varies over a wide range in the different phonolites of the mine, with the

highest average value associated with the pseudoleucite phonolite (2684 ppm), and the

lowest value with the volcanic leucocratic phonolite (530 ppm). Zircon and subordinate

baddeleyite are the most important Zr-bearing mineral phases. Zr occurs in all

phonolites positively correlated with Hf; a positive trend of Zr with U is observed in the

more distant (>200 m) samples of the breccia pipes, especially in the phonolite types

containing clinopyroxene. In the phonolites closer to the breccia pipes, the investigated

zircons contain no detectable uranium (Section 5.1.1.4.).

The regional volcanic and subvolcanic phonolites show Zr-values (885 ppm and 880

ppm, resp.) in the range of the peripheral clinopyroxene-hearing phonolite (762 ppm),

significantly higher than the volcanic leucocratic phonolite (530 ppm), but lower than

the other phonolites (1000 and 2684 ppm).

Vanadium occurs 'in equal amounts in all of the hydrothermally altered phonolites

(averaging 210-259 ppm). The weakly hydrothermally altered cpx-phonolite from the

peripheral part of the mine (El-76) contains similar amounts of V (74 ppm) compared

to the regional phonolites (72 ppm), all distinctly lower than the hydrothermally altered

phonolites.



Zinc is less abundant in the hydrothermally altered clinopyroxene-bearing phonolite

(60 ppm) and the volcanic leucocratic phonolite (70 ppm). In all the other types of

phonolite it is present in roughly equal amounts ranging from 205 to 248 ppm. Sphalerite

is the only important Zn~phaseobserved in the mine rocks. Average Zn-values for the

regional subvolcanic phonolites are 153 ppm. and for the volcanic phonolites 165 ppm.

Analytical comparison of incompatible elements, normalised to chondritic, and upper

mantle norm compositions (Sun, 1980; Thompson, 1982) of the hydrothermally altered

phonolites and the regional rocks, enables genetic considerations to be evaluated in

terms of hydrothermal altemtion and the regional phonolite-nepheline syenite

magmatism of thep~ de CaMas complex. Figure 12a shows the very close similarity

between the different regional rocks; systematic variations occur only with Ba, Th and

Sr between volcanic and subvolcanic rocks. The different hydrothermally altered rock

groups of the mine are characterised by the genera! enrichment of Ba, Rb, Th, K and

La, and the strong depletion of Sr (Fig. 12c). Figure 12b compares the mean

compositions of unaltered regional volcanic and subvolcanic rocks with the weakly

hydrothermally altered cpx~phonolitefrom the NW-wall of the mine (E1~76) and the

mean of incipiently altered samples (El-77, E1-78). This figure also illustrates the

cvolutive trend of hydrothermal alteration that has affected the Osamu Utsumi mine

site. With increasing hydrothermal influence. one observe..;; a continuous enrichment of

the incompatible elements, although the general pattern of the unaltered regional rocks

is maintained. Strontium, however, behaves antipatheticaUy and is continuously

depleted, This strong relationship in the incompatible element pattern suggests a

oogenetic origin for the hydrothermal fluids and for the regional phonolitic-ncpheline

syenitic rock suite. However, some characteristic difft~rences between the

hydrothermally altered rocks of the mine and the regional rock~ have not yet been

outlined; these include the overall pyritisation of the mine rocks and their uranium

mineralisation.

Theoxidised phonolites (Figs. 13 and 14) show, relative to their reduced counterparts,

a strong to complete depletion of those elements related with fluorite, carbonate and

sulphide dissolution (Ca, Mg, Mn, F, Sr, Zn, S), and an enrichment of clements such as

AI, Ba, Pb, U and LREEs, more akin to supergenic enrichment, including secondary

mineral formation (e.g. kaolinite, crandallite, gorceixite) and coprecipitation with

Fe-hydroxides (e.g. U).
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5.2.1.3. Rare-earth elements (REB;)

The light rare-earth elements (LREE'i) show little variation between the different

phonolite types (Table VIII, XRF-data). In the mafic-free phonolites, only La shows a

slight increase from the leucocratic phonolite to its volcanic counterpart, and to the

p1c-phonolite. Ce and Nd are similar in composition in all these phonolites. In

comparison with the regional phonolitic rocks, the LREEs are slightly increased (Tables

VIII-X; Figs. 11 and 16). In aU the mine phonolites the inter~elementcorrelationfor La,

Ce and Nd is fairly good (Fig. 15), and is best pronounced in those phonolites which are

richer in primary mafic components, and in those more distant from the breccia pipes.

No correlation is observed between the LREEs and Y, suggesting a different mineral

phase hosting Y. As described in Section 5.1.1.4., Y is mainly present in zircon, whereas

the LREEs occur in monazite, cheralite and the crandaIlite group minerals.

Analyses of the whole REE-spectra were performed on four leucocratic phonolite

samples that are not believed to be influenced by vein-type mineralisation and/or

secondary oxidation processes, and thus represent "average samples" (Thble X). In

Figure 16 the chondrite-normalised REE~patterns for these samples are compared to

the hydrothermally unaffected regional phonolites. The steeper decline from La to Sm

in the leucocratic phonolites reflects the introduction of LREEs during the

hydrothermal phase. This is supported by the increased LalLuCll-ratio for these

phonolites (45.5~82.9) compared to the regional phonolites (28.2 - 33.6). The slight

depletion of Eu in the leucocratic phonolite is probably due to the complete exchange

of the alkali feldspar to pure orthoclase, and to the removal of plagioclase during the

hydrothermal phase.

The heavy rare-earth elements (HREE'i) show the same absolute abundance and

distribution pattern in both the hydrothermally altered mine phonolites and the

unaltered regional samples. Considering the strong preference of clinopyroxene for

incorporating HREEs (Henderson, 1984), the regional phonolites would be expected

to be richer in HREEs than the leucocratic mine phonolites. However, there are

indications that HREEs were introduced during a late stage of the hydrothermal activity

(see Section 5.2.3.3.).

A special case is illustrated by the leucocratic phonolite sample Wel1-80-1A (Fig.

16). This sample has the same REE-pattern, but with a considerable shift towards lower

abundances. This shift can partly be explained by the original spread in REE

concentration in the phonolitic rocks of the mine. In addition, the much higher clay

content of the total rock volume in the hydrothermal state (45%) compared to the other
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TABLE X
Rare-earth element concentrations (ppm) for hydrothermally altered reduced phonolite from the Osamu Utsumi uranium mine, and the hydrothermally unaffected regional
samples.

Regi.:lnal phonolites U. Ce P, Nd 8m Eu Gd lb Dy Ho E, Tm Yb Lu EU/Sm
PH-02A 115.09 236.80 22.60 64.45 7.40 2.18 6.66 0.96 4.81 0.93 3.10 0..42 2.95 0.41 0.29
PH-om 164.72 310.67 29.36 82.80 9.83 2.74 9.49 1.13 6.41 1.41 3.81 0.59 3.31 0.56 0.28
PH-03 92.01 189.93 20.24 64.90 8.64 2.39 6.90 0.94 5.00 0.98 2.76 0.38 2.38 0.34 0.28
PH-QS 132.02 323.02 29.79 93.36 12.Q7 3.18 9.29 1.35 6.70 1.28 3.45 0.49 3.06 0.41 0.26
PH-OB 11229 295.41 25.45 80.11 10.23 2.84 8.12 1.13 6.03 1.13 3.34 0.46 2.79 0.39 0.28
PH-O~m 112.14 244.16 26.17 79.75 9.79 2.72 8.14 1.17 6.14 1.19 3.46 0.49 2.89 0.41 0.28

Leucocratic phonolite
Osamu Utsumi mine
WC-SO-IA 80 127 9.9 25.8 2.67 0.88 2.71 032 157 035 0.98 0.16 1 0.13 033
WC·101·1A 195 285 23.1 59.2 5.96 2.11 7.02 1.19 8.33 1.4 3.12 0.39 2.49 0.33 0.35
We-UO-lA 158 313 21 54.4 6.77 2.27 854 1044 9.46 1.67 3.52 0.5 2.74 0.36 0.34
WC-12t-IA 208 310 24.2 60.8 5.28 1.77 5.54 0.69 5.23 1.22 3.28 0.41 2.14 0.26 0.34

Normalised to ordinary chondrite
Regional phonolites U. Ce P, Nd 8m Eu Gd lb Dy Ho E' Tm Vb Lu La!Lu
PH-02A 386.97 309.83 200.16 112.43 39.69 30.68 26.73 20.86 15.64 13.20 15.41 13.88 13.56 13.22 29.28
PH-02B 553.85 406.48 260.06 144.45 5274 38.68 38.09 24.64 20.85 20.06 18.93 19.42 16.30 18.07 30.66
PH-03 309.37 248.50 179.28 113.22 46.38 33.68 27.69 20.47 1625 13.92 13.69 12.40 14.33 10.97 2821
PH-05 443.91 42264 263.84 16288 64.78 44.78 37.30 29.28 21.80 18.23 17.16 16.14 16.07 13.23 33.56
PH-OB 3n.56 386.51 225.43 139.77 54.89 39.96 32.59 24.47 19.60 16.00 16.58 15.14 1156 1270 29.73

i PH..Q9B 377.06 319.46 231.79 139.14 52.51 38.37 32.66 25.40 19.98 16.92 17.21 15.93 14.88 13.45 28.04
I Leucocratic phonoliteI

I Osamu Utsumi mine

I WC-80-1A 269.0 1662 87.7 45.0 143 12.4 10.9 7.0 5.1 5.0 4.9 52 49 42 63.73
WC-101-1A 655.7 3n.9 204.6 103.3 32.0 29.7 28.2 25.9 27.1 19.9 15.5 12.7 12.1 10.7 61.20

I WC-110-1A 531.3 409.5 186.0 94.9 36.3 32.0 34.3 31.3 30.8 23.7 17.5 16.3 13.3 11.7 45.45

I WC-121·1A 699.4 405.6 214.3 106.1 283 249 22.2 15.0 17.0 17.3 163 13.4 lOA 8.4 82.85

Norm. coefficient 0.2974 0.7643 0.1129 0.5732 0.1864 0.07095 0.2491 0.04603 0.3075 0.07039 0.2013 0.03061 0.2059 0.0308
I

I ICP-EMS-data
I :::l
I
I

I
I,

- --- .-.--.--------- -_., - -- ------ --------
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oJ TABLE X (conld.)

F4-413 La Ce Pr Nd 8m Eu Gd 1b Dy Ho & Tm Yb Lu
NeS·xenolith
413-IA·A 148.40 272.65 24.15 6631 7.67 2.05 6.15 0.80 4.46 0B9 2.85 053 2.76 036
413-1A-B 158.86 629.85 26.90 73.63 9.03 2.21 9.03 0.97 4.78 0.97 3.01 0.44 2.92 0.44
413-1A-C 150.14 241.61 21.47 5957 6.74 1.98 6.11 0.72 4.13 0.72 2.34 0.27 2.34 0.27
413-1A-D 163.00 352.00 19.90 50.90 5.40 1.60 5.40 0.60 3.20 0.50 1.30 0.20 1.25 0.20
413-1A-E 139.97 236.27 22.45 62.06 7.39 2.11 6.25 0.70 4.05 0.70 2.11 035 1.94 0.26
413-IA-F 195.00 324.00 n.a. 73.10 7.10 2.40 7.40 0.80 n.a. 0.70 n.a. 0.30 1.90 0.30
413-IA-G 17200 251.00 n.a. 6050 6.10 2.10 5.90 0.70 n.a. 0.60 n.a. 0.20 1.30 0.20
413-IA-H 102.28 180.23 16.03 45.16 6.27 1.87 5.04 0.65 3.17 0.57 1.71 0.33 1.87 0.24
413-IA-I 156.72 256.29 24.20 67.39 937 2.69 8.15 1.13 6.33 1.39 4.42 0.61 4.08 0.69
413-IA-K 150.83 250.08 23.16 63.71 7.94 2.26 652 0.84 3.85 0.67 1.84 0.25 1.59 0.17
413-IA-L 154.83 258.25 24.29 67.15 8.13 2.14 650 0.86 4.02 o.n 2.22 0.26 1.97 0.34
413-IA-M 188.93 324.71 29.47 8339 8.86 2.21 7.33 0.85 3.49 0.68 1.87 0.26 1.70 0.17
413-IA-N 104.20 240.69 20.16 55.85 7.14 1.87 6.07 0.80 2.94 0.54 1.87 0.18 152 0.18
413·1A-O 122.46 22558 22.12 60.1Jl 7~5 1.97 5~7 0.66 3.45 0.74 1.97 0.33 1.97 0.25
413-1A·P 2155 13551 51J6 16.16 2~1 0.65 2.37 024 155 033 0.98 0.16 0.73 0.16
Normalised to ordinary chondrite
F4-413 La Ce Pr Nd 8m Eu Gd 1b Dy Ho & TIn Yb Lu l.aIl.u,

I NeS~nolith

413·1A-A 499.00 356.73 213.94 115.69 41.12 28.89 24.69 17.43 14.49 12.66 14.17 17.47 13.42 11.58 43.11
I 413·1A·B 534.15 824.09 23&30 128.46 48.43 31.18 36.24 21.15 1554 13.83 14.95 14.46 14.18 14.37 37.18

I 413·1A·C 504.84 316.11 190.21 103.93 36.15 27.86 2453 15.62 13.44 10.21 11.61 &81 11.35 8.75 57.69
413·1A·D 548.08 46055 176.26 88.80 28.97 22.55 21.68 13.03 10.41 7.10 6.46 6.53 6.07 6.49 84.40,
413-1A·E 470.64 309.14 198.83 108.27 39.67 29.78 25.fJ9 15.30 13.17 10.00 1050 11.50 9.41 857 54.89

I
413·1A·F 655.68 423.92 n.a. 127.53 38.09 33.83 29.71 17.38 n.B. 9.94 n.B. 9.80 9.23 9.74 67.32
413-1A-G 578.35 328.41 M. 105.55 32.73 29.60 23.69 15.21 n.B. 8.52 n.B. 6.53 6.31 6.49 89.07
413·1A·H 343.92 235.82 141.98 78.79 33.61 26.38 20.25 14.14 10.32 8.09 8.49 10.63 9.09 7.93 43.39
413-1A-I 526.97 335.32 214.33 117.57 50.25 37.89 32.73 24.49 20.59 19.71 2197 19.83 19.80 22.53 23.39
413-1A·K 507.17 327.20 205.14 111.15 42.61 31.82 26.18 18.16 1251 950 9.14 8.19 7.72 5.43 93.41
413·1A-L 520.60 337.88 215.18 117.15 43.60 30.14 26.10 1858 13.07 1094 11.05 8.38 956 11.11 46.86
413-1A-M 63527 424.84 261.05 145.48 4753 3121 29AI 1851 1136 9.68 931 835 8Z7 553 114.85
413·1A·N 35036 31491 17858 97A3 3829 26.40 2435 17.44 957 7.60 9..31 5.83 737 5.79 6OA8
413·1A-D 411.75 295.15 195.95 105.17 41.03 27.82 22.78 14.29 11.23 1052 9.81 10.75 959 &01 51.40
413·1A·P 72.46 177.29 44.83 28.20 14.01 9.20 950 5.32 5.04 4.64 4.87 5.33 357 5.30 13.67

Norm. coefficient 0.2974 0.7643 0.1129 0.5732 0.1864- 0.0710 0.2491 0.0460 0.3075 0.0704 0.2013 0.0306 0.2059 0.0308

ICp·EMS-data



TABLE X (contd.)

F4-353 xenolith

Nepheline
syenite L, ee Nd 8m E" Th Yb L"
Nsl-11 201 255 64 7.44 3.15 1.00 3.21 0.48
Nst·tO 195 260 66 7.37 2.98 1.00 3.76 0.57
Ns 1·9 t62 208 52 5.76 2.29 0.90 3.80 0.75
Ns 1-8 182 262 65 7.32 2.73 1.00 3.91 0.59
Ns 1·7 226 346 87 10.40 3.94 1.30 4.86 0.75
Ns 1-6 278 409 104 11.80 4.49 1.30 4.43 0.65
Ns 1-5 382 579 147 17.00 5.73 2.00 5.48 0.78
Ns 1-4 275 4to 108 12.40 4.44 1.40 4.39 0.64
Ns 1-3 273 408 to5 12.10 4.48 1.40 3.98 0.58
Ns 1-2 349 535 140 16.20 6.11 1.90 6.10 0.88
Ns 1·1 265 395 tol 11.50 4.23 1.40 4.80 0.70

Phonolitic dyke 2lt 311 65 8.30 3.17 1.20 6.19 0.99

Volcanic breccia Lo ee Nd Sm E" 1b Vb L"
Vnz.l 233 310 73 8.20 3.05 1.30 4.90 0.73
VB 2·2 218 287 76 7.68 2.93 1.20 4.67 0.70
VB 2-3 253 312 77 8.92 3.69 120 3.98 0.58
VB 2-4 255 328 75 9.71 3.79 1.40 10.40 L81
VB2-S 254 357 93 11.80 4.84 3.00 30.40 5.47
VB 2.. 277 366 84 12.10 4.97 2.40 26.60 4.55

F4-353 xenolith: REE normalised to ordinary chondrite

Nepheline
syenite Lo C~ Nd 8m E" Th Yb L" La/Lu

NsHl 675.86 333.64 111.65 39.91 44.40 21.72 15.59 15.58 43.37
Ns I-to 655.68 340.18 115.14 39.54 42.00 21.72 18.26 18.51 35.43
Ns 1-9 544.72 272.14 90.72 30.90 32.28 19.55 18.46 24.35 22.37
Ns 1-8 611.97 342.80 113.40 39.27 38.48 21.72 18.99 19.16 31.95
Ns 1·7 759.92 452.70 151.78 55.79 55.53 28.24 23.60 24.35 31.21
Ns 1-6 934.77 535.13 181.44 63.30 63.28 2824 21.52 21.10 44.29
Ns 1-5 1284.47 757.56 256.45 91.20 80.76 43.45 26.61 25.32 50.72
Ns 1-4 924.68 536.44 188.42 66.52 62.58 30.41 21.32 20.78 44.50
Ns 1-3 917.% 533.82 183.18 64.91 63.14 30.41 19.33 18.83 48.75
Ns 1-2 117350 699.99 244.24 86.91 86.12 41.28 29.63 28.57 41.07
Ns 1-1 891.06 516.81 176.20 61.70 59.62 30.41 23.31 22.73 39.21

Pbonolitic 709.48 406.91 113.40 44.53 44.68 26m 30.06 32.14 22.07
dyke

Volcanic
bre<ci. Lo ee Nd Sm E" Th Vb L" LolL"

VB 2·1 783.46 405.60 127.36 43.99 42.99 28.24 23.80 23.70 33.(J6
VB 2-2 733.02 375.51 132.59 41.20 41.30 26m 22.68 22.73 32.25
VB 2-3 850.71 408.22 134.33 47.85 5201 26.07 19.33 18.83 45.18
VB 24 857.43 429.15 130.84 52119 53.42 30.41 50.51 58.77 14.59
VB 2-5 854.07 467.09 162.25 63.30 68.22 65.17 147.64 177.60 4"
VBU 931.41 478.87 146.55 64.91 70.05 52.14 129.19 147.73 6.30

Norm.
coefficienl 0.2974 0.7643 0.5732 0.1864 0.07095 0.04603 0.2059 0.0308

ICP-EMS-dala.
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Figure 15. Correlation diagrams for ee, Nd and Y with La in the hydrothennal/y altered,
reducedphonolites from the Osamu Utsumi mine (data by XRF).
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Figure 16. Chondrite normalised REE distribution diagram for hydrothennally altered,
reducedphonolitesfrom the Osamu Utsumi mine, compared with unalteredregional rocks
(data by ICP-EMS).
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hydrothermally altered phonolites (25 - 35%) might have prevented this rock from a

more pervasive fluid circulation. This could therefore be an indication that intense

argillic alteration had already taken place before the redistribution and minor addition

of REEs (mainly LREEs) by the hydrothermal solutions. A leaching effect, either by

late-stage hydrothermal solutions or by meteoric weathering processes, can be rejected

as an explanation for this phenomenon because of the much more selective behaviour

of REEs in such processes.

The distribution of the REFs in reduced and oxidised phonolites is discussed in more

detail by MacKenzie et aL (this report series; Rep. 7).

5.2.2. Nepheline syenites

As no nepheline syenite stocks were encountered in the boreholes, and only strongly

weathered stocks are exposed in the mine, large nepheline syenite breccia components

in the F4 core were taken as being representative. As a consequence, there is a

continuous transition between nepheline syenite and breccias. The presence or absence

of mineraIisations was used as a discrimination criterion.

Besides the oxidised samples from 19m,22m, and 39m, togetherwithoxidisedsamples

from the mine walls (B2 profile: B2-53, B2-55 and B2-57) and reduced bulk samples from

91 m, 107 m, 123 m, 129 m and 265 m in the F4 core, detailed samples were analysed

from the 353 m (Ns 1~1 to Ns 1~11) nepheline syenite-phonolite dyke-breccia xenolith,

and the 413 mxenolith. The data are presented in Thble VIII and Appendix 4 in addition

to Figures 17 to 27.

5.2.2.1. Major elements

The major elements of the reduced nepheline syenites are very similar to those of the

phonolites. This can be illustrated by comparing Figures 17, 18 and 19 (nepheline

syenites) with Figure 10 (phonolites); both are normalised to the mean of the values for

the regional samples. In general, there is an enrichment in K20 and H 20 and a decrease

in MgO, CaO and Na~, although there is quite a distinction in degree. For the 353 m

xenolith samples the changes are remarkable (Fig. 18), whereas in samples from 107 m,

for example, the changes are less dramatic (Fig. 17). MnO and P20S show increases in

some samples and decreases in others. The behaviour of MnO seems to be related to
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10.00

·91-1B

o 107-1A

• 123·1A

o 129-1A

.... 265-1AB

Figure 17. Average major element composition of hydrothennally altered, reduced
nepheline syenite xenoliths from borehole F4 nonnalisedto the average composition ofthe
unaltered regional rocks.

10.00

• Ns 1-11

o Ns 1-10

• Ns 1·9

o Ns 1-8

.... Ns 1-7

/':,. Ns 1-6

X Ns 1-5

Fzgure 18. Average major element composition of a hydrothennally altered, reduced
nepheline syenite xenolith at 353 m depth from borehole F4, nonnalised to the average
composition ofunaltered regional rocks.
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10.00
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• 413-M

o 413-AB

• 413-1AC

o 413-AO

... 413-AE

Figure 19. Average major elef!1ent composition of hydrothermally altered, reduced
nepheline syenite xenolith at 413 m depth from borehole F4, normalised to the average
composition ofunaltered regional rocks.
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• 19-1A•• •
1.00 o 22-1A

• 39-tA

0 62·53

0.10 • BHS

" 62-57

0.01

"'0, Tlo, ~,o, Fe lot MoO MgO Cao N.,O K,O P205 H,O

Figure 20. Average major element composition of hydrothermally altered, oxidised
nepheline syenite xenoliths from borehole F4 and orebody B, normalired to the average
composition ofunaltered regional rocks.
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o 129·1A

10.00 ... 265-AS

1.00 I I I I I I I -t-------l

Ba Rb Th K Nb La Ce Sr Nd P Zr HI Ti Y

Figure 21. Incompatible elements nonnalised to chondrite and primitive mantle for
hydrothennally altered, reduced nepheline syenite xenoliths from borehole F4,
(nonnalisation factors from Thompson, 1982).
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Sa Rb Th K Nb La Ce Sr Nd P Zr HI n y

Figure 22. Incompatible elements nonnalised to chondrite and primitive mantle for
hydrothennally altered, reduced nepheline syenite xenolith at 353 m depth from borehole
F4 (samp/es Ns1-1 to 3) and the phono/iJk dyke (sample PhD), (nonna/isation factors
from Thompson, 1982).
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Figure 23. Incompatible elements nonnalised to chondrite and primitive mantle for
hydrothennally altered, reduced nepheline syenite xenolith at 353 m depth from borehole
F4; samples Ns 1-4 to 11 (nonnalisation factors from Thompson, 1982).
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Sa Rb Th K Nb La Ce Sr Nd P Zr HI Ti Y

Figure 24. Incompatible elements nonnalised to chondrite and primitive mantle for
hydrothennally altered, reduced nepheline syenite xenolith at 413 m depth from borehole
F4, (nonnalisationfactorsfrom Thompson, 1982).
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the presence of fissures (Mn-siderite), and for PPs to the presence of mineralisation

(monazite among others). In the oxidised nepheline syenites (Figs. 13 and 20) MnO and

FeO contents are depleted in comparison to the reduced rocks.

5.2.2.2. 1l'ace elements

The trace element contents in the nepheline syenites are, like the major elements,

very similar to those of the phonolites. The incompatible trace elements normalised to

chondrite (Figs. 21-24) show a strong enrichment from Ba to Ce and a somewhat weaker

enrichment for the other incompatible elements. Within one xenolith (353 m, Ns 1·6;

Figs. 22 and 23; 413 m, Fig. 24) the distribution is very homogeneous, but amongdifferent

xenoliths (Fig. 21) there is a large spread. In comparison with the non-hydrothermally

altered nepheline syenites (Figs. 25 and 26; see also Figs. 10 and 11), the enrichment of

U, Th and S is strong and is also significant for F, Ba, Rb, Pb, Zr, Hf and Zn. Only Sr is

strongly depleted compared to the non-hydrothermally altered syenites of the~s de

Caldas plateau.

In the oxidised nepheline syenites (Figs. 20 and 27; see also Figs. 13 and 14), as

compared to the reduced ones, there is a very strong decrease in sulphur, zinc, uranium

and fluorine. The latter explains the high fluorine content in the groundwaters of the

mine (Nordstrom et al, this report series; Rep. 6).

5.2.2.3. Rare·earth elements

For the nepheline syenite xenolith sample series from 413 m depth, the whole

REE-S:pectrum has been analysed (Table X; see also Shea, this report series; Rep. 4).

The xenolith is fractured and hydrothermally altered but does not display vein-type

U-mineralisation (U>70 ppm in all the samples). The chondrite normalised pattern of

these samples (FIg. 28) is generally similar to that of the reduced phonolites (Fig. 16).

Compared to the regional samples (Schorscher and Shea, this report series; Rep. 1), the

xenolith differs in that it exhibits a partial depletion of the intermediate REEs from Pr

to Dy. The LalLucn ratio for the 15 samples varies between 14 -115, falling, for 9 samples,

within the range of the hydrothermally altered phonolites (La/Lu<n = 45 - 83). Three

nepheline syenite samples display a higher LalLu.:n ratio (89-115); characteristically, all

of these samples are cut by a fracture filled with pyrite, zircon and fluorite. Lower LaILucn
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Figure 25. Average trace element compositions of hydrothermally altered, reduced
nepheline syenite xenoliths from borehole F4 normalised to the average composition of
unaltered regional roch.
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• 413-AC
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Figure 26. Average trace element compositions of hydrothermally altered, reduced
nepheline syenite xenolith at 413 m depth from borehole F4 normalised to the average
composition ofunaltered regional rocks.
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Figure 27. Average trace element compositions of hydrothermally altered, oxidised
nepheline syenite xenoliths from borehole F4 and orebody B, normalised to the average
composition ofunaltered regional rocks.
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F44f3 nepheline syenite xenolith: .413·1A·A .. 413·1A·E m 413·1A·1 a. 413·1A·N
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(> 413·1A·O !2l413·A·H A 413·1A·M

Figure 28. Chondrite normalised REE distribution of the reduced nepheline syenite
xenolith at 413 mfrom borehole F4.
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ratios (14 - 37), when compared to the phonolites, occur in three samples that either

come from the border zone of the xenolith (sample 413-1A-P, LaJLu", = 14) or are cut

by open fractures. 'IWo of the samples with low La/LUa. ratios also display a pronounced

positive Ce anomaly (samples 413-1A-B and 413-1A-P). The lowLa/Lu", ratios, together

with the positive Ce anomaly, might indicate preferential LREE leaching under oxidising

conditions (weathering), where Ce is retained compared to the other LREEs due to

oxidation to less soluble Ce4+.

5.2.3. Breccia bodies

The heterogeneity of the breccias, with their varying ratios of rock fragments and

matrix, complicates geochemical characterisation. Added to this, the different degrees

ofmineralisation makes this taskeven more difficult. The analyses of the breccias, mainly

carried out on samples from drillcore F4, are listed in Thble VIII and Appendix 4, and

are illustrated in Figures 29 to 40. The nepheline syenite and phonolite fragments of the

breccias are geochemically very similar to their non-fractured, hydrothermally altered

equivalents from the mine. They represent essentially the pre-breccia stage of the

hydrothermal alteration. The syn-breccia hydrothermal stage is represented by the

composition of the breccia matrices, whereas the post-breccia stage resulted in

hydrothermal mineralisation along minor fracture zones crosscutting the breccias.

One sample at a depth of353 m from borehole F4 (F4-353 series) represents a profile

across a phonolitic dyke (PhD) that separated a nepheline syenite xenolith (samples

Ns 1~1 to 11; see section 5.22.) from a mineralised, matrix-supported breccia (samples

VB 2-1 to 6).

5.2.3.1. Major elements

Compared to the average non-hydrothermally altered phonolites and nepheline

syenites from the plateau, MgO, CaO and Nap .contents are considerably depleted,

whereas KtO and H20 arc enhanced; TiOl and Felot may show an increase depending on

the intensity and type of mineralisation. The behaviour of MnO is highly variable, either

slightly enriched or strongly depleted (Figs. 29 - 32). As a whole, the major element

composition of the breccias is very similar to that of the hydrothermally altered

phonolites and nepheline syenites.
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o 21O·A3

0.Q1

SiO:! TiO:!. AlA Fe tot MnO MgO Cao ~ KQO

Figure 29. Major element compositions ofthe highly mineralised breccias at 210 m from
borehole F4 normalised to the average composition ofunaltered regional samples.
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Figure 30. Major element compositions ofthe highly mineralised breccias at 243 m from
borehole F4 normalised to the average composition ofunaltered regional samples.
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Figure 31. Major element compositions ofthe highly mineralised breccias at 252 m from
borehole F4 normalised to the average composition ofunaltered regional samples.
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Figure 32. Major element compositions of the mineralised breccias in contact with the
nepheline syenite xenolith at 353 m from borehole F4 normalised to the average
composition ofunaltered regional samples.
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Figure 33. 1hJce element compositions of the highly mineralised breccias at 210m from
borehole F4 normalised to the average composition afunaltered regional samples.
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Figure 34. Trace element compositions ofthe highly mineralised breccias at 243 m from
borehole F4 normalised /0 the average composition a/unaltered regional samples.
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Figure 35. Trace element compositions of the highly mineralised breccias at 252 m from
borehole F4 nonnalised to the average composition ofunaltered regional samples.
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Figure 36. Trace element compositions of the mineralised breccias in contact with the
nepheline syenite xenolith at 353 m from borehole F4 nonnalised to the average
composition ofunaltered regional samples.
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5.2.3.2. nace elements

Due to the varying degree of mineralisation, the enrichment of certain incompatible

elements such as Th, D, Nb, Zr and Hf is extremely high. This results in very high trace

element totals (25000 to 65000 ppm) and high ratios shown in the chondrite normalised

plots (Figs. 37 -40). In comparison to the average non-hydrothermally altered regional

phonolites and nepheline syenites (Figs. 33-36), the enrichment ofPb, Th, D, Zr, Hfand

S is strongly variable and may reach very high values (on average up to 20 ppm, with U

up to 1000 ppm). As in all the other rock types, Sr is strongly depleted.

The enrichment of trace elements in the breccias follows a similar pattern to that

observed in the hydrothermally altered rocks (compare Figs. 11, 12 and 21~26). This

supports the hypothesis that the hydrothermal alteration took place coevally with the

volcanic events that resulted in the breccias.

5.2.3.3. Rare-earth clements

In a few breccias, e.g. sample F4~353 from the drillcore F4 profile, the light and heavy

REEs were partly determined (Thble X; see also Shea, this report series; Rep. 4). The

nepheline syenite samples Ns 1-1 to 11 display a similar chondrite normalised pattern

(Fig. 41) as observed for the F4-413 nepheline syenite xenolith (compare Fig. 28), only

with enham:ed total abundances ofall REEs. The phonolitic dyke and the breccia matrix

samples (VB 2-1 to 6) display a marked enrichment in HREEs, best pronounced in

samples VB 2-4 to 6. These three samples have the highest modal abundance ofzircon,

pyrite and fluorite of this series, and furthermore have the highest values for U and Th,

although not of ore grade « 100 ppm). The La/Lu,n ratios for the nepheline syenite

samples (Ns 1-1 to 11), ranging from 31 to 51 (with one sample giving a ratio of 22), lie

in the same range as in the F4-413 nepheline syenite xenolith and the hydrothermally

altered phonolites. In contrast, the LaILUa, ratio for the breccia samples VB 2-4 to 6 is

much lower, with values between 5-15. This might be an indication that the hydrothermal

fluid was progressively enriched in HREEs towards its final stage.
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Figure 37. Incompatihle elemet'l;ts normalised to chandrite and primitive mantle of the
highly mineralised breccias at 210 m from borehole F4 (nonnalisation factors from
Thompson, 1982).
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Figure 38. Incompatible elements normalised to chant/rite and primitive mantle of the
highly mineralised breccias at 243 m from borehole F4 (nonnalisation factors from
Thompson, 1982).
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Figure 39. Incompatible elements nonnalised to chondrite and primitive mantle of the
highly mineralised breccias at 252 m from borehole F4 (normalisation factors from
Thompson, 1982).
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Figure 40. Incompatible elements normalised to chondrite and primitive mantle of the
mineralised breccios in contact with the nepheline syenitexenolith at 353 m from borehole
F4 (normalisation factors from Thompson, 1982).
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A slight positive Eu anomaly is observed in the nepheline syenite samples adjacent to

the dyke, in the phonolitic dyke itself, and in the breccia samples (Fig. 41). This anomaly,

considering that feldspars invariably show a pronounced positive Eu anomaly, may be

related to the formation of hydrothermal low microcIine as a result of the potassic

alteration. Such low microcline is very abundant in the breccia samples and also occurs

in the phonolitic dyke and the nepheline syenite samples adjacent to the dyke.

5.2.4. Weathering cover

With the infiltration of oxidising groundwaters, weathering processes become

established, but it is only in higher levels that the geochemical conditions are "stabilised".

Within the first few decimetres above the present redox front, previous redox

enrichments (i.e. "fossil" redox fronts) are still being dissolved. In Thbles XI - XN the

geochemical data from the four weathering profiles (for location see Fig. 4) are shown

and the elemental variation with depth is given in Figures 42 to 45.

The major Si02and ~O oxides decrease towards the surface, with an accelerated

decrease occurring at the foot of the saprolite zone. The behaviour of Ah03 and FeIOC,

which increase towards the surface, is totally antipathetic. Ti02 and P20S contents

generally increase towards the surface; the more erratic TiOl distribution reflects

primary magmatic enrichments.

In the non-mineralised parent rocks uranium has almost disappeared from the

profiles; only in some mineralised Ti- and Zr-rich samples do high U contents occur.

These observations support the experience from the U-enrichment plant at the mine

that part of the uranium is concentrated in phases resistant to weathering, that prove

difficult to dissolve with HeI. This is further sustained by selective leaching experiments

of oxidised and laterite samples (Appendix 2). Thorium tends to increase towards the

top of the profile, thus confirming its general behaviour of being quite resistant to

dissolution during weathering. Rubidium and strontium, in contrast, tend to decrease,

as for 1(,0 and CaO.

La and Ce also show a tendency to decrease, but this general trend is easily offset by

the presence of hydrothermally mineralised zones. In most of the profiles Ce increases

slightly in the topmost lateritic samples, whereas La remains low. This is related to the

less soluble 4+ oxidation state of Ce in the immediate aerated soil horizon (compare

also the behaviour of the LREEs in the Morro do Ferro Th-REE deposit; Waber, this

report series; Rep. 3).
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- TABLE XI
8 Geochemical analyses along profile A (F'Jg. 4) extending from the surface to the hydrothermally altered parent rock. Ore body A, Osamu Utsumi minel~·~t!ll.

Osarnu Utsumi mine, ore body A, vertical profile: Major and trace elements

sample A-60 A·61 A-62 A-63 A-64 A-65 A-66 A-67 A-68 A.f£J A-70 A-84-A
Altitude m.a.s.J. 1430 1425 1420 1415 1410 1405 1400 1395 1390 1385 1380 1350

Rock 'J1'e LAT LAT LAT LAT SAP SA!' SAl' SAP SAP SAP PlcPh P1cPb
b' b, red wbi yel w", whi 0.- w", whi 0</8. 'ed.

Si0:2 wt.% 33.83 33.91 3219 35.94 36.28 40.05 46.25 47.41 42.19 53.99 56.81 57.29

n~ 0.19 0.11 0.87 0.92 2.73 1,13 0.96 0.46 158 0.65 0.45 0.42
Al2 3 36.14 32.35 36.84 39.23 28.79 37.48 32.45 23.18 32.84 26.62 22.80 22.20
Fetot 4.49 14.85 10.08 3.09 15.42 2.36 2.64 8.12 2.83 0.97 1.97 1.85
MnO 0.02 0.12 om 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.31 0.08 1.82 0.02 0.01 0.00

~g
0.17 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.15 0.12 0.14 0.22 0.07 0.05 0.01
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.DO

Nat 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.31 0.25 0.15 0.23 0.27 0.23 0.38 0.38 0.26
K, 3.33 3.26 453 3.96 5.86 4.48 6.61 10.23 9.14 9.81 13.09 13.71
ilO, OM 0.13 0.19 0.08 0.23 0.09 0.09 0.16 033 0.12 0.116 0.05

19.21 13.05 13.17 14.24 8A2 12.03 8.53 8.82 6.01 554 2.98 2.61ct, 0.00 0.23 0.15 0.18 0.11 0.10 0.05 0.13 0.18 om 0.00 0.11

lbw wt.% 98.90 98.95 9837 98.11 98.42 98.03 98.24 99.00 97.37 9824 98.60 9857

Ba ppm 47 65 64 22 341 62 314 674 1870 238 350 6D3
Rb 132 148 115 135 194 161 179 m 256 m 363 301
S, 99 58 93 1116 184 47 222 91 211 002 247 191
Pb 28 10 33 39 204 7 59 66 114 38 33 b.d.
Th 90 112 1116 56 183 45 32 49 142 98 54 25
U 30 82 78 33 62 39 19 32 38 43 35 88
Nb 4SO 501 481 S09 14<;9 374 295 246 396 345 310 182
La 160 446 662 809 1056 667 1073 974 1674 1213 1318 243
Ce 89? 615 950 653 1340 443 882 949 2393 m 677 212
NO 47 147 193 201 344 200 356 339 554 330 319 61
Y 12 79 116 75 105 88 61 57 119 92 12 75
Z, 1933 1849 - 1985 3044 1020 111 209 245 1018 874 981
V 182 202 295 113 284 242 81 110 247 116 158 312
Cc b.d. 17 10 b.d. 20 b.d. b.d, 12 19 M b.d. 5
N' b,d. 4 8 M. b.<i M. M. b.d. b.<!. b,d. b.<!. b.d.
C<> 11 11 12 8 35 9 5 19 9 b.d. b.d. b.<!.
Cu b.d. b.d, b.d. b.d. b,d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
zn 116 124 86 105 142 56 40 117 48 33 40 36
Ga 12 80 86 74 61 60 52 39 59 47 43 43
So b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. 4 4 4 6 8
5 36 120 628 1948 41 61 29 b.d. 488 718 708 11773

XRF~data;B.a. ::: not analysed. b.d. - below detection.



TABLE XII
Geochemical analyses along profile 82 (Fig. 4) extending from the surface to the hydrothermally altered parent rock. Ore body B, Osamu Utsumi mine (XRF-data).
Osamu Utsumi mine, ore body B, vertical profile 82: Major and trace elements

sample 82-41 82-43 82-45 82-47 82-49 82-51 82-53 B2-55 82-57
Altitude m.a.s.l. 1484 1468 1452 1436 1420 1404 1388 1372 1356

Rock type LAT LAT SAP SAP SAP SAP NeS NeS NeS
whi-br red·whi whi yel.whi gro "'0

_.
OL OL

Si~ wt.% 41.22 33.23 43.4 35.25 41.91 54.43 56.18 57.56 58.99
TIOz 0.71 1.18 0.71 134 0.86 0.46 0.6 0.47 0.49
Al:z03 33.94 44.91 36.97 33.5 38.67 26.71 2457 23.93 2254
Fetot 4.45 4B 3.44 12.53 1.92 1.85 1.82 151 1.42
MoO 0.01 0.01 om 1.29 0.Q3 0.16 0.01 om 0.01
MgO 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.22 0.19 0.11 0.21 033 0.15
CaD om om 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.11 0.04
Na20 0.01 0.01 0-01 0.01 0.01 0-01 0.01 0.1 0.01
K,O 4.14 5.31 4.79 4.9 5.87 12.43 12.62 13.17 1458
lt~, 0.18 0.13 0.05 0.16 0.23 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.06
,0 15.43 10.65 10.45 10.9 10.7 3.57 354 251 1.71

CO, n.a. o~. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. ..a. o.a. o.a.

Total wt.% 100.34 100.49 100.1 100.11 100.41 99B5 99.61 99.11 100

Ba ppm b.d. b.d. b.d 989 51 1313 1542 684 736
Rb 183 174 140 187 220 308 315 299 316S, 383 194 '496 274 550 195 1569 416 1014
Pb 31 9 17 46 3 2' 16 25 17
Th 74 64 12' 48 61 86 24 36 51
U 85 82 228 20 19 4 13 9 24
Nb 429 373 337 30' 227 146 109 140 131
La 164 53 259 322 413 593 201 4922 127ce 655 106 354 398 460 531 208 865 157
Nd 37 28 107 103 187 194 4' 1312 35
Y 69 97 180 37 120 72 27 315 71
Zx 1884 268' 6514 754 463 106 307 371 537
V 236 145 476 245 385 567 130 137 357a- II 6 8 19 5 8 b.d 21 5
Ni 6 10 19 b.d. 11 8 4 32 8
Co 9 b.d. 14 21 b.d. b.d. b.d. 6 b.d.
Cu b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d b.d.
Zo 64 70 49 173 52 40 88 75 43
Hf 81 70 76 48 57 51 33 27 46
Go 42 52 120 13 11 1 7 9 11
S 157 352 531 409 193 204 318 276 542- XRF-data; n.a. = not analysed, b.d. = below detection.0-
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~ TABLEXllI
S Geochemi<;al analyses alOng profile El extending from the surface to the hydrothermally altered parent rock. Ore body E, Osamu Utsumi mine (XRF-data).

Osamu Utsumi mine, ore body E, vertical profile £1: Major and trace elements

Sample EI-&! £1-71 EI-91 £1-72 El-92C £1-73 £1-% £1-74 El·75 E1-76 El·77 El-78
Altitude m.a.s.I. 1456 1452 1444 1436 1428 1420 1412 1404 1388 1372w 1372e 1368

Rock type :UH LAT LAT LAT LAT UMD SAP CpxPh CpxPh CpxPh CpxPh CpxPh
yel-br red-br yel-whi yel-whi red·whi red-br yeJ.JNhi ox. oxIa. "fresh" ""'. red.

Si~ wt.% 34.90 33.68 40.95 39.89 40.24 34.79 48.93 57.06 56m 53JJ8 57.67 56.60

1126 0.79 0.79 0.80 OS9 0.77 0.62 0.48 0.50 0.43 039 0.45 0.43
Al, 3 38.04 33.52 36.09 37.09 34.80 3037 28.69 23.24 22.21 20.21 22.28 22.15
Pelot 5JJI 12.72 4.55 4.17 3.28 6.05 4.16 1.18 1.57 4.54 1.30 1.44
MnO 0.13 0.18 0.12 0.14 2.08 7.20 0.00 om 0.03 0.47 0.01 0.02
MgO 0.03 0.12 0.00 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.00 0.11 0.20 0.26 0.09 0.18
CaD O.oI 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 1.49 0.00 132
Na,o 0.19 0.19 0.12 0.20 0.18 0.15 034 0.46 036 4.85 038 OS2
K,O 4.40 3.08 3.55 1.77 426 350 8.75 13.15 12.51 9.08 13.45 12.83

JfO, 0.12 0.14 0.18 0.15 0.19 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.05
,0 13.95 13.32 12.06 13.79 11.60 11.93 6.83 2.48 5.30 2.54 2.09 2.73

CO, n.a. 1.21 o.a. 0.55 n.a. 0.27 o.a. 0.05 0.20 1.58 0.15 0.12

Total wI.% 98.37 98.95 98.44 98.4 91.49 95.05 98.25 98.32 98.99 98.53 97.95 9839

F ppm 518 n.a. 300 n.a. 691 n.a. 894 n.a. n ... n.a. n.a. n.a.
Ba 113 90 135 Il7 491 8916 363 724 391 452 688 668
Rb 143 125 91 60 116 98 196 323 203 226 306 m
S, 308 305 455 398 477 143 661 649 593 2163 991 745
Ph 36 78 13 113 b.d. 235 b.d. 5 b.d. h.d. 7 bod.
Th 75 158 154 161 64 67 36 56 b.d. 34 46 49
U b.d. 42 h.d. 9 h.d. b.d. b.d. 12 b.d. 12 12 10
Nb 423 462 478 324 388 354 253 251 123 219 230 218
La 221 472 537 567 436 539 437 522 242 V8 421 338
Ce 802 861 513 994 554 2622 310 429 2f11 296 432 250
Nd 35 67 134 42 95 160 92 121 41 52 98 60
y 83 124 150 118 99 99 73 123 7 45 91 72
Z, 1882 2195 1937 798 1172 1769 762 1133 222 749 815 708
V 356 419 691 315 634 311 405 259 107 74 272 215
0 7 8 b.d. b.d. 55 19 b.d. b.d. hA. bA. bA. hA.
Ni b.d. 7 bA. 5 h.d. bA. b.d. b.d. b.d. hA. hA. hA.
ec 4 17 bA. 10 b.d. 45 6 b.d. h.d. 5 hA. h.<!.
eu b.d. b.d. bA. hA. b.d. b.d. bA. h.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
Zn '49 180 102 87 160 247 113 52 72 171 47 72
HI 22 o.a. 24 n.a. 17 n.a. 7 n.a. M n.a. n.a. n.a.
Ga o.a. 94 n.a. 84 n.a. 66 o.a. 46 26 36 45 40
Sc 3 4 4 b.d. 3 5 4 8 b.d. 2 8 7
S b.d. 53 82 367 620 258 b.d. b.d. 1532 1601 2044 2253

XRF-data; o.a. == not aoalysed, b.d. == below detection.



TABLE XIV
Geochemical analyses along prome E2 (Fig. 4) extending from the surface to the hydrothermally altered parent rock. Ore body E, Osamu Utsumi mine (XRF-dataJ.
Osamu Utsumi mine, ore bOOy E, vertical profile E2: Major and trace elements

Sample E2-110 E2-111 E2·112 E2-1l3 E2·114 E2-115 E2-116 E2-118 E2-119 E2-120 E2-99 E2-t02
Altitude m.a.s.l. 1452 1444 1436 1432 1428 1420 1416 1412 1404 1400 1392 1372

Rock: type LAT LAT LAT LAT LAT LAT LAT SAP SAP SAP VLPh VLPh
whi-br yel whi yel.br red-br red-yel whi yel-whi whi WID ox. red.

SiOz wt.% 30.94 36.62 39.00 25.35 34.69 38.65 43.79 48.03 54.61 52.90 55.84 56.25
TI';3 0.76 0.71 0.81 0.69 0.75 0.70 0.64 0.64 0.53 0.51 0.48 0.45
A!2 3 37.26 38.39 38.84 36.30 39.26 36.88 36.42 29.21 26.90 27.06 24.11 22.18
Fet'8 7.05 4.73 2.10 15.21 4.46 3.86 1.84 3.48 0.94 2.20 1.31 2.41
Mn 1.38 0.03 0.00 0.82 0.03 0.12 om 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
MgO om 0.06 0.11 0-07 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.03 0.03
cao 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00

N'r?
0.13 0.15 0.10 0.04 0.05 0.12 0.09 0.23 0.13 034 0.26 0.38

K2 3.28 3.38 5.11 4.39 3.47 3.21 4.80 7.60 10.70 9.74 1279 13.12
PzOs 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.14 0.14 0.07 0.12 0.27 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.08
H2O 16.60 14.08 12.41 15.47 15.76 13.18 10.71 7.96 5.01 5.86 2.91 3.21
CO, n.a. n.a. n~. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Total wt.% 97.54 98.26 9857 98.48 98.62 96.83 98.45 97.55 99.08 98.75 97.80 98.11

F ppm 24 113 659 62 240 366 369 688 1134 1079 1220 1152B, 455 88 113 402 135 143 231 458 548 385 655 616Rb 107 99 152 140 99 81 116 169 233 219 m 26SS, 138 123 51 138 190 100 230 1157 477 851 688 630
Pb 57 b.d. b.d. 39 b.d. b.d. h.d. 4 22 b.d. h.d. 18
Th 89 43 43 75 78 31 52 66 S7 39 28 41U b.d. b.d. b.d. 3 b.d. b.d. b.d. 4 h.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
Nh 394 345 407 264 429 369 350 323 258 278 200 240
U. 88 315 350 199 548 558 489 795 626 857 319 259ee 890 306 465 169 638 605 369 522 329 300 311 222Nd 13 60 84 37 158 153 101 180 125 196 S4 22Y 66 69 79 68 134 77 92 191 176 134 91 42
II 1497 1371 1345 1153 1571 2800 1036 1768 1297 1119 971 582V 316 276 340 382 443 150 748 550 453 299 390 490a- b.d. b.d. b.d. 6 b.d. b.d. h.d. 7 b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.N; b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
Co b.d. b.d. b.d. 5 b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. 4 3
Co b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. h.d. h.d. b.d. h.d.
Zn 90 70 73 167 82 84 60 78 38 103 39 22Hf 22 17 18 17 21 38 12 28 18 16 9 4
So b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. 4 b.d. 2 6 6 5 8 6
S b.d. 597 1136 1613 653 532 426 473 797 764 b.d. 8549

XRF-data; n.a. =not analysed, b.d. =below detection.
~
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6. Fracture mineralogy

A compilation of the fracture minerals present in drillcore Fl is given in Table xv:
The list contains only those minerals that could be positively identified by microscopy

and standard XRD techniques. There are two main fracture inclinations in deilleoce Fl:

40 - 50" and 70 - 8()'> to the horizontal plane. Additionally, there are a great number of

fractures and fissures that were produced through local brecciation and have no distinct

orientation. There is no obvious correlation between fracture fillings and the orientation

of the two main fracture sets.

Kaolinite, illite, K-feldspar, pyrite and iron hydroxides are by far the most abundant

fracture minerals. Kaolinite and illite arc present in nearly aU investigated samples,

whereas KMfeldspar could be identified only in the first 100 m of tbe core. The first pyrite

was found at 60 m, and tben continued to be observed down to the bottom of the hole

at 126 m. Iron hydroxides could be found in small amounts down to 118 m, whilst zircon

and barite are restricted as fracture minerals to a zone between 85 and 100m. At the

maximum depth of the hole, pitchblende could be detected on two fracture planes (123

m and 126 m) as circular concretions together with pyrite.

The fracture and vein mineral infillings of drillcore F4 are listed in the petrographic

descriptions of the investigated F4.samples given in Appendix 5.

6.1. Description of selected water~bearing fractures

Five water·bearing fractures, representing the packed-off sections sampled for the

hydrochemical programme, were selected from drillcores FI, F2 and F3 to study

radionuclide isotope behaviour. There was thus the possibility that these fractures may

be in isotopic equilibrium with the groundwaters sampled. A profile from the

hydrothermally altered host rock through the leached zone to the fracture infilling

surfaces wa... sampled in three of these fracture samples; the location of the sampling

points is shown in Figures 46 to 48. In four of these fracture samples a profile consisting

of three samples has been selected, comprising the fracture fillings, the adjacent first

centimetre of rock, and one sample about 10 em away from the fracture. lWo samples

consist of the fracture fillings only (drillcore F3). Thble XVI summarises the mineralogy

of these samples.
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TABLE XV

Qualitative mineralogical composition of fracture ftlling phases in phonolites from borehole Fl.

Sample ill kao ,mo ch' ML h. pyp '" n, zit ,,, py HFO rut pit

PI-ll·IA XXX XX X XX X

PI-28-lA XXX X X

PI-35-lB X XXX

Fl-4S-1A X XXX X XX X

Fl-47·1B XX XX X X X X XX X

Fl-50·1A XXX XX X

Fl-57·1A X X XXX

Fl-S8-1A X XXX X XX XX X

F}-60-1B.2 X XXX X XX X

Fl-69·1B X X XXX XXX X

Ft·78-1A X XXX XXX

FI-79-1A X XXX XXX XX

Fl-85-1C·} XX XXX X XXX XX

Fl-85·1C·2 XX XXX XXX X

Fl-90-1A XXX X XXX X XX

Ft·94-1A X XXX

Fl·l00-IA X X XX XX XX

Fl·IA·2 X X XX XX

Fl-l00·1A-3 XX XX

Fl·104·1A X XXX X XXX

Fl-I09-1A X X XXX

PI-US·IA·t X XXX X X

FJ-1l8-1A·2 XXX X X

Fl·119-lB XXX X

Fl-123-1B-l X XXX

PI-t23-lB.) X X XXX XX

Fl.t26-1B-l X X XXX XX

Fl·126-1B-2 XX XX X X

Abbreviations;

ill - illite flu - fluorite

kuo - kaolinite rir - zircon
8m, - smectite bur - barite
chi - chlorite py - pyrite
ML - ilVsme mixed-layers HFO- hydrous ferric oxides
1m, - halloysite rul - rutile

pyp - pyrophyllite pit - pitchblende

kf - K.feldspar
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~ TABLE XVI0
Qualitative mineralogical composition of conductive fractures in boreholes FI, F2 and F3.

Sample Sample description kf py flu ri< ill kao ilVsme others

Fl·U4-lA-A Porous, porphyritic leucocratic phonolite XXX X X X XX XX

Fl-114-lA-B Porous, porphyritic leucocratic phonolite XXX XX XXX X XX XX

Pl-114-lA-C Fracture f.tlling, external part XXX XX XXX XXX X X
Fl-l14-lA-D Fracture filling, internal part X XX X X XXX XXX pitchblende

F2-60-lA-A Porous leucocratic phonolite XXX X X X X XX

F2-60-lA-B Porous leucocratic phonolite, leached XXX X XX X XX XX alum minerals

F2-60-lA-C Fracture filling XXX XXX XX XX XX alum. minerals, pitchblende

F3-54-lA-A Cpx-phonolite XXX XXX X XX XX

F3-54-lA-B Cpx-phonolite, leached XX XX XX X XX XX

F3-54-lA-C Fracture ftlling XX XXX XX XX XX alunite, plumbogummite

F3-74-lA-K Fracture filling, in porous cpx-phonolite XXX XXX X X X

F3-67-lA-K Fracture filling, in dense cpx-phonoIite XXX XX X XXX XXX barite, lepidolite

- illite
kaolinite
mixed layer

ill
kao
illlsme -

Abbreviations:

kf - K-feldspar
py - pyrite
flu - fluorite
zir - zircon

Mineral occurrence:

XXX - dominant
XX - major
X - minor



Fracture sample n·114.IA (IIJ.03 -113.33 m)

Sample Fl·114-1A (Fig. 46) represents a reddish-grey-cotoured phonolite with an

extensive micro- and macroporosity. In the macropores, which often reach a diameter

of 1-2 em, idiomorphous pyrite, fluorite, K-feldspar and zircon can be ObSCIVCd. Clay

minerals are present in different quantities. The pyrite crystals are often covered with a

thin black film, in contrast to the pyrite embedded in the rock matrix.

The fracture transects the drillcore with an inclination of about 7fY to the horiwntal

plane. It has open connections with several of the described macropores. The fracture

filling material shows zoning on both sides of the fracture from the open centre towards

the rock. lhe internal part is up to 2 mm thick and is dominated by clay minerals and

pyrite. Here, pyrite is covered with a thin film of poorly crystalline pitchblende. A few

small crystals of fluorite also occur. In niches of this zone, needle-like white crystals

occur, partly covered with a colloidal black film. The tiny crystals look very similar to the

ones found in sample F2-60-1A, which could be identified as minerals of the alum family

(see below).

The external part of the fracture is dominated by the hydrothermal mineral association

K-feldspar, zircon, pyrite and fl uorite. Here pyrite has a clean surface when covered with

the internal filling material. Clay minerals only occur in small amounts (less than 5%).

Two zones have been carefully separated from one other to be analysed for the

uranium decay series (subsamples C and D). Subsample B is taken adjacent to the

fracture and shows slightly higher contents ofpyrite, fluorite and zircon than subsample

A, which was taken 10 em from the fracture. The latter is also more strongly coloured.

Fracture sample F2·60·IA (59.07 - 59.29 m)

Sample F2-60-1A (Fig. 47) is a strongly fractured and porous phonolite heavily

impregnated with pyrite and containing several water-bearing fractures; various thin

fractures also occur and are completely filled with clay minerals and pyrite. The normally

grey phonolite exhibits striking alteration features, showing a change in colour to

bluish-grey and yellowish-green-grey around the open fractures. In these alteration

zones powd(~rysecondary U-minerals and tiny white and bluish needles can be observed.

These needles were identified as members of the alum family (kaolinite

KAl(S04)2· :I1H20, pickeringite MgAl2(S04)4 "22H20, bilinite FC)(S04k22H20 and

lscbermigite NH.AI(SO,),'22H,O).
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Fracture F1-114-1A (113.03·113.33rn)

114·1A·A

open cavilies wit
pyrito and
fluorite

114·1A·9

114-1A·CID

I

F1-I14-1A-A

Fl·114-lA·B

Fl·114-1A·C

F1·114-IA·O

113.08· 113.oom . hydllllhermallj allor9d .
porous p/lonolta

113,1 e . 113.19m, t,droll'l3rmaJly alered and
'aadled, porolS p/x>o:I~o

113.19· 1132Om. eXlomal pan 01 the lraetu",
filli"G. mainly K-Ieldspar, pyrite and zircon

113.19· 113.2Om, inlerMI pan eI tm fractu",
Iili..... mainly clay minerals and pyne

Figure 46. Conductive fracture in drillcore F1 at a depth of 113 m; sample location is
indicated by the hatched areas.

Frac(ure F2· 60·1A (59.07' 59.25m)

60·1A·A --jJIIIIIIIIrnrq
/

M;d,,,",", <:
pyrHo'liliings ~

/
/

< - -

/

F2 - 60·IA-A

F2 - 6Q·1A·B

F2· GO·lke

59.09 - 59.lOm. hydrothermally al:eroo' ,
grey phooolile

59.19 - 59.2Om ,hydrothefmallt a~orOO

and laachod pffird~e.y~

grey

59.20· 59,21m. lradum ~lIing. indoong
2mm of the rocl<. on I:olh side. 01 lhe
I,acluro

,
/

11 t?
60·1A-B , --- ,
60·1A·C

11 II Ioacl»d pmnoile. bluish gmy and yollO'MsIl- groon-grey with
alum· and U-effloruscences

Figure 47. Conductive fracture in drillcore F2 at a depth of 59 m; sample location is
indicated by the hatched areas.
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The fIlling material of the separated fracture (subsample C) consists mainly of

K-feldspar and pyrite with subordinate fluorite. In addition to illite and kaolinite, the

above mentioned alum minerals occur. Pyrite displays two different features mainly

depending on the grain-size of the crystals. Small pyrites «0.5 mm) are coated with a

black film and usually form concretions in niches with small amounts of an intergranular

black spherical material that was identified as pitchblende. Larger pyrite crystals exhibit

clean, yellow surfaces. The same features can be observed in the macropores.

Subsamplc B again comes from the first few em adjacent to the fracture. The

mineralogical composition is similar to the fracture filling material except that the pyrite

content is significantly lower. Subsample A was taken 10 cm away from the fracture

where the phonolite is grey in colour and there is no evidence of secondary V-phases.

Fracture sample F3-54·1A (53.20 - 53.40 m)

This fracture, with an inclination of about 4(F to the horizontal plane (Fig. 48), cuts a

porphyritic, dense pseudoleucite-c1inopyroxene phonolite. Within the same core sample

there are two more open fractures and several hair-fissures, all fillcd with day minerals.

The alteration zones around the water-bearing fractures are rather small (0.5-1 em),

brighter in colour and have a slightly lower K-feldspar content than the "fresh" host

pseudoleucite-clinopyroxene phonolite.

The fracture filling (subsample C) consists mainly of pyrite, K-feldspar and clay

minerals, together with a small amount of fluorite. The pyrite occurs in small crystals

which are partly coated with a blaek film, whereas larger crystals exhibit a clean yellow

surfacc; no pitchblende could be detected. Illite and kaolinite are the dominant

components of the clay fraction, followed by alunite, (KAh(S04)2(OH)6) and

plumbogummite, PbAh(P04)2(OH)s.

In common with the above samplcs, subsample B contains the alteration zone around

the fracture and subsample A was selected some 10 em away from the fracture.

Fracture sample li'3-67-1A-K (66.77 - 66.87 m)

Only the infill material has been separated from this fracture sample, which has an

inclination of 40" to the horizontal plane and is locatcd at a depth of 66.82 m. It cuts a

porphyritic, porous phonolite containing K-feldspar up to 0.5 em and pseudoleucites up

to 2 em. The fracture is 5 mm wide and about 80% of the infilling phases comprise clay
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Fracture F3 - 54-1A (53.20. 53.40rn)

\
54-1A-A

, ,
, .. ,

\
\

54-1A-S
\

\
54-1A-C \ ,

','.'."

- -

F3-54-fA-A: 53.22 - 53.23m, hydrothermally altered
phonolite. grey

F3-54-1A-B: 53.34 - 53.35m, leached hydrothermally
altered phonolite, light reddishilrey

F3-54-fA-C: 53.35 - 53,36m, fracture filling, Including
2mm of the rock on both sides of the
fracture

open IraClures with pyrite on
Iractum planes

Figure 48. Conductive fracture in drillcore F3 at a depth of 53 m,' sample location is
indicated by the hatched areas.
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minerals, pyrite, K-feldspar and barite, with subordinate fluorite. The clayey material

consists of illite, kaolinite and lepidolite. Pyrite is coated with a black film when the

crystals are small «0.05 mm) and is fresh in the larger grain~sizes. The alteration zone

around the fracture is 2-5 mm thick and is bright reddish·grey in colour.

Fracture sample FJ-74-1A-K (73.26 -73.52 m)

This fracture, inclined at 7CJ' to the horizontal plane, is located at a depth of 7328 m

in a dense, fine-grained phonolite containing a few pseudomorphically replaced

nepheline crystals. The porosity is significantly lower than in sample F3.67-1A and no

leaching features can be observed around the fracture. The fracture filling is rudimentary

and consists mainly of pyrite, K-feldspar and subordinate fluorite, illite and kaolinite.

Again, the small pyrite crystals are coated with a black film and the larger crystals seem

to be fresh.

7. Ultramafic lamprophyres

Ultramafic dykes are exposed at several places in the Osamu Utsumi open-pit mine

(Fig. 4); in borehole F4 they were intersected at nine different depths (see drillcore log,

Appendix 7). The dykes are all ultrapotassic in view of their high KzO content compared

to other ultramafic rocks (see below) and transect all lithological components present

in the min(~ area, including the breccia bodies. All the observed dykes have similar

orientations and nowhere are they found crosscutting each other. They did not undergo

hydrothermal alteration, although they underwent a specific deuteric alteration

indicated by partial carbonatisation, zeolitisation and argillation. Low-temperature

meteoric w(:athering is strongly pronounced in the higher mine levels where the dykes

arc completely decomposed to clay minerals (mainly smectite, vermiculite and illite),

including secondary Sr-and REE-phases such as goyazite and florencite. Weathering

affected the ultramafic dykes down to considerable depths as indicated by marginally

increased argillation and the formation of iron-oxyhydroxides at a depth of 330 m in

borehole F4.
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The mineralogical and chemical compositions of the dyke rocks fall into the ultramafic

lamprophyre category ofRock (1987). Theycan be further subdivided into the ouachitite

and alnoite families, otherwise only found in association with alkaline rock-carbonatite

complexes (Wimmenauer, 1973; Rock, 1977, 1987; Streckeisen and Le Maitre, 1979 and

Bergman, 1987). All the dykes consist of a very fine-grained groundmass with vitreous

parts (although mainly recrystallised) and different fine- to medium-grained phenocrysts

and/or xenocrysts, including a large variety ofxenoliths ranging from cognate inclusions

to country rock xenoliths. Ocellar and amygdaloidal structures are present in the

groundmass and in cognate xenoliths.

Compositional differences have resulted in a subdivision into two suites of ultramafic

dykes: the first suite is characterised by elevated abundances of phlogopite, olivine and

clinopyroxene, referred to as a "phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic lamprophyre; the second

group is characterised by increased abundances of carbonates, apatites, opaque phases

and cognate xenoliths, referred to as a "carbonate-apatite" ultramaficlamprophyre. The

prefixes "phlogopite-bearing", and "carbonate-apatite" are not internationally

recognised classifications (Streckeisen and Le Maitre, 1979; Rock, 1987). They are used

in this work to provisionally facilitate thedistinction between the two dyke suites exposed

in the Osamu Utsumi mine until more mineral compositional and isotopic data are

available to allow a more precise classification. Compiled mineralogical compositions

and asemiquantitative modal composition derived from microscopy investigations of the

two suites are listed in Table XVII.

7.1. Petrography and mineralogy

7.1.1. Phlogoplte-bearing ultramafic lamprophyre

Groundmass

This melanocratic rock has a very fine-grained, partly vitreous groundmass with

embedded phenocrysts/xenocrysts of phlogopite, clinopyroxene and olivine, and various

xenoliths ofcognate and country rock origin. The main components of the groundmass

include vitreous parts, clinopyroxene and phlogopite, with the latter two normally

displaying flow orientation.

Vitreous parts occur interstitially between the groundmass components. They arc

preserved as relicts and are mainly rccrystalliscd to carbonate, zeolites, cryptocrystalline
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TABLE XVII

Mineralogical composition ofthe ultramafic lamprophyres exposed at the Osamu Utsumi uranium
mine.

Phlogopite. carbonate-
bearing apatite
ultramafic ultramafic

Mineral Genesis lamprophyre lamprophyre

0=36 0=6
(vol.%) (vol.%)

Phenocrysts phlogopite/biotite mag.phen. or xeD. 5-10 3-7
clinopyroxene mag. phcn. or xen. 5-10 1-3
olivine mag. phen. or xeo. 1-3 1-2
apatite <1 2-5
leucite <1

Thta1 phenocrysts 15-25 8-18

Groundmass Isotropic gm mag. glass, devitrified 20-25 15-25
phlogopite/biotite mag.gmmin. 20-25 10-15
clinopyroxene mag. gm min. 22-26 2-5
opaque ore min. mag.gmmin. 2-3 4-7
leucite mag. gm min. 1-4 1-2
apatite mag. gm min. <1 3-5
carbonate mag. gm min. <, 40-45
rutile mag. gm min. <, <,
Cr-spinel mag. gm min. " "amphibole mag. gm min. " <,

zeolites second. replae. min. n.q. n.q.
clay minerals second. replae. min. n.q. n.q.
serpentine second. replae. min. n.q. n.q.
talc second. replae. min. n.q. n.q.
carbonate second. replae. min. n.q. n.q.
TI-oxides second. replac. min. n.q. n.q.
Fe-oxides second. replae. min. n.q. n.q.

lbtal groundmass 70-80 50-60

Xenoliths cognate biotite-pyroxenite,
pyroxenite, olivine-
nodules, biotites,
carbonatite (?) 5-10 40-50

country rock hydrotherm. altered
nepheline syenite <, <,

mag. phen. or xen.

mag. gm min.

second. replac. min.

n.q.

- magmatic phenocryst and/or xenOCl)'St

magmatic groundmass mineral

- secondary replacement mineral

not quantified
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clay minerals, and opaque phases. Small drop~like inclusions ofpreserved glassy material

occur in apatite.

Clinopyroxene forms hypidiomorphic to idiomorphic prisms and needles

(0.01 - 0.03 x 0.06 - 0.15 mm) which are colourless to light yellowish-green, weakly

pleochroitic, and optically identified as diopsidic clinopyroxenes. Larger crystals in the

groundmass display compositional zoning in their central parts and often have a

green-coloured growth rim of a more hedenbergitic composition. The clinopyroxenes

are often surrounded by a thin biotite rim and display alteration to carbonate, chlorite,

smectite and Fe-Ti-oxyhydrates, especially adjacent to small fractures.

Phlogopite is of idiomorphic to hypidiomorphic, tabular to platy shape, with a

grain~size of 0.05 - 0.4 mm. The majority of the phlogopite shows typical central zoning

with a bright yellowish-brown to bright red-brown pleochroism. Chemically the

phlogopites are Ti-rich, with the Ti~contcntdecreasing towards the rims (Waber, 1990).

Tiny inclusions of primary opaque phases and carbonate are present. The groundmass

phlogopites are well-preserved, except in the near-vicinity of fractures were they are

decomposed to chlorite, smectites, vermiculite and Fe~Ti~oxyhydroxides.

Minor components ofthegroundmass include replaced leucite, carbonate and opaque

phases together with the secondary carbonate, zeolites, serpentine and clay minerals.

Tiny idiomorphic inclusions of carbonate in phlogopite, clinopyroxene and apatite are

thought to be of magmatic origin. The same accounts for coarser-grained carbonates

present in drop-shaped aggregates. However, the bulk carbonate is very fine-grained to

cryptocrystalline and ofsecondary origin, representing a recrystallisation product of the

very carbonate~richglass in the groundmass. Apatite, rutile, chromian spinel, amphibole

and talc occur as traces, together with secondary cryptocrystalline Ti- and Fe-oxyhydrates

and unidentified phases of primary and secondary origin.

Phenocrysts and xenocrysts

Phlogopite, olivine and clinopyroxene are the coarse components of the "phlogopite~

bearing" ultramafic lamprophyre. Phlogopite plates vary in grain-size between 1 and 3

mm; in several cases they form bookletswith dimensions up to 20-40 mm. Well-preserved

phlogopites of this type have been used for radiometric dating (Shea, this report series;

Rep. 4). They often show a more complex and inhomogeneous zoning pattern than in

the groundmass, usually with an intensely reddish-brown coloured core surrounded by

a broad, weakly coloured zone and rimmed by a small, red-brown zone similar to that
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observed in the groundmass phlogopite. Clinopyroxene, chromian spinel, opaque phases

(magnetite, ilmenite) and idiomorphic carbonate occur as magmatic inclusions. Marginal

chloritisation is more strongly developed compared to the groundmass phlogopite and

much more pronounced in the near-vicinity of fractures. Chemically the phlogopites are

low in AI but high in Ti. The composition of core and rim is of a pholopite-annite solid

solution without any significant amount ofsidarophyllite and annite (Waber, 1990), and

comparable with phlogopites from lamproites and kimberlites (Boettcher and O'Neil,

1980; Bachinski and Simpson, 1984).

Olivine occurs as single crystals between 1-10 mm in diameter, and in pure olivine

aggregates up to 30 mm. It is xenomorphic to idiomorphic in shape and always partly to

totally replaced by serpentine and skeletal iron-oxides with subordinated talc and

carbonate. A thin reaction rim «0.2 mm) is normally developed around the olivine,

consisting mainly of phlogopite, opaque phases and cryptocrystalline silicate phases.

Phlogopite, chromian spinel and, in a few cases, apatite, occur as magmatic inclusions.

Hypidiomorphic clinopyroxene varies in grain-size between 1-2 mm and displays three

different types according to their optical behaviour. There is a colourless, non

pleochroitic diopsidic type, a greenish pleochroitic hedenbergitic type and a slightly

brownish type with brownish-violet pleochroism and anomalous interference colours

otherwise typical forTi-augite. It occurs as single crystals and is often rimmed by the two

other clinopyroxenes; all the c1inopyroxenes exhibit zoning. In the pyroxene

quadrilateral the pyroxenes plot close to the diopside-hedenbergite line, with the

greenish-coloured cores being richest in the hedenbergite component (30-40%). The

colourless c1inopyroxenes are of a more diopsidic composition with a hedenbcrgite

component of 10-20%. Brownish-coloured c1inopyroxenes plot outside the

quadrilateral, being too rich in Ca and indicating the presence of pyroxcnoid

(wollastonite) exsolution (Waber, 1990). Such clinopyroxene compositions arc typical

for mantle..derived ultramafic lamprophyres and lamproites (Bergman, 1987; Rock,

1987). Marginal decomposition to phlogopite and, in certain cases, to chlorite is more

pronounced than in the groundmass. Apatite, phlogopite and opaque phases occur as

magmatic inclusions.

Cognate xenoliths

Cognate xenoliths, comprising a wide compositional range of mafic and ultramafic

rocks, are by far the most common inclusions in the "phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic
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lamprophyre. Most of the mafic inclusions are mineralogically quite similar to the

surrounding rock, primarily representing different structural and textural varieties. They

are generally more coarse-grained than the groundmass variety and show internally

developed flow orientation. Ocellar and amygdaloidal structures filled with carbonate

and/or devitrified glass, zeolites, clay minerals and opaque phases are often present in

these inclusions. Major mafic minerals of the different inclusions are homogeneous

phlogopite, clinopyroxene, opaque ore minerals and olivine. In addition, a type enriched

in apatite, carbonate and opaque ore minerals occurs, similar to the "carbonate-apatite"

ultramafic lamprophyre described below. In a few cases, not further identified, corroded

amphibole is present. The ultramafic inclusions consist of phlogopitic biotite

pyroxenite.<;, pyroxenites, olivine-pyroxenites, phlogopitites and polycrystalline olivine

aggregates with inclusions of chromian spinel.

Country rock xenoliths

Country rock xenoliths are much less frequent than the cognate ones, but they are of

special interest due to their potential for explaining:

a) the relative time relationships betwccn the different hydrothermal events and

b) the intrusion of the ultramafic dykes and the related V-mineralisation of the

nepheline syenites and phonolites.

All the ,::auntry rock xenoliths consist of hololeucocratic fine- to medium-grained,

subvolcanic to hypabyssal phonolites and nepheline syenites. They range from a few

millimetres to centimetres in size and are rounded to subrounded in shape. A thin

reaction rim «0.2 mm) consisting of clinopyroxene, biotite, opaque ore minerals and

clays is usually present. The mineralogical composition of the xenoliths is identical to

that described for the phonolites and nepheline syenites presented above. It includes

advanced argillic alteration with pseudomorphically replaced nepheline, exchanged

alkali feldspar, and pseudomorphosed aegirine-augite, which underwent partial

biotitisation due to reaction with the enclosing lamprophyre. The xenoliths display an

impregnation with pyrite and bear interstitial zircon mineralisation. All these features

are unique for the country rock xenoliths and lead to the conclusion that they underwent

hydrothermal alteration and mineralisation prior to the intrusion of the ultramafic dykes.
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7.1.2. "Carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre

The melanocratic "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyres are characterised by

their high content of cognate xenoliths (about 40-50 vol.%), carbonate, apatite and

opaque phases. All the obsetved textural features indicate an explosive emplacement

for these dykes.

Ocellar and amygdaloidal structures are often observed in the groundmass as well as

in cognate xenoliths filled with coarse euhedral carbonate. Only in a few cases is the

infilling polymineralic, consisting of carbonates, zeolites, clay minerals and opaque

phases.

Groundmass

The very fine-grained, partly vitreous groundmass displays a weak flow orientation,

especially around xenoliths. Major components are carbonate, recrystallised vitreous

parts, phlogopite, opaque phases and apatite (Thble XVII).

Carbonate forms fine-grained euhedral crystals in the groundmass in addition to

cryptocrystalline aggregates, and its optical character points to an Fe-rich (sideritic)

composition. Minute euhedral carbonate occurs as inclusions in phlogopite,

clinopyroxene, apatite and opaque phases. Vitreous parts of the groundmass are

recrystallised and of similar occurrence to the "phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic

lamprophyre.

Phlogopite forms idiomorphic to hypidiomorphic tabular to platy crystals with a

grain-size of 0.05--0.2 mm. In addition, biotite occurs with a green-brown pleochroism

of common biotite composition.

Opaque phases occur as very fine-grained cubes (0.01--0.1 mm) disseminated

throug'hout th(~ groundmass, although they tend to be somewhat concentrated around

xenoliths. Opaque phases are always present in replaced mafic minerals.

Apatite is developed as euhedral needles (0.05--0.5 mm), often intimately intergrown

with carbonate and displaying a spinifex-like texture. Apatites in the groundmass are

free of inclusions except for tiny carbonate and preserved glass grains.

Minor and trace components of the groundmass include clinopyroxenes

(diopsidic-hedenbergitic pyroxene), pseudomorphically replaced leucite, Ti-phases

(rutile and cryptocrystalline aggregates) and amphibole, together with secondary

zeolites, clay minerals, serpentine, talc and carbonate. Amphibole displays strongly
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corroded crystals 0.03--0.5 mm in size, and mainly decomposes to biotite, chlorite and

carbonate. Optical identification of the amphibole yields a barkevikitic composition.

Phenocrysts and xenocrysts

Phlogopite, apatite and subordinate clinopyroxene and olivine are the coarse

components of the "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre. Phlogopite forms

hypidiomorphic plates of 1-3 mm in size, rarely reaching 5 mm in diameter, usually with

a small rim of green-brown pleochroitic biotite. Inclusions of euhedral apatite and

carbonate are common, the latter clearly discernible from carbonate penetrating into

the phlogopite along the DOl-planes. In several phlogopites, tiny, almost isotropic

inclusions with a yellowish red-dark brown pleochroism are present. These may either

correspond to pcrovskite or belong to the pyrochlore group. In some zones of the rock

a weak chloritisation of the phlogopite is developed.

Apatite occurs as euhedral needles ofconsiderable length (up to 3 mm), and inclusions

of tiny euhedral carbonate crystals are frequently observed. In some apatites there occur

inclusions of biotite, opaque and semi-opaque phases (perovskite?, pyrochlore?) which

could not be further identified microscopically.

Clinopyroxene and olivine prescnt the same features as described for the

"phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic lamprophyre.

Cognate xenoliths

The same cognate xenoliths as observed in the "phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic

lamprophyre occur in the "carbonate~apatite"ultramafic lamprophyre. However, in the

latter the xenoliths have a much more developed reaction rim up to 1 mm. The rims

consist mainly ofcarbonate, opaque phases, biotite and zeolites. Additionally, ocelli filled

with coarse carbonate are much more abundant than in the "phlogopite-bearing"

ultramafic lamprophyre. The only distinct xenolith type observed consists of coarse

carbonate with apatite arranged in a spinifex-like texture. Xenoliths of this type do not

display a reaction rim with the matrix.
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Country rock xenoliths

Country rock xenoliths aresubordinatewhen compared to the cognatexenoliths. They

are hydrothermally altered with a mineralised nepheline syenite and phonolite

composition. As with the "phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic Jamprophyre, the country

rock xenoliths underwent hydrothermal alteration and mineralisation prior to their

incorporation into the "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre.

7.2. Geochemistry

The ultramafic dykes encountered in the Osamu Utsumi mine have a unique chemical

composition. Chemically, they are distinct from any other mineralogically similar rock of

the lamprophyric, lamproitic and kimberlitic suites (Wimmenauer, 1973; Rock, 1977,

1987; Bergman, 1987; Foley et al., 1987). However, it has to be borne in mind that

mineralogical investigations indicate a slight postmagmatic alteration for these dyke

rocks, although this is distinctly different to the hydrothermal alteration observed in the

mine host rocks (Section 5). In addition, the dykes have incorporated small amounts of

mineralised host rock xenoliths. These two observation may explain at least part of the

aberrant chemical composition when compared to other lamprophyric rocks suites.

7.2.1. Major elements

Both mineralogically distinct ultramafic lamprophyre suites are characterised by their

very low SiOz values and high KzO values (Table XVIII). Thtal iron, and particularly

MnO, are relatively high whereas theother majorelements occur in amounts comparable

to worldwide average values for lamprophyres, lamproites and kimberlites (Bergman,

1987). The Mg-number ranges between 86--90 for the "phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic

lamprophyre and 39-63 for the "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre, with the

fresh sample having a value of 63. Rock (1987) subdivides the lamprophyric suite into

four branches: calc-alkaline, alkaline and ultramafic lamprophyres and the lamproitcs.

According to this classification the major clement composition of the Osamu Utsumi

mine dykes, with the exception of MnO, agrees best with the ultramafic lamprophyres.

KzO is greater than 3 wt.% in all dyke samples analysed, except for the two slightly

altered "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre samples (KzO = 2.50 and 2.58

wt.%). The KzO/NazO ratio (wt.%) varies between 7-12 for the "phlogopite-bearing"
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TABLEXVI!I
Geochemical co~ition rl the ultramafic lamprophyres from the Osamu Utsumi uranium mine.

PL·3 PL-7 PL..g PL·9 F4·331..AA F4·331·AB F4-331-AC

8i02 wt.%

];3,
Fe,,,,
Mou
MgO
cao
Na,O
K,O

iB'r'
C02

Total wt.%

Ba ppm
Rb
S,
Pb
Th
U
Nb
La
Ce
Nd
Y
II
V
ac
N;
CD
Cu
zn
Ga
Hf
S

37.90
225

1091
16.22

1.89
9.73
8.17
0.32
3.89
1.01
7.74
M

100.03

2671
2366
1238

18
21

b.d.
117
237
326
147
42

384
266
793
399

59
26

1408
19
9

1999

36.80
218

1058
17.67
2.40
8.73
7.12
0.51
3.64
0.88
9.10
o.a.

99.61

2750
2496
1184

20
22
b~.

123
284
384
163
45

297
261
786
431
58
23

1688
21
8

1381

37.35
223

10.48
16.79
2.13
9.40
8.46
0.31
3.30
0.96
835
n.a.

99.76

2952
1868
1323

16
29

bA
119
228
296
130
48

336
266
820
401

58
22

1738
19
9

1188

3757
222

1096
17.09
221
8.87
7.57
0.53
3.81
0.85
8.58
n.a.

100.26

2864
2910
1189

24
26

b.d.
135
304
417
172
52

303
269
784
419
56
25

1512
22
9

1493

34.05
1.86

11.80
19.81
4.72
4.47
7.48
0.01
3.06

'1.25
11.54

n.a.

100.05

1597
100
606

16
34
5

293
198
341
175
46

831
223
232

58
52

b.d.
339

23
12

1410

30.00
1.83

10.12
22.52

6.51
4.19
6.89
om
250
1.23

13.97
o.a.

99.77

1749
85

597
11
35

b.d.
293
241
403
185
43

719
241
227
55
51

b.d.
379

17
10

1287

25.41
1.83
9.50

25.88
8.41
3.09
4.99
0.01
2.58
1.23

17.01
o.a.

9994

1837
84

531
24
'2
6

297
275
453
224

48
740
256
249
60
58

b.d.
521

21
13

1559

n.a = not anaJy$ed
b.d. = beloYl detection limit

Samples PL-3, PL·7, PL-B, PL·9 (ore body E): "phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic lamprophyres
samples F4-331-AA to AC: "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyres
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ultramafic lamprophyre and as high as 250--306 for the "carbonate- apatite" ultramafic

lamprophyre, with the fresh sample corresponding to 306. Such extremely high

K20INa20 ratios have not been observed either in worldwide lamprophyres or in

lamproites or kimberlites (Bergman, 1987; Rock, 1987; Dawson, 1987). According to

Foley et al. (1987), both the "phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic lamprophyre and the

"carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre should be called ultrapotassic.

In Figure 49 the Niggli-values for the dykes are illustrated as triangular plots with axes

fm-si-alk and fm-alk-(al+c). Compared to the average values given by Wimmenauer

(1973), the dykes of the Osamu Utsumi mine plot in the fm-si-alk diagram around the

ouachitite average value, with the two "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre

samples most affected by hydrothermal alteration shifting towards the averages for

polzenites and alnoites. In the fm-alk-(al +c) diagram the dykc analyses all plot towards

higher fm-values compared to ouachitites and alnoites. The "carbonate~apatite"

ultramafic lamprophyre sample most affected by hydrothermal alteration plots very close

to average kimberlite values.

7.2.2. Trace elements

Figure 50 shows a spidergram of the incompatible elements normalised to chondritic

abundances, except for K, Rb and P which are normalised to primitive terrestrial mantle

values (Thompson et al., 1983). The general pattern of the dykes differs markedly from

that of the regional rock and of the hydrothermally altered rocks, indicating a contrasting

genetic evolution. The most striking differences between the two dyke groups are the

enormous enrichment of Rb and the greatcr amounts of Ba, .K, Sr and Ti present in the

"phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic lamprophyre compared to the "carbonate-apatite"

ultramafic lamprophyre. In contrast, thc "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre is

richer in Th, Nh, P, Zr and Hf. In comparison with worldwide potassic to ultrapotassic

rocks, the pattern displayed by the "phlogopitc-bearing" ultramafic lamprophyrc shows

thc best agrcement with ultrapotassic lavas from the western branch of the East African

Rift (Davies and Lloyd, 1988), although with a much greater abundance for all the

incompatible elements. The "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre displays a

pattern very similar to group II kimberlites (Smith et al., 1985).

The KlRb ratio is high in the "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre but

unusually low in the "phlogopite-bearing" variety. Similarly, the KlBa and CalSr ratios

are higher in the "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyre, whereas the Ti/Nb and
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(Niggli) diagrams.
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(Normalisation factors from Thompson, 1983).
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Rb/Sr ratios are considerably lower than in the "phlogopitc.bcaring" ultramafic

lamprophyre. ZrlNb is similar in both types. With respect to the compatible elements, it

is interesting to note that the "phlogopite-bearing" type shows more kimberlite affinity

than the "carbonate-apatite" variety, and has considerably greater contents of Ni, Cr,

Cu and Zo. Ni and the LRE& occur in similar amounts in both types.

8. Uranium mineralisation

The presence of the uranium mineralisation played a key factor in the choice of the

Osamu Utsumi mine for an analogue study. An understanding of the mineralogy,

geochemistry and genesis of the mineralisation is an obvious prerequisite for this work.

In the preceding chapters it could be shown that uranium enrichment initially took place

during a strong hydrothermal event, and later during supergene weathering.

8.1. MineraJogy and mineral chemistry

8.1.1. Hydrothermal hypogene mineralisation

Two types of hydrothermal U~enrichmentscan be observed:

a) a disseminated enrichment, and

b) an enrichment contained in the matrix of the breccias and within veins.

In the disseminated enrichment, uranium shows a similar radiographic distribution

pattern (sec Chapter 9, "Redox fronts") to the finely dispersed pyrites (grain-size range

50 - 100 micron). In the pyrite aggregates the uranium contcnt is also elevated. Within

the disseminated enrichment, smallveinletsfilled with pyrite and clayminerals frequently

occur; autoradiography shows that this pyrite is also U-bearing. Some of the small

inclusions in pyrite that can be observed under reflected light indicate high U~contents

with the microprobe, although their size « 1 micron) prevented quantitative analysis.

Under the scanning microscope (Fig. 51; SEM 281618) these inclusions proved to be

pure uranium oxides, and XRD studies yielded a compositional range from VOHI to

U{)7. In general, the reflections of the pitchblendes with compositions near VOw have

somewhat sharper lines, indicating higher crystallinity. In the course of the same

investigation small grains of monazite!cheralite were observed growing on the pyrites
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(Fig. 52; SEM 2814/4). This provides a strong indication as to which phases the REEs

are concentrated in following the hydrothermal processes, and subsequent to their

release from the primary magmatic mafic minerals.

In the breccia matrix and veinMtype enrichments uranium is partly intergrown with

pyrite, but is also present in other phases. During the initial phases of this study it was

thought that most of the hydrothermal uranium was present in zirconium minerals.

Microprobe investigations, however, did not confirm this assumption, because uranium

concentrations were too low, always below the detection limit of200 to 300 ppm. On the

other hand, uranium was found to be associated with brannerite (UTiO,) and other

TiOrbearing phases, ofwhich anatase is the most common. The silvery, high-reflectance

pyrites, that can sometimes be mistaken for galena, are characterised by high contents

ofTiOz (mainly anatase) inclusions.

The abundances of the different hydrothermal minerals in the breccia matrices and

veins vary considerably and can be compared to those in the fissures described in

Chapter 6 (see Appendix 5). By analogy with these, it can be assumed that the

mineralisation took place in several phases, some characterised by a preponderance of

certain phases (Zr-mincrals, etc.), or a certain type ofphase (violet fluorite -. colourless

fluorite -. green fluorite). At certain stages appreciable amounts of pitchblende must

have been precipitated, yielding U-contents in the order of5000 ppm (sec Appendix 4).

8.1.2. Supergene mineralisation

The pitchblende nodules that occur in the Osamu Ut.~umi mme are the most

spectacular products of the supergene mineralisation (Plate 4). In the homogeneous,

porous phonolite (E-bodYi Fig. 4), they are developed along the whole redox front, in

contrast to the breccia bodies (BMbody; Fig. 4) where large nodules (>5 em in diameter)

are found mainly along the deeply penetrating tips of the oxidation fronts associated with

SW-trending conducting faults (Fig. 2). Mineralogically, the uranium is mostly present

as botryoidal aggregates of pitchblende, illustrated by very broad lines on X-ray films.

These pitchblendes are generaIly less well crystallised than those formed during the

hydrothermal event. In the nodules, pitchblende is finely intergrown with illite,

KMfeldspar, pyrite and others. For this reason, microprobe analyses of pitchblende

(Appendix 3) always contain traces of Si0l, KzO and Ah03. Scanning electron

microscope investigations (Fig. 53; SEM 2815/10) show the initial growth of the

botryoidal pitchblende in pores between the clay aggregates. In detail (Fig. 54,
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Figure 51. Back-scattered scanning electron micrograph of pyrite with pitchblende
inclusions (SEM 2816/8); on the left side pitchblende is visible as bright inclusions.
(Reduced leucocraticphonolite at 114 m from borehole Fl).

Figure 52. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM 2814/4) of idiomOlphic monazites on
pyrite. (Reduced leucocraticphonolite at 111 m from borehole Fl).
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SEM 2816/4), cauliflower textures and roning, indicative of successive growth stages,

can be observed.

As discussed by Schorscher and Fallick (Appendix 1), two generations of pyrites can

also be recognised. Pyrites with values for 8:WS around 0 are attributed to the

hydrothermal event, whereas very low 8348 values (-12 to -14°/(0) are attributed to

supergene weathering combined with bacterial activity.

8.2. Geochemistry

In the preceding chapters, the geochemistry of the phonolites, nepheline syenites and

breccias showed that, during hydrothermal alteration, a general uranium enrichment in

the affected rocks took place, accompanied by enrichment in potassium, sulphur and,

mainly in the breccias, zirconium and hafnium (Figs. 33 to 36). During supergene

enrichment all the elements apart from sulphur were relatively immobile and mainly only

the uranium was mobilised.

9. Redox fronts

The redox fronts exposed at the Osamu Utsumi mine have, from the beginning, been

a source of interest. The fronts exhibit a very irregular surface (Fig. 55) due to variations

in the rock physical properties and to downward extensions around water-conducting

fractures. As most of these fractures arc oblique, borehole F1 intersected such fingers

of oxidised rock at 33.40 m and between 42.0 and 66.2 m. It is of importance to note that

at 42.0 m the reduced rock is above and the oxidised rock below. This is essential for the

interpretation of the geochemical and decay series results (see MacKenzie et aI., this

report series; Rep. 6). Normally with oxidised rock overlying reduced rock, advective

transport with downward-percolating groundwaters can be assumed. In the case of the

reverse situation, however, only a diffusion mechanism could have taken place.

The three redox fronts (Plates 3-5) in drillcore F1 occur in subvolcanic phonolites.

The front at 33.40 m intersects the core at a small angle; within the first 3 cm on the

oxidised side some patches of reduced rock are left. In the oxidised part the "inverse"

front at 42.0 m shows (on a millimetre scale) a type of oscillatory roning of iron

hydroxides. It also contains a 5 mm thick white zone (consisting of 80% kaolinite)

separating the front from the reduced rock. ]\VO to three centimetres into the reduced
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Figure 53. Back-scattered scanning electron micrograph (SEM 2815/10) of botroidal
supergene pitchblende along a fissure in leucocratic phonolite (RFIlI redox front).

Figure 54. Back-scattered scanning electron micrograph (SEM 2816/4) of botroidal
supergenepitchblende along afISsure in leucocraticphonolite (REI!1redox front; detail of
Fig. 53).
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part a nodular pitchblende mineralisation occurs. The 66.20 m redox front has an

irregular surface but a very sharp transition from oxidised to reduced rock occurs,

transecting single mineral grains.

The RFl front (Plate 6) occurs in a dense mineralised phonolite. On the oxidised side

it displays oscillatory roning of iron hydroxides with white spots (1-2 cm) representing

former pitchblende nodules. Pitchblende nodules occur either a few centimetres from

the front or up to 10 cm within the reduced phonolite. The nodules are concentrated in

transecting faults, which determines their often irregular shape.

The RFlI front (Plate 7) occurs in a volcanic breccia body and transects the breccia

components and matrix. Zoning of iron h}droxides is only observed in the oxidised part

of the matrix.

The RFlII front (Plate 8) is situated in a dense phonolite associated with a fracture

mineralisation. Iron hydroxides are concentrated as a band within the first few

centimetres of the oxidised zone.

The RFIV front (Plate 9) occurs in a porous, slightly mineralised phonolite. It is

characterised by a homogeneous dark-brown 20cm widerone rich in iron and manganese

oxides.

Redox fronts RFl to IV were sampled on a decimetre scale, whereas the fronts from

drillcore Fl were sampled with centimetre spacings, as illustrated in MacKenzie et at.

(op. cit.; Figs. 7 and 58).

9.1. Mineralogy

Basically, the mineralogy at the redox fronts is identical to the mineralogies of the

hydrothermally altered ("reduced") and the oxidised phonolites, nepheline syenites and

breccias described in the preceding chapters. Some specific mineralogical features can,

however, be observed at the redox fronts:

- Primary pyrite disappears at the front within a fraction of a millimetre. Some

dissolving pyrites occur as mantle relicts persisting up to a maximum of 3 em in the

oxidised rock.

_ Fluorite disappears on the oxidised side within the first few millimetrcs.

- Sphalerite and other sulphides occur only on the reduced side.

_ Carbonates abruptly disappear on the oxidiscd side.
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- K-feldspar already starts to diminish 1/2 to 3 cm into the reduced zone (Table XIX).

Using XRD this decrease is difficult to detect, but under the SEM etching

phenomena (Fig. 56 SEM; 2815/7) can be observed on the surface of the K-feldspar.

- Secondary pitchblende nodules may be formed 1 to 3 cm into the reduced zone. The

location of their occurrence is directly related to the commencement of K-feldspar

dissolution.

- Secondary pyrite is formed at roughly the same locations as the pitchblende nodules.

- Macroscopically, iron hydroxides and hydrous ferric oxides delineate the oxidised

part of the redox front. In the RFIV front in particular, the aging sequence can be

observed: amorphous hydrous ferric oxides -+ poorly crystalline hydrous ferric oxides

-+ goethite -+ hematite.

- The amount of illite slowly begins to decrease in the oxidised zone.

- There is a general slight decrease ofkaolinite when compared to illite in the oxidised

zone adjacent to the front. In some cases, however, kaolinite is concentrated at the

front, where it can constitute up to 80% of the minerals.

- Crandallite group minerals can be observed as the main REE-bearers in the oxidised

part.

- Jarosite and alunite type minerals are formed in the vicinity of the front.

- Sporadically, CdS (greenockite) is formed in the pitchblende nodules (see Appendix

6).

It is important to note that the macroscopically visible front, determined by the iron

hydroxides, does not exactly coincide with other mineral fronts. This can be explained

by the results of the geochemical modelling (p.e Lichtner in McKinley(Ed.), this report

series; Rep. 12).
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Fifjure 56. Scanning electron micrograph of K-feldspar showing etch phenomena.
(Leucocratic phonolite, 2 mm on the reduced side ofthe redox front RFII/; SEM2815/7).
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TABLE XIX
Distribution of the modal abundance ofK-feldspar across the redox fronts RFI, RFIII and RFIV determined by X-ray diffractometry (XRD).

Redox front RFI Redox front RFIII

Rock type Distance Alkali feldspar Rock type Distance Alkali feldspar
from the content from the content
front (em) (wt.%) front (em) (wt.%)

RFI-IA ox. LPh -20 52 RFIII-A ox.LPh ·50 40
RFI-lB ox. LPh -10 48 RFIII-B ox.LPh -25 35
RFI-IC ox. LPh -5 46 RFIII-Cox. ox. LPh ·5 52
RFI-3 red.LPh 5 52 RFIII-C red. red.LPh 5 44
RFI-4B red. LPh 20 52 RFIIl·D red. LPh 25 39
RFI-SA red. LPh 75 54 RFIII-E red. LPh 50 48
RFI-6B red. LPh 195 56 RFIII-F red.LPh 100 57

RFIII-G red. LPh 150 48

Redox front RFIV

Rock type Distance Alkali feldspar
from the content
front (em) (wt.%)

RFIV-A ox. CpxPh -ZOO 61
RFIV-B ox.CpxPh ·150 66
RFIV·C ox. CpxPh -100 74
RFIV-D ox. CpxPh -50 64
RFIV-E ox. CpxPh -20 68
RFIV-Fox. ox.CpxPh -5 70
RFIV-F red. red. CpxPh 5 77
RFIV·G red. CpxPh 20 78
RFIV-H red. CpxPh 50 80
RFIV·I red.CpxPb 100 79
RFIV-K red. CpxPh 150 71
RFIV·L red. CpxPh ZOO 70

-w....



9.2. Autoradiography

For some of the fronts Cl'~track autoradiography was carried out to illustrate the

distribution of uranium and thorium.

RFII:

RFIII:

RFIV:

In the reduced part, the strongest uranium accumulations arc found around

breccia components and fissures transecting these components; in the

matrix the mineralisation is dispersed. In the oxidised part, the uranium

enrichment around the breccia components is diminished compared to the

reduced side. Secondary enrichments tend to occur in association with clay

and iron hydroxide aggregates, and in pores. At the front itself, there is only

an enrichment in the porous nepheline syenite component~,whereas the

dense clay matrix is not enriched.

In the reduced part, the nodular secondary enrichment is concentrated in

open pores and fissures overprinting the finely dispersed distribution of the

hydrothermal enrichment. Moreover, enrichments can bc~ observed at the

intersections ofcracks with xenoliths. On the oxidised side, a finely dispersed

secondary accumulation of a-emitters occurs as impregnations associated

with hydrous ferric oxides.

On the reduced side, uranium is concentrated in pores and along grain

boundaries. In the oxidised part, which is adjacent to the front and strongly

impregnated with hydrous ferric oxides, enrichments occur only in the rare

pore spaces coated with hydrous ferric oxides (Fig. 57).

9.3. Porosily

The porosities ofsamples across the four redox fronts RFI to IV wen: determined on

the basis of rock and grain densities and are presented in TdbJe XX and Figure 58.

The oxidised parts have a much higher porosity than the reduced parts; only in front

RFIV is the difference less pronounced as the porosity of the reduced rock was already

initially high. The porosities vary around 18% in the oxidised samples and around 10%

in the reduced varieties. This large difference implies an important dissolution and loss

of bulk material at the site of the redox fronts. A more evident increase in porosity is

also predicted from the redox front modelling carried out by P.e. Lichtner in McKinley

(Ed.) (this report series; Rep. 12).
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- TABLE XX...
0 Rock physical properties across redox fronts RFI to RFIV.

Redox front RFI Redox front RFlI

Rock type Distance Bulk. Th<al Rock type Distance Bulk Thtal
from the density pcrosity from the density pansity
front (em) (glco) (%) front (em) (g/<o) (%)

RFI-IA ox.LPh ·20 2.17 17.1 RFII-A ox. VHr ·200 2.29 12.8
RFI-ffi ox. LPh ·10 22 15.9 RFII-B ox. VBf .150 219 17.1
RFI-IC ox.LPh ·5 218 17.8 RFII-C ox. VHr ·100 2.2 16.3
RFI-3 red. LPh 5 2.17 17.8 RFII-D ox. VHr ·50 2.23 15.4
RFI-4B red.LPh 20 2.2 15.5 RFII-E ox. VHr ·20 213 18.9
RFI-5A red. LPb 75 235 9.4 RFII-Fox. ox. VHr ·5 234 11.2
RFI-6B red.LPh 195 233 10.6 RFII·F red. red. VEr 5 2.17 18

RFII-G red. VHr 20 2.25 15
RFII-H red. VHr 50 2.32 123
RFlI-I red. VHr 100 2.29 13.3
RFJI-K red. VHr 150 2.36 10.4
RFII·L red. VHr 200 2.35 10.4

Redox front RFIII Redox front RFIV

Rock type Distance Bulk Total Rock type Distance Bulk: Tht,I
from the density porosity from the density porosity
front (em) (glee) (%) front (ern) (g/<o) (%)

RFIII-A ox.LPh -SO 238 132 RFIV-A ox. CpxPh ·200 2.08 20.5
RFIII-B ox. LPh ·25 2.23 13.3 RFIV-B ox. CpxPh -150 2.06 22.5
RFIII-Cox. ox.LPh ·5 2.31 10.5 RFIV-C ox. CpxPh ·100 208 19
RFIII-C red. red. LPh 5 2.38 8.2 RFIV-D oX.CpxPh ·50 2.14 17.4
RFIII-D red.LPh 25 234 9.4 RFIV-E ox. CpxPh ·20 211 18.7
RFIII-E red. LPh 50 2.41 7.7 RFIV-Fox. ox. CpxPh ·5 2.65 3.6
RFIJI-F red.LPh 100 2.42 6.8 RFIV-Fred. red. CpxPh 5 2.18 16.4
RFIJI-G red.LPh 150 239 7.7 RFIV-G red.CpxPh 20 222 14.2

RFlV-H red. CpxPh 50 2.16 16.6
RFlV-I red CpxPh 100 2.19 15.1
RFIV-K red. CpxPh ISO 2.24 23.7
RFlV-L red. CpxPh 200 2.22 14.1

-_._--_._._-_.~-_.
---_...._-- - -~--,,-_ .._--_.._-_.
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9.4. Geochemistry

Considerable analytical effort has been invested in the study of the redox fronts. Part

of the analyses of deilIeoce FI arc presented in Appendix 4 and a detailed discussion of

REEs and selected trace elements is given in the contribution by MacKenzie et al. (this

report series; Rep. 6). The analyses of the four redox fronts RFl to IV are listed in Thbles

XXI - XXIV and arc partly shown in Figures 59 -62. The mineralogy and geochemistry

of redox front RFI is detailed in Appendix 6.

The inhomogeneous distribution of the primary rock-forming minerals and their

alteration products, together with the irregular hypogene and patch.Jike supergene

mineralisations, complicate interpretation of the geochemical data. Comparison of

oxidised and reduced rocks in Section 5.2. showed that the elements S, Zn, Fe, Ti, Mg

and Ca are depleted, and Th, Pb, Ba and, in certain cases, also U <lre enriched in the

oxidiscd bulk rocks. In the vicinity of the redox fronts, the relationships are less clear-cut

and variable among the different fronts that have been studied.

Among the major elements, Felot tends to be enriched in the immediate vicinity of the

redox contact, as in the case of RFI, RFIII and RFIV; in RFI~ Fe·enrichment is

accompanied by Mn. In RFs II, III and N there is also a significant enrichment of P20s

at the front, but it can also occur on the oxidised as well as the reduced side.

Uranium is normally enriched in the first 20 cm on the reduced side of the front,

reflected by the occurrence and distribution of pitchblende (Fig. 53). The exceptional

behaviour ofU inRFII can be explained by the primary hydrothermal distribution in the

breccia. Thorium is enriched in F1 on the reduced side of the fronts at 33.40 m, 42.0 m

and 66.20 ro, and also in the mineralised parts ofRFI (compare Appendix 6). In the other

fronts there is hardly any enrichment and, if there is, it can also occur on the oxidised

side (Fig. 60).

Lead tends to be enriched on the reduced side if the mineralisation is strong; if not,

some enrichment can also occur on the oxidised side (Fig. 61).

Molybdenum, which results in a bluish-green staining (ilsemannite) when mineralised

rocks in the mine are exposed to the air, is depleted by a factor of two on the oxidised

side of the front in RFI (Fig. 62). This behaviour contrasts with the results from drillcore

F1 where the oxidised rocks and fronts are enriched in comparison to the reduced

phonolites.

Cadmium data are only available for the RFI front where the oxidised rocks contain

3 to 4 ppm Cd and the reduced rocks 2 ppm Cd (Fig. 63). Only in the pitchblende nodule

is an extremely high enrichment of 20 ppm Cd found.
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- TABLE XXI
~ Geochemical composition across redox front RFI (data by XRF; Mo and Cd by AAS).

Redox front RFI (leucocralic phonolite), ore body B

Sample RFl-lA RFl·lB RFI-IC RFI-3 RFI-4A-I RFI-4A-Z RFl-4B RFl-SA RFI-5B RFI-6B
Distance to front (em) ·20 ·10 ·5 5 20 20 20 75 75 195

Rock type LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh
ox. ox. ox. red. red. red. red. red. red. red.

SiQz wt.% 59.90 59.42 58.45 80.06 80.90 60.83 80.00 60.42 5931 58.45
TI',Z 0.46 0.53 0.46 0.49 0.45 0.41 0.43 0.41 0.42 0.57
AI, , 22.41 22.05 22.07 22.11 20.93 20.04 21.42 20.48 21.05 2339
FebO, 137 2.06 2.52 0.97 1.00 0.93 0.90 135 1.74 1.24
Fe 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MnO om 0.01 O.ot 0.01 om 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
MgO 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
cao 0.03 0.01 0.Q1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
NazO 0.01 O.ot 0.01 0.01 0.01 om om 0.01 O.ot 0.Q1
K,O 14.23 14.18 14.04 14.36 14.48 14.51 14.06 14.11 13.87 13.26
PzOs 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.14 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.07
LOr 2.29 2.35 2.80 2.32 235 2.82 2.65 335 3.68 3.50
CO, n.a. n.a. n.a n.a. n.a. n.a n.3. n.a. D.a. n.a.

Thtal wt.% 100.95 100.81 100.56 100.53 10032 99.81 99.68 10039 100.33 100.61

Ba 327 285 235 225 198 483 114 292 293 523
Rh 284 283 287 282 273 253 320 258 254 273
Sr 554 436 448 454 445 869 488 834 743 345
Ph 16 22 30 91 78 37 195 32 31 27
Th 45 34 42 15 26 71 144 65 62 57
U 106 130 861 175 448 121 4876 204 660 84
Nh 262 299 266 290 282 251 361 270 241 295
La 47 44 80 40 31 55 72 76 100 7
Ce 71 63 91 57 44 72 90 90 125 38
Nd b.d. b.d. 15 h.d. b.d. b.d. 16 b.d. 18 b.d.
Y 40 37 34 56 55 132 5. 159 105 89
Zr 82 97 86 99 114 459 153 678 326 545
V 357 342 307 293 170 91 175 115 197 322
Cr 5 8 8 b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. 5 5 10
Ni 6 6 9 6 6 17 9 20 17 16
Co b.d. b.d. 3 b.d. bd. 5 b.d. 6 12 3
Cu b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. h.d. b.d.
Zn 46 56 93 139 177 353 158 354 392 38
G. 57 55 54 50 32 17 34 23 33 59
Hf h.d. b.d. 3 b.d. b.d. 11 4 15 7 15
S 1039 1534 27354 4536 9196 12956 10359 13162 15532 58618

XRF-data; n.a. = not analysed, b.d. = below detection.
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TABLE XXI (contd).

Redox front RFI: Cd· and Mo-analyses

Rock type Distance Ql Mo

RFI-IA ox.LPh ·20 4.00 85

RFl-lB ox.LPh -10 2.60

RFI-2B ox. LPh -10 0.66 55

RFI-2C ox. LPh -5 0.84

RFI-3B red. LPh 5 LIO 115

RFI-4B red.LPb 20 0.79 145

RFI-4B-I red. LPh 20 19.50

RFI-4B-2 red.LPh 20 0.30

RFI-5B red. LPh 75 2.20 143

Analyses by AAS.
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-'" TABLE XXII0
Geochemical composition across redox front RFlI (data by XRJ:l.
Redox front RFII (volcanic breccia), ore body B

Sample RFII·A RFII·B RFJI-C RFII-D Rffi-E RFlI-Fox RFII-Fred FIl-G RFlI-H RFII-I RFII-K RFlI-L
Distancetofront(cm) -200 ·150 ·100 ·50 -20 ·5 5 20 50 100 150 200

Rock. type VB, VB' VB' VB' VB, VB, VB' VB, VB, VB, VB' VB'
ox. ox. ox. ox. ox. o~ red. red. red. ,e<!. red. red.

Si~ wt.% 54.17 53.71 54.91 54.55 5297 5435 54.94 5535 5531 5623 55.36 56.15
110, 0.35 0.45 0.4D 0.47 0.4D 0.38 0.45 0.43 0.47 0.41 0.44 0.37
Al203 24.13 23.49 22.56 24.24 24.88 22.73 23.39 22.82 2209 22.43 2230 21.40
Fet'8 3.06 3.78 4.09 288 3.71 4.09 2.87 3.16 3.69 2.97 3.56 3.58
Mo 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MgD 0.14 0.14 0.17 0.17 020 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.18
CaD 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02

Naif 0.22 0.29 0.24 0.27 0.31 0.33 030 0.30 0.39 0.45 0.44 0.62
K, 13.03 12.81 13.07 13.15 12.66 13.05 13.20 13.40 13.43 13.52 13.33 13.49
PzOs 0.16 0.23 0.16 0.18 0.13 0.17 0.18 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.16
H,D 3.10 3Jl9 285 2.88 338 3.12 389 357 3Jl9 339 394 3.85
CO, O~. O~. 0.3. o.a. n.3. n.a. n.a. D.a. n.a. D.a. n.a M.

lOtal wt.% 98.4D 9799 98.45 98.79 98.64 98.44 9936 9931 9951 99.67 99.65 99.82

F ppm 1843 1896 1713 1598 1752 1738 1676 1678 1579 1764 1704 1799Ba 662 710 511 619 563 634 744 816 644 632 572Rb 316 291 327 326 327 534
299 304 292 292 292 285 286S, 598 981 598 703 435 552 659 590 529 578 669Pb 79 84 339 182 68 912
125 m 106 63 28 65 83Th 36 81 52 54 4D 81 63 58 45 43 38 38U 82 159 113 98 135 151 83 95 72 107 82Nb 188 234 215 229 251 223

119
212 244 211 ''''' 2i1U 450 609 435 366 293 435 565

188
469 640 421 431 526Ce 992 658 382 301 239 426 562 446 501 392 427 457Nd 59 128 65 50 42 88 111 89 128 75 88 102Y 75 180 88 57 87 145 119 139 83 89 82 84II 1031 2051 1267 751 1815 1615 1410 1812 1151 1121 14DO 1585V 183 270 205 192 195 171 247 236 215 229 213C, b.d. 166b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.Ni b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.

b.d.
b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.Co b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.Cu b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.Zn 47 36 29 19 27 23 15 10 10 16 28Hf 13 31 15 8 24 19 22

19 25 14 14 17 22Sc 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 4S 5829 6836 4959 4392 5818 51685 15301 16783 17362 14754 16511 18612
XRF-data; n.a. not analysed, b.d. = below detection.
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TABLE XXIII
Geochemical composition across redox front RFllI (data by XRF).
Redox front RFIII (leucocratic phonolite), ore body E

Sample RFlII-A RFIII-B RFIII-Cox. RFlII-Cred. RF1II-D RF1II-E RFIII-F RF1II-G
Dislance to front (em) -50 -25 -5 5 25 50 100 150

Rock type LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh
OX- OX- ox_ red. "d. red. red. red.

SiOz wt.% 57.11 5755 5735 57.46 57.14 56.53 57.34 5755
TI','a 0.44 0.47 0.46 0.48 0.42 0.41 0.46 0.46
AI, 3 23.81 22.23 23.82 2353 23.34 21.89 22.35 23.44
Fl:tol 131 2.73 156 1.48 1.49 2.70 2.22 1.22
MnD 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MgD 0.12 O.OS 0.06 0.00 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.12
CaD 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02

N't 0.70 0.51 0.80 0.69 0.54 0.48 0.27 0.36
K, 12.72 13.01 1256 12.87 1330 13.52 13.86 13.56

PbDs 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.10 0.09 0.16 0.00 0.00
L 1 355 295 3.04 2.81 2.72 320 2B4 257
CO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

10'" wt.% 99.87 99.68 99.74 99.51 99.11 99.02 99.55 99.38

F ppm 1416 1599 1748 1615 1587 1905 1758 1936& 715 1011 704 642 628 649 690 677Rb 232 247 238 250 252 260 254 268Sr 847 1007 925 1046 773 723 352 661Pb II 23 7 13 34 36 22 45Th 17 79 49 51 37 74 37 56U 62 190 68 732 199 217 52 266Nb 235 308 234 263 225 210 243 249Lo 239 430 405 525 592 1225 515 988Co 145 351 365 513 642 1326 505 1005Nd 24 74 82 lOS 134 303 100 231Y 68 154 75 74 85 197 103 100ZX 876 1283 813 1030 1003 2537 1000 825V 542 480 584 512 370 m 445 415<> b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.Ni b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.Co b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.Cu b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.Zn 34 65 41 125 250 270 249 161HI 9 15 9 14 13 36 12 IISc 6 11 5 6 6 10 7 7S 1195 1111 1291 5246 5047 15432 14955 3354-'" XRF-dal8; n.a. = not ana1ysed, b.d. = beJow detection.-
-------------- 1
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Barium is enriched on the reduced side of the front in RBI and RFIV; whereas in

RFIII it is enriched on the oxidised side.

Across redox fronts RFJ to RFrJ, the LREEs are generally Slightly enriched in the

reduced rock, displaying an oscillating distribution pattern, although the (primary)

hydrothermal distribution displays a large scatter (Fig. 64). MacKenzieet al. (this report

series; Rep. 7) observed a depletion ofREEs in the oxidised rock ofdrillcore FI, where

the degree of depletion decreased along the series. This observation was confirmed by

additional data for FI; in the reversed redox front at 42.0 m the normal predominance

ofLREEs over HREEs for the rocks of the PC¥>s plateau is inverted. The LalLUe.:. ratios

on the reduced side change from 30 - 50 to 10 -15 further into the reduced rock. Most

other fluctuations ofREE abundances in driIlcore F1, and along the profiles across the

redox front, are thought to be related to primary enrichments ofREE-bearing minerals.

The preferential loss or gain as in the case of Ce in section 42.0 - 66.2 m of drillcore FI

(Fig. 60 in MacKenzie et at., op. cit.) might therefore be related to the formation of

secondary minerals such as florencite, which can enter the Cc lattice. No mineral

containing tetravalent Ce could be detected, which contrasts with reports from the

Morro do Ferro Th-REE deposit (see Waber, this report series; Rep. 3).

The geochemistry around the redox fronts can only be explained if the fronts arc

regarded as geologically short-lived transitional phenomena. Under certain conditions,

elements released during decomposition ofthe mineral phases arc incorporated in other

mineral lattices and strongly immobilised; for example AI or Si in kaolinite. Others are

sorbed on incomplete phases and are released during aging, for example uranium

associated with amorphous hydrous ferric oxides. Most of these observations indicate

that the redox fronts retard the mobility of many of the elements either by sorption or

by incorporation into new recrystallised mineral phases.

10. Discussion

The Po~os de Caldas Alkaline Complex comprises a suite of alkaline volcanic and

plutonic rocks (mainly phonolites and nepheline syenites) with normal background

amounts ofU, Th and REEs. Magmaticevolution included deuteric processes, indicating

a volatile-rich parent magma. Pneumatolytic and auto-hydrothermal processes initially

resulted in partial alkali exchange in alkali feldspar, rare metal silicate and fluorite

formation to hematite pigmentation, and incipient kaolinisation and zeolitisation.

Geochcmically, the resulting rocks are enriched in potassium when compared to global
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nepheline syenites and phonolites. Mobilisation and concentration of U, Th and REB

could not be dctectcd at this stage (Shorscher and Shea, this report series; Rcp. 1).

Subsequcnt intcnse hydrothermal alteration and mineralisation, partly associated with

contemporaneous formation of magmatic breccias, occurred locally, as exemplified in

the Osamu Utsumi uranium mine.

Comparing the rcsults reported by Schorscher and Shea (op. cit.) with those from the

Osamu Utsumi mine, it becomes evident that the rocks in the mine were affected by an

additional subvolcanic event. This event resulted in pervasive hydrothcrmal alteration

of the mine rocks and the formation of several breccia pipes. Evidence from xenoliths

contained in these breccias indicates that the brecciation took plaC(~ after the sequence

ofvolcanic and subvolcanic phonolites (with intrusions of nepheJiO(~syenites) had been

emplaced and deutcrically altered, similarly to the bulk of the rocks in the plateau. The

clay mineral paragencses (kaolinite) of these rocks show that thcy were substantially

cooled down.

Investigations at the mine were expected to give a clearer picture of the hydrothermal

processes that resulted in the primary uranium and REE mineralisation, and to provide

some insight into the mobility of uranium and REB under hydrot.hermal conditions.

Furthermore, after magmato-hydrothermal activity ceased, downward-migrating

oxidising groundwaters produced a thick lateritic weathering cover and well-defined

redox fronts, leading to the redistribution of the hydrothermal mineralisation which

provided the opportunity to study the behaviour of U and REEs undl~r low-temperature

conditions.

10.1. Hypergene alteration

The hydrothermal alferation at the Osamu Utsumi uranium mine can be divided into

two successive major processes. First, a potassium-rich hydrothermal event led to a

pervasive potassium metasomatism with associated disseminated pyrite and minor

low-grade uranium-, fluorite- and REE-mineraJisation and argillic alteration of the

country rocks. The major characteristics of this event are the almost complete

alkali-exchange and structural reorganisation of the magmatic alkali feldspar,leaving an

intermediate microcline of almost pure orthoclase composition behind, and the

complete decomposition of magmatic mafic minerals and their replacement by clay

minerals and Fc-li-oxides. The strong hematite pigmentation observed in these

microcline phases suggests a comparably high oxygen fugacity at the very beginning of
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this event. Hematite pigmentation is also observed in the unaltered regional country

rocks where it is assigned to the oxidising deuteric alteration (Schorscher and Shea, op.

cit.). Thus, the stronger hematite pigmentation in the hydrothermally altered host rocks

might be explained. by a local increase in heat flow due to the upward·migrating

hydrothermal fluids.

The initial hydrothermal fluid was reducing, with increasing sulphur activity during its

evolution leading to the widespread precipitation of pyrite. The sulphur isotope

signatures of the disseminated pyrite clearly indicate a magmatic origin for the fluid.

Well·crystalIised illite in the centre of the pseudomorphicaUy replaced nepheline occurs

in the hydrothermally altered rocks as well as in the virtually unaffected country rock.<;

represented by the mine walls. These country rocks, in contrast, suffered only a weak

alkali.exchange in the feldspar. The formation of such illite thus occurred under a

moderate K+.activity and indicates a temperature estimate of around 350"C.

Further on in the hydrothermal evolution of the mine, the K+-activity increased. At

this juncture, the main alkali-exchange in the feldspars and overall argillic alteration took

place, together with the pervasive disseminated pyrite mineralisation with subordinate

fluorite, pitchblende and most probably monazite. The oldest generation of fluid

inclusions in fluorite indicate a KCI-H20·type fluid with 7 wt.% of Kel and a

homogenisation temperature of about 26O"C for this period. The same temperature is

recorded for the bulk ofclay minerals (illite) based on their stable isotope composiJion

(Waber, 1990). The alSO· and aD·signatures of the clayminerals further indicate a mixing

of the magmatic-derived fluid (a34S pyrite) with meteoric water. This mixing might be

responsible for the lower temperatures found in the subsequent generation of fluid

inclusions in the fluorites (200-220"C). This marked the final stage of the potassium-rich

hydrothermal event, which resulted in the host rock chemistry observed today

("potassic" rocks).

Subsequent hydrothermal activity occurred associated with the phreatomagmatic

eruption of phonolitic magma and resulted in the formation of several small breccia

pipes. Altered and pyrite·impregnated phonolite and nepheline syenitexenoliths dearly

reveal that these breccias were formed after the pervasive potassic alteration.

The occurrence of magmatic flow textures in the phonolitic matrices of the breccia

pipes suggest a high temperature (approx. 5()().....6(K)"C) during the initial stages of the

mineralising hydrothermal event. Boiling ofthefluid is evidenced by fluid inclusions from

breccia veins, which indicate a fluid composition approximating to a KCI-NaCl-brine with

44 equivalent wt.% KO and traces of FeS04 and KF. This brine is exclusively localised
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in the breccias and mineralised veins and has mobilised appreciable amounts of U, Th,

Zr, Hf, Y, and occasionally REEs, and resulted in the precipitation of low microcline.

The hydrothermal alteration caused by the breccias is much more mstricted in extent

and is mainly associated with the breccia matrix and veins. The main bwccia pipes display

a diameter of several decimetres, whereas the potassic alteration affected an area of at

least 2 Ian!. Major mineral assemblages of such veins are pyrite-fluorite-carbonate,

pyrite- pitchblende, pyrite-Mo minerals, zircon-f1uorite-monazite-brannerite and low

microcline, all of them associated with clay minerals. The feeding of the system with

magmatic-derived fluid ceased after the main formation of pyrite and the influence of

meteoric water increased.

In comparison with the unaltered regional rocks, the hydrothermally altered

phonolites and nepheline syenites are enriched in K, Rb, 5, U, Th, Ph and Ba, and the

matrices of the breccias and the breccia-related vein mineralisation are intensively

enriched in U, Th, Pb, Zr, Hf, F, Y, Sand REEs and enriched in K, Rb, and Ba. The

agreement in the chondrite normalised patterns of the incompatible elements between

the hydrothermally altered rocks of the mine and the non-hydrothermally altered rocks

of the POl';;OS de Caldas plateau indicates that two sources for the elemental content in

the hydrothermal fluids have to be taken into account: a) uptake through leaching of

phonolites and nepheline syenites in deeper parts of the plateau, and b) a late-stage

differentiate from the same magma source that produced the huge volume of regional

alkaline rocks comprising the Pol,;;OS de Caldas plateau. This second source is strongly

favoured by the fact that the chondrite normalised patterns of incompatible elements

from the highly mineralised breccias resemble the pattern of "late-stage" ultramafic

lamprophyric dykes. The only exceptions are the increased Zr and Hf contents of the

breccias. Furthermore, the breccia pipes display an explosive formation which certainly

involved a rapid rise from their source up through the overburden. Therefore, the

possibility of strong, long-term leaching processes occurring in the lower levels is less

credible.

The intrusion ofultramafic lamprophyre dykes post-dates the h}drothermal al teration

in the Osamu Utsumi mine and the radiometric Ar-Ar age of76 Ma for phlogopites from

one of these dykes (Shea, this report series; Rep. 4) indicates the onset of meteoric

weathering in the area. The primitive composition of the dykes is indicative of a mantIe

origin. Both dyke suites display, in certain aspects, lamproite to kimberlite affinities,

properties that can only be confirmed or rejected by detailed isotopic inve.stigations. The

two suites arc very dissimilar in some respects and similar in others. Thus, the

"phlogopite-bearing" ultramafic lamprophyres show more affinity to primitive silicate
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rocks, whereas the "carbonate-apatite" ultramafic lamprophyres display a greater

affinity to carbonatites, both having incorporated the samexenoliths (ofprimitive mantle

compositions) during their generation. Taken together with the fact that they onlyoccur

within a few metres in the same tectonic environment, this strongly suggests a similar

source. As discussed by Waber (this report series; Rep. 3), the occurrence of a

carbonatitic melt can no longer be excluded when discussing the genesis of the PO!tos de

Caldas alkaline complex.

10.2. Supergene alteration

The Osamu Utsumi mine has also provided the opportunity to study the supergene

processes under which uranium was mobilised and redeposited at the redox fronts, as

well as the formation of the lateritic weathering cover. Although today's groundwater

movement in the mine is largely upwards, this is mostly a consequence of mining

excavation since the early seventies; on a geological timescale, the weathering front has

moved downwards at a rate comparable to erosion (0.02 -0.1 mm/a). Only the uppermost

20 to 40 m of the weathering zone consists of lateritic soil, followed by 15 to 50 m of

saprolite and, finally, an oxirnsed zone of 20 to 60 m.

The thickness of the different weathering zones is strongly dependent on the texture,

permeability, porosity and intensity of argillic alteration of the underlying parent rock.

In these wnes there is a considerable amount of hydrothermal clay minerals inherited

from the parent rocks, as evidenced by the stable isotope signatures of the clays. These

clays are less sensitive to Eh-pH-related dissolution than the predominant leucocratic

minerals (mainly feldspars) and mafic minerals (mainly clinopyroxenes) comprising the

unaltered rocks of the plateau. In addition, these clays are coated with minerals formed

during weathering which effectively shield them from further contact with water. The

evolution ofa true laterite profile, as observed for unaltered rocks of the~osde Caldas

plateau, is thus retarded here and the formation of bauxite inhibited. Therefore, the

lateritic cover produced on top ofthe Osamu Utsumi mine parent rock must bec1assified

as mineralogically immature.

Within the oxidised zone, the uranium concentration only reaches 20 ppm U in the

uppermost 10 to 40 m, which is half the concentration of the hydrothermaJly affected

reduced phonolites. The bottom 10 to 20 m of the oxidised wne is enriched to a mean

content of 55 ppm U. This implies that the partial remobilisation of the uranium that

was precipitated on the reduced side of the redox front is much slower than at the front
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itself, where pitchblende nodules do not survive the passing of the redox front. This

retardation is caused by the incorporation of uranium in minerals such as brannerite,

and/or by adsorbtion of uranium on amorphous and poorly crystalline phases, mainly

iron-oxyhydroxides. Dehydration of such phases during dry seasons and rehydration

during wet seasons have led to an alternating release and readsorption ofuranium within

the weathering column. The fact that uranium does not strongly correlate with iron and

titanium (the major residual uranium-bearing phases are Ti-oxides) in the weathering

zone shows that uranium is also adsorbed onto other amorphous and poorly crystalline

phases (e.g. AI-gel and amorphous gibbsite) and clay mineral surfaces.

The dissolution of the pitchblende nodules on the oxidised side and their precipitation

on the reduced side are a function of Eh-charge related to pytite oxidation. The

accompanying Eh-charge relates the pyrite transformation to the silicate

transformations such as potash feldspar dissolution and the formation of kaolinite. The

presence of relatively small amounts ofpyrite (2-3%) strongly influences the mobility of

uranium and other elements during supergene weathering. It exerl:s an influence not

only on Eh-sensitive reactions, but also on those that are pH-dependent.

It is .not only redox-sensitive elements that are remobilised and concentrated around

these downward· migrating front systems. Work reported by MacKenzicet al. (this report

seL"ics; Rep. 7) shows enhancement ofa whole series of trace elements in and around the

fronts, these having been effectively scavenged and concentrated from the parent rock

during front migration.
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13. Plates 1 - 9
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Panoramic view a/the Osamu Utsumi mine lookingS.E_(observedfrom
top left-hand camerofFig. 4).

Colour variations clearly show oxidised (yellow-brown) and reduced
(grey-blue) rock exposures.

Panoramic view of the Osamu Utsumi mine looking 5.S.~ (observed
from top left.hand comer ofFig. 4).

PLATE 2.

PLATE J.

NOTE:



PLATE 3. Redoxfront at 33.5 m; drillcore Fl.

PLATE 4. Redox front at 42.0 m; drillcore Fl. Nodular pilchblende on reduced
side offrom (black circle), kaolinile-rich layer (while layer) separating

reduced (grey) and oxidised (brown) rock.
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PLA TE 5. Redox[ranI at 66.1 m; drillcore Fl.

PLATE 6. Redox fronI RF/; mine exposure. Highly mineralised wiLh black
pitchblende nodules on reduced side offront; circular while areas in the
oxidised rock (yellow-brown) represent relicts ofdissolved piLchblende

nodules.
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PLATE 8. Redoxfront RFIll; mine exposure. Mineralisedfront in dense leucocratic
phonolite; smallblack nodules are located olong [lSsureson the reduced

side ofthe front (scale in em).

PLATE 7. Redox front RF//; mine exposure. Non-mineralised front in volcanic
breccin (scale in em).
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PLATE 9. Redox front RFIV; mine exposure. Secondary non-mineralised redox
from in a porous cpx-phonoliJe rich in primary uranium. Note the
extreme endchment ofFe-hydroxides at the fronc (scale in em).
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Appendix 1

Mineralogical, geochemIcal and sulphur isotope studies
of selected pyrite samples and pyrite generations from
the Osamu Utsumi mine site, Poc;os de Caldas, Brazil.
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Appendix 1
Mineralogical, geochemical and sulphur isotope studies
of selected pyrite samples and pyrite generations from
the Osamu Utsumi mine site, POIfOS de Caldas, Brazil.

H.D. SCIIORSCHER', M.M.G MONTEIRO' and A.E. FALLICK'

lUniversidade de Sao Paulo, Instituto de Geociencias - DMP. c.P. 20 899,
014 98 Sao Paulo (Brazil).

ZScottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre (SURRC), East Kilbride,
Glasgow G75 OQU (United Kingdom).

1. Introduction

Pyrite is the major ore mineral of the host "potassic rock" at the Osamu Utsumi mine

which shows reducing hydrothermal alteration; this contrasts with the oxidising,

hematite-bearing regional hydrothermal alteration. Petrographic studies at the Osamu

Utsumi uranium mine revealed the occurrence of texturally distinct types of pyrites that

occur in specific lithological and structural environments.

Based on these preliminary studies, subsequent investigations have included the

detailed mineralogical, ore petrographic and textural study of pyrite generations in the

potassic rocks and uranium ores of the Osamu Utsumi mine. Mineral separations,

S.isotope studies, and some complementary bulk geochemical routine X-ray

fluorescence (XRF) and microprobe analyses have also been carried out. Mineralogical

studies, textural classification and the main mineral separations were made at Sao Paulo;

S·isotope studies were carried out at SURRC and complementary XRF analysis and 2

pyrite separates by N. Waber, UniversityofBern. Microprobe analysis of the pyrites were

made by the first author during two research visits at the University of Bero.

2. Sampling and mineral separation

Drillcore samples from F1 and F4 and hand specimens from surface exposures in the

open pit, together with massive U-nodules from the Uranio do Brasil collections, were

included in the investigation (Table 1.1).
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~ TABLE 1-/
iXJ Samples for sulphur isoto~ studies.

Current no. Sample, location Description Radioactivity, PLATES,see
cps Appendix 1:1

1 FI(9-IWCll), Reduced medium- to coarse-grained hypabyssal phonolite (with minor bg-15 1:1-1
69.43 - 69.63 nepheline syenite pegmatoids) from a conductive zone. The rock is

very porous to microcavemous and strongly pyritised and argillised
(kaolinite and illite). Pyrites of max. grain"SUe -0.5 rom occur
throughout the rock and in the pores.

2 FI(9-IWCll), Reduced porphyritic phonolite of low microporosity, unfractured, bg-5 1:1-2
113.65 -113.79 frnely pyritised (mean grain-sizes of pyrite -0.25 mm) disseminated

throughout the rock and in the pores.

3 FI(9-IWCll), Reduced subvolcanic mediUUl~ to coarse-grained phonolite (with minor bg-S 1:1~3

125.30 - U5.41 nepheline syenite pegm.atoids), of low microporosity and very sub-
(1U-lA) ordinate fracturing. Pyrites are finely disseminated (mean grain-size

-0.25 mm) throughout the rock and in the pores. The pyrite separate
was prepared by N. Waber and identified as "matrix pyrite".

4 F4(8-1UK11}, Pyrites (with minor sUlphide minerals, silicates and possibly U oxide 4{)-/OO-I80 1:1-4
242.57 - 242.95 impurities) of deep~seatedtruly hydrothermal (i.e. hiJ:h temperature) high
(243-lA) grade U - Zrmineralisations; with +0.01 (±0.27) 8 SO/oo CDT petfectly

within the range of the other Osamu Utsumi mine hydrothermal pyrites.

5 F4(8-lUKl1}, Open fracture crosscutting reduced breccia. The fracture surfaces are bg-l0 1:1-5
276.15 argillised (kaolinite) and pyritised withmedium-grained pyrite crystals

(mean grain-size: 1-2 mm).

6 F4(8-lUK11}, Reduced breccia cut by younger pyritised fractures (with clear uncoated bg-l0 1:/-6
382.49 - 382.63 and dark coated pyrites). Pyrites have mean grain-sizes -1.5 nun..
(383-lA)

-----~----,-~----~--',._'.--.'--,-,-----,---, ~,-,'--'-'- -~._-----, -~----------,----,'---_. ---,- - -- -'- "---" -- ,-- . .--- ----,- .. ~'--'--~---'
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TABLE 1-1 (coDtd.)

Current no. Sample, location Description Radioactivity, PLATES, see
c!" AppenWx1:1

7 F4(8-lUK11), Reduced breccia cut by younger pyritised fractures (with clear bg-10 1:1-7
385.40 - 385.64 uncoated and dark coated pyrites). Pyrites have mean grain-sizes
(386-lA) -1.8mm.

8 F4(81VK11), Reduced nepheline syenite xenolith cut by younger pyritised bg-1O 1:1-8
394.42 - 394.60 fractures (with clear uncoated and dark coated pyrites). Pyrites
(394-lA?) have mean grain-sizes of -1-2 m.m.

9 F4(8-lUK11), Massive, reduced, medium- to coarse-grained transitional phonolite! bg-5 1:1-9
396.57 - 396.83 nepheline syenite rock, weakly rnicroporous and unfractured,

argillised and with finely disseminated pyritisation (max. dimensions
of pyrite < 03 mm).

10 F4(8-lUK11) Reduced, medium- to coarse-grained, strongly porous to microcavernous bg-5 1:1-10
407.57 - 407.67 hypabyssal phonolite with strong pyritisation mainly of the rock pores

with pyrites of mean grain-size - 1 mm.

11 F4(8-lUK11) Reduced breccia (clast matrix-supported type) with strongly pyritised bg-10 1:1-11
414.10 - 414.24 breccia matrix (mean dimensions of pyrites - 0.2 mm).

12 V-4, Cavernous (extremely porous) reduced phonolite of argillic decomposition, 10-20
(near 9·1 RH) variable light-grey to almost black colour, Slronglypyritised with very fine-

to very coarse-grained pyrites (grain·sizes vary from < 0.1 to > 15.0 mm) and
local Mo-mineralisation.
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~ TABLE I-I (contd.)

Current no. Sample, Jocation Descripticm Radioactivity, PLATES, see
cps Appendix 1:1

13 U-7 Redox front with strong U~mineraJisation in fine-grained phonolite; 40-50 1:1·12 and
(near 8-1 KK) locally advanced argillic decomposition. Pyritisation occurs as 101-13

fine disseminations in the reduced phonolite and associated with
the redox front-related pitchblende mineralisation.

14 QUM-I02 Sample collected and pyrite separated by N. Waber; identified as n.L
''matrix pyrite".

15 SIN -24 Massive pitchblende nodule (from the Uranio do Brasil collection) containing >1.500 1:1-14
various, texturally different pyrite generations.

16 KU-3 Massive pitchblende nodule (from the Uramo do Brasil collection) with 470
two texturally different pyrite generations.

17 KU-6 Massive pitchblende nodule (from the Uranio do Brasil collection) with 1.220
seoondary pyrite in the pitchblende zone.

18 VII Massive pitchblende nodule (from the Uramo do Brasil collection) with >1.500 1:1-15
various texturally different pyrite generations. 1:1-16

19 04102 "'Laboratory grown" sulphates formed on a specimen of f'tne-grained reducing 220- ZlO 1:1-17
(near 8-2AH) phonolite tbat bosts pitchblende nodules (mineralised redox: front). Sulphates

were morphologically similar to those from sample M·l. All the recovered
material was sent for S~.isotope aoaIysis and yielded practically identical results
to M~1 (334S = +0.53 (:to.28) °/00 eDT). For interpretation see M·l.

------ --_.-._- ._----_._---_.__ ...~-_._--,._--_._---,,-_._._~-_._._-----.-._- ---------~._--_.---~_ .._~- ~-~-~-~-----~~~------ ~~~---~-- ~_I



TABLE 1-1 (contd.)

Current no.

20

Sample, location

M-I
(near 9-1 RH)

Description

Bluish coloured sulphate crystals as flakes and needles (of recent origin)
formed since collection (i.e. while stored in our specimen deposit) on a
sample of fine-grained, non-U-mineralised, but strongly pyritised phonolite.
The sulphates were identified using a combined XRD and Energy
Dispersion System (EDS) microanalysis on mixtures of kaolinite-
KAl (504)2' I1HzO('l) and halotrichite - Fe2+Ab:(S04)4 . 22H20.
The S-isotopes indicate that the "laboratory" process was by reaction only
via atmospheric reactioD; in spite of chemical reactions and reprecipitation
there occurred no noticeable isotopic fractionation. &34S remained at
+ 0.52 (±O.17) °/00 COT, i.e. within the original values for the hydrothermal
pyrites.

Radioactivity,
cps

bg-IO

PLATES,see
Appendix 1:1

1:1-18

21 V-lA
(near 9-1 RH)

Botryoidal yellowish sulphates collected in the Osamu Utsumi open pit, having bg - 5
formed on fracture planes within the reducing, fine·grained, strongly pyritised
and weakly V-mineralised phonolite. Combined EDS and XRD identified halotrichite
and minor kaolinite. S-isotopic values of the sulphates are a34s = -2.6 (±0.7) °/00 COT,
i.e. within the range of the hydrothermal pyrites. The co-existing pyrites yielded
a34s of -0.49 to -2.40 (±0.2) °/00 COT for various grain-size fractions (sample nos.:
V-4A. B, 0 under current no. 12 in the report). This indicates that the collected mine
sulphates are also products of atmospheric reactions without any fractionation and
formed after the development of the open pit.

-00-

nj. = not informed
cps = counts per second
COT = Caiion Diablo Troilite (International standard).

------------------------------



All the samples selected for pyrite separation and S-isotope analysis were carefuUy

studied macroscopically and microscopically (thin sections; polished sections; polished

thin sections), and in somecaseswith X~ray diffraction (XRD), bulk geochemical routine

X~ray fluorescence (XRF), and microprobe techniques.

Microscopic studies revealed that several samples contained more than one pyrite

generation with distinct textural associations and different grain~sizes.

Pyrite separation involved repeated crushing, sieving and heavy liquid separation

(Bromoform. Merck - for mineral separation, d = 2.870 - 2.890 glcm3
) in order to obtain

pyrite prcconcentrates of the original size fractions. Each preconcentratc was further

purified by preliminary hand~picking, regrinding, sieving, additional heavy liquid

separation, washing and final hand-picking ofall, or the major, concentrated pyrite sieve

fractions. In the case of some samples, only a low total pyrite recovery was obtained in

the course of preconcentration (particularly of the very fine pyrites), necessitating the

use of less pure concentrates for the isotope analysis. However, silicate mineral

impurities (Table l~n) had no evident influence on the S~isotopeanalyses (Thble i-III).

For most of the samples processed, more than one pyrite concentrate/size fraction was

obtained and analysed isotopically. In addition to the pyrites, recent sulphate

occurrences (three samples) were included in the S~jsotope studies. These sulphates

form abundantly a5 individual crystals (of needle and flaky shape) or botryoidal masses

covering fracture planes and external surfaces.

3. Results

3.1. Mineralogy of the samples, geochemical considerations and

classification of the pyrite generations

Samples 1 - 3 (Table 1~J). These comprise phonolite core specimens from borehole

Fl, The bulk rock mineralogy of the three rocks is quite similar and consists of varying

proportions of K-rich alkali feldspars, sericite/illite and kaolinite (> 10 vol.%); pyrite is

the only significant minor constituent (1~1O vol.%), while zircon, unidentified clay

minerals (probablysmectites) and Ti~oxideminerals (Nb~bearing)are the common trace

constituents ( <1vol.%). Fluorite and carbonates occur as trace constituents in samples

(2) and (3), but are absent in sample (1) (Table l~I) and generally in the conductive zone

at 69~70 m deplh. However, major differences characterise the rock textures and

quantitative proportions of lheir major minerals. Sample (1) is extremely porous lo
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TABLE I-II
Pyrite mineral separates.

Pyrite'separates

Current no. Sample location No. size (#) weight (g) Observations

1 F1 1.1 80-115 0.05 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite.
69.43 -69.63 12 80-115 135 Concentrate of fresh pyrite with minor silicate impurities.

1.3 115-170 1.10 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite.

2 F1 2.1 80-115 0.01 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite.
113.65-113.79 2.2 115-170 0.02 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite.

3 F1(WCl26·lA) 3.1 n.i. n.L Concentrate of "matrix pyrite" prepared by N. Waber
125.30 -125.41 from a deep-seated hydrothermal phonolite.

4 F4 4.1 -80 0.50 Impure concentrate of fresh pyrite with impurities of silicates and
24257 - 242.95 pitchblende from a deep-seated hydrothermal U-mineralisation.

5 F4 5.1 -80 0.50 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite.
276.15

6 F4 6.1 -16 0.50 Pure concentrate of fresh, uncoated pyrite.
382.49 - 382.63 6.2 -16 0.50 Mixed concentrate of coated < uncoated pyrite.

(383-lA)

7 F4 7.1 -16 0.50 Pure concentrate of fresh, uncoated pyrite.
385.40 - 385.64 7.2 -16 0.50 Mixed concentrate of coated < uncoated pyrite.

(386-lA)

8 F4 8.1 -16 0.50 Pure concentrate of freSh, uncoated pyrite.
394,42 - 394.60 8.2 -16 0.50 Mixed concentrate of coated < uncoated pyrite.

~

"" (394-lA?)w
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TABLE 1:11 (coutd.)

Pyrite separates

Current no. Sample location No. size (#) weight (g) Observations

15 SIN·24 15.1 .:;;;3mm 0.5 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite from the silicate core of a massive U~nodule.

15.2 +30 0.5 Pure concentrate of "pyrite layer" from the pitchblende zone of a massive V-nodule.
15.3 30-48 0.5 Idem 15.2, finer grain-size.
15.4 -48 0.5 Idem 153, finer grain·size.
15.5 :S 1.5 mm 05 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite from the external cover of a massive V-nodule.

16 KU-3 16.1 51.5 mm 0.3 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite from the external cover of a massive V-nodule.
16.2 .:;;;1.5mm 0.5 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite from the pitchblende zone of a massive V-nodule.

17 KU.,; 17.1 :;;;l.Omm 0.5 Concentrate of pyrite from the pitchblende zone of a massive U·nodule containing
impurities of V-oxides, silicates and minor (1) sulphates from incipient
pyrite oxidation.

18 VII 18.1 .:;;;0.5 mm 0.5 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite frOID the silicate core of a massive V-nodule.
18.2 ::S 1.5 mm 0.3 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite from the external cover of a massive V-nodule.
18.3 ::s 1.5 mm 05 Pure concentrate of fresh pyrite from the pitchblende zone of a massive U-nodule.

19 04/02 19.1 nat. size 1.0 Concentrate of recent sulphates (whitish-colourless flakes and needles)
from the reduced side of a U-mineralised redox front.

20 M-l 20.1 nat. size 1.0 Concentrate of recent sulphates (bluish-coloured flakes and needles) from a
fine-grained reduced phonolite.

21 U-lA 21.1 nat. size 1.0 Concentrate of recent, light-yellowish coloured botryoidal sulphates from a
reduced breccia.

nj. = not informed

---
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TABLE l-III
Results of sulphur isotopic analysis,

Current no. Sample Pyrite Separate f}4SQjoo

location no. size(#) Analytical observations CDT Textural. genetic comments

1 Fl(69.43-) 1.1 8(l...115 Pure pyrite concentrate +1.24 Fresh pyrite from the conductive zone within a very porous
F1(7ll-1C) hydrothermally altered phonolite

1.2 8(l...115 Pyrite concentrate, minor +0.80 Idem
silicate impurities

1.3 115-170 Pure pyrite concentrate +1.04 Idem

2 Fl(113.65-) 21 80-115 Pure pyrite concentrate -230 Fresh pyrite from a hydrothermalised phonolite;
F1(l14-lA) "potassic rock" pyrite

22 115---170 Pure pyrite concentrate +0.36 Idem

3 F1(l26-lA) 3.1 n.i. Concentrate of "matrix: pyrite" -ll.86 Idem
(by N. Wah«)

4 F4(24257-) 4.1 -80 Impure concentrate, silicate in progress Pyrite from a deep·seated hydrothermal U-mineralisation
F4(243·lA) and pitchblende impurities in breccia matrix; syn·breccia, syn-U·mineralisation

pyrite

5 F4(276.15-) 5.1 -80 Pure pyrite concentrate -14.77 Fresh, post-brecci.a(-fracture) pyrite associated
F4(277-lA) with clays.

6 F4(383-lA) 6_1 -16 Pure pyrite concentrate uncoated ·3.61 Fresh, post·breccia(-ftacture) pyrite, uncoated

6.2 -16 Mixed concentrate of coated < ·4.66 Dark coated. post-breccia (·fracture) pyrite
uncoated pyrite

~-------~------~----------------------'-------~--------
_________ - ---- --- ----" - - -------- - --------------- ------ ----- ~I
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TABLE l-III (eonld.)

Current no. Sample Pyrite Separate 834So/00
location nn. size (#) Analytical observations CDT Textura~genetic comments

7 F4(386~lA) 7.1 -16 Pyrite concentrate uncoated +3.04 Fresh post·breccia (-fracture) pyrite, uncoated
(386-lA-l), minor silicate impurities

7.1.1 -16 Idem, fe-run after cleaning -2.18 Idem

7.1.2 -16 Idem, re-run after cleaning -2.38 Idem

7.2 -16 Mixed concentrate of coated < +4.60 Dark coated, post-breccia (-fracture) pyrite
uncoated pyrite (386-lA-2), minor
silicate impurities

7.2.1 -16 Idem, fe-run after cleaning +0.46 Idem

7.3 -16 Mixed concentrate of coated < -2.29 Dark coated, post-breccia (-fracture) pyrite
uncoated pyrite

7.4 -16 Pure pyrite, concentrate uncoated -1.80 Fresh, post-breccia (-fracture) pyrite, uncoated

8 F4(394-lA) 8.1 -16 Pure pyrite, concentrate uncoated -2.29 Idem

8.2 -16 Mixed concentrate of coated < -3.31 Dark coated, post-breccia (-fracture) pyrite
uncoated pyrite

9 F4(396.57-) 9.1 80-115 Pure pyrite concentrate -lJ.57 Fresh pyrite from a weakly porous phonolite fragment;
F4(397-lA) pre-breccia pyrite

9.2 80-115 Pyrite concentrate, minor silicate -0.68 Idem
impurities

9.3 115-170 Pure pyrite concentrate -0.83 Idem

9.4 115-170 Pyrite concentrate, minor silicate -0.74 Idem
impurities

~

00...,
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TABLE i-Ill (con'd.)

Current no. Sample Pyrite Separate 834So/00
location no. size(#) Analytical observations eDT Textural, genetic comments

10 F4(40'7.57-) 10.1 8Q.-11S Pure pyrite concentrate -1.67 Fresh pyrite from a strongly porous phonolite fragment;
F4(408-lA) pre-breccia pyrite

10.2 8Q...l1S Pyrite concentrate, minor silicate -1.55 Idem
impurities

11 F4(414.10-) 11.1 60-80 Pure pyrite concentrate ~1.02 Fresh p~ite of breccia matrix; syn-breccia pyrite
F4(414-1B)

11.2 6Q...80 Pyrite concentrate, minor silicate -1.15 Idem
impurities

11.3 8Q...ll5 Pure pyrite concentrate -1.30 Idem

11.4 80-115 Pyrite concentrate, minor silicate -0.95 Idem
impurities

11.5 115-170 Pure pyrite concentrate -1.27 Idem

11.6 115--170 Pyrite concentrate, minor silicate -1.13 Idem
impurities

I,
12 U-4(A) 12.1 :s0.3 mm Pure pyrite concentrate -0.49 Fresh fine~grainedpyrite from a hydrothermally alteredI

I phonolite ("'potassi.c rock") with
Mo-mineralisation; advanced argillic decomposition

I U-4(B) 12.2 1-3mm Pure pyrite concentrate -2.40 Fresh medium-grained pyrite of hydrothermaJly altered

I phonolite ("potassic rock"); advanced argillic

I
decomposition

U-4(D) 12.3 ;::.8mm Pure pyrite concentrate ~2.05 Fresh coarse~grained pyrite of hydrothermally altered

I phonolite ("potassic rock"), advanced argillic

I
decomposition with high kaolinite contents

- ---- --------- ------~---_._------------ ~--------_._-----
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TABLE I-III (contd.)

Current no. Sample Pyrite Separate 5
34

So
/00

location no. size(#) Analytical observations COT Textural, genetic comments

13 U·7(E) 13.1 115-170 Pyrite concentrate, minor silicate ·0.54 Fresh fme-grained pyrite from the phonolite groundmass
impurities of a V-mineralised redox front

U-7(G) 13.2 115--170 Pyrite concentrate, minor silicate -3.63 Idem
impurities

" QVM-I02 14.1 n.l. Concentrate of "matrix pyrite" ·3.26 Fresh pyrite from a hydrothermally altered phonolite;
(by N. Waber) "potassic rock" pyrite

15 S/N-24 15.1 s3mm Pure pyrite concentrate -8.85 Fresh pyrite from the silicate core of a massive V-nodule;
mixture of two pyrite generations

15.2 +30 Pure pyrite concentrate -12.20 Fresh pyrite from a pre-pitchblende "pyrite layer" of
a pitchblende zone within a massive V-nodule

15.3 30-48 Pure pyrite concentrate -13.31 Idem; 15.2 fmer grain-size

15.' -48 Pure pyrite concentrate -13.11 Idem; 153 fmer grain-size

15.5 s 1.5 mm Pure pyrite concentrate -8.13 Fresh pyrite from the external silicate cover of a massive
V-nodule

16 KU-3 16.1 s1.5mm Pure pyrite concentrate -2.20 Fresh pyrite from the external silicate cover of a massive
V-nodule

16.2 s1.5mm Pure pyrite concentrate -2.40 Fresh pyrite from the pitchblende zone of a massive
V-nodule
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TABLE 1-111 (wnld.)

Current no. Sample Pyrite Separate ,&34go/oo
location no. size (mm) Analytical observations eDT Textural, genetic comments

17 KU-6 17.1 $1.0 Pyrite concentrate with impurities -3.14 Fresh and incipi.ently oxidised pyrite from the pitch-
of silicates,. pitchblende and blende zone of a massive U·nod.ule
possibly minor su1phates from
pyrite oxidation

17.1.1 .s 1.0 Idem; re·run after cleaning -U39 Fresh pyrite from the pitchblende zone of a massive
U-nodule; syn-pitchblende pyrite

17.1.2 ::;;;1.0 Idem 17.1.1; re·run after cleaning -11.83 Idem 17.1.1; syn-pitchblende pyrite

18 ViI 18.1.1 .::;0.5 Pure pyrite concentrate; 1st. run -3.78 Fresh pyrite from the silicate core ofa massive U-noduIe

18.1.2 :;;;0.5 Idem 18.1.1; 2nd. run -3.81 Idem 18.1.1

18,2 :;;;1.5 Pure pyrite concentrate -5.16 Fresh pyrite from the pitchblende zone of a massive
U·nodule

18.3 :;;;1.5 Pure pyrite concentrate -7.25 Fresh pyrite from the external oover of a massive U·nodule

19 04102 19.1 nat. size Conceotrate of sulpbates in progress Recent sulphates: whitish, colourless flakes and
needles from a U·mineralised redox front in phonolite

11) M-1 11).1 nat. size Concentrate of sulpbates in progress Recent sulphates: bluish.-coloured flakes and needles
from a fmc.-grained phonolite with Me-mineralisation

21 U-lA 21.1 nat. size Concentrate ofsulphates in progress Recent sulpbates: light yellowish-coloured botryoidal
masses of breccia

n.i. = not informed

------- ------~----------- -- - - ~~--
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microcavemous with macroscopically recognisable interconnected open pores (Plate

1:1~1) and is richer in total clay minerals than in alkali feldspars (60:35, in vol.% of total

solids); samples (2) and (3) arc massive, textured subvolcanic phonolites of only minor

microporosity (Plates 1:1-2 and 1:1-3) and higher alkali feldspar than total clay mineral

proportions (80: 15, in vol.% of total solids).

The pyrites from sample (1) show somewhat larger grain-size variations, ranging from

<0.1 to ::::-:0.5 mm, and there is a preferential occurrence of the larger pyrites in the open

fabric of the sample. Microscopically, the pyrites consist of fresh idiomorphic grains,

some intergrown, without any sign ofcorrosion surface alteration or coatings, indicating

equilibrium conditions or perfect metastable preservation in the conductive zone.

Geochemical data for sample (1) are lacking, although the general geochemical and

mineralogical characteristics of the profile interval included have heen established

(Waber et al., this report series; Rep. 2) and indicate the possibility of several phases of

influence affecting the sample. These include: (1) hydrothermal Zr-REE-U

mineralisation, (2) the nearby redox front III (at 66.20 m), and (3) the water-flow in the

conductive zone. Three pyrite concentrates of two grain-size fractions and different

degrees of purity were obtained from sample (1) (Table 1-II).

Pyrites from samples (2) and (3) are texturally very similar, although of a somewhat

finer and morc homogeneous grain-size (0.25 mm in diameter) than those ofsample (1),

and occur evenly disseminated throughout the rock and pore spaces. The pyrites

comprise perfectly fresh and mainly idiomorphic grains devoid of any signs of surface

alteration, corrosion or coatings. They represent a distinct genetic group formed during

the reducing hydrothermal alteration phase of the "potassic rock", which is not related

to the uranium mineralisation. This is supported by radioactivity measurements and the

chemistry of sample (3), which indicate uranium contents helow detection level

(Appendix 4). Tho pyrite concentrates identified as "matrix pyrite" were obtained from

sample (2) and one (by N. Waber) from sample (3) (Table I-II).

Of more general interest is the occurrence of relict hematite in pyrite and the

pyritisation of hematite in samples (2) and (3), indicating that the "potassic rocks" went

through an oxidising, hydrothermal alteration phase prior to the reducing hydrothermal

alteration and related pyritisation phase.

Samples 4 -11 (Table 1-1) are driJlcore samples from borehole F4 drilled to 415 m

(350 m depth) for hydrothermal studies. The rocks intercepted include breccias,

phonolites, nepheline syenites and post-breccia fracture mineralisations.
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Sample (4) is a reduced breccia with a hydrothermal U~Zr-REEmineralised breccia

matrix. In addition, the sample shows at least one event ofpost-brecciation that intersects

the U-mineralisation. The silicate mineralogy of the breccia rock fragments consists

mainly of K~rich alkali feldspars, illite/sericite, kaolinite, pyrite and zircon, and the

mineralised matrix consists of pitchblende, pyrite, sphalerite, zircons and clay minerals.

The post~breceia fractures carry minor pyrite and clay minerals. Ore microscopy

indicated the presence of at least three distinct pyrite generations. The oldest are the

pre-breccia pyrites that occur in variable amounts and textures in the different rock

fragments of the breccia. Next in age are the syn-breccia pyrites (and marcasite) that

occur in the breccia matrix and are intimately intergrown with pitchblende, sphaJerite,

zircon and day minerals. The youngest are the post-breccia pyrites occurring along the

fracture planes that crosscut the breccia matrix, i.e. those which intersect the

U~mincralisation.

For the S~isotopestudies, it was attempted to separate pyrite concentrates from the

hydrothermal syn-breccia U~mineralisation type bysetective preparation. However, only

one impure concentrate could be obtained (Table 1~1l) due to the very intimate

intergrowth relationship with the are. One XRF analysis of the highly mineralised part

of the sample, consisting largely of fine.grained breccia and mineralised breccia matrix,

is shown in Appendix 4.

Sample (5) contains an open fracture zone in reduced breccia. The fracture walls are

argillised, covered by a continuouscoating ofwhite clays (mainly kaolinite) and pyritised

with single medium·grained (1 - 2 mm sized) idiomorphic crystals. These post-breccia

pyrites are fresh, showing no signs ofalteration, surface coatings or inclusions. One pure

concentrate was prepared (Thble 1-II: Plate 1:1-5).

Samples (6), (7) and (8) aresimilar to sample (5), consisting ofpyritised open fractures

(of post-breccia origin) crosscutting reduced breccias (samples (6) and (7» and a

reduced nepheline syenite xenolith (sample (8». In all three cases some mineralogical

and textural characteristics of the pyrites differ from sample (5). The pyrites have oot

formed as individual crystals, but predominantly as a continuous aggregate of pyrite

coveriog the non-argiJIised fracture planes. Macroscopically the most striking feature is

the association of normal-coloured typical pyrites with others of silvery~whitemetallic

appearance, very similar to galena. This abnormal colouration has been attributed to

surface alteration or coatings of very fine films. From each of the three samples, two

concentrates of coated and uncoated post-breccia (fracture) pyrites were prepared

(Table I-ll).
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The nature of the coatings and the reason for the abnormal colouration of the pyrite

is not known. Even at highest magnifications, no distinct surface material covering or

alteration of the pyrites could be recognised. However, some external intergrowths

consisting of very fine irregular grains and discontinuous seams of stibnite (tentatively

identified) do occur. In addition, all the fracture pyrites of the three samples (nos. 6, 7

and 8) show frequent but very fine inclusions of pyrrhotite (tentatively identified). The

absence ofsuch inclusions in any of the previously described samples characterises these

fracture pyrites as being of true hydrothermal (mesothermal) origin, most probably

belonging to an event different from the "potassic rock"-forming hydrothermal process.

Major and trace element XRF analysis (Appendix 4) of selected parts of the three

samples (emphasising the pyritised fractures) failed to furnish any additional information

about the nature of the pyrite coatings/surface alterations.

Samples (9), (10) and (11) are from nepheline syenite, phonolitexenoliths and breccia

respectively (Plates 1:1~9, 1:1-10 and 1:1~11). Radioactivity measurements show

background values «20 ppm U) for the xenoliths and low values for the breccia «150

ppm U). The xenoliths furnished concentrations of pre-breccia pyrites and the breccia

provided syn~breccia (matrix) pyrites associated with weak hydrothermal

U-mineralisation (Thble I-II). Ore microscopy indicated that all the rock samples

contained pure pyrites devoid of inclusions and/or alterations.

Samples (12), (13) and (14) (Table 1-1) are from surface exposures. Sample (12)

consists of a strongly hydrothermally altered, extremely porous!cavernous phonolite,

partlyargillised and non-mineralised. Pyrites range from very fine-grained to very coarse

(from <0.1 to > 15.0 mm); the finer-grained pyrites predominate in the rock, the coarse

and very coarse are commonly found in the pores!caverns resulting from hydrothermal

leaching/dissolution. Three pure concentrates were obtained: a) fine-grained pyrites

«0.5 mm), extracted from dark-grey, almost black~coloured phonolite (in argillic

decomposition) with Mo~mineralisation, b) medium-grained pyrites (1~3 mm) from

medium grey~coloured argillic phonolites, and c) very coarse~graincd pyrites (>8 mm)

from pores/caverns associated with white kaolinite clays (Thble I-II). All these pyrites

comprise freshly preserved idiomorphic crystals microscopically free from inclusions

and/or surface alterations.

Sample (13) is from a strongly U-mineralised redox front hosted by a fine-grained

phonolite containing frequent pitchblende nodules measuring a few millimetrcs to about

1.5 cm in diameter (Plate 1:1-12). Sample separates were attempted of pyrite

concentrates from the hydrothermally altered reduced rock matrix and from selectively
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prepared/extracted pitchblende nodules. However, onlythefonnerwassuceessful (Table

}-II). The redox front-related pitchblende nodules were too small and, in spite of their

pyrite enrichment, were too poor to obtain reliable concentrates when compared to the

enclosing reduced phonolite (Plate 1:1-13).

Sample (14) is a pyrite concentrate coUected and prepared by N. Waber, Univ. Bern.

and identified as "matrix pyrite" (Table 1-II), i.e. from a reduced non-U-mineralised

"potassic rock" portion.

Samples (15), (16), (17) and (18) (Table 1-1) are massive pitchblende nodules from

the Uraniodo Brasilcollections. Particularattentionwas given to them since they contain

various pyrite generations with distinct growth and structural zones. Some information

about the processes {nvalved in the formation of the massive nodules was expected.

Sample (15) is a massive nodule about 10 cm in diameter (Plate 1:1.14). The form of

the nodule is suboval-irregular and three major growth and structural zones can be

distinguished: (1) a white silicate core, (2) the main black nodule·forming pitchblende

zone, and (3) a fine external white silicate-rich shell Pyrites were selectively extracted

from all three zones.

The silicate core consists of common silicates and other minor minerals such as

Ti-oxides and pyrite from the reduced phonolites and nepheline syenites of the mine

(but in a somewhat more advanced stage of argillic alteration). Fluorite and carbonates

were not observed. The silicate core of the nodule is interpreted as being a remnant of

hydrothermally altered potas,lJic country rock that was included, isolated and effectively

protected from oxidation/dissolution by the surrounding nodulewforming massive

pitchblende wne. Two pyrite generations could be distinguished in the core: a)

fine·grained, older pyrites of idiomorphic and, in some cases, somewhat rounded forms

due to incipient corrosion (of max. dimensions <0.4 mm), and b) younger mediumw to

coarse·grained pyrites (of dimensions ranging between 1·3 mm). The coarser pyrites

occur preferentially as irregular aggregates and clusters near the interface of the core

with the pitchblende zone and contain inclusions of the fine-grained pyrites, The

fine~grainedpyrites (first generation) are considered normal hydrothermal constituents

of the silicate core-forming potassic rock; the coarser-grained younger pyrites also

present in aggregates and clusters (second generation) areeither reprecipitated minerals

resulting from contractive growth of the nodule or products of a second

post-hydrothermal, but pre-nodule·forming, pyritisation process. This is discussed later.

Due to the separation techniques employed, only one mixed pyrite concentrate
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(containing first and second generation pyrites) could be obtained from the silicate core

(Table I-II).

In the pitchblende nodule-forming main zone there occur three pyrite generations.

The oldest consists, as in the silicate core, of fine-grained idiomorphic or slightly

corroded grains (of max. dimensions <0.4 mm) which occur with similar random

disseminated frequency throughout the pitchblende zone. These pyrites are older than

the pitchblende and were incorporated from the rock in the course of the nodule growth

and pitchblende precipitation, at the (partial) expense of silicate mineral replacement.

The next pyrite generation in age is fine- to medium-grained in the size range 0.5 

2.0 mm. They occur concentrated in a layer paralleVsubparallei to the first (fine-grained)

pyrite generation, but are older than the pitchblende, as indicated by the inclusion of

first generation pyrites and the lack ofpitchblende inclusions. The textural evidence does

not support a hydrothermal origin for these second generation pyrites, indicating instead

formation in the reduced rock (post-hydrothermally) related to a water table, but earlier

than the redox front-related U-mineralisation and the massive U-nodule formation. This

pyrite generation was selectively extracted and prepared in three pure concentrates of

different grain-sizes (Table 1.II).

The third pyrite generation from the massive pitchblende zone is less frequent and

less well-defined. It is fine- to medium-grained and randomly disseminated throughout

the pitchblende zone. Some of the coarser-grained varieties include fine-grained,

partially corroded pyrites of the first generation, sometimes surrounded by fine

pitchblende scams, whilst others may contain only fine pitchblende inclusions. Thxturally,

it becomes evident that the third pyrite generation is subsequent to the former two. It

grew coevally with pitchblende precipitation, and was subsequently outlasted by the

latter. However, this pyrite generation could not be separated due to low total contents

in nodule SIN-24.

It is interesting to note that, in the massive pitchblende zone, greenockite (CdS) occurs

as an additional trace constituent. Its mineralogical frequency (even if only a trace

mineral), however, accounts for high Cd geochemical anomalies in the pitchblende zone

of the nodule.

An external, fine silicate-rich shell coats the massive pitchblende zone. Microscopic

and XRD studies have revealed the presence of all the main potassic rock-forming

minerals in this shell, including quite an abundance of fine- to medium-grained pyrites.

Quantitative mineralogical estimates were not possible, however, since only relicts of

the silicate shell are preserved in the sample (Platel:l~14). Pyrites from the shell were

extracted in one pure concentrate (Thble l~II) of original fine to medium grain-sizes
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«0.5 - 1.5 mm). This concentrate is interpreted genetically as most probably containing

a mixture of aU the pyrite generations existing in the pitchblende wne, They were

enriched in the residual silicate shell due to the external selective dissolution of the

massive pitchblende wne during the proccsse.lJ ofcontractive growth of the nodule,

Samples (16), (I7) and (18) are also of massive pitchblende nodules and show, in

general, similar growth zones, structuring, mineralogy and pyrite generations to sample

(15). Differences concern the size dimensions of the nodules (Platel:1~15 and 1;1-16)

and the fact that none show any sign of a layered pyrite concentration equivalent to the

second pyrite generation of the massive pitchblende wne and sample (15). Various pyrite

concentrates were obtained from these nodules (ruble I~II).

Samples (19), (20) and (21) (Thhle I-I) are of recent sulphate., formed hy the oxidation

ofsulphides in the reduced hydrothermally altered rocksof the open pitsince excavations

exposed the fresh rock to the atmosphere. In the non- (or less) disturbed underground

levels represented by the driUcores (unsaturated and saturated groundwater hodrons),

such sUlphates were not found. Sulphates tend to form as acicular or platy crystals in

clusters and coatings, or 8S dense botryoidal masses (Table 1-1; Plates 1:1-17 and 1:1-18)

along rock fracture surfaces protected from water~flow. There exist different colour and

textural varietie.o;, mostly due to the presence of different minor elements (e.g. Mo, U

etc). Threewcre sampled for XRD and S-isotope analysis (Tables I-I, 1-II; Plates 1:1-17

and 1:1-18), These samples were included to obtain information about the character and

possible influence of (incipient) stages of recent oxidic weathering on the reduced,

hydrothermally altered rock of the mine, particularly with respect to the pyrites,

3.2. Sulphur isotopes

The sulphur isotopic signatures of the above-de.lJcribed pyrite and sulphate

concentrates were analysed at SURRC Some analyses (nos. 4, 19,20 and 21) are still in

progress and the details will be presented later. The isotopic data arc presented in Table

l~ln; the analytical error is ±O.2°()() (1).

The Fl samples/pyrite concentrates show no systematic variation with depth or with

grain"size; they lie within a quite narrow compositional interval ranging from -2.30 to

+1.24 BJ4Sol", (Table I-IV). Any major influence of the conductive wne upon the

S~isotope compositions of the contained pyrites (concentrate nos. 1.1 - 1.3). when

compared to their equivalents within the deep"scated hydrothermally altered ("potassic
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rock") phonolites (concentrate nos. 2.1, 2.2, 3.1), is not recognisable. However, a

tendency to somewhat heavier S-compositions can be identified.

TABLE I-IV

Isotope compositions of FI pyrites.

Sample Depth Separate &34So/oo Observations

no. (m) no. size (#) eDT

1 69.43- 1.1 80-115 +1.24 Pyrites from the conductive zone
69.63 in hydrothermally altered

phonolite

1.2 80-115 +0.80
1.3 115-170 +1.04

2 113.65· 2.1 80-115 -2.30 Deep hydrothermal pyrites
113.79 2.2 115-170 +0.36

3 125.30- 3.1 R.i. -0.86 Idem
125.41

n.L "" not identified

The F4 samples/pyrite concentrates are shown in Thble I-V No depth- or

grain-size-dependence could be observed and the analytical data were therefore

arranged according to the three textural/genetic groups of pre-breccia, syn-breccia and

post-breccia (fracture pyrites).

The pre- and syn-breccia pyrites (Table I-V, samples 9, 10, 11) all lie within a very

narrow range ofS-compositions (-1.67 to -0.57 &~o/oo).

The post-breccia pyrites scatter considerably more (Table I-V; samples 5 - 8) and can

be subdivided into two paragenetic groups represented by samples (6), (7) and (8) and

by sample (5). The first paragenetic group is characterised by the association of fresh

and coated pyrites with post-breccia fractures devoid ofany white (kaolinitic) clay cover.

Macroscopically, the colour of the coated pyrites is dark-silver, very similar to galena

which was recorded during drillcore logging and sampling of F4 (Plates 1:1-6, 1:1-7 and

1:1-8). During preparation of the pyrite separates it became clear that the minerals

considered to be galena (of a hydrothermal pyrite-galena association, i.e. different from

the common "potassic rock" hydrothermal association) were just surface-coated pyrites

or, more generally, pyrites with surface alteration. Identification ofthese surfacecoatings

and alterations was unsuccessful, although some other particularities became apparent,

such as the occurrence of trace amounts of very fine-grained stibnite (intergrown with
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TABLE I-V

Isotope compositions ofF4 pyrites.

Sample Depth Separate a34S
Q

/oo

Current no. (m) no. size(") eDT Observations

9 3%.57 - 3%.83 9.1 80-115 ·0.57 Ptc~breccia pyrites

9.2 80-115 ·0.68 Idem
9.3 11>.170 -0.83 Idem
9.4 11>'170 -0.74 Idem

10 407.57 - 407.67 10.1
10.2

80-115
80-115

-1.67

-1.55

Idem
Idem

11 414.10-414.24 11.1 60-80 ·1.02 Syn·breccia pyrites
11.2 60-80 -1.15 Idem
11.3 80-115 ·1.30 Idem
11.4 80-115 -0.95 Idem

11.5 11>'170 -1.27 Idem
11.6 115-170 ·1.13 Idem

7 385.40 - 385.64 7.1 -16 +3.04 Post-breccia pyrite;
fresh. impure concentrate

7.1.1 ·16 -2.18 Idem: cleaned concentrate
7.1.2 ·16 -2.38 Idem: cleaned concentrate i
7.2 ·16 +4.60 Post-breccia pyrite: coated, ,,

impure ooncwtrate
,,
I

7.2.1 ·16 +0.46 Idem; cleaned concentrate I
7.3 ·16 -2.29 Post-breccia pyrite; coated I

\
7.4 -16 -1.80 Post~breccia pyrite: fresh

\
8 394.42 - 394.60 8.1 -16 -2.29 Post-breccia pyrite; fresh ,

8.2 ·16 ·3.31 Post-breccia pyrite; coated I
6 382.49 - 382.63 6.1 -16 -3.61 Post-breccia pyrite; fresh

\6.2 -16 -4.66 Post-breccia pyrite; coated
,

Post-breccia pyrite; fresh
I

5 276.15 5.1 -50 -14.77 Iassociated with (kaolinite)

'Iclays

I
I
I,
[
[

\
\
I

I
I
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the pyrites) and of equally tiny, but quite frequent inclusions of pyrrhotite in the pyrites.

Both observations set this group of pyrites distinctly apart from all the others.

The S-isotope compositions of most of the associated fresh and coated pyrites vary

from -4.66 to -1.80 8"S°!~ (Thble I-V; separate 6.1; 6.2; 7.3; 7.4; 8.1 and 8.2). with the

coated pyrites always being lighter than their fresh associates; an exception is

represented by separates 7.1 and 7.2 (Thble 1-V). These were the first impure separates

obtained, representing a pair of associated fresh and coated pyrites. Preliminary analysis

of these resulted in the heaviest S-compositions of all, respectively +3.04 and +4.60

f/18°/00' the heavier sulphur occurring in the coated pyrites. The analyses were re-run

after additional cleaningof the remaining parts ofthe impure concentrates. This resulted

in the extraction of pure pyrites of both fresh and coated original concentrates. The

re-runs of the two cleaned fractions obtained from the original impure concentrate of

fresh pyrites (Table 1-V; separate 7.1) yielded &34S values of 2.18°/00 and -2.38°/00

respectively (Thble 1-V; separates 7.1.1 and 7.1.2), thus being in the range of the other

fresh post-breccia pyrites of this paragenetic group. The cleaned fraction obtained from

the original (impure) concentrate of coated pyrites (Table l-V; separate 7.2), however,

resulted in a &348 value of +0.46°/00 (Table l-V: separate 7.2.1), thus confirming a heavier

8-composition than that of the fresh associates and the heaviest of all of the post-breccia

pyrites of this paragenetic group.

The second paragenetic group of post-breccia pyrites is represented by only one

fracture sample containing fresh pyrites associated with white (kaolinitic) clays (Plate

1:1-5). These are microscopically free of inclusions and are not intergrown with other

are minerals. Pure mineral separates were therefore easily obtained. These pyrites

yielded &l4$ values of -14.77°/00, thus being ofvery light 8-composition in the context of

the previously discussed results.

The surface exposure specimens/pyrite concentrates are shown in Table 1-VI. They

all lie within the range of -0.49 to -3.63 &34$°/00 (COT) compositions. No 8-isotope

fractionation related to primary grain-size variations could be observed (Thble 1-VI;

separates 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3), nor any influence of the mineralised redox fronts (Table

1-VI; separates 13.1 and 13.2). Paragenetic influences are also absent, as shown by local

and regional comparisons (Table 1-111). Although pyrite separates 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3

are from closely sampled strongly hydrothermally altered phonolites with cavernous

leaching and advanced argillic decomposition, local paragenetic (and grain-size)

variations do, however, exist. Separates 13.1 and 13.2 comprise two continuous parts of

one large sample of reduced phonolite from a mineralised redox front hosting

pitchblende nodules. The pyrites are from the non-mineralised, reduced rock portions,
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are similarly fine-grained, and paragenetic differences between the two rock portions

are non-existent. Separate (14) was collected independently and prepared by N. Waber

and consists ofhydrotherma} pyrites from an additional I'potassic rock" surface exposure

specimen. In spite of the local and regional paragenetic differences, the S~lsotOpe

variations fall within the same range (Table tNI).

TABLE I-VI

Isotope compositions of hand specimen pyrites from surface exposures.

Sample Sample Separate fj34So/oo Observations

no. code location no. s;u CDT

12 U-'(A) near9-1RH 12.1 <O.5mm -0.49 Hydrothermal fine-
grained pyrite

U-'(B) idem 12.2 1~3rnm -2.40 Hydrothermal medium.~
grained pyrite

U-4(D) idem 12.3 >8mm -2.05 Hydrothermal coarse~
grained pyrite

13 U-7(E) near 8-IKK 13.1 115-170# -05' Hydrothermal fine~
grained pyrite

U-7(G) idem 13.2 115-170# -3.63 Ideal

I' DUM-I02 nj. 14.1 nJ. -3.26 Hydrothermal pyrite of
reduced phonolite
("matrix pyrite")

n.i. =not identified

The pyrites extracted from massivc pitchblende nodules are shown in Table INn;

these include wnal structures of the nodules and/or the paragenetic positions of the

separated pyrite generations. The results are, in general, quite variable, not only within

different zones of one individual nodulc, but also for equivalent wnes of different

nodules. However, if one considers the mineralogical~teX1uralevidence regarding

formation of the nodules and their pyrite generations, somc systematic variations can be

established. First, only nodules (15). (17) nnd (18) will be discussed. The lightest

S~isotope compositions occur in those pyrites from the nodule~forming pitchblende

zones containing the three nodules. Exceptions are represented by the separates 17.1

and 18.2 (Table INII). The former, however, was an impure concentrate and therefore

only the two re~runs of its cleaned fractions (nos. 17.1.1 and 17.1.2) seem rellable. The

'Sccond separate (no. 18.2; Table l~VII) consists of a mixture of two pyrite generations:

an older one of pre~pitchblende,hydrothermal origin (of heavier isotope composition),
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TABLE I-VII
Sulphur isotope compositions of pyrites from the massive pitchblende nodules.

Separate Zones of nodules

Sample Sample
current no. code DO. size Silicate Pitchblende zone Silicate

co," pre-pitchblende syn-pitchblende undefined shen

15 SIN-24 15.1 5:3mm. -8.85

152 +30# -12.20

15.3 30-48# -13.31

15.4 -48# -13.11

15.5 ::;;15mm -8.13

16 KU-3 16.1 ::S 1.5 mm -2.20

16.2 ::;;; 1.5 mm -2.40

17 KU-<i 17.1 ::;;lmm -3.14
17.1.1 ::slmm -12.39

17.1.2 ::;;lmm -11.83

18 VII 18.1.1 .:s;05mm -3.78
18.1.2 ::sO.5mm -3.81

18.2 ::;; 1.5 mm -5.16

18.3 ::;;15mm -7.25

Observations

Mixture of two pyrite generations

"Pyrite layer"
Idem 15.2, ftner grain-size
Idem 15.3, finer grain-size

Pyrite poor, small nodule

Idem 16.1

Impure concentrate
Idem 17.1, fe-run after cleaning
Idem 17.1.1

Mixture of two pyrite generations



and a younger one, syngenetic with the pitchblende nodule~forming processes

(isotopically lighter). The two generations could be identifie.d microscopically, but

separation was not possible. Thus, the lightest S--isotope compositions seem restricted

to low-temperature pyrites, independent of their origin, which can be either fossil

water~table-related (i.e. pre-pitchblende, but distinctly post-hydrothermal as inferred in

the case of the "pyrite layer" pyrites of separates 15.1, 15.3 and 15.4 (Thble i-VU)), or

syn-pitchblende, related to the main nodule~forming process (separates 17.1.1 and

17.1.2; Table I-VII).

Heaviest S-isotope compositions occur in those pyrites separated from the silicate

core of nodule VII (18.1.1 and 18.1.2; Table l~Vn). These are typically fine~grained,

sometimes slightly corroded hydrothermal pyrites. The composition of separate 15.1

pyrite.~ from the silicate core of nodule SIN-24 (Table 1-VII; Platel:1~14) refers to a

mixture of pre-pitchblende hydrothermal pyrite and of low~tcmperature post

hydrothermal pyrite.

The nature and genesis of the external silicate shellof the nodules could not be studied

in greater detail, mainly for two reasons: a) nodules in their original genetic environment

were not found, and b) the samples studied from the Urania do Brasil coUections contain

only relict portions of the external silicate shells, Pyrite abundances in tbe silicate shell

are similar to the inner pitchblende zones of the respective nodules (with the exception

of the "pyrite layer" of sample SIN-24, Plate 1:1-14; Table INII) and the major silicate

composition is sjmilar to the silicate cores of the nodules·. These pyrites seem best

explained as remnants from selective pitchblende dissolution during the processes of

contractive growth of the nodules. In this case their isotope composition should he

variable, depending on the relative proportions of hydrothermal and Jow~temperature

pyrites present in the analysed mineral separate. This appears to be supported in the

case of pyrites 15.5 and 18.3 (Table I-Vll).

Sample KU~3 (no. 16, Table I-VII) does not conform to the above model. It is a

generally small, pyrite-poor nodule that was selected for comparative studies because of

its less well-developed character. The two analysed pyrite separates, from the external

silicate shell and the pitchblende zone, yielded very similar S~isotope values (within the

1 analytical error limit), these being the heaviest of all compositions obtained from the

massive nodule pyrites and indistinguishable from the main hydrothermal pyrites (Thble

I-VII, no. 16, separates 16.1 and 16.2).

Analyses of samples of(4), (19), (20) and (21) (Thble., I-I, I-II and I-lll) are s'iII in

progress. They cererto pyrites.ofdeep-seated hydrothermal V-mineralisation origin (no.

4), and to sulphate.~ resulting from recent sulphide oxidation (nos. 19~21).
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4. Conclusions and summary

Pyrites from the reduced phonolites and nepheline syenites, breccias, redox front

samples and massive pitchblende nodules can be classified mineralogically and texturally

into hydrothermal (=high-temperature) and low-temperature pyrites. Hydrothermal

pyrites occur in the Pl and F4 drillcore samples and in surface open pit hand specimens.

The F4 samples can be subdivided into pre-breccia, 8yn-breccia and post-breccia

(hydrothermal) pyrites. The S-isotope compositions of all the hydrothermal pyrites lie

within a quite narrow interval ranging from +1.24 to -3.63 8~o/oo (eDT), consistent with

an origin from upper mantle-derived (mafic) magmas/rocks. Interestingly, this is also the

typical compositional range of sulphides from porphyry copper deposits.

Most hydrothermal pyrites can, doubtlessly, be attributed to the "potassic

rock"-fonning hydrothermal process associated with Zr-REE-Mo-U - mineralisations

that characterise the mine. However, some of the post-breccia hydrothermal pyrites in

particular, for instance the association offresh and dark coated pyrites (Thbles I-III, I-V;

samples 6, 7 and 8), may represent a distinct, younger hydrothermal event, as indicated

by the mineralogical/paragenetic character of the pyrites.

Low-temperature (post-hydrothermal) pyrites occur only in the massive pitchblende

nodules which could be separated from the pitchblende wnes. These pyrites show the

lightest S-isotope compositions (below -10 fj~o/oo (CDT», probably suggesting

biological reworking of sulphur during the development of pitchblende concentration

related to water~table formation (Thbles I-III and I-IV; pyrite separates 15.2 - 15.4;

17.1.1 and 17.1.2). The core and external silicate wnes of the pitchblende nodules

commonly contain non-separable associations of hydrothermal and low-temperature

pyrites present in variable proportions, but always of heavier S-isotope compositions

than the typical low-temperature pyrites.

The isotopically lightest pyrites, apart from the low-temperature pyrites from the

pitchblende nodules, were found in one F4 sample from a deep-seated post~breccia

fracture (Tables I-III, I-V; sample 5). The association of these pyrites with kaolinite, and

the lack of other associated and included sulphides, distinguishes them paragenetically

from the typical post-breccia hydrothermal pyrites (Tables I-III, I-V), indicating the

possibility of a low-temperature origin together with deep fracture circulation and

reprecipitation of biologically reworked sulphur. The influence of: a) a conductive zone

(Thbles I-III, I-IV; sample 1), and b) ofa V-mineralised redox front at a few cm distance

(Tables I-III, sample 13) on the S-isotope composition of the pre-existent hydrothermal

pyrites could not be characterised.
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Analyses of pyrites from deep-seated, hydrothermal, high(~r V-grade mineralisations

(Tables I-I -1-1II, sample 4) and of recent sulphates (Thbles I-I -I-III, samples 19.21)

are still in progress and results will be fortbcoming in due course.
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Appendix 1:1

PLATES 1:1-1-1:1-18
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PLATE 1:1·1. Reduced medium· to coarse-grained hypabyssal phonolite from a
conductive lone. Note open porosities and white clays. The rock is rich in
pyrite. Pyrites are of max. groin-size -0.5 mm and occur disseminated
throughout the rocks and in the pores (sample 1; Fl/69.43 - 69.63 mi.
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PLATE 1:1-2. Reducedporphyriticphonolile. PyriJeso[meangrain-size -O.25mmoccur
finely disseminated throughout the rock and in the subordinate micropores
(sample 2; Fl/1I3.65 -113. 79 mi.
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PLATE 1:1-3. Reduced subvolcanic phonoliJe wiJh minornepheline syeniJepegmatoids of
minor microporosity. Pyriles of mean grain-size -0.25 min are finely
disseminated throughout the rock and in the pores. The analysed pyrite
concentrate was separated by N. Waber (Univ. Bern) and identi{red as
"matrixpyriJe" (sample 3; FI/125.30 -125.41 mi.



PLATE 1:1-4. Reduced breccia wah hydrothermal Zr (-REE)-U-pyrile (-sulphides)
mineralisation (black-coloured circles) disrupted by post-breccia
fracturing. Pyrites are microcrystalline and aggregated with other are
minerals. Incipient recent light-grey sulphate and bluish secondary
Mo-mineral/ilsemannite al/erationproductsIe.g. enclosed by50cps-circles
(sample 4; F4/242.57 - 242.95 m; 243-1A; scale: circle 0 = 27 rnm)J are
also present.
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PLATE 1:1·5. Pyritised and argil/ised (white kiJolinite clays) post-breccia fracture in
reduced breccia (sample 5; F4/276.15 mi.
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PLATE 1:1-6. Post-breccia fractures (circle) andpores from anepheline syenite fragment
in reduced breccill mineralised with fresh-yellow and silver-grey
(galena.like material) coated pyriJes (sample 6; F4/382.49 - 382.63 m;
383-1A; scale: circle'" = 27mm).
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PLATE 1:1-7. Post·breccia fracture (in reduced breccia) mineralised wilh silvery.grey
coated and uncoated pyrites and minor white clays (sample 7; F4/385.40
385.64 m; 386·1A; 2.5 x nat. size).
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PLATE 1:1·8. Post-breccio. fracture (in reduced nepheline syenite xenolith) mineralised
with silvery-grey coated and uncoated pyriJes (sample 8; F4/394.42 
394.60 m; 394·]A (?); 2.5 x nat. size).



PLATE 1:1-9. Reduced transitionalphonolite to nephelinesyenitexenolith ofbreccia, very
weaklymicroporous andnon{ractured with finely disseminatedpyritisation
(max.. dimensions of pyrites sO.3 mm) and argillised (sample 9,
F4/396.57 - 396.83 mi.
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PLATEl:]. IO. Reduced, stronglyporous and pyritised medium-grainedphonolite xenolith
(ofbreccia). Pyrite grain-sizes are around 1.0 mm (sample 10; F4/407.57
407.67m).



PLATE 1:]·11. Reduced, strongly pyritised breccia matrix in clast-supported breccia. Note
microporosity of breccia matrix. The syn-breccUJ maIm pyriJes are
[lne-grained and around 0.2 mm in size (sample 11; F4/414. 1O-414.24 m)_
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PUYE 1:1-12. Hand specimen ofV-mineralised redoxfront in{me-grainedphonolite. Note
white versus light-grey (with darker nodules) coloured front of total
pilchblende dissolution and while versus yellow-brown front of HFO
(hydrous fenU oxides, mainly limonite) precipitation. Pyrites were selectively
extracted from the [me-grained reduced phonolite avoiding the pitchblende
nodules (sample 13; about 1.6 x nat. size).
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PLATE J:}·13.Low magni[u::ation. reflected light micro-photograph of a pitchblende
nodule from a mineralised redox front in fine-grained (reduced) phonolite.
The rounded nodule (light-grey; dense material in the centre) has a natural
size 0 of around 2.5 mm and consists of cryptocrystalline pitchblende
impregnated in the highly porous silicate rock matrix (silicates are
medium-grey coloured;porosiLies almost black). Fine-grainedpyrites (while
coloured regular microcrystals of high reflectivity and natural grain-size
between O.OJ - 0.05 mm) occur in small amounts regularly disseminated
throughout the rock. In the piLchblende nodule the pyrites are highly
concentrated and coarse in size when compared to the rock.. This illustrates
the presenceofa second, addiLionalpyritegeneration, excJusivelyassocUlted
wiLh the V-nodule fonnation.
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PLATE 1:1-14. Massive pitchblende nodule showing the silicate core (whitish) surrounded
by the main pitchblende zone (black) and a discontinuous extemal silicate
shell (whitish). The pitchblende zone contains, in the upper part of the
photograph, a layer of pyriJe (yellowish) of post-hydrothermal and
pre-pitchblende origin. Coarse pyriJes ofsyn-pitchblende origin (sample 15,
SIN-24) are disseminated throughoutlhe pi/chb/ende zone.
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PLATE 1:1-15. Massive piJchblende nodule wiJh sUii:ate core (while) and massive
pitchblende zone containingdisseminated medium-grainedpyrites (sizes 0:
0.5 -1.5 mm) ofsyn.piJchblende origin. Lowerright-hand corner ofnodule
is shown in more detail in Plate1:1·J6 (sample 18; VlI; about J.7)( nat.
size).



PLATE 1:1-16. Detail of massive pitchblende nadule VII (Plate 1:1-15) showing
syn+pitchblende pyriJes within the massive pitchblende zone (sample 18;
Vll; about 3.4 x nat. size).
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PLATE 1:1-17. Recent sulphates (colourless-whiJish needles) from the reduced side of the
mineralised redoxfront hosted bypseudoleucite phonoliJe. Noteparts oftwo
piJchblende nodules (black) of!2' -5 mm anti -12 mm respectively cut off
by the lower limit o[the photograph (sample 19; 04102).



PLATE1:1-18. Recent sulphates (bluish-whitish needles and dense mass) from a strongly
pyritised phonolile (sample 20; M-l).
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Appendix 2

Selective phase extraction analyses on four rock samples
from the Osamu Utsumi mine site, Po,<os de Caldas,

Brazil.
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Appendix 2
Selective phase extraction analyses on four rock samples
from the Osamu Utsumi mine site, Po~os de Caldas,
Brazil.

R.EDGHILL

Alligator Rivers Analogue Project, Australian Nuclear Science & Technology
Organisation, Lucas Heights Research Laboratories, Australia.

1. Introduction

Four phase selective reagents were used to extract different adsorbed and mineral

phases with associated radionuclides from four rock samples from the~s de CaIdas

region. The four extractions undertaken were:

- Morgan's sodium acetate reagent for the removal ofspecies adsorbed onto solids or

associated with carbonates.

- Tamm's acid oxalate (TAO) for the extraction of amorphous phases ofSi, AI and Fe

(such as ferrihydrite).

- Citrate dithionite bicarbonate (COB) for the extraction ofcrystalline iron oxides and

contained elements.

- Thtal digestion.

The following are excerpts from lim Nightingale's MSc Thesis (Mobilisation and

Redistribution ofRadionuclides during Weathering of a Uranium Ore Body. University

ofSydney, Australia (1988», and explain some of the properties and effects of the phase

selective reagents.

"2.7.1 Aims of selective phase extraction schemes

Many selective phase extraction schemes have been described in the literature, each

one tailored to suit the particular requirements and constraints of the investigation. The

diversity not only of schcmes but also of different substrates makes intercomparison

difficult. Although it is unlikely that any single extraction scheme could be universally

accepted as a standard for use on all possible substrates, most schemes tcnd to

concentrate on the distribution of metal species in five general forms:
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(a) Exchangeable metal species.

(b) Metals assqciated with carbonates.

(c) Metals associated with Fe and Mn oxides and oxyhydroxidtlS.

(d) Organically bound metals.

(e) Metals in chemically resistant minerals.

2.7.3 Metals adsorbed or associated with carbonates

Most authors choose to fanow an extraction of the exchangeable species with one by

a reagent that is acidic enough to dissolve carbonate species yet mild enough in its. action

to leave slightly more acid-soluble minerals (such as amorphous ferric oxyhydroxides)

intact. A 1 M sodium acetate solution buffered at pH 5.0 with acetic acid*" is commonly

employed for this purpose and was used as early as 1935 by Morgan (1935). Grossman

and Millet (1961) reported no change in the organic carbon and free iron concentrations

in non~calcareoussoil samples after being in contact with this solution for nine weeks.

Tessier et al. (1979) studied the effectiveness of this reagent in dissolving calcium from

the carbonate fraction of marine sediments and found that dissolution was complcte

after a period of about 4 hours at room temperature. This treatment was also

recommended by Nire! er al. (1985), Rapin et al. (1983) and Forstner et al. (1981). In

each case it was used as a second treatment within a sequential extraction scheme for

the specific purpose of dissolving the carbonate~boundfraction of heavy metal species

occurring in polJuted sediments. Schwertmann (1979) also recommended it for similar

use with clay-containing substrates.

The fact that Morgan's rcagent was used for the extraction of heavy metals warrants

its possible application for substrates containing uranium, thorium and other actinides.

In particular the fact that the solution is slightly acidic and contains acetate, a potentially

complexlng ion, suggests that it may be more effective in retaining th(~ nuclides in

solution than say magnesium chloride solution.

*For the sakc of convenience this will be termed "Morgan's reagent" from hereon.
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Thssier et al. (1979) reported that the apparent levels of Cu, Ni, Ph and Zn in the

carbonate-bound fraction (i.e. in the extract ofMorgan's reagent) were well in excess of

what was expected for dolomite on the basis of available information on trace metal

contents. They proposed that this was due to the incomplete (or negligible) dissolution

of specifically adsorbed trace metals by the MgO solution, the preceding reagent in the

extraction scheme. The same considerations mayweU apply to uranium. Several authors

have shown that uranium tends to adsorb very strongly onto the substrate at pH values

above 5.0. For example Hsi and Langmuir (1985) demonstrated this using both

ferrihydrite and goethite as the substrate. From this point of view Morgan's reagent,

which is buffered at pH 5.0, would appear to be an excellent reagent for removing

specificallyadsorbed uranium, Jess sofor thorium. Furthermore, the tendency ofuranium

and thorium to form complexes with organic ligands would tend to favour their retention

in solution in the presence of acetate. In the present study the use of Morgan's reagent

was investigated for the purpose of extracting both the loosely bound 'exchangeable'

fraction, that associated with carbonates. and the specifically adsorbed fraction.

2.7.4 Metals associated with Fe and Mn oxides

Oxides of Fe and Mn are known to play an important part in the adsorption of metal

species in both soils and sediments. Many authors have chosen to make a distinction

between poQrly crystalline iron III oxyhydroxides, which give only poorly defined X-ray

diffraction (XRD) patterns, and more crystalline iron oxides such as hematite and

goethite. The distinction is of particular importance with regard to the much greater

surface area of the poorly crystalline oxide. This can impart a high adsorptive capacity

and chemical activity to soils and sediments.

The differing effects of'amorphous' and crystalline iron oxides on soil properties have

long been recogliised. 10 give three examples, Schwertmann (1959), Mackenzie (1949)

and laylor (1959) noted the occurrence of the amorphous form although extreme

difficulty was encountered in characterising it due to its very low concentration in soils.

Chukrovetal. (1972) studied a natural ferric oxide sample and were able to characterise

it in terms of its X-ray reflections and infra-red adsorption. It was then considered to be

an identifiable mineral and given the name 'ferrihydrite'. Schwertmann and Taylor (1977)

published electron micrographs ofspecimens ofnatural ferrihydrite, showing it to consist

of spheres with dimensions of less than 100 nm. Hematite consisted of better defined

crystals of similar dimensions while goethite consisted of needles up to 50 nm long.

Johnston and Lewis (1983) published a series of electron micrographs detailing the
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transformation of synthetic ferrihydrite to hematite. 1ne X~ray reflections

corresponding to stages in the transformation were also shown. It could clearly be seen

how poorly defined peaks of ferribydrite gave way to sharp peaks of hematite.

The dissolution of ferribydrite (this name will be wed henceforth) is commonly

achieved using a solution of ammonium oxalate buffered with oxalic acid. The use of

such a method was reported by'Thmm (1922 and 1934) and the reagent wilt be referred

to as Tamm1s reagent' from hereon. In order to make it more selective towards less

crystalline iron oxides and oxybydroxides, Scbwertmann (1964) proposed a modification.

It was found that in the absence of light at pH 3 the dissolution of the crystalJine oxides

was greatly reduced. McKeague and Day (1966) found that 0.2 M ammonium oxalate

solution, buffered at pH 3.0with oxalic acid and also used in thedark, was highlyselective

towards the 'amorphous' form. They proposed this extraction as an aid in differentiating

various classes ofsoils in relation to their relative contents of'amorphous' and crystalline

iron oxides.

Pawluk (1971) used the same; procedure, in the absence of lightI to remove traces of

'amorphous' iron oxides for the purpose of enhancing the intensitif.$ of the XRD

reflections of crystalline oxides. Conversely Pawluk (1972) tested the repeated effect of

the Tamm's extraction and found that the second and third treatments were capable of

completely dissolving the crystalline oxides goethite and lepidocrocite. Prolonged

extraction could remove all traces of these reflections although the treatment decreased

the relative intensities of hydrous micas and trioctahedral chlorite (a minend that

features in this study).

Both Chau and Zhou (1983) and Sondag (1981) employed the Tamm', reagent to

extract 'amorphous iron oxides' within a sequential extraction scheme in the appHcation

of geochemical exploratioll. Chau and Zhou showed that up to 20% of a synthetically

prepared magnetite was dissolved in the Tdmm's treatment, demonstrating that the

reagent is not entirely selective towards non-crystalline iron oxides. They proposed a 30

minute extraction with a solution of 0.25 M hydroxylamine hydrochloride and 0.24 M

Rei at 70"C as the most efficient method ofdissolving 'amorphous' iron oxides, showing

that it dissolved far less magnetite than the Tdmm's reagent.

I.e Riche and Weir (1%3) and de Endrcdy (1%3) employed the Tamm's reagent in

the presence of ultraviolet light to extract the total iron oxide content ofsoils. They also

reported that this method dissolved part of the soil organic rontent. Sondag (1981)

employed the standard Thmm's extraction (i.e. in the dark) to dissolve 'amorphous' iron

oxides, then the same reagent in the presence of ultraviolet light to dissolve crystalline
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oxides. Megurni and Mamuro (1976) used the same method to extract uranium and

thorium associated with goethite.

2.7.5 Dissolution of crystalline iron oxides

Dissolution of crystalline iron oxides is normally achieved by a combination of a

reducing agent and a complexing agent. The two most frequently used combinations are

citrate/dithionite and hydroxylamine hydrochloride/acetic acid.

In early studies of iron oxides their dissolution was achieved by simply reducing the

iron III with a solution of sodium dithionite. thereby liberating the more soluble iron II

species. This technique was described by Mackenzie (1954) and was latcr employed by

Taylor (1959) and Norrish and Taylor (1961) who used it to study the aluminium content

of soil goethites.

Mehra and Jackson (1960) proposed a modification to this procedure wherebysodium

citrate was added to the solution as a complexing agent and sodium bicarbonate was

employed to buffer it at pH 7.3. 'IWo extractions were performed at 8O"C for 15 minutes.

Coffin (1961) suggested a variation of this technique whereby the citrate~dithionite

solution was buffered at pH 4.75 with citric acid and a single extraction performed at

50"C for 30 minutes. It was reported that no clay minerals other than nontronite (1 layer

silicate mineral resembling smectite) were significantly affected by this procedure. It also

showed good reproducibility with the Mehra and Jackson reagent with regard to the

quantities of iron and aluminium extracted. Holmgren (1967) suggested that the extent

of the extraction was dependent more on the amount ofcitrate present than the pH, and

that the maintenance of a high pH helped to prevent the decomposition of dithionite.

A single overnight extraction at room temperature was employed and the pH was

maintained above 6. Above critical concentrations ofdithionite and citrate, no additional

iron was dissolved by further addition of these reagents.

2.7.6 Comparative dissolution of'amorphous' and crystalline oxides

The Mehra and Jackson reagent, which will henceforth be referred to as the CDB

reagent (short for citrate.dithionite·bicarbonate), was subsequently used in conjunction

with the Thmm's reagent by several authors in order to differentiate between

'amorphous' and crystalline iron oxides in soils. For example Blume and Schwertmann

(1969) used the ratio of 'amorphous' to crystalline iron, measured by sequential

treatments with the Thmm's and CDB reagents, to study the genesis of soil proflies.
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Included in this study was some interpretation of the extractability of both manganese

oxides and aluminium.

Arshad et al. (1972) examined tbe effect of the Thmm's and COB reagents on a

selection of trioctahedrallayer silicates and found that the release of cations from these

minerals increased with decreasing particle size, becoming significant in the 2 jJJ1l

fraction. This was attributed in part to the exposure of fresh surfaces during grinding.

They concluded that the Thmm's extraction removed an appreciabJe amount of iron and

aluminium from trioctahedrallayer silicates while the CDB extraction removed aslightly

smaller amount. They recommended caution when interpf(~tating the results of

extractions on soils containing these minerals.

Dudas and Harward (1971) investigated the effect ofthe Thmm's and CDB treatments

on crystaJline and clay mineral components and reported some structural alteration of

nontronite but more by the Thmm's reagent than by the CDB. Th{~ Thmm's reagent was

found to cause little or no structural alteration of biotite and interstratified

vermiculite-mica. Pawluk (19n), compared the effects of repeated extractions with the

Tamm's and CDB reagents. Crystalline iron oxides were found to be removed after

several extractions with the Thmm's reagent. XRD reflections for goethite and

lepidocrocite were found to be partially removed after the second 'Throm's extraction and

completely removed after the third. Asingle CDB extraction was fOUf.ld to remove nearly

aU reflections associated with crystaUine oxides but they also showed some removal of

iron that was more dosely associated with clays. Itwas concluded that a double extraction

with the Tamm's reagent and a separate, single extraction with CDB served as a

reasonable indicator of the reJative amounts of <amorphous' and total 'free' iron oxide

contents respectively. However, some misgivings were expressed regarding the use of

the Throm's reagent to measure absolute quantities of <amorphous' iron. The method

was suggested rather a~ a morc general indicator of the 'amorphous' content.

Schwertmann (1973) commented on the findings of Arshad et ai. (1972) and Pawluk

(1972). It was pointed out that a single Tamm's extraction, rather than being a

quantitative measure of 'amorphOUS' iron content, offered a general measure of the

'activity' of the iron oxides in a sample (the 'amorphous' oxides imparting a greater

activity to the soil) and that it extracted a major part of the organically bound iron.

Subsequent extractions would then highlight the 'less activity' component. It was pointed

out that the occurrence of trioctahedral layer silicates in soils was the exception rather

than the rule, but that the grinding of soils containing such minerals could increase the

quantity of CDB-extractable iron due to the dissolution of iron on freshly exposed
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surfaces. The important point was also made that the crystal structure of iron oxides

comprises a continuum ranging from amorphous to highly crystalline.

Schwertmann (1979) recommended the CDB treatment for use within a sequential

extraction scheme for samples containing clay minerals, proposing two successive

extractions for samples containing 'well~crystaUised' or greater amounts of iron oxides.

Itwas pointed out that considerable amounts of aluminium were commonly found in the

extract, which was attributed either to the dissolution offree alumina or to isomorphous

substitution of aluminium within natural goethites. The latter was first proposed by

Norrish and ThyJor (1961).

More recently the COB treatment has been used by several authors in the study of

trace metal speciation in poUuted sediments. In such a study the strict selectivity of

reagents is generallyconsideredless important than the measurement ofa representative

portion of the trace metals occurring within each fraction. Ifsuch trace metals are prone

to adsorption then the ability of the extracting reagent to retain them in solution is also

a major concern.

Gupta and Chen (1975) incorporated the COB treatmentwithin an extraction scheme

for harbour sediments while Jenne eta!' (1974) used it for the removal ofmetals present

in hydrous manganese and iron oxides. Malo (1977) compared the action of the DB

reagent on aquatiC sediments with that of a half hour extraction with 0.3 M HCI. The

HCI extraction produced very similar results with respect to the amounts of trace

elements dissolved. It was therefore proposed, owing to its far greater simplicity, as an

alternative to the CDB extraction in cases where a large number of analyses were

required. Forstner et al. (1981) and Tessier et al. (1979) expressed some misgivings

regarding the practicalityoftheCOB treatment, claiming that the dithionite reagent was

normally contaminated with several common trace elements and that it was impractical

for use in conjunction with absorption spectrometry (AAS), owing to the high salt

content. Substantial precipitation of trace metals was observed and this was attributed

to the formation of insoluble sulphides.

Rendell etal. (1980) expressed further caution regarding the CDB treatment, claiming

that when applied to the study of sediments there was a misinterpretation of the data.

To demonstrate this they measured adsorption of copper, lead and cadmium from 0.1 M

sodium citrate solutions and found the degree of adsorption onto a sample of river

sediment to be33, 52 and 36% of total element respectively. This result clearlywarranted

caution when applying the COB treatment to the study ofsamples containing uranium

and thorium.
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Lowson el al. (1986) employed both the Thmm'. and CDB treatments withio a

sequential extraction scheme for the purposeofstudying the distribution ofuranium and

thorium isotopes in mineral phases of a lateritic weathered rone. The Thmm's reagent

was used to dissolve 'amorphous' Fe and AI oxides while the CDB treatment removed

crystalline oxides. XRD analysis demonstrated that while the Tamm's treatment had no

effect on goethite, the COB treatment appeared to completely dissolve it. Quartz and

clay mineral reflections were unaffected by either treatment.

Michel (1984) used a single CDB extraction to measure amount of uranium and

thorium associated with secondary phases in isovolumetricaUy weathered granites. Up

to 81% of the total thorium and 23% of total uranium were found to be dissolved in this

treatment. Little attention, however, was paid to the selectivity of the, extractant. These

results, and those of Lowson et aL, demonstrated that both elements had appreciable

solubility in the CDB reagent. The fact that thorium tends to form stable complexes with

oxoligands would tend to favour the use of the Tamm's and CDB reugents. Langmuir

and Herman (1980), who extensively reviewed data on thoriumcomplexation behaviour,

reported that it fonned strong complexes with both oxalate and citrate."

2. Method and materials

2.1. Samples and preparation

Four samples were studied -

OUM9-1A
OUM26-1A
OUM35-lB
OUM37-IA

Oxidised phonolite
Oxidiscd phonolite near RF
Oxidised argillic phonolite
Laterite

1324 In a.s.!.
1356 m a.s.l.
1364 m a.s.l.
1372 m a.s.l.

Approximately 100 g of cach was crushed in a tungsten ring grinder to a particle size

of about <2 iJlll·

2.2. Extractions

Four extractions were done on each sample. The whole sample was \lS(%l for the

extractions, as opposed to using the residue from the previous extraction. This was to

minimise the risk of contamination through frequent exposure and handling.
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Uranium-236 and thorium-229 tracers were used. and were added during the

extraction to minimise effects of readsorption of uranium and thorium after dissolution

of the host phase.

In the case of the Morgan's, TAO and CDB extractions, the sluny resulting from the

extraction period was centrifuged at about 3000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatent

was then filtered through 0.45 f.Lm and caJlceted, while the pellet was washed once with

the extraction reagent and twice with distilled water. The washings were collected and

added to the supernatent.

2.2.1. Morgan's extraction

Reagent: 1 M sodium acetate, buffered at pH 5.0 with acetic acid.

40 mL of reagent was added to about 1 g (accurately weighed) ofsample. The tracers

were added and the slurry was shaken for 5 hours, then the solid and solution were

separated as described above.

The supernaten! was taken to dryness with 8 M nitric acid. The residue was taken up

in a minimum volume of9 M Hel, and put through the normal analytical procedure for

uranium and thorium using a..spectrometry.

2.2.2. TAO

Reagent: 10.9 gil oxalic acid + 16.1 gIL ammonium oxalate, adjusted to pH 3.0.

40 mL ofreagent was added to an accurately weighed mass ofabout 1g ofsample, the

tracers were added, and the slurry was shaken in darkness for 4 hours. The solid and

liquid were then separated.

The supernatent was taken to dryness with nitric acid to destroy the oxalate. The

residue was taken up in a minimum volume of 9 M Hel, and processed normally for

thorium and uranium.

2.2.3. CDB

Reagent: Sodium dithionite 1 g, and a solution of trisodium citrate (0.3 M) and

sodium hydrogen carbonate (0.2 MJ at pH 7.2.
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40 mL of reagent was added to about 1 g ofsample; 1:l9'fh and 234U tracers were added.

The mixture was heated to about 7<rC and stirred for half an hour. The extraction was

repeated at least once, until aU the iron oxide colouration was removed. Previous

attempts at digesting the resulting solution proved futile and resulted in a black tarry

residue that was extremely difficult to redissolve. Instead, the solution was refluxed for

about two hours in aqua regia by placing a watchglass over the beaker on a hotplate,

then made up to an accurate volumewith about 3 M Rei. Care was taken to avoid boiling

the solution to dryness during the refluxing step and to prevent. the tarry residue from

forming. No precipitation was observed from the solution since any sulphur compounds

arising [rom residual dithionite had presumably been oxidised to sulphates by the aqua

regia.

The supernatent was taken to dryness with 8 M nitric acid. The residue was taken up

in a minimum volume of 9 M HeI, and put through the normal analytical procedure for

uranium and thorium using a-spectrometry.

2.2.4. Total digestion

About 0.5 gof sample was accurately weighed into a platinum beaker then HF (40%,

15 mL), perchloric acid (70%, 5 mL) and yield tracer were added. The mixture was

evaporated slowly to drynesson a hotplatewith extra heat being applied at the final stage

to remove traces of perchloric acid. The residue was then dissolved in 6 M HCl. No

further processes, such as alkaline fusion, were required to achieve complete dissolution

of the samples.

3. Results and samples

The parameters considered here arc the~UFUand~U activity ratios and the

concentrations of nsu and 2.1% in the different phases. Table 2~I gives the data [rom

each separate extraction of the whole sample. Table 2-II shows the same data converted

to give the differences between one extraction and the previous one, whkb is similar to

having extracted residues rather than the whole sample. Figures 2¥1 to 2-4 show

graphically the percentage of uranium extracted, the ~PSU and 1.3O'fb,PIU activity

ratios, and the percentage of thorium extracted respectively for the fOUf extractions of

the four samples.
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TABLE2-I

Results from selective phase extraction analyses on wbole~rock samples.

(Standard deviations in brackets include counting statistics and estimated 2% measurement
errors)

6.28 (0.37) 10.3 6.8

25.3 (09) 37.2 27.4

49.1 (2.1) 629 53.2

92-4 (3.1) 100.0 lOOn

234u;238u ""rhJ234u 238U

,.uS

GUM 9·1A

Morgan's 0.758 (0.015) 0.641 (0.031) 8.15 (0.21)

TAO 0.785 (0.031) 0.998 (0.048) 29.4 (1.2)

CDB 1.028 (0.026) 1.104 (0.046) 49.7 (1.7)

Thtal Dig. 0.931 (0.042) 1.168 (0.063) 79 (4.0)

%

10lal

238U

%

lOta1
232Th

OUM26-1A

Morgan's 0.892 (0.006) O,Oj8 (0.002) 67.9 (2.0) 1.05 (0.16) 36.7 3.7

TAD 0.985 (0.028) 0.079 (0.004) 151.2 (7.4) 5.S (0.4) 81.7 20.1

CDB 1.011 (0.016) 0.151 (0.006) 180.5 (5.9) 17.4 (1.0) 975 60.7

ThtalDig. 1.045 (0.002) 0.195 (0.013) 184.9 (10.9) 28.6 (1.7) 100.0 100.0

OUM35-lB

Morgan's 1.154 (0.013) 0.278 (OJ)()9) 110.6 (3.0) 2.75 (0.21) 9.6 3.1

TAO 0.987 (0.027) 0.996 (0.069) 354.0 (23.8) 16.3 (Ll) 3O.S IB.I

CDB 1.218 (0.015) hIll (0.045) 485.0 (16.7) 25.6 (1.5) 422 28.7

ThtalDig. 1.053 (0.016) 1.184 (0.056) 1150 (40) 89.8 (6.9) 100.0 100.0

DUM 37-IA

Morgan's 0.987 (0.019) 0.193 (0.020) 8.4 (02) 6.64 (0.58) 13.5 5.1

TAD 1.028 (0.052) 0.553 (0.046) 16.5 (0.8) 27.0 (2.0) 26.5 20.8

CDB 1.143 (0.030) 1.012 (0.046) 24.7 (0.8) 70.9 (2.8) 39.7 545

·futaIDig. 1.008 (0.055) 1.107 (0.065) 623 (3.4) 130.1 (4.2) 100.0 100.0
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TABLE2·U

Results from selective phase extraction analyses, individual phases.

(Values for each extraction minus the previous extraction, i.e. for the particular phase)

%
lOla!
2381J

%

1bt'1
23'Th

OUM9·1A

Morgan's 0.758 0.641 8.15 6.28 10.3- 6.8

TAO 0.795 1.129 Zt2 19.0 26.8 20.6

COB 1.686 1.380 20.3 23.8 15.7 15.8

Thtal Dig. 0.767 1.313 29.3 43.3 37.1 46.9

QUM26-1A

Morgan's 0.892 oms 67.9 1.05 36.7 3.7

TAO 1.061 0.120 83.2 4.7 45.0 16.4

CDB 1.145 0.471 29.3 11.6 15.8 40.6

'lOtal Dig. 2.440 0.952 4.4 11.2 2.4 39,2

OUM 35-1B

Morgan's Lt54 0.278 110.6 2.75 9.6 3.1

TAO 0.915 1.4<)7 243.4 13.5 21.4 15.0

COB 1.841 1.278 131.0 9.4 11.4 10.6

Total Dig. 0.934 1.171 6555 64.1 57.8 71.4

OUM37-1A

Morgan's 0.986 0-193 8.4 6.64 13.5 5.1

TAO 1.070 0.898 8.1 20.4 1:.1.0 15.7

CDB 1374 2.339 8.2 43.9 13.2 33.7

'IOtal Dig. 0.919 1.089 37.6 59.2 60.4 45.5



------_._--

For sample 9-1A, 37% of the uranium was contained within the residual phases, 26%

was contained within crystalline iron oxides, and 25% was either very strongly and very

specifically adsorbed or entrapped by amorphous species of Si, AI and Fe (such as

ferrihydrite). Only about 8% of the U was simply or specifically adsorbed onto the

substrate.

The lower than unity activity ratio for the adsorbed phases suggest that 238tJ has a

greater activity than 234U in the groundwater and is consequently being transported

prcferentiaUy to 234U. The greater than unity values for the amorphous crystaJIine iron

and residual ZJl7h.f34U activity ratios suggest a loss of uranium from these phases. The

234UF£] value forthe TAO extract suggests preferential loss of134U (or gain ofl38U) from

this phase. The very high 234UFU ratio for the crystalline iron phases (CDB extracts)

suggests a preferential emplacement process for 2J4U. This may include a recoil effect of

2l4Th from the amorphous surface sites into the crystalline iron phases. Differences in

available sites and entrapment rates for 2J8U and 134'Jb may also playa role. The ratios for

the residual phases also suggest a net leaching of U, with preferential loss of 234U.

Thorium~232 was found mostly in the residual phases, although significant quantities

were also present in the amorphous material and crystalline iron oxide phases.

Sample26-1Ahad most ofits uranium associated with amorphous phases or adsorbed,

with very little associated with residual phases (2~4%) and only 16% associated with

crystalline iron oxides. The very low~U ratios suggest a recent influx of uranium

entering the region of the sample. The adsorbed material again seemed depicted in 234U

compared to 2J8U. Thorium-232 was most concentrated in the crystalline iron oxides and

residual phases.

In sample 35-1B most of the uranium was contained within the residual phases, with

the amorphous phases being the next richest material. This sample contained by far the

most uranium of the four samples in any of the four phases extracted. The activity ratios,

especially~U, suggest that this sample had experienced net leaching of uranium.

The crystalline iron oxides again appeared to be enriched in 234U compared with mu.
Thorium-232 was found mostly in the residual phases, with a quarter of the total in the

crystalline iron oxides.

Sample 37-IA the least active of the four, had most ofits uranium contained in residual

phases. The~U activity ratios of the residual material were close to unity,

suggesting that very little leaching or accumulation of uranium in this phase had

occurred. The very high 2»fhP'U activity ratio for the crystalline iron oxides suggests

that loss ofuranium had occurred from these phases, although differences in entrapment
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43,7-17.

de Endredy, AS., 1963. Estimation of free iron oxides in soils and clays by photolytic

method. Clay Minerals, 5, 218~226.

between uranium and thorium may also be important. This samplecontained the highest

concentration of Zlz.rh of the four samples, with the residual phases containing the most.

4. Conclusions

The four samples appeared to beverydifferent in terms ofuranium series disequilibria

and general concentrations of radionudides. It is difficult to draw clearcondusions from

this data without more knowledge of mineralogy and the sample positions. It does

appear, however, that for samples 9~1A. 35·1B and 37~1A. the residual phases such as

days, feldspars, etc., contained the most uranium and tborium, and that net leaching of

uranium has probably occurred from these areas. In sample 26-1A most of the uranium

and thorium was associated with amorphous phases or carbonates. This, and the values

of the activity ratios, suggest this sample has experienced an influx of uranium much

more recently than the others. Crystalline iron oxides appear to ~~ responsible for a

significant amount of the disequilibria observed, especially in samples 9~lA, 35·lB and

37~lA The iron oxides appear to have entrapped mu preferentially to 1.38tJ. The

processes that may have contributed to the phenomena include a~recoil, extremely

strong and irreversible binding of 1MJb, and preferential inclusion of 234'fh into faults of

the crystal structure during iron oxide transformations.
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Appendix 3

Minerai chemistry studies of rocks from the Osamu
Utsumi uranium mine, Po~os de Caldas, Brazil.
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Appendix 3
Mineral chemistry studies of rocks from the Osamu
Utsumi uranium mine, Po~os de Caldas, Brazil.

II.D. SCHORSCHER'

IUniversidade de Sao Paulo, Instituto de Geociencias - DMP. C.P. 20 899,
01498 Sao Paulo (Brazil).

1. Introduction

Microprobe - mineral chemistry studies were carried out during research visits to the

Institute of Mineralogy and Petrography. University of Bern, using an automatic

ARL-SEMQ microprobe equipped with 6 crystal spectrometers and an Energy

Dispersive System (EDS). The raw data were corrected for drift, dead time and

background with the aid of the COMIC~EDcontrol program (Sommerauer, 1982), and

the final complete ZAP corrections were carried out using the EMMA·5/1·86 program.

2. Samples and analytical programme

The studied samples include rocks ofredox fronts collected in the Osamu Utsumi open

mine pit, massive pitchblende nodules from earlier Urania do Brasil (previously

NUCLEBRAs) oollections, and from the FI (9-IWCll) drilloore specimens. Table 3-1

presents a list of the samples, their locations, and brief petrographic descriptions. The

sample locations use the coordinate system of Urania do Brasil completed, in the case

of the drillcore specimens, with the borehole depth in metres. The sampling locations of

the massive pitchblende nodules (from earlier Urania do Brasil collections) are

uncertain; these nodules occurred in the oxidised portions of the mine profile above

zones of higher grade U-mineralisation which have been since removed during mining

activities.

The analytical programme included the major and minor rock minerals and the

uranium mineralisation-forming silicate and ore minerals; selection of these was based

on detailed mircroscopic and bulk rock geochemical studies (Waber et 01., this report

series; Rep. 2). Minerals included: alkali feldspar, kaolinite, illite/sericite, zircon,

Ti~oxide, pyrite, U·oxide and Fe.oxyhydroxides (HFO). Fluorite was checked for

possible contents of REB;, and the presence ofgreenockite (CdS) was confinned in the

massive pitchblende nodules.
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TABLE 3-1
Samples selected for microprobe - mineral chemistry studies.

Curro No. 8ampleNo. Location (Depth in rn) Petrography

F1167-IA 9_1WClI (66JJ6 -66.34) Redox front in fine-grained pseudoleucite
phonolite without U-mineralisation.

2 FI/68-1A 9-1WCll (67.00-67.38) Reduced, cataclastic phonolite.

3 FlI69-IA 9-1 Well (67.99 - 68.07) Reduced, porous Oeached) phonolite,
(Appendix 3:9; Plate 3:9_1).

4 Fl!71·1B 9-1WCll (70.44-70.76) Reduced, very porous, "pegmatoid",
phonolile.

5 FInS-1Bl 9-IWCll (74.79-74.93) Reduced, medium-grained, compact (massive
structure) phonolite (Appendix 3:9;
Plate 3:9-2).

6 FInS-IB 9-IWCll (74.79-75.12) Reduced, medium-grained, compact (massive
struClure) phonolite.

7 FI/7S-IA 9·1WCll (77.40-77.59) Calaclastic zone in reduced phonolite,

S FljllO-1A 8·1WCll (109,44 -109,53) Reduced, porous, grey caoDred phonolite of
conductive zone.

9 SIN-18(05) 8-2 BI 33 Reduced finc·grained phonolite near redox
front with pitchblende nodules (Appendix 3:9;
Plates 3:9-3 and 3:9-4).

10 SIN-21(04) 8-2AH63 Redox front with pitchblende nodule.~, in fine.
grained microxenolithic phonolitc
(Appendix 3:9; Plates 3:9-5 and 3:9-6).

11 SIN-24 Uranio do Brasil collection MllIlSive pitchblende nodule with two pyrite
generations and argiJIised phonolite core
(Appendix 3:9; Plates 3:9_7 and 3:9-8).

The minerals were analysed in three groups:

a) alkali feldspar, kaolinite, illite/sericite, zircon, Fe-oxide/HFO and for the partial

analysis of fluorite;

b) TI-Fe-U oxide ore minerals, and

c) pyrite and eventually other sulphides.

Additionally it should be mentioned that the initial U-oxide measurements from a

massive pitchblende nodule (S/N-24; Table 3-D were carried out using a program

developed for the measurement ofU-silicates. Some measurements were later repeated,

and these are discussed below.
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3. Results

Emphasis of the microprobe analytical work was upon the reduced rock and redox

front silicates, ore minerals and mineralisations. Oxidised rocks were included only for

the tentative analysis of hydrous ferric oxides. These, together with other supergenic

(weathering) silicates and oxide ore minerals (mainly Mo and Mn), usually prove too

unstable under the electron beam.

The analysed minerals arc discussed in groups according to the mineral species.

3.1 Alkali reldspar

More than 60 quantitative point analyses of alkaline feldspars were performed

(Appendix 3:1), including all the microscopjcallydistinguished types presented by Waber

et al., (this report series; Rep. 2). For example, structurally and chemically recrystallised

phenocrysts and groundmass crystals with or without the exchange of fanner albitic

exsolutjons, and neoformed, hydrothermally precipitated alkali feldspars in rock voids,

pores and leached caverns.

When possible, the central and intermediary portions, as well as borders of the alkali

feldspars were analysed. Attention was given to the adjacent mineral types and to the

emitted cathodoluminescence colours.

As stated above, the large majority of the analysed alkali feldspars were structurally

and chemically modified from the magmatic parent minerals. Newly formed,

hydrothermally precipitated alkali feldspars are quite rare. Microscopically, these two

types are easily distinguished~ the modified alk.ali feldspars substitute for their magmatic

predecessors preserving the original igneous textures of the rocks. Besides, these

feldspars are typically "clouded", replete with myriads of tiny minerals. Inclusions consist

of argillic components (mainly kaolinite). fluid and, as suspected, hydrous ferric oxides,

resulting in a yenow~brown oolouration under the microscope. The neoformed

hydrothermal alkali feldspars are normally fine- to very fine.grained, idiomorphic,

colourless to clear and, microscopically, fuUy transparent (without any significantly

observable mineral or fluid inclusions).

Analytical results (Appendix 3:1) showed aU of the analysed alkali feldspars to consist

of almost pure K·feldspar. Na£) contents, if present, remain below 0.5 wt.%. Detected

impurities include Fe (as &Oto,) in contents below 1 wt.% and sporadic Ce and Y.

Significant variations between the replaced igneous and hydrothermally precipitated,
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newly formed alkali feldspars, (i.e. zonation), wuld not be detected. Even preserved

perthitic exsolutions proved to be alkali exchanged, composed ofalmost pure Kwfeldspar,

although of different optical orientation from that of the hosting KwfeIdspar. The

observed analytical variability of the "totals" and of the alkali/alumina ratios is due to

the argillic alteration of the feldspar content.

The alkali feldspars are the major minerals of the studied rocks. Comparing the

microscopic and microprobe results, and considering the texturally equivalent alkali

feldspars of the regional rocks, it can be concluded that the hydrothermal event that

affected the mine site and driIlcore Fl, resulting in the sowCaIled "potassic rocks",

performed a very effective homogenisation ofall the distinct primary magmatic feldspars

(Ulbrich, M., 1983, 1986; Ulbrich, M. et al., 1984), i.e. various types of orthoclase

phenocrysts, groundmass sanidines, albite-rich plagiocIases, alkali feldspars ..l'in

pseudoleucitcs etc., wnverting them into very pure Kwfeldspars. Primary magmatic

Fe-contents (in trace amounts) mayhave been present, for example, Ulbrich, M. (1983)

and Ulbrich, M. et al (1984) measured and calculated F~03-contents of 0.4 - 0.7wt.%

in alkali feldspars of regional nepheline syenites. However, the sporadically observed

quite high Fe-contents of the analysed Fl feldspars described here are ofdifferent origin,

resulting from inclusions of Fe-minerals, mainly pyrite.

Calcium, as expected from earlier mineralogical and bulk geochemical studies, which

showed very low contents in alkali feldspars of the regional nepheline syenites of <0.1

wt.% (Ulbrich, M., 1983, 1986; Ulbrich, M. et al., 1984), and also in drillcore Fl with a

mean value of 0.07 wt.% of CaD (Waber et al, this report series; Rep. 2), this element

was not detected in any significant amount in the Fl alkali feldspars. It was therefore

not included in the microanalytical programme.

Alkali feldspars of the oxidised rocks (Thble 3-1; e.g. sample F1/67-1A. Appendix 3:9;

Plates 3:9-5 and 3:9-6) 'Vere also analysed. Theyshowed normal compositional variations

(Appendix 3:1). However, the analytical uncertainties are greater due to the more

pervasive argillisationlkaolinisation (2nd. generation, supergenic kaolinite formation)

and the general pigmentation with HFO from the oxidation of pyrites.

Relict alkali feldspars occur in the silicate matrix of pitchblende nodules ncar redox

fronts (Appendix 3:9; Plates 3:9·3 - 3:9-5) and even in the massive parts of massive

pitchblende nodules that survived dissolution in the oxidised parts of the mine profile

(Appendix 3:9; Plates 3:9-7 and 3:9-8). Their optical characteristics are indistinguishable

from the analysed alkali feldspars, indicating similar compositions.
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3.2 Kaolinites

Kaolinite, resulting from hydrothermal and supergene processes, is another important

mineral of driUcore Fl. In common with the feldspars, the existence of distinct

generations of different origin is obvious, for example, by the systematicaUy varying

abundance of this mineral between the regional rocks and in the rocks of the mine

(Waber et at., op. cit.). In the former, kaolinite is present as a farc to trace constituent

of "postmagmatic hydrothermal" origin. In the mine rocks, two generations ofkaolinites

can be distinguished and a possible third type of "postmagmatic hydrothermal" origin

may also exist, as in the regional rocks. The two recognised kaolinite generations in the

mine rocks are: a) in the reduced rocks the main hydrothermal "potassic rock"¥reJated

kaolinite generation, and b) in the oxidi&ed rocks there occurs a secondary, additional

generation of kaolinites, of supergenic (weathering) origin. Compared to the reduced

rocks, the oxidised rocks show an increase in kaolinite (Waber et al., op_ cit.). Only the

coarsest, flaky kaolinite individuals and booklets (max. 0 ofabout 15·30fL) ofthe reduced

Fl rocks were analysed. These tcnd to occur as hydrothermal substitution products of

nephclines and as neoprecipitates in rock pores and interstices, intimately intergrown

with similarly fine~grained pyrite, somewhat coarser illite/sericite and, in some cases, with

zircon. These are the typical kaolinite.~ of the main hydrothcrmalism that produced the

"potassic rock" alteration and (hydrothermal) uranium mineralisation at the Osamu

Utsumi site. They are texturally very characteristic and similar types were not observed

in the regional rocks. Besides, they occur in the reduced Fl rocks, formed by the incipient

kaolinisation of the alkali feldspars throughout the rocks, and others are associated with

pyrite in fraeture~hosted mineralisations. The former kaolinites are very fine~grained (of

max. 0 <5,,1...) and therefore not suitable for conventional microprobe analysis. In

addition, these kaolinites arc texturally indistinguishable from those ofthe regional rocks

that resulted from the "postmagmatic¥hydrothermal" stage, even though more abundant

(i.e., of more general occurrence) than in the Fl rocks. The fracture kaolinites, dispite

their association with pyrite, are of uncertain origin, whether hydrothermal "potassic

rock"~relatedor even supergene, as was indicated in one case by the S~isotopesignature

of the associated pyrites (see Appendix 1). The supergene kaolinite generation in the

oxidised Fl rocks is post~hydrothermal; this continued kaolinisation, mainly of the alkali

feldspars, resulted from weatheringsolutions and has resulted in neoprecipitates forming

in pores and caverns from pyrite oxidation and dissolution.

More than 40 quantitative kaolinite analyses are contained in Appendix 3:2 which also

lists brief textural descriptions and other chemical observations of the analysed phases.
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Some analytical problems arose due to the instability of kaolinite under lhe electron

beam; other more serious problems resulted from the contamination ofthesoft kaolinite

aggregate with Pb from the polishing discs. The Pb-contamination (even weak) becomes

quickly evident during analysis by high absorbtion losses (Appendix 3:2; analyses with

"H~" > 18 wt.%). More frequently encountered chemical impurities incJude iron

(expressed as total FeO),Na20 and MgO (respectively < 0.7, < 0.1 and <0.3 wt.%) and,

sporadically, Ce and Y (trace amounts).

The kaolinites suffered partial substitution by iUite/sericite in the course of the

"potassic rock" hydrothermal alteration, probably under conditions of increasing

temperature and potassium activity of the hydrothermal fluids.

3.3 llIites/sericites

These minerals are major characteristic constituents of the "potassic rock"

hydrothermal alteration at the mine site. They occur as very fine-grained dense

aggregates of microcrystalline individuals intergrown with pyrite and, in largely variable

proportions, with kaolinite which pseudomorphs former nephelines. In rock voids,

interstices and along fractures, the illite/sericite form as neoprecipitates associated

frequently with zircon and/or fluorite.

The proportions of the illite/sericite-kaolinite aggregates vary over the whole range

between the two almost monomineralic compositions. Thxtural observations show that

the iJlites/sericites are always coarser grained when compared to the associated

kaolinites. In absolute terms, they normally range from 30-60~ (mean flake diameters)

and not infrequently several tenths ofmm (max. dimensions). The mean types are typical

'sericites', i.e., microcrystalline, colourless-white potassic micas devoid of any marked

structural character. The coarsest types have been described in driUcore F4 as muscovite

(Waber et at., this report series; Rep. 2). X-ray diffraction data of the Fl rocks were also

presented and showed, for the illites, high crystaUinites in the order of 0.13 - 0.18 (after

Kubler, 19(8) interpreted as indicating relatively high hydrothermal temperatures)

(above approx. 36O"C) and/or very high K+-activity conditions.

The iIIite/sericite-kaolinite aggregates can exhibit homogeneous, random, or zoned

intergrowth of the major minerals. The last-mentioned is by far the most frequent and

the zoned aggregates may show regular textures of illite/sericite-rich border zones and

kaolinite-rich centres or irregular ones, within domains where one or the other main

mineral predominates. In both cases ofzonation, the margins of the aggregates are more
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Special attention was paid to this mineral group due to the relatively high Zr-contents

of the "potassic rock" which characterise much of the Osamu Utsumi mine (Wahcr et

al., this report series; Rep. 2) and also to the very high contents (up to 15.000 ppm Zr)

associated with the deep-seated hydrothermal uranium mineralisations in the area

(Fnenkcl et al., 1985).

Zircons and intergrown ZrOz·minerals are the only Zr· and other rarc metal-bearing

mincraL~ that occur as regular constituent~of the hydrothermally altered rock of the

mine. They are variable in amount, and occur as traces in both minor and major minerals,

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that this mineral, which normally ace' .liS a high

temperature magmatic accessory in igneous rocks, is exclusively of 'lydrothermal origin

at the mine site and totally absent from the studied regional (igneous) rocks of the PofSOs

de Caldas complex (Scborscher and Shea, this report series; Rep. 1).

These rocks contain other Zr-rich rarc metal silicates such as giannetitc (in the studied

regional rocks) and eudiatite (in the case of most of the agpaitic rocks of the PO'iQS de

illite/sericite-rich (even jf not sufficiently to be characterised as an illite/sericite zone)

and the transitions between the different domains are predominantly gradational.

Microscopically in all of the obsctved hydrothermal associations the mite/sericite

kaolinite relationships can be interpreted as a substitution of the kaolinite (as the earlier

formed lower temperature mineral) by iIIite/sericite in the course of prograde

hydrothermalism, i.e., rising temperatures and increasing K-I- -activities in the

hydrothermal fluids.

Quantitative analyses of more than 40 illites/sericites are presented in Appendix 3:3

together with additional information on the textural and chemical character of the

analysed points/crystals. Problems ofPb--contamination resulting from the polishingdiscs

and residues still occurred, but were less significant than in the case of the kaolinite

analyses. In general, the analysed K~micaminerals of the Fl samples arc morc similar to

hydro~muscovites,as indicated by their majorelement Si:At:Kproportions, than toeither

iUite or muscovite. Fe, Na and Mg are usually always present; Mg as a major element

(calculated di~va:Ientoxide of > 1.0-3.0wt.%) and Fe and Na as minor clements (both

<0.5 wt.% of the respective oxides). In addition. Y (in a few cases) and Ce (in one case)

were detected.

3.4 Zircon and Zr02~minerals
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Caldas complex) sometimes associated as minor amounts with other rare metal silicates;

these are totally absent from the hydrothermally altered "potassic rocks" of the mine.

Thble3-II containssome comparative geochemical data ofthe mean Zr and U contents

of the regional igneous rocks and the mine rocks, e.g. Fl rocks and the deep-seated

hydrothermal U-mineralisations of the F4 reduced magmatic breccias respectively.

Three main morphological types ofzirconslZr02-minerals have been identified:

a) fine-grained, granular. idiomorphic to hypidiomorphic zircons (ofgrain size <1mm)

that occur as rare isolated grains in nepheline syenites and phonolites.

b) idiomorphic to hypidiomorphic-zoned zircons of variable grain sizes (mainly fine

to medium·grained) that normally occur as aggregated individuals and clusters in

rock voids, pores and interstices. and

c) skeletal zircons occurring as intergranularmosaics within the hydrothermally altered

rock matrices and along leached primary grain boundaries.

TABLE 3·11

Comparative Zr and U geochemistry(mean values) ofregional alkaline igneous rocks of thep~

de Caldas complex and of rocks of the Osamu Utsumi uranium mine (pI = potassic rocks and

F4 = deep-seated hydrothermal U-mineralisations; n = number of analyses).

Rock types

Regional igneous rocks l )

Fl.oxidised rocks2)

Fl-reduced rocks2)

Fl-totaI2)

F4-hydrotherm. U-mineralis.t)

1)Analytical data from Univ. Bern.

2)Data from Waberet ai. (this report series; Rep. 2).

Zr(ppm) U(ppm)

965 0

826 48

854 24

918 133

16.500 2.410

n

10

10

16

38

17

Atl the zirconslZrOrminerals were heterogeneous with variations in colouration,

metamictisation and zoning indicating compositional differences within single crystals

and between crystals.

More than 140 analysis of zircons were carried out and different textural types were

selected. Furthermore, observations of the cathodoluminescence colours emitted under

the incidence of the electron beam during microprobe analysis were also registered. if
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different from the normal bJuish·white colouratlon. Appendix 3:4 lists the zircon/Zr02~

mineral analyses and some additional diagnostic observations of the studied crystals.

The Jack. of an adequate zircon standard mineral gave rise to some problems; a

synthetic Zrs2 was used and proved to be very inhomogeneous, This problem, together

with the strong natural variability of the minerals to be analysed, made accurate

standardisation for Zr impossible. Even so, most of the "typical" zircons that proved to

be stable under the electron beam, and were relatively poor in minor elements, resulted

in "totals" summing near 100 wt.%. However, a systematic over~estimationof ZrOt to

the extent of 3-6 wt.%, have still to be accounted for.

Despite of the problems of standardisation, it was possible to define the chemical

variability of the analysed zircons, zircon intergrowths and alterations. As a result, five

groups of xirconslZrOrminerals were defined:

Common zircons. These are represented by 105 of the analyses and contain Y203

<1.0wt.%, Zr02 <74.0 wt.% and «totals" differing by <5% of the 100.0 wt.%. Of the

analysed individuals/points, 11 showcontentsofTh02 (max. 0.41 wt.%); 93 ofRf02 (max.

1.43 wt.%); 93 ofY,O, (max. O.88wt.%); 83 of Ce,o, (max. 0.56wt.%). and 55 of Yb,O,

(max. 0,26 wt.%). Yb and Ce show, in most cases (but not always). relationships ofmutual

exclusion. The "totals" of most of these analyses are on the high side by a few wt.% and

frequently show correlated contents ofZr01 >70.0 wt.%, clearly indicating an

overestimation of Zr.

High-Y zircons. These are represented by 13 of the analyses. This group contains

y 1.0~ > 1.01 wt.% and "totals" that lie within the absolute limits of the common zircons

group; however, most of the analyses total to less than 100.0 wt.%. These zircons may

or may not contain Hf02 (max, 0.70 wt.%), i.e., they are generally Hf~poor. They show

maximum contents of Y20 3 >6.0 wt.% and are generally Yb~ and Ce~bearing. One

Yb~free (Ce.bearing) and one Ce-free (Yb~bearing)exception, however, do occur. The

former also contains ThOz (0.82 wt.%). It is believed that the zircons of this group

(Appendix 3:3, analyses nos. 20, 58, 61, 64, 65, 66, 77, 78, 79, 88, 89, 111 and 116)generally

contain greater amounts of isomorphic xenotime.

High Zr~zirconsgrO~-minerals. These included 13 analyses that sbow contents of

ZrOl >74,Owt.% and totals> H>4.0 wt.%. In all cases the excess of the analytical totals

above 100.0wt.% corresponds almost entirely to an exccs.'i of Zr02 (>70.0wt.%). These

minerals are moderately YzOrbearing (max. 0.50 wt.%) and generally contain HfOz (2
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exceptions; max. 0.70 wt.%), CezOj (2 exceptions; max. 0.16 wt.%) and less frequently,

Yb20 j (6 exceptions; 0.21 wt.%).

The analytical and microscopical evidence (Appendix 3:3; analyses nos. 67, 69, SO, 81,

82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 90, 91, 92, 93) indicate that these compositions may represent

zircon/Zr02 intergrowths/transitions.

High Y-zircons and zircons characterised by lowtotal contents. 10 analyses (Appendix

3:3; analyses nos. 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 60, 94, 117) were included in this group

characterised by Y20j contents >1.0 wt.% (max. 7.52 wt.%) and generally by the

presence and quite high contents of both Yb and Ce (max. of the trivalent oxides: 0.66

and 0.56wt.% respectively). In these zircons Hfwas not detected and the analytical totals

are low, ranging from -80.0 to not more than 94.0 wt.%. It is considered that these

compositions may represent REE- and H20+-containing amorphous structural sites in

the analysed zircons.

There is also a small group of3 analyses (Appendix 3:3, analyses nos. 62, 100, 101) of

two zircons which contain Zr02 contents <60 wt.% and the analytical totals lie between

86 and 91 wt.%. Ce, Yb and Hf may be sporadically present in small amounts. It is

considered that these analyses may represent metamict zones within the analysed grains.

General remarks

None of the analysed zirconslZr02-minerals showed the presence ofU and only a few

showed Th. Contamination from other major silicate or sulphide mineral elements (AI,

K, Si, Fe) are almost absent, although Na is probably present in several cases (Appendix

3:3). Moreover, it is of interest to note that the different zirconlZrOrmineral

compositions are dominantly heterogeneously intergrown within the individual crystals,

for instance in skeletal zircons, and that they also substitute for each other, even within

optically contiguous areas of zoned idiomorphic single crystals. However, the

zirconslZrOr minerals appear to be stable throughout the lithological profile of the

mine, from the deepest, reduced hydrothermally altered rocks up to the lateritic cover.

Correspondingly, they did not contribute much to the formation of the supergenic

redox front-related U-mineralisations of the mine. The mineralogy of the zircon/Zr02

species will be more important for estimations of P-T and the chemical conditions which

resulted in the "potassic rock" and related deep-seated hydrothermal U-mineralisation

forming processes.
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3.5 Fluorites

Some fluorite crystals (Appendix 3:5) were included in the microanalytical work.

Petrographical studies of drillcores Fl and F4 and of the regional rocks (Schorscher

and Shea and Waber et al., this report series; Reps. 1 and 2) show that violet fluorite is

present at the Osamu Utsumi mine in the deep-seated U-mineraJised breccias related

to the mineralising hydrothermal event. However. colourless or light yellowish and light

greenish fluorites also occur at the mine and also regionaUy, without showing, at least in

the regional case, any particular relation to the normal postmagmatic hydrothermal

U~enrichment processes.

Examples .containing homogeneous and inbomogeneow fluorite crystals of variable

colours and colour intensities were chosen for analysis. However, both belong to the

"potassic rock" and the U-mineralisation~relatedhydrothermal event that affected the

mine site. The analytical data are presented in Appendix 3:5, together with some

observations on colour and textures.

The analyses revealed compositions of quite pure fluorites: U and Th were not

detected and only the strongly violet coloured varieties showed the correlated presence

of Y, and in one case, additionally of Ce (in amounts higher than Y). K·contents (KzO

< 1.0wt.%) were detected in allcases and Na (NazO <0.1 wt.%) less regularly. The origin

of the alkalis is uncertain, but some contribution from fluid inclusions seems possible.

3.6 TiOz-(rulile)-minerals

TiOrminerals. probably rutiles, occur throughout the rocks and ores of the Osamu

Utsumi mine. Their origin from the reducing "potassic rock"-related hydrothermal

alteration of mainly aegirine-augites has been described in Schol'licher and Shea, and

Waber et aJ. (this report series; Reps. 1 and 2). The main processes include:

_ removal into solution of Na, Ca and Mg from the sodic pyroxenes,

_ reduction and repredpitation of iron as pyrite,

_ reprecipitation of Ti as TiOrminerals, probably rutile, and

- clay mineral formation.

Once formed, the TiOz-minerals remained preserved throughout the supergene

mineralisation and the redox: front~forming processes. TiOt·mineral species from many
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igneous, hydrothermal and even supergenic origins, are known to be very effective

scavengers for elements such as Nb and Th, but may also fIX REEs, U and Th among

others. Consequently these were also included in the microanalytical programme.

Most interesting from a crystal-chemical viewpoint are the HfOreontents. It seems

that the tetravalent Hf substitutes preferentially for 11 in the analysed Ti-oxide species,

without being accompanied, in spite of the hydrothermal activity, by Zr. Besides, there

regularly occur small Fe- and Si-contents and irregularly minor Ah K- and, in one case,

Na-contents. Of the REEs only Ce was regularly detected.

Quantitative results are presented in Appendix 3:6. Mineralogical and textural

descriptions of the analysed individuals/paints are not presented. All the analysed grains

show granular forms (individual dimensions of a few tens of microns in diameter) and

occur frequently aggregated in clusters pseudomorphosing mostly former aegirine

augites.

The analyses confirmed the common presence of Fe, Si and AI, and further revealed

the equally frequent presence of1",'Tb and, less regularly, ofY; the presence ofCe was not

confirmed.

The microanalytical data support the excellent correlation of Nb and TI02 shown by

the drillcore Fl bulk rock geochemistry (Waber et al, this report series; Rep. 2), and

reveal some additional probable relationships of these mineral species with Hf and Y.

The sporadically obselVed Th·contents of the TiOrminerals cannot be correlated with

any other particular geochemical or mineralogical feature of the studied samples. The

U-content obselVed in sample SN 24-2RU2, i.e., a massive pitchblende nodule, arose

from contamination.

3.7 V-minerals

Among the previously described minerals, U determinations were limited by the

detection level of conventional microprobe techniques.

The only U-minerals detected at Osamu Utsumi mine, associated with deep-seated

hydrothermal and redox front mineralisations (including the massive nodules as

particular cases; Appendix 3:9; Plates 3:9-3 - 3:9·8) are black coloured cryptocrystalline

V-oxides, generally termed pitchblendes. Analysis were carried outon pitchblendes from

redox fronts (Appendix 3:9; Plates 3:9-3 -3:9-6) and of massive nodules (Appendix 3:9;

Plates 3:9-7 and 3:9-8).
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Transmitted light and ore reflectance studies showed that the redox front~related

pitchblende nodules (Appendix 3:9; Plates 3:9·3 to 3:9-6) consist of cryptoerystalHne

U -oxide impregnations located along grain boundaries and micropores in the reduced

hydrothermally altered rocks. Furthermore, in the pitchblende nodules there was always

observed the precipitation of a younger, secondary pyrite generation of pre- to early

syn.pitchblende origin. Pitchblende precipitation took place over a broader time interval

exceeding the formation of the 2nd. generation pyrites and was accompanied by minor

greenockite (CdS) formation. This i"! particularly exhibited in the massive pitchblende

nodules (Appendix 3:9: Plates 3:9-7 and 3:9-8).

From the analytical viewpoint it must be stressed that only pitchblendes of the massive

nodules furnished reasonably reliable analysis. The pitchblendes of the redox

front-related nodules (Appendix 3:9; Plates 3:9-3 - 3:9-6) arc more problematical

because they occur in fine inter-silicate mineral seams with cryptocrystalline porous

textures, thus preventing selective point analysis with conventional microprobe

techniques. In the massive nodules the pitchblendes form both cryptocrystalline textures,

finely intergrownwith silicates, and more massive homogeneous ones. These latter types

reveal beautiful botryoidal- drus)' growth [arms, as coatings and fillings of micropores

within the massive nodules, and colloidal ore textures with typical shrinking cracks. These

textures are characteristic of low-temperature chemical precipitation followed by partial

dehydration during formation of the massive nodule.

The analyse."! of the massive pitchblendes show higher analytical "totals" (294 wt.%)

than those of the cryptocrystalline intergrowth and porous varieties. In both cases the

pitchhlendes consist of quite pure U-oxides. Minor elements (not contaminations)

always include SiOz (;;;:0.9 - ;;;:2.0 wt.%) and pt)j (0.1- 0.2 wt.%). KzO was common

(usually around 1.0 - 2.0wt.%) and AhOJonly in some cases (normally <1 wt.%). The

quite fr.equent Fe-contents (as FeO!ot: 0.0 - ~0.3 wt.%) are considered due to slight

contamination caused bysubsurface pyrite inclusions. Thoriumwas not detected. Among

the analysed trace and REEs, only Ce occurs with certain regularity (Cc~J: 0.00- 0.25

wt.%; Y was observed rarely and Yb just in one case.

3.8 Other minerals

These included pyrites of driUcore Fl rock samples (110-1A; 78-1A and 75-1B) and

Fe-oxyhydroxide (HFO) minerals from oxidised rocks adjacent to redox front samples.
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PyrU.

More than 50 quantitative analysis of distinct textural generations of pyrites from

drillcore Fl were made, and all revealed pure pyrite compositions devoid of any minor

element content. Occasionally, some (minor) Ph-contamination was detected, invariably

associated with traces of As, from the polishing discs. The presence of minor amounts

of Mo in pyrite was not possible to establish because of the analytical interference of

sulphur.

Oxidised rocks

Samples of oxidised rocks from U·mineralised redox fronts were included for two

reasons: a) the occurrence and analysis of U-oxide minerals on the reduced side, and b)

the occurrence of HFO-minerals, possibly co-precipitated with measurable

concentrations of radionuclides, RE& and other clements of analogue interest, on the

oxidised side of the front. Particular attention was paid to samples hosting sharp redox

fronts (Appendix 3:9; Plates 3:9-5 and 3:9-6) that permitted all the woes and minerals

intended for analysis to be contained within individual polished sections. The

unsuccessful attempt to measure the pitchblendes of the redoxfront-related nodules has

been already discussed above. Equally unsuccessful was the attempt to measure

HFO-minerals of low crystallinity because of their instability under the electron beam.

The more stable iron species proved to be pure Fe-oxides. Analysis of the HFO-minerals

require additional specific analytical techniques (see Veiga el al, 1989) that were not

available.

The microprobe work also revealed the presence ofhydrated TI-oxides in theoxidised

rocks ncar the redox fronts. They correspond to hydrated varieties of the analysed

Nb-bearing Ti-oxides of the reduced rocks (sec above). The number of analyses,

however, were not enough to verify whether the hydrated Nb-bearing Ti-oxides are

substitution/alteration products of the reduced equivalents, or iftheyoccur as additional,

more recent independent species of supergenic origin.
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Appendix 3:1

K-feldspar

Textural and electron microprobe data

Sample

We-75-lB

WC78-1A

WCllO-1A

Rock type

Reduced, medium-grained leucocratic phonolite.

CatacJastic zone in reduced leucocratic phonolite.

Reduced porous leucocratic phonolite.
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1extural aod some chemical characteristics or the analysed alkaU feldspars

(dimensions used are coarse.., medium.. and fine..grained and microcrystals, i.e.

respectively >Smm, 1·5, 0,2-1 and <0,2 mm).

---------------'--------

Anal. No. Sample No.

1 75/1-KFll

2 75/1-KF12

3 75/1-KF16

4 75/1-KF17

5 75/1-KF18

6 75/1-KFI5

7 75/1-KF13

8 75/1-KF14

9 75/3KFOI
10 75/3-KF02

11 75/3-KFOIA

12 75/3-KFOIB

13 75/3-KF03
14 75/3-KF04
15' 75/3-KF05

16 75/3-KF05A
17' 75/3-KF06

18 75/3-KF06A

19 7514-KF01

20 75/4-KF02

21 7514-KF03 ,

22 78/2-KF28
23 78/2-KF26

24 78/2-KF27

25 7812-KF29

26 7812-KF30

27 7812-KF31

28 7813-KF12

29 7813-KF13

30 7813-KF13B

Descriptions

Neofonned microerystal -1, centre.

Neofonned microcrystal ~1, border.

Neofonned microcrystal ~2.

Neoformed mlcrocrystal-2.

Neoformed microcrystal-3.
Neofonned fme-grained crystal-4, border.

Neofonned fme-grained crystal-4, ccntre.
Neofonned fme-grained crystal-4, intermediate zone.

Fine-grained crystal-1, intermediate zone, poor in inclusions.

Fine-grained crystal-1, clear border - free of

inclusions; Y-(trace) contents.

Fine-grained crystal-1, centre very rich in
k.aolinite, fluid and (?)HFO inclusions.

Fine~grained crystal-I, clouded centre (same as -OlA).

Fine-grained crystal-2, clear border.

Fine-grained crystal-2, clouded centre (with inclusions).

Fine-grained crystal-3, c1ear border.
Fine-grained crystal-3, intermediate zone with inclusions.

Fine-grained crystal-3, centre-rich in inclusions;

weak Pb-contaminati.on.

Fine-grained crystal-3, centre (near point -(6);

very weak Pb-contamination.
Groundmass crystal-I, border with inclusions.

Groundmass crystal·1, centre with inclusions.

Groundmass crystal-I, intermediate zone witb

inclusions; Ce--, Y- (trace) contents.
Medilll1l-grained crystal, border with inclusions.

Medium-grained crystal, border with inclusions.

Medium-grained crystal, border with inclusions;

Fe-(minor) contents.
Medium-grained crystal, intermediate zone with inclusions.

Medi.wn~grainedcrystal, centre with inclusions.

Medi.um-grained crystal,. centre with inclusions.

Fine-grained groundmass crystal with inclusions;

Y-(trace) contents.
Fine-grained groundmass crystal with inclusions;

Fe~(minor) contents.
Fine-grained groundmass. crystal with inclusions;

Fe-(minor) contents.
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Anal, No. Sample No. Descriptions

31 78!3-KFll Fine-grained groundmass crystal with inclusions.

32' 7816-KF21 Fine-grained groundmass crystal-I, border with

inclusions.

33' 78/6-KF22 Fine-grained groundmass crystal-I, intermediate

zone with inclusions.

34' 78/6-KF23 Fine-grained groundmass crystal-2, border, in

contact with fluorite.

35 78/6-KF24 Fine-grained groundmass crystal-3, border with

inclusions; in contact with zircon.

36' 78/6-KF25 Fine-grained groundmass crystal-3, intermediate

zone with inclusions.

37' 78n-KF01 Fine·grained groundmass crystal, border with

inclusions; in contact with zircon; Fe-(minor) contents.

38' 7818-KF06 Neoformed microcrystal -I, grown into kaolinite;

border free of inclusions.

39 78/8-KF07 Neoformed microcrystal -I, centre, free of inclusions.

4Q 78/8-KF08 Fine-grained groundmass crystal-2, intermediate zone

with inclusions; Y-(tracc) contents.

41 78/8-KF09 Fine·grained groundmass crystal-2, intermediate zone

with inclusions.

42 78/8-KF09A Fine-grained groundmass crystal-2, border with

inclusions.

43 7819-KF01 Microcrystal fmely intergrown with ilIite/sericite.

44 1l0/l-KF66 Microcrystal-I, border with zircon; pale blue

cathodoluminescence.

45 1l0/1-KF67 Microcrystal·I, centre, pale blue cathodoluminescence.

46' 1l0/I-KF68 Microcrystal-I, border with zircon; red cathodo-

luminescence; Fe-(minor) contents.

47 1l0/I-KF69 Microcrystal-I, centre; red cathodoluminescence;

Fe-(minor) contents.

48 110/I-KF65 Microcrystal-I, intermediate zone; red cathodo-

luminescence; Fe·(minor) contents.

49 1l0/1-KF70 Microcrystal-2, intermediate zone.

50 1l0/1-KF71 Microcrystal-2, border with zircon, Y-(minor) contents.

51 1l013-KFOl Coarse·grained phenocryst .1, centre, very rich in inclusions.

52 1l0/3-KF02 Coarse phenocryst -I, intermediate zone, very rich

in inclusions.

53 1l0!3-KF03 Coarse phenocryst -I, intermediate zone; very rich

in inclusions.

54 1l0/3-KF04 Coarse phenocryst -1, border with illite/sericite;

with inclusions.

55 1l013-KF04A Coarse phenocryst -1, border with pyrite; with inclusions.

56 1l013-KFM22 Fine-grained groundmass erystal-2, centre with inclusions.
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Fine-grained groundmass crystal-2, border with inclusions.

Fine~grainedgroundmass crystal-2, intermediate

zone with inclusions.
Fine-grained groundtnass crystal-2, border with inclusions.

Coarse phenocryst ~1, border with kaolinite;

with inclusions.
Coarse phenocryst -1, border with kaolinite; with inclusions.
Coarse phenocryst -1,. intermediate zone with incluslons.

Coarse phenocryst .1, centre with inclusions.

Fine-grained grouudmass crystal, border with

inclusions; Fe-(minOl') contents.
Fine-grained groundmass crystal with inclusions.

Fine-grained groundmass crystal witb inclusions.

Fine-grained groundmass crystal with inclusions.

61 1l0/4-KFIl
62' 1l0/4-KF12
63 11Jl14-KF13
64 nO/4-KFM29

...Analysis not reported.

Anal. No. Sample No.

65 1l0/4-KFM28
66* 110/4-KFM27
67 1l0/4-KFM26

59 1l013-KFM19
60 llO/4-KFIO

57* ll0I3·KFM20
58 1l013-KFM21



--~ --- -------~------ ~--- ------- --- --

N.......
Crystal matrix: fioe-grained centre Crystal matrix: fine-grained intermediate zone Crystal matrix: rme-gralned clear rim

Sample 7513·KFOIA 75!3.KFOlB 75/3·KFQ4 75/3·KFQ6A 75/3-KFOl 75!3-KFOSA 75/3-KF02 75l3_KF03

~a, 64.07 6351 63.66 6312 6300 6383 63.75 63.75
F,O O~OO O~OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NazO 0.19 0.16 0.26 0.19 0.44 0.17 0.09 0.13
MgO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K,O 16.02 16.16 15.84 15.77 15.89 16.18 1633 16.08
Alz03 18.11 17.62 1754 18.06 17.68 18.27 17.64 18.02
VO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tha, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Yb,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ce,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Y,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00
LaZ0 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 98.39 97.44 97.19 97.14 97.01 98.44 97JJ6 97.98

0, 97.94 98.94 97.85 97.85 95.79 r:rT.96 98.99 9897
Ab 2.06 1.06 2.15 2.15 4.21 2.04 1~1 1.03

Crystal matrix: medium.ogralned centre

Sam£le 7S/4-KF02 ~-KF39 78/:?:-KF3t 7SI3-.:KF12 7813-!CF13 _7813-KF13B~·KF11 7819·KFQl UO/l·KF67 11011-KF69_11013·KF22 llOj4-Kf'26 110/4·KF27 1l0l4-KF28

SiOz 64.23 63.68 65.23 65.84 6454 64.92 6S.so 63.70 63.97 64.11 64.87 6559 64.17 63.37
F'O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.90 059 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NazO 0.25 0.18 0.11 0.40 0.38 030 0.26 0.34 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.10 0.18 0.14
MgO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K,O 15.71 15.88 16.42 16.10 16..41 1<15 16.33 15.94 16.24 1629 16.83 16.89 1635 15.98
AlZ0 3 17.71 17.98 18.16 18.33 18.26 18.49 18.08 17.41 18.07 1<04 1.23 18.10 18.64 17-61
va, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tha, 000 000 000 0.00 000 000 0.00 000 000 0.00 000 000 000 000
YbZ0 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
<:<,0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Y,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Lo,Q, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 97.90 97.72 99.93 100.75 100.49 100.45 100.18 _'l739 ~.18 99.Q1 99.93 100.69 99.33 97.11
I
I 97.94- 9897 93.92 96.97 96.94 97.96 96.84 100.00 9898 100.00 98.92 97.98 99.00~ 97.92---------v>l__

2.06 1.03 4.08 3.03 3.1>6 2.04 3.16 0.00 1.02 0.00 1.08 2.02 1.00



_.- ----------------- -----~- --------~-- ------------------ --~---~,------

Crystal matrix: medium-grained intermediate zone

Sa"l!JQle 75/4-KF03 7812-KF29 7&/8-KFOS 7818-KF09 1101l-KF6S 110j1.KF7Q 110/3-KF"l1

SiOz
F<O
NazO
MgO
K,o
AI,o,
VO,
ThO,
Yb,O,
Cez03
Y203
u,o,

63.38
Oi)()
0,28
0,00

15.52
17.30
0,00
Oi)()
om
0.18
Oil9
om

'303
0.00
0.15
0.00

1659
18..66
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
om

6453
0.00
0.16
0.00

15,81
1&68
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.00

63.66
0.00
0.27
0.00

16.06
17.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

63.96
0.43
O.OS
0.00

15.95
17.84
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

63.51
0.00
OJ)'
0.00

16.05
17.94
0.00
om
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

63.88
0.00
O.OS
0.00

""18.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total (~.~l 96:15 98.92 .w 97.61 98.26 "5' 99.09

0,
Ab

97.80
2.20

99.00
1.00

9'7.89
2.11

97.89
'II

98.96
1.04 ""1.06

100.00
0.00

Crystal matrix: medium-grained rim

Samp)e 7S/4-KRn 78l2.KF28 7812-KF26 '78(2.KF27 7816-KF24 7818-KF09A 11011-'KFM 1l0/1-KF71 1l0/3-KF19 110/4-KF'29

-------------- ----------------------

64:17
056
0.18
0.00

16.76
1758
000
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

99.85

98.02
1.'"

64.09
0.00
0.00
0.00

17.07
17.82
0.00
om
0.00
0.00
0Jll)
0.00

98.98

100.00
0.00

98.73

63.73
0.00
0.00
0.00

16.39
18,41
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.21)
0.00

100.00
0.00

98.10

6~.64

0.00
0.00
0.00

16.75
17.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00
0.00

99.28

9'7.96
UJ4

64.55
0.00
0.17
0.00

16.23
18.34
0.00
0Jll)

000
0.00
Oi)()
0.00

6455
0.00
0.18
0.00

16.35
18.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

9'HS

"-98

"2

64.93
-0.59
0.09
0.00

16.13
18.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

""V"

100.3698.31

90.91
9J"

63.40
0.00
0.13
0.00

16-.75
18.0~

0.00
0.00
0.00
om
0.00
0.00

99,",

t>4.42
0.00
0.06
0.00

16.26
1&.71
0.00
0Jll)

0.00
om
0.00
0.00

""1.03

98.22

t>4.37
0.00
0.32
0.00

15.72
17.32
0.00
0Jll)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total i~,ra_J

SiOz
F<O
NazO
M,O
K,o
AlZ03
VO,
ThO,
YbZ03
"',0,
"Y.z°3
Utz..OJ

t1I
J Or 96.91I Ab 3.09

------------------------ -------------



~
Crystal matrix: phenocryst centre Crystal matrix: phenocryst intermediate .zone Crystal mauu: phenocryst rim

Sam.E.1e 110J3.Kf'Ol llO/4·KF13 11O/3·Kf'Q2 11013-KF03

Si~ 64.41 63.76 63.88 64.-
P,O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N.,o 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05
Mgo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K,O 15.62 16.88 16.04 16.59
AlZ0 3 18.23 17.71 18.04 18.30
uo, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Yb,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
eo,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

YZ03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
La20 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 98.26 98.35 98.01 99.82

0, 100.00 100.00 100.0 100.00
Ab 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Crystal matrix: neoformed centre

7S/1·KF!1 75/1-KF16 75/1-KF17 75!1-KF18 751l-KF13 7818-KF07Sample

SiD!
p,o
Na20
MgO
K,O
A1z0)
Uo,
ThO,
Yb203
Cet03
YZ03
Lo,o,

Total (wt.%)

0,
Ab

----~--_/

63.26
0.00
0.10
0.00

15.63
20.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

99.11

98.92

1'"

63.73 63.43 63.92 63.38 63.86
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.15 OJJ9 0.19 0.00 0.13
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

'0' 15.85 15.70 16.75 15.81
1856 17.76 17.99 17.61 1754

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

98.82 97.14 97.80 rn.74 9734

98.99 98.91 97.92 100.00 98.91
1.01 UJ9 ,'" 0.00 109

110/J.KF04 110/3-KF04A llO/4-KFlO llO/4·KF11

63.94 65.07 64.33 6423
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 0.00 0.00 0.13
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

17.09 16.38 16.70 16.89
18.16 18.42 17.99 '''8
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

99.29 99.87 99.03 99.63

99.03 100.00 100.00 100.00
0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00

Crystal matrix: neoformed clear rim

75!1-KF12 75/1-KF14 7S/t·KF15

6350 6356 63.40
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 0.16 0.11
0.00 0.00 0.00

16.20 16.69 16.35
17.75 17.85 17.83
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00

9755 98.26 97.68

98.94 98.04 98.96
106 196 104



Appendix 3:2

KMlinite

Textural and electron microprobe data

Sample

WC-75-lB

WC-7S-1A

WC-llO-lA

Rock type

Reduced, medium-grained leuoocratic phonolite.

Cataclastic zone in reduced leucocratic phonolite.

Reduced porous leucocratic phonolite.
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Thxturaland some chemical characteristiu of the analysed kaolinites (minor

element contents were considered to be <0.7 wt.% of the res~tjveoxides).

Anal. No. Sample No. Description

1 7815-KOOO Kaolinite·zircon·pyrite precipitate in a void.
2 7818-KOOI Kaolinite·pyrite precipitate in a void,. near pyrite;

minor element oontents of Na and Mg.
3 78f8.KOO2 Idem, near pyrite; minor element contents of Fe,

NaandMg.
4 7818-KOO3 Idem, near pyrite; minor element contents of

Na and Mg; weak Pb-contamination.
5 7818-KOO4 Idem, intermediate zone; minor element contents of

Na and Mg; weak Pb-oontamination.
6 7515-KOOI Zoned kaolinite (centre)-sericite (border) pseudomorph

of nepheline, near sericite border; weak Po-contamination.

7 7515-KOOIA Idem, near sericite border; minor eJement content of Na.

8 7515-KOO2 Idem, near sericite border; Ph-contamination!

9 7SIS-KOO2A Idem, intermediate zone of kaolinite; Ph-contamination!
Minor element contents of Fe and Na.

10 7515·KOO3 Idem, intermediate zone of kaolinite; Pb-contamination!

11 7SI5-KOO4 Idem, central part ofkaotinite; K-(seridte) and
Ph-contamination; minor element contents of Fe and Na.

12 7515-KOO5 Idem. central part of kaolinite; minor element contents of Fe

andNa.

13 7515-KOO6 Idem, intermediate zone of kaolinite; Pb~contamination.

14 75IS·KOO7 Idem, central part of kaolinite; minor element contents of Fe

andNa.

15 7812-KOOO Kaoli.nite-zircon~pyrite precipitate in a void centre.

16 7812-K019 As above, near zircon; minor element content of Mg.

17 7812-K020 Idem, near zircon.

18 7812-K021 Idem, intermediate rone.

19 7812-K022 Idem, intermediate wne; minor dement content of Mg; Pb-

contamination.

20 7812-K022A Idem, intermediate 7.one.

21 7812-K023 Idem, intermediate zone; minor element content of Mg.

22 7812-K024 Idem, intermediate zone.

23 7812-K024A Idem, intermediate zone.

24 7812-K025 Idem, near alkali feldspar; minor element content of Mg.

25' 11015-KOO3A Mainly sericite pseudomorpb of nepheline; minor element

content of Ceo

26 11015-KOO2 As above, centre; K-(sericite) contamination; minor element

content of Fe.

27 11015-KOO4 Idem. centre.

28 11015-KOO3 Idem, centre.

29 11014-K01 Mainly kaolinite pseudomorpb of nepheline; centre.

30 11014-K02 As above, intermediate wne.

----------------
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Anal. No. Sample No.

31 llO/4-K03

32 llO/4-K04

33 llO/4·K05

34 llO/4-K06

35 llO/4-K07

36 llO/4-KOSA

37 llO/4-K09

38 7815-K019

40 7815-K018

41 78/5-K018A

42 78/5-K021

43 78/5-K022

44 78/5-K020

*Analysis not reported.
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Description

Idem. centre; associated with pyrite.

Idem, centre; associated with pyrite: minor content of Na;

K·(sericite) contamination.

Idem, centre: associated with pyrite.

Idem, centre.

Idem, border; K-(sericite) contamination.

Idem, intermediate zone; Ph contamination.

Idem, intermediate zone; K-(sericite) and Ph-contamination.

Kaolinite-mcon·pyrite precipitate in a void, near zircon;

Ph-contamination; minor element content of Mg.

Idem, near zircon; minor element content of Na.

Idem, intermediate zone; Ph·contaminatioD: minor element

content ofY.

Idem, near pyrite.

Idem, intermediate zone; Ph·contamination; minor clement

contents ofNa and Y.

Id,em, intermediate zone.

._---
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Crystal matrix: kaolinites from nepheline pseudomorphs

Sample 7SIS-KOOl 7SfS~KOO1A 7S/5-KOOZ 7Sf5~KOO2A 7515-KOO3 7515.K004 75/S·KOOS 751s.-KOO6 75IS-KOO7 110/S-KOO3 110/5·KOO2

SiO! 43.83 47.12 4S.20 48." 4759 47.96 47.99 47.50 47.48 47.16 ....73
r,o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 0.00 0.64 0.44 0,00 OS, 0,00 0.47
N.,o 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.05 0.00 o.os 0.00 0.00 0,09 0.00 0.00
MOO 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00
K,o 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0." 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.30
Al,o, 3654 39,00 37Jf7 39.43 39," 3937 40.17 39... 39,00 38.38 38.14
VO, 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00
ThO, 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00
z,o, 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00
ee,o, 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.17 0.00
Laz03 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00
YzO, 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Yb,o, 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00
Hf.2l 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 QOO_____ Q~_____~~ __ 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00- ------

Total ('ll't.%) 80.42 86.17 83,07 88." 86.91 88.75 88.65 87.36 87.09 85.71 85,&1

Crystal matrix: kaolinites from nepheline pseudomorphs (contd.)

Sample 110/5·KOO4 11015-K003 110/4-KOl 110j4.K02 11014-.K03 110/4-K04 11014~_J10j~-!C~ _ llO/4·K07 110/4-KOSA 11014.K09

5<0, 4>.32 45 ..51 4>.90 4>.00 44.65 45.17 45.67 4>.83 46.10 43.00 41.11
r,o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
"',0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O,(lS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MgO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K,O 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 l-13 0,00 0,00 0.71 0,00 0.45
Alp, 37.22 36,92 39.18 39,09 38,66 37.43 38.78 39.16 39,56 36.82 35.16
vo, 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 '00
ThO, 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 000
z,o, 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 000
eo,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 000
Lop, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 000
V,o, 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 000
YbP, 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 000

!!!21 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o~______o~_ 0,00 0,00 0,00
~- Total {'I!t-_90_ 8253 8243 85.08_ ____~~ _____~Jl ____ ~~7_____ 84,46 84,98 86.36 '9>, ,.,78
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Crystal matrix: kaolinites from zircon-pyrite-clay precipitate in voids

Sample 78/5-KOOO 7818-KOOl 78/8-KOO2 7818-KOO3 78/S-K004 78/S-K019 78/5-K019A 781S·K018 78/5-K018A 78/S-K021 W-Kon

SiOz 4621 43.87 43.78 44.14 43.11 44_73 44.99 46_63 46.67 46.33 45.28
F,O 0-00 0-00 OS2 0.00 ODO 0.00 0-00 0.00 0-00 0_00 0-00
N,,o 0.00 0.12 0.11 OJ" 0.10 0.00 0_00 0.04 0.00 0.00 O_OS
MgO 0.00 0.26 0.30 0.12 0.25 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K,O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

AI203 38.71 37.91 38.00 36.33 37.27 37.07 37.24 39$3 39.43 39.27 37.60
uo, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Z,02 0-00 0-00 0.00 0.00 ODO 0-00 0-00 0-00 0-00 0.00 0-00
<>,0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

La203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Y,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OS 0.00 0.06

""'0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
HfQ< 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 84.92 82.17 82.71 80.67 SO.73 81.96 82.23 86.20 86.15 85.60 83.00

Crystal matrix: kaolinites from zlrcoo.pyrite-elay predpitate in voids (could.)

Sam.£.1e 7815-K020 '78I2-KOOO 78!2-K019 7812-K020 78!2-K021 78/2·K022 78f2.K022A 7812-K023 7812-K024 7812-K024A 7812-K025

Sio, 43.70 46.60 45.98 45.38 45.64 43.25 46.19 46.92 44.23 44.37 44.58
",0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N.,o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MgO 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.06
K,O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

AI20) 37.45 38.85 38.41 38.56 38.60 36.24 39.14 3818 36.96 37.44 37.59
UO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

z,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

<>,0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
La20 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Y,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Yb,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

HfQ< 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 81.15 85.45 84.48 83.94 84.25 19.56 85.93 85.21 81.19 81.81 ".24

i
-----------'



Appendix 3:3

Illite/sericite

Textural and eleelron microprobe data

Sample

WC.75-1B

WC.78-1A

WC-I10-1A

Rock type

Reduced, mediumRgrained leucocratic phonolite.

Cataclastic zone in reduced leucocratic phonolite.

Reduced porous Jeucocratic phonolite.
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Textural and som.e chemical characteristics of the aulysed iUUes/serkUes (major

element contents (M) were considered to be ";?; t.O wi.% and minor element contents

(m) to be <1.0 wt.%, ofthe res~tiveoxides).

Anal. No. Sample No. Descripti.on Chemistry

1 78/9·S01 Almost monornioeralic Fe-M;Na,Mg-m

illite/sericite pseudomorph of
nepbeline

2 78/9·S02 As above Fe~M;Na.Mg~m;

Pb-contamination!

3 78/9·S03 Idem Fe-M;Na.Mg~m

4 78/9-S04 Idem Fe~M;Na,Mg-m

5 78/9-SOS Idem Fe,Na, Mg-m

6' 78/9-S06 Idem Fe-M;Na,Mg,Y~m.

Pb-contamination!

7 78/9·S07 Idem Fe~M;Na,Mg-m;

Ph-contamination!

8' 78/9·308 Idem Fe-M;Na,Mg, Y-m;

Pb-contamination!

9' 78/9-808A Idem Fe-M;Na,Mg~m;

Pb-contamination!

10 7S/2·S01 Almost nlonomineralic Fe-M;Na,Mg-m

illite/sericite precipitate in a

void

11 7S/2·S02 As above Fe, Na, Mg, Y • m

12 7S/2·S03 Idem Fe, Na-Ill

13' 7S/2-SOS Idem Fe-M;Na,Mg-m:
Pb-contamination!

14' 7S/2·S06 Idem Fe- M; Na, Mg~mj

PtM:ontamination!

15 7S(1·S06A Idem Fe-M;Na,Mg-rn

16 7S(1·S06B Idem Fe-M; Na, Mg, Y - m

17 75/5·SOB Zoned illite/sericite-kaolinite Fe-M;Na,Mg,Ce-m

aggregate. near border o(

kaolinite

18 7515·S1O As above. internal part of Fe·M;Na,Mg-m

illite/sericite zone

19 75/5-S11 Idem, internal part Fe-M;Na,Mg¥m

20 7S/S·S12 Idem, internal part Fe-M;Na,Mg·m

21 110/1.Sn llUte/sericite-zircon-pyrae Fe,Mg-m

precipitate in rock interstices,
border of larger single crystal- 1

22 110/1·S73 As above. internal part of Mg-m

crystal- 1

23 110/I·S74 Idem, internal parlof crystal-t Fe- m
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Anal. No. Sample No. Description Chemistry

24 110/1-S75 Idem, larger single crystal- 2, Fe,Mg-m
bordering pyrite

25 110/1-S76 Idem, larger crystal- 2, bordering Fe-M;Na,Mg-m;

zircon and pyrite Zr-contamination

Ui 110/1-576 Idem, repeated analysis without Zr- Fe-M;Mg-m

contamination

27 110/1-577 Idem, intermediate zone of crystal- 2 Fe,Mg-m

28 110/1-578 Idem, internal part of crystal- 3 Fe,Na,Mg- m

29 11011-579 Idem, crystal- 3, border with pyrite Fe,Mg-m

30 110/1-580 Idem, internal part of crystal- 2 Fe,Na-m

31 110/3-823 Centre of larger individual crystal -1 Fe-M;Mg-m

32' 11013-524 Internal part of larger crystal- 1; Fe-M;Mg-m;
Pb-contamination!

33 110/3-S25 Rim of larger crystal- 1 Fe-M;Mg-m

34' 11013-5Ui Rim of larger crystal - 1 Fe - M; Na, Mg - m;

Pb-contamination!

35 110/5-5005 Composed pseudomorph of ne, Na-m

internal part of illite/sericite zone

36 110/5-5006 As above Fe, Na, Mg, Yom

37 110/5-SOO7 Idem Fc-M;Na-m

38 110/6-5008 Idem Fe-M;Na;Mg-m

39 110/5-5009 Idem Fe-M;Na,Mg-m

40 110/4-S21 Almost monomineralic illite/sericite Fe-M;Na-m

domain of composed aggregate

41 110/4-S22 As above FC,Mg-m

42 110/4-523 Idem Fe-M;Mg-m

43' 110/4-524 Idem Fe-M;Mg-m

44' 110/4-525 Idem Fe-M;Na,Mg-m

"'Analysis not reported.
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Crystal matrir. illite from nepheline pseudomorphs, central zone

Sample 78/9-501 78/9-502 7819-503 78/9-504 78/9.9)5 78/9-50, 1l0!S-SOOS 110/5-5006 110/5-5007 110/5-5008 110/5-5009 110/4-521 110/4-522 110/4-523

Sj~ 45.46 45.01 45.29 45.78 45.47 44.63 47.62 46.34 47.40 46.41 46.88 45.95 44.81 46.43

PeO 155 2.33 209 2.52 0.9<1 2.38 0.00 0.61 1.17 2.19 133 1.05 0.95 132

NatO 0.14 o.n 0.13 0.14 (US om OJ)(j 0.09 O.1Z 0.Q7 0.13 Q.09 0.00 0.00

MgO 0.19 0.29 0.31 0.24 0.14 0.27 0.00 0.08 0.00 0"' 029 0.00 0.08 021

K,O 9.91 9.60 9.73 9.37 9.81 9.34 10.87 11.13 11.37 10.60 10.84 10.84 10.38 10.40

NZ0 3 35.13 33-12 34.31 33.92 35.80 33.52 37.75 36.25 35.48 34.42 35.14 nos 35.88 35.74

VO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ybt03 0.00 0.00 om 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

C<,Q, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

YP3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Q.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Lo,&l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 92.39 90.48 91.SS 91.97 9226 9023 96.31 95.16 ",. 93.96 94.61 95.00 92.<)9 94.09

Nonnafised on Z2 0

S; 6.21 6.30 6.24 6.29 619 6." 6.20 6.17 6.22 6.27 6.27 6.11 6.14 6.23

AllY 1.79 1.70 I.76 1.71 1.81 1.74 1.80 1.83 1.78 1.73 1.73 1." 126 1.77

A1Vl 3.86 3.76 3.81 3.78 3.93 3.80 3.99 3.86 3.86 3.75 3.81 3.93 3.93 3.88

F. 0.18 0.21 024 0.29 0.10 0.28 0.00 0.117 0.13 02\ 0.15 0.12 0.11 0.15

Mg Q.O, 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.06 000 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04

K 1.73 1.71 1.71 1.64 1.70 1.67 1.&1 I." ,'Xl 1.&3 1.B5 ", un 1.78

N. 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.11' 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00



3J
Crystal matrix: illite from nepheline Crystal matrix: illite from nepheline pseudomorphs, border zone
pseudomorphs, central zone (could.)

Sample 110/4-525 110/4-524 751S~ 75/50510 75/50511 75/5-512

5iOz 45.&3 45.56 46.66 46.60 46.86 46.87
FoO 2.00 2.80 156 2.38 1.71 2.29
N.,o 0.08 0.00 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.11
MgO 0.23 0.47 0.21 0.16 0.15 0.21
K,O 10.83 10.37 8.34 8.80 83' 8.69
AlZ03 3626 34.30 3554 35.63 35.27 35.41
VO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ybz0 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0,,0, 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00

YZ03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

"'8- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 95.24 9350 92.76 93.70 92.48 9358

Nonnalised on 22 0

51 6.12 6.21 628 6.25 632 6.28
AllY 1.88 1.79 1.72 1.75 1.68 1.72
A1V1 3.83 3.72 3.92 3.88 3.92 3.87
Fo 0.22 0.32 0.18 027 0.19 0.26

M8 0.05 0.10 0.04 0.03 .,3 0.04
K 1.84 1.80 1.43 1.5<) 1.44 1.49
N. 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.D3 0.03 0.03

--~--_.- -------_. .-
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Crystal matrix: interstitial illite.-zircon-pyrite assemblaBe

&m.:eJe 110/1-872 110/1-573 110{1_-:rr4__11011-575 110/1-576 110/1-576 110/1-577 110/1-578__11W!§79 _nO{1_-S80 110/:;..$23 11013-525

Sio, 45.77 %.08 45.61 45.85 <15.99 46.67 45.88 %.23 4631 44.45 45.22 4S.so
F,O 0.54 0.00 0.82- 0.92 138 126 0.77 0.47 0.61 037 2.28 IS7

Nap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00
M,O 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.09 02' 0.18 0.15 0.36 O.m< 0.00 020 0.17
K,o 9.92 10.25 11).43 7.82 9.41 ."' 10.36 1038 10.11 10.65 9.71 '94
A120~ 37.62 37.94 3759 36.72 36.m< 3608 36.83 35." 31.18 37.00 34.40 35.73
Uo, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Yb,0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

CezOJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Y,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

u.&. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 93.89 9432 94.45 91.39 _____~~2~_____~_=_9_3______S§~_____~~3__ 94.29 9251 91.81 91.92

Ncnnaliseo 00 22 0

Si 6.11 6.11 6.m< 6.21 6.19 6.24 6.14 6.22 6.16 6.06 623 6.20
AllY 1.89 1.89 1.92 1.1'1 '" 1-16 1..86 1.18 '.84 '.94 '.77 1.80
AlY! 4.03 4.1>1 3.99 4.07 3.92 4.00 3.95 3.92 3.99 4.00 3.82 3.94

F' 0.06 0.00 0.09 0.10 0.15 0.14 0.09 0.05 1).07 0.04 026 IUS

M, 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.03 om 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.04
K 1.69 1.73 1.77 1.35 1.62 1.40 1.77 1.76 l.72 1.85 I.71 155
N. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ____ 9~OL __ ___O-'@______!:l·W ______Q.·!Jt __ 0.00 0-01 0.00 0.00

-~-----------------~---------------------------------------------------~~~~---------------------------------------------------- - - -_.---------- -----~_.
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Crystal matrix: void infilling

Sam,Ele 75/2-501 75/Z-S02 7Sf1.-S03 75!2-S06A 7S/2-S06B

SiOz 45.84 45.29 45.42 45.92 45.50
FoO 1.63 0.96 0.61 2.00 2.36
Na20 0.00 0.10 0,04 0.10 0.14
MgO 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09
K,O 9.37 9.73 952 8.11 9.49
Al203 34.67 35.55 35.45 35.07 34.77
VO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Yb:P3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.,0, 0.00 000 0.00 000 000

Y20l 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.06
Lop, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 91.74 91.83 nos 91.29 9242

Normalised on 22 0

Si 6.28 620 6.24 6.28 6.22
AllY 1.72 !.O, 1.76 1.72 1.78
AI VI 3.88 3.93 3.98 3.93 3.83
Fo 0.19 0.11 0.07 0.23 027

M, 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02
K 1.64 1.1\) 1.67 1.41 1.66
N. 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03 004



Appendix 3:4

Zircon

Textural and electron mleroprobe data
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Sample

WC-7&.IA
Roclttype

Cataclasticzonein reduced leucocratic phonolite.
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Characteristics of the analysed ziJ'£ODs/ZrOz-minerals.

}

Anal. No. Sample No.

I' 110/1-Z015

2' 110/1-2016
3' llO/1-Z014
4' 110/1-2013
5' 110/1-2018
6' 110/1-Z012
7' 110/1-2011
8' 11011-2038
9' 110/1·2037

10' 11011-2036

11' 110/1-2041

12' 11011-2010

13' 11011·2020

14' 110/1-2031

15' 110/1-2030

16' 11011·ZQ09

17' 11011·2029

18' 11011·ZOOS
19' 110/1-2042

20' 11011-2043

21' 11011-2048

22' 110/1·2049

23' 110/1-ZQ03

24' 110/1-=

25' 11011·Z002

26' 11011-ZOO1

27' 11011-204S

28' 11011-Z000

29' 11011·2046

30' 11011-2047

31' 11011·Z007

Description

Large sized (-6 nun) skeletal
crystal· 1, population 1; border.
Idem - 1, population 1; border.
Idem· 1, population 1; internal part.
Idem -I, population 2;border(-l)
Idem - 1, population 2; centre
Idem' 1, population 2;'intcnnediate rone

Idem -1, population 2; border(-2)
Idem -1, population 3; border.
Idem - I, population 3; internal part
Idem' I, population 3; internal part,
inclusi.ons of higher reflecti.vity.
Idem· 1, population 3; internal part,
inclusions ofhigher reflectivity
Idem ·1, population 4; internal border near
K-feldspar inclusion.
Idem - I, population 4; internal border near
K-feldspar inclusion.
Idem· 1, population 4; internal part.
Idem· 1, population 4; intermediate zone.
Idem - 1, population 4; centre.
Idem· 1, border.
Idem - 1. population 5; intermediate zone.
Medium sized skeletal crystal- 2,

intermediate zone.
Idem.· 2, intennediate zone near Ti02-inclusion.
Idem - 2, internal part, altered: higher
reflectivity, strong anisotropy.
Idem - 2, same as Z048 - different
analytical point.
Idem - 2, centre.
Idem- 2, border with K-{eldspar, very strong
blue cathodoluminescence; weak K-,
AI-contamination!
Repetition of analysis ZOO2, without

contamination.
Idem - 2, intermediate zone; very strong
yellow cathodoluminescence.

Idem - 2, centre
Idem - 2, centre.
Idem· 2, intermediate zone.
Idem - 2, border.
Idem. 1. population 5j intermediate zone.

profde across
crystal



Anal. No. Sample No. Description

32' 110/1-Z006 Idem - 1, population 5; internal border

near K·feldspar inclusion.

33' 110/1-Z005 Idem - 1, population 5; internal part.

34' 110/1-Z004 Idem - 1, population 5; border.

35' 110/2-ZOO Idem - I, intermediate zone; very strong

yellow cathodoluminescence.

36' llO/2-Z06 Idem - 1, intermediate zone.

37' 110/2-Z07 Idem - 1, border; very strong yellow

cathodoluminescence.

38' 110/2-Z10 Skeletal crystal- 2, border

39' 110/2-ZQ9 Idem - 2, border; very strong yellow

cathodoluminescence.

40' 110/2-Z08 Idem - 2, border

41' 110/2-Z16 Idem - 2, border; very strong yellow

cathodoluminescence.

42' llO/2·Z11 Skeletal crystal- 3, border; very strong

yellow cathodoluminescence.

43' llO/2-Z12 Idem· 3, border; very strong yellow

cathodoluminescence.

#' 110/2-Z13 Idem· 3, centre.

45' 110/2-Z14 Idem - 3, intermediate zone.

46- 110/2-Z15 Idem - 3, border.

47' 110/2-Z02 Skeletal crystal- 1, border.

48' 110/2-Z01 Idem - 1, border.

49' 110/2-Z03 Idem· 1, centre.

50' 110/2-Z05 Idem - 1, centre.

51' 110/2-ZQ4 Idem - I, intermediate zone.

52' 110/4-Z19 Zircon-Zr02-mineral intergrowth - 1, border.

53' 110/4-Z15 Idem - 1, border.

54' 110/4-Z17 Idem - 1, internal part.

55' 110/4-Z20 Idem - 1, border; AI-contamination!

56' 110/4-ZO Idem -1.

57' llO/4-Z16 Idem - 1, internal part.

58' 110/4-Z18 Idem - I, internal part.

59' llO/4-Z19A Idem - 1, border.

60' 110/4-Z14 Idem - 1, border.

61' 110/4-Z13 Idem -1.

62' 78/2-Z15 Zoned crystal- 3, border.

63' 78/2-15A Zoned crystal- 3, centre.

W 7812-15 Zoned crystal- 3, border.

65' 78/2-Z16 Idem· 3, centre.

66' 78/2-Z19 Idem - 3, border.

67' 78/2-Z15A Idem - 3, centre.

68' 78/2-Z11 Idem - 3, border.

69' 78/2-Z17 Zoned crystal- 1, border.

70' 78/2-Z17A Idem - 1, border -20J.L.
further towards the crystal centre than Z17.
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Anal. No, Sample No, Description

71' 78/2-Z18 Idem -1. centre.

72' 78/2-Z18A Idem - 1, centre.

73' 78/2-Z18B Idem ~ I, intermediate WIle.

W 7812-Z18C Idem· 1, intermediate zone,

75' 78/2-= Idem -1, about 40 IL from border.

76' 7812-'Z21 Idem -1, border.

7/' 78/2r7.Ol Zoned c:ry.<;tal ~ 2, border zone - 1.

78' 78/2-7.OlA Idem - 2, border zone ~ 1.

79' 78/2-= Idem ~ 2, border zone-I.

80' 78/2-Z03 Idem ~ 2, border zone-1; alteratron(1)

81' 7812rZ04 Idem ~ 2, interntediate zone ~ 2; alteration(?) Profile 1

It 82' 78/2-Z04A Idem - 2, intermediate zone - 2; altecation(1)

\ 83' 7812rZ04B Idem - 2, intermediate zone· 2; alteralion(?)

84' 78/2-7.05 Idem - 2, intermediate wue· 3; alteration(?)

85' 7m-7.05A Idem· 2, intel'IJlediate zone· 3; alteralion(?)

86' 78/2-Z06 Idem ~ 2, centre zone - 4: alteration(?)

87' 78/2-Z08 Idem· 2, centre zone - 6; basis of crystal.

88' 78/2-7.07 Idem - 2, centre zone - 5.

89' 78/2-7.07A Idem - 2. centre zone - 5.

90' 78/2-Z14 Idem -1, centre zone -4; alteration(?) ProfIle 2

91' 78/2-Z13A Idem - 2. intermediate zone - 3; alteration(?)

92' 78/2-Z13 Idem - 2, intermediate zone - 3; alteration(?)

93' 78/2-Z12 Idem - 2, border zone • I: alteration(?)

94' 7813-7.01 Skeletal CI)'Stal - I, border.

95 7813-ZOlA Idem - I, border.

96 7813-= Idem - 1, border.

97 78f3-Z03 Idem -I, border.

98' 7813-Z04 Idem -1, border.

99 78f3-Z05 Idem ~ I, border.

100' 7813-Z11 Idem ~ 1, intermediate rone; alteration(?)

101· 78f3-Z12 Idem ~ 1, intermediate zone; alteration(?) border to

102 7813-Z10A Idem. I, intermediate zone. centre profile

103 78f3-ZlOB Idem ~ I, intermediate zone.

104' 7813-Z1OC Idem - I, intermediate zone.

105 7813-Z10 Idem· I, centre.

106' 78f3-Z09 Idem ~ 1, centre.

107 7813-Z08 Idem· 1. centre.

lOS' 7813-Z08A Idem - 1, intermediate wne.

109 7813-Z07 Idem - I, centre.

110 7813-Z06 Idem - I, intermediate woe.

}111· 78/5-ZDl Zoned idiotnorphic crystal - 1, border.

112* 78/5-= Idem· 1, intermediate zone ~ 1. border to

113' 7815-Z03 Idem - I, intermediate zone • 2. centre profile

114· 7815-Z04 Idem· 1, centre.

115* 7815-Z05 Idem - 1, intermediate zone.

116· 7815-Z06 Idem· 1, border.

117" 78/5-7.07 Idem -I, border.
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Anal. No. Sample No. Description

118*" 7S/S-Z17 Zoned idiomorphic crystal- 2, centre.

119* 7S/5.Z16 Idem - 2, border; very strong yellow
cathodoluminescence.

120' 7S/5·Z13 Idem - 2, centre.
121* 7S/5·Z14 Idem ~ 2, intermediate zone.
122'" 7S/6-Z01 Skeletal crystal- 1, border.
123' 7S/6·Z1J2 Idem· 1, internal part.
124 78/6·= Skeletal crystal-I, border.

125' 78/6·Z05 Idem - 2, border.
126 7S/6.Z04 Idem - 2, centre.

127* 78/6-Z06 Idem - 2, border; very strong yellow
cathodoluminescence.

ii128 7S/6·Z06A Idem· 2, centre.

129* 7S/6·ZJJ7 Idem· 2, border; very strong yellow
I,,

cathodoluminescence. I,
130 7S/6·'Zf1) Idem - 2, border; very strong yellow \

Icathodoluminescence.

131 7SI6·Z08 Idem - 2, intermediate zone.

I132* 7S/6·ZlO Skeletal crystal- 3, centre.

133 78/6-ZlOA Idem - 3, border; very strong yellow
1

cathodoluminescence.
,,,,

134 78/6-Z11 Idem· 3, centre. I,
135 78/6.Z15 Idem - 3, sutured border; strong blue 1,

cathodoluminescence. I

136 7S16.Z14 Idem - 3, border; very strong yellow
cathodoluminescence.

137* 7Sn·Z01 Skeletal crystal ~ 1, border; very strong
yellow cathodoluminescence.

138' 7Sn·ZOlA Idem - 1.

139 7Sn·Z02 Idem· 1, intermediate zone; very strong
yellow cathodoluminescence.

140' 7Sn·Z03 Idem - 1, border.

141 7Sn·Z04 Idem - 1, intermediate zone.

142 7Sn·Z05 Idem· 1, centre.

143 7Sn·Z06 Idem -1, border.

144' 7Sn·ZJJ7 Idem - 1, internal part.

'*Analysis not reported.
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Crystal matrix: zircon

Sample 78f6-Z04 7816-'ZiJ6A 78f6-ZOS 7816-'ZJJ3 78/6-W 78/6-Z11 78/6-Z10A 7S/6-Z14 78/6-Z15 78n-'ZJJ5 78(7.'ZJJ2 78/7.ZJJ4 78/7."" 78j3.ZJJ7

Location Centre a Centre a Intermed. a Rim a Rima Centre b Rimb Rim' Rim' Omtt< Intermed. Intenncd. Rim Centre

Si0:2 32.77 33.34 33.23 32.90 3357 33.20 32.33 31.87 33.74 33.13 32.43 32.89 33.11 33.06
P,O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N.,o 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.15 0.Q7 0.08 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.18 0.Q7 0.08 0.12 0.06

MOO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
UO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
z,o, 67.43 "'.77 "'.86 66.11 67.20 "'.36 65.04 64.80 67.61 67.12 64.44 "'.28 67.91 65.73

Yb,o, 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.16 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.16 0.26 0.18 0.14 0.19 0.00

CeZ03 0.07 0.17 0.19 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.19 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.13 0.10 0.13

Y203 0.39 0.23 0.36 0.29 033 0.62 0.68 033 0.46 '20 0.06 0.31 0.39 0.16
K,O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

AlZ03 0.00 .00 .00 0.00 000 .00 0.00 0.00 '00 '00 000 .00 .00 000

Laz03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

llfo, 0.47 0" 0.79 0.70 000 .79 .39 0.69 000 '00 .80 0.62 .71 057

Total (wt.%) 101.22 101.33 101.66 10040 101.40 101.28 9&77 9&13 10221 101.03 9&14 100.46 10253 99.71

Normalised to 16 °
S; 3.97 4.02 4.01 4.01 4.04 4.02 4.01 3.99 4.03 4.01 4.04 4.01 3.97 4.04
p, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N. 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02

Mg 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

U 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Th 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

z. '" 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.94 3.91 3.93 3.95 3.94 3.96 3.91 3.94 3.97 3.92

Yb 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 om 0.01 om om om 0.01 0.00

Ce 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 om ,"1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01
Y 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.03 om 0.00 0.02 0.03 om
K 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

AI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

llf 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02

~
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Crystal matrix: zircon (contd.)

Sample 78/3-Z1Q 7813-Z01A 7S13-Z10A 7813-ZlOB 7S13-VJ6 7813-ZJJ2 7813-Zll> 18!3·'ZJ)S
location ~ntre Intermed. Intermed. Intenned. Iutermed-. Rim Rim Rim

SiOz 32.19 33." 33.27 32.99 3368 32.52 33.18 32.84-
F'O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Na;P 0.09 0.0& O.lD 0.09 0.0& 0.11 {l.IO 0.14

M,O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 om 0.00 0.00
VO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
be, 65.95 66.60 67.77 6,5.86 64.92 66.64 66.82 65.64
Yb,o, 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.13 0.20 0.13- 0.00
Co,o, 0.08 0.18 0.37 0.16 0.0& 0.11 0.<)9 0.29
YZ0 3 0.05 0.25 0.40 0.18 0.25 0.26 0.32 0.32
K,o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Al,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
LazO:! 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Hf0;2 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0." 0.41 0.00 052

Total (wt.%) ,.." 100.15 102.10 99.77 ".71 100.25 100.64 99.75

Normalised to 16 0

Si 4.00 4.03 3.99 4.04 4.04 3.98 4.02 4.02
p, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N. 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03
Mg 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
V 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Th 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Z, 3.99 3.94 3.91 3.93 3.91 3.98 3.95 '.92
Yb 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 om 0.00 0.00
Co 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 om
y 0.00 0.02 0.03 om 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
K 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
At 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

"" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 om
Hf 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.D1 0.00 0.02



Appendix 3:5

Fluorite

Textural and electron microprobe data

Sample

WC-78-1A·

Rock type

Cataclastic zone in reduced leucocratic phonolite.,
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Characteristics of the analysed nuorltes.

Anal. No. Sample No. Description

1 78/6-Fl16 Colourless crystal ~ 1, intergrown with

skeletal zircon.

2 78/6-Fl17 Colourless crystal ~ 2, intergrown with

skeletal zircon.

3 78/6-Fl18 Colourless crystal ~ 3, intergrown with

skeletal zircon.
4 78/6-Fl19 Light violet coloured crystal ~ 4, intergrown

with skeletal zircon.

5 78/4-Fl01 Heterogeneously coloured crystal- 1, partly

deep violet in colour.

6 78/4-Fl02 Idem 1, deep violet colour.

7 78/4-FlO3 Idem 1, light violet - almost colourless.

8 78/4-Fl04 Idem 1, light violet - almost colourless.

9 78/4-Fl06 Idem 1, violet colour, border of crystal.

10 78/4-Fl09 Idem 1, deep violet colour, internal part of

the crystal.

11 78/4-Fl10 Idem 1, deep violet colour, intermediate zone

of crystal

12 78/4-Fl11 Idem 1, deep violet colour, border of crystal.
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Crystal matrir. ftuorite

Sam,Ee 78{6-f116 1816-1'117 nl6-F!18 78/6.F\19 7&/4-FiOl 78/4-Fl02 78/4-FID3 78/4-Fl<I4 7Bf4-Fi06 7814-Fl09 78f4-F11G 78/4-Flll

5iOz 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ,.00
p,o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NazO 0.<)6 OJrl 0.09 OJ" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0,09 0.00
MgO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00
VO, 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 '.00 0,00 0,00
ThO, 0.00 0.00 om 0.00 am '.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00
2<0, 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00

""0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00
Ce~) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,30 0.00 0.00
Y Z0 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.12 0,1.5 0.00 0,00 OJrl OJ" 0,20 0.10
K,o 0.93 0.10 0.79 0.83 0.76 0.96 0<, 0.73 0.81 0.79 0,73 0.81
AlZ0 3 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00
La203 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00
ill,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00
F 48.61 48.67 48.67 48.67 48.67 ..." 48.67 48.67 48.67 ..." 48.67 ..."
COO 5051 50:1{) 5(1.62 50,54 50." 50.42 SO.61 50,66 51).61 SO.12 50,50 ",3.

Total (~--'~) 1oo.1? 100.14 100.17 100.17 100.15 100.20 mU5 100.14 100.16 100.23 100.19 100.16



Appendix 3:6

Rutile and TI-oxides

Electron microprobe data

Sample

SIN-24

WC-75-lB

WC-78-1A

WC-llO-1A

Rock

Massive pitchblende nodule (Urania do Brasil collection).

Reduced, medium~grained leucocraticphonolite.

Cataclastic zone in reduced leucocratic phonolite.

Reduced porous leucocratic phonolite.
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Mineralogical characteristics of the analysed TiOz-minerals (rutiles).

The presented analyses are ofsample nos.; 110-1A, 78-1A, 75-1B and SN24 (see Table

next page). All analysed grains are microgranular hydrothermal replacement products

of aegirine-augites.
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Crystal matrix: rutile and 'fi-.oxides

Sample SN24·1RUS SN24-1RU6 SN24·2RU2 SN24·2RU3 SN24-2RU4 SN24-2RUS SN24·2RU7 nO/lRUI. 110/1RU5 llQJlRU6 110/1RU7 110jlRU13A

m" 95.42 95." 94.22 95.&5 94.<0 93.78 94.1 87.91 91.00 91.62 '1.S' 92.91

M,O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

F,O 0.00 1.95 1.02 1.67 HIE 0.16 0.91 '.17 '5' a' 355 1.63

AlZOS 0.76 0.81 1.10 0'" 0.93 0.94 1m 0.68 0.... 0.66 0.70 0.98

SiOz 0.76 1.<14 1.11 0.60 0.97 0.76 1.93 1.34 OS, 0.60 0.68 1.35

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

K20 0.00 0.00 0.00 oro 0.00 0.00 0.00 o~. oro 0.00 0.00 0.00

NbzO' 0.5Q 0.00 0A7 0.24 0.36 030 050 un 1.08 1.% 0.87 1.06

U0:2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Th0:2 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Y,o, 0.00 0.10 0.15 0.31 0.07 0.00 0.06 0.46 0.00 0.00 021 0.00

CeZOS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 oro oro 0.00 0.00 oro oro 0.00 0.00

'-',0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Yb20J 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) <n.45 99.n 98.27 99.36 97.82 97.18 '8.40 97.62 97.81\ 97.73 97.55 97.92

Crystal matrix: rutile and n-oxides

SampJt; 78/lRUl8A 7a/lRU18 78/iRU}') 78/l0RU7 ?SI1ORUlZA '78/1ORU13 '78/10RUl7 7StlRU6 7Sl1RUS 75/1RU8 7S/4RU4A

nOZ 90.65 95.01 97.74 92.60 94.87 93.00 92.36 93..55 94.27 93.64 91.66

MoO 0.00 om 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

F,O lSI 0.86 0.00 1.97 l.16 1.72 283 1.49 1.30 1.76 221

A1Z03 1.17 0.82 os, 0.63 0.83 0.74 0.95 0.64 0.68 05' 0.63

~0:2 1.95 0"' 0.00 0.81 0.81 0.00 0.83 0.53 0.68 0.00 0.63

Cao 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 om om om 0.00 0.00

K,O 058 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Nb20J 2.00 1>, 1.31 l.n 1.11 1.16 055 1.86 1." 1.84 2.0,

UO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 oro om om oro 0.00 om om 0.00

ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

"2°3 om 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.06 0.12 0.00 0.00

CeZo3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

c.,o, om om 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ybz93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (~.%l 97.86 99.'" 9958 97.34 98.78 98.11 97.68 98.13 98.49 97.83 91.18

~--'~ ,--------~---,-----_. --~ .-_._-~~ ..~-----_.~--._- ,-- -~-.----------~-----_.~~-



Appendix 3:7

Pyrite

Electron microprobe data

Sample

WC-78-tA

WC-llO-1A

Roc~type

Cataclasticzone in reduced Jeucocratic phonolite.

Reduced porous leucocratic phonolite.
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Crystal matrix: pyrite

Sample IlO/l-PY54 llO/1-PY55 llOIl-PYSS llO/l-PY60 lID/I-PYOl 110/1·PY64 1l0/·PY ll0!1-PY54 ll0!1-PYS5 nO/I-PYOl lIO/1-PY61 llOJ3.PY12

Po 4623 4520 44.93 46.40 4597 4629 46hZ 45.07 4550 46.13 4491 46.39
S 53.20 52.77 51.83 ,,% 53.01 53.36 52.52 51.72 5251 52.42 5252 52.63
Ph 0.67 0.94 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.13 1.41 1.29 1.49 0.75 1.29.., 0.12 0.17 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mo 0.70 057 0.74 0.60 057 0.56 057 000 000 0.00 000 000
Ag 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 100.91 99.81 98.56 99.% 9956 100.20 100.84 98.19 99.30 100.04 98.18 100.31

SlFe (atomic) 2.00 2.03 2.01 1.99 201 2.01 1.96 2.00 2.01 2.00 204 1.98

Crystal matrix: pyrite (contcL)

Sam.£lc 110!3-PY13 llO/S·PY09 '78/1·PY15 78!1·PY13 '78/l·PY14 7811-I'YtQ 78/1-PY04 78!2-PY34

Po 45.69 46.85 4554 46.31 45.69 45.57 44.48 45.34
S 53.18 52.64 "" 53.05 52.83 50.97 51.76 "77
Ph OllO 0.93 000 051 0.75 3.73 2" 0.86.., 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00
Mo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ag 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 99.67 100.41 98.46 99'7 99:1:1 100.44 99.08 98.98

SlFe (atomic) 1.97 1.% 2.02 2.00 2.01 1.95 204 2.03
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Appendix 3:8

Uranium-oxides

Electron microprobe dolo

Sample

SIN-24

Rock

Massive pitchblende nodule with two pyrite

generations and argillised phonoJitic core

(Uraniodo Brasil collection, see Appendix 3:9;

Plates 3:9-7 and 3:9-8).
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Crystal matrix: uranium-oxides

Sample SN24-1Ul SN24·1U2 SN24-1U3 SN24-1U4 SN24.1U7 SN24-1U9 SN24-1Ull SN24·1U12 SN24.1U13 SN24·1U14 SN24-2U1 SN24-2U2 SN24-2U3 SN24-2U4

FoO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Cao 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Si~ 2.42 2.15 2.23 2.09 2.13 2.96 2.59 252 2.13 2.87 H9 >1' '" 272

AI203 0.29 0.15 0.00 0.20 0.18 053 0.39 0.12 0.16 051 0.33 0.11 0.21 0.14
Ti~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MnO 000 0.00 000 0.00 000 0.00 000 000 0.00 000 000 000 000 0.00
K,o 1.39 1.16 1.01 0.94 0.86 0.84 1.16 1.11 1.16 1.32 151 1.23 0.88 1.07
Nb,0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
,,",0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

uo, 87.17 82.80 82.32 82.66 84.06 84.89 82.16 84.47 8255 8204 84.02 85.78 85.97 83.28

Y203 0.42 0.00 0.30 0.07 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.09 013 0.62 0.00
0<,0, 032 0.00 000 0.00 000 0.30 000 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.14 000 0.00

'-',0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Th0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt.%) 92.01 8626 85.86 85.97 87.23 89.66 86.30 8839 86.13 86.98 89.08 8953 9056 87.21

Crystal matrix: uranium-oxides (CODtd.)

Sample SN24-2U5 SN24-2U6 SN24-3U1 SN24·3U2 SN24-3U3 SN24-3U4 SN24-3U5 SN24-3U6 SN24·3U7 SN24-3U8 SN24·3U9 SN24-3UI0 SN24-4U2 SN24-4U3

FoO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Cao 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Si~ 323 2.90 2.33 2.23 2.35 2.49 2.26 246 219 2.87 2.09 2.07 2.67 271
Al,o, 0.38 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.31 0.88 0.62
110, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MnO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K,O 1.52 139 1.22 151 1.20 l.4il 1.01 1.95 1.08 0.00 0.90 1.36 0.84 0.92
Nb,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00
Yb,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Uo, 84.75 84$0 8153 81.26 79.94 SO.84 79.78 81.92 79.16 81.97 82.71 81.18 79.06 78.62
Y,o, 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.05 O.OS 0.00 0.16 0.08 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.07
0<,0, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.12
La203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

= 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00
W- Total (wt.%) 89.99 8952 85.08 8S.OS 8451 84.72 83.20 86.41 83.77 84.84 8SJl2 8523 83.45 nosw



'"-~
Crystal matrix: uranium-oxides (contd.)

Sam.£lc: SN244U4 SN24-4U5 SN244U6 SN24-4U7

F,O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
e.O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SiO: 1.67 1.83 452 2.38

A1203 0.10 0.00 2.39 0.00
no, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MoO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K,O 1.19 1.01 1.38 1.10

Nbz°3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Yb,O, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
UO, SO.10 78.97 76.34- SO>2
Y,o, 0.00 0.00 0.fJ6 0.00
Ce203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
lazO) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Th2l. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total (wt,%) 83.fJ6 81.81 84.69 84.29

Crystal matrix: uraDium~des (cootd.)

Sample 2 1·15 :3 1·15 4 1-15 5 1-15 6 1-15 7 1·15 8 1~1S 9 1-15 10 1-15 11 1-15 12 1-15 13 1·15 14 1.1S 15 1·15 16 1-15

SiC: 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.94 0.98 0.93 1.12 0.94 1.23 1.23 US 156 1.61 1,61 458
e.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
PZ05 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.1& 0.14 0.15 0.22 0.13 0.13 {I.I7 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.06
F,O 0,14 0.11 0.17 0.10 035 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00
Na,O 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MgO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Uo, 90.97 892' 85.74 86-05 89.75 94.28 96.48 94.00 89.., 9051 92))4 "'" 98.92 99.1lS 97..,
ThO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ti~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 057 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00
z,o, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Yb,O, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 IUS 0.00 0.00 0.00
NdZOJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0,,0, 0.18 0.00 0.00 022 0.00 0.00 0.'-' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.17
Y8 _____ Q,OO 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00_______ 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total !~-,~.2 9'HZ _____ 2Q,n 86.89 87.49 9122 95.36 98.18 95.20 91.18 92.47 93:.67 ___ _9S.~S 101.06 101.62 102.66
I

I_~~~_~_ ~~~~~~ _~~_~~_~___~~~ _~~___~~~~__~~~ __~~~_~~ _~_~ ~~~__~~_~~~~~~~_~ __~_~~_~ ______ ~~~ ~ _________~_-________
-~---~~ -~-~~j



Appendix 3:9

1'lJ\118S3:9-1-3:9·S
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PLATE 3:9.1. Reducedporphyritic phonolite. Note the white alkali-feldsparphenocrysts,
microporosities and medium-grey, nearly rectangular pseudomorphs after
nepheline.
Sample no.: FI/69-1A.

PLATE 3:9-2. Reduced medium-grained porphyritic phonolite with massive strnctures.
The dark seam~ in the left hand corners ofthe drillcores are hydrothennally
altered fractures mineralised with microcrystallinepyrite.
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PUTE 3:9~3. Reduced phonolite near redox front. Note the fracture~related formation
and dissolution ofpitchblende nodules (black).
Open pit 'ample no. S/N·18 (8-2BI33).
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PLATE 3:9·5. Phonolite with redoxfront. Note theforms ofthe pitchblende nodules on the
natural fracture plane and the incipient dissolution ofthe nodules nearthe
redox front; these nodules change colour from black to medium-grey.
Open pit sample na.: SIN 21 (8.2AH 63).

PLATE 3:9~6. Sa wn surface ofsample illustrated in Plate 3:9-5. Note the sharpredox front
in the microxenolitl1ic, fme·grained phonolite. The left-hand part consists
of reduced rock, light-grey coloured, and shows microporosities and one
(kidney shaped) mill/metrr!-sizedpitehblelU1enadule (upperleft, about1em
from redox front). The right·handpart ofthe specimen is oxidised, showing
the typical c%uration caused by [mely disseminated limonite/ HFO·
minerals resultillgfrom pyrite oxidation.
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Massive pitchblende nodule tv. .shape. ' ote exumal concretionary "Loss-Kindl"

~:pecimen no. S/N-24.
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Sawn surface ofthe nodule illustrated in Plate 3:9-7. The nodule consists of
a white coloured core of hydrothermalty altered and argiltised rock
(phonolite), surrounded by ablack nodule-formingpitchblende zone and a
fine (xternal yeltowish white clay shelL Note the "horizontal" zone which is
ex1J<m

el
y rich in ,econdary coarse,grained pyrites in the top portion ofthe

pitchblende zone (yellow reflectivity). This probablY represents a former

water table·related phenomenon.

PLATE 3:9-8.

PLATE 3:9-7.
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Appendix 4

Whole.rock geochemical data and geochemical profiles of
boreholes Fl, F3 and F4.

(Complled.byN. Wow, Uol_ltyofBern).
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Abbreviations

LPh

VLPh

PIcPh

PIcCpxPh

NeS

VBr

PhD

RF

ox.

red.

a.

h.

f.

I.

m.

VITI.

Analysed Samples

Ns

VB

PH

leucocratic phonolite

volcanic leucocratic phonolite

pseudolcucitc-bearing phonolite

pseudoleucite.clinopyroxene.bearing phonolite

nepheline syenite xenolith

volcanic breccia

phonolite dyke

redox front

oxidised

reduced

argiJlic

brecciated

fractured

leached

mineralised

vein mineralisation

nepheline syenite xenolith

volcanic breccia

volcanic phonolite
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Borehole Fl

Osamu Utsumi mine, ore body E

Mine coordinates:

Altitude:

Depth of borehole:

Inclination:

Drilling equipment:

Core diameter:

9-IWCll

1324 m above sea level

126m

Vertical borehole

Rotary coring system with water flushing

47_6mm

327
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f;l Borehole Pi: Major and trace element analyses.

Sample 1.1B I·IC IO-lA 14-lA 16-1A 2O-1A 2O-1B 23-1A 26-1A 31·1A 33-1A 34,-1B-B 34-lB-E 39·1A 41-1A
Depth (m) 0.6 0.75 9.85 13.45 IS.05 19.1 19.£5 22.05 2$.17 30.2 '294 3338 33.63 38.22 4<).CS

Rock type VLl" VLPh VLPh VLPh VLPh VLPh VLPh VLPh VLPh VLPh VLPh VLPh VLPh VLPh LPh
(M. Ox!a, vm. Ox/a. 0,;•. 0,. Ox/a_ 0,;,. 0,;•. Ox!a, b. 0<. 0<. 0_. R""'" Rod. _..

SiC:!. 54.49 42.24 56.05 $S51 57.3/) 57m 56.02 58.32 53.67 56.67 58.61 59.45 60.92 5<.77 58.28
no, 0.49 0.41 0,40 0.47 0.22 052 052 0.38 0.49 O,4,S 0.50 0.18 0.13 0.36 0.11
Alt', 24.05 31.78 23.14 2.3.09 22.37 23.84 22.11 21,69 23.10 24.17 21.41 21.95 20.54 24.71] 22.88
PeWl '.65 7.33- '50 3.57 0.7Q 1.18 '.30 2.03 '56 1.46 lA9 0.&1 0.73 0.92 0.88
MnO 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 om
MgO 0.02 0.13 om 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.06 O.OS 0.03- 0.04 0.00 0.00 om o.oz
CoO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N"o 0.35 0.18 O.:Z7 0.39 3.03 0.27 0.26 0.30 2.19 OA8 0.34 0.84 OAS 0.28 1.00
K,Q 12.33 9.95 13.64 13..62 1353 13-42 1353 14.33 11.76 13.10 13>1 14.22 1450 11.99 14.19

P20S 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.03 O.os 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
H,o 3.37 5.42 2.36 2.47 2.44 ,.<)4 2.39 1>' ,% 291 2.2' 2.00 2.04 4.10 2.44
CO, n.ll. ... ... ... ~d. ~, ~.. .. ... ~.. ... .. nL .. ...
Total (wt.%) 98" 97.49 99.40 99.19 99.'" 99.4 98.83 98.99 9&.83 99.32 9&4. 99.50 99.36 99.20 99.92

F (ppm) .., 9(ll n.a. n.a. n.a. I100 M. 1506 It.a. M 'L ... n,l!,. n.• n.•.
Ila 5<>1 215 36' 61. 167 "" "" 733 "as 1324 1497 1067 "" '18 55'
Rb '" '20 350 15' .,. 343 351 369 304 345 35' 35' 373 319 347
S, 176 35 175 163 24' ISO 18' 155 174 136 193 139 146 80 136
I'b 34 19 23 39 19 9 4' 59 23 b.d. II b.d. 48 11 13
Th 62 140 " 14 2. SO " 16 36 28 217 " 145 21 65
II '" 151 23 ,. 23 " 108 " .. 27 41 II 391 Z9 19
Nb 12l 7. m 143 .7 104 197 21. 149 11. 146 ., 46 68 192
U 307 "" I17 97 2S6 2ll 121 1498 176 140 120 U7 131 II'" 556
e< 805 192 •.~ 393 268 1606 '", 1276 327 136 137 '" 1&1 146 468
Nd 105 I14 21 51 71 26 42 288 61 31 22 40 55 lS4 128
Y 76 206 " 39 6l) ,. 55 103 63 53 61 70 102 92 53
Z, 912 7847 361 64' 4<), '20 89Z m 1345 183 702 S6l 364 333 251
V "" 1352 150 156 212 1% 14' 165 257 142 144 '" SO 65 109

'" b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. 14 b.d. b.d. b.d. I, 'A. 'A. 'A. b.d. I>.d. b.~

Ni 12 bod. , , , b.d. !:l.d. b.d. , bod, b.d. 7 • 10 7
Co b.d. b.d, •.~ I),d. I>.d. b.d. 'A. b.d. b,d. M. b.d. M. 7 7 b.d.
C, b.d, hO. .... bA. 17 b.d. bA. b.d. 10 b.d. 7 b.l1. M b.~ •z" 20 46 10 " 18 'A. b.d. 7 " M. b." b.d, b.~ b,d. 22
Hf M. '''' n.a. n.a. ... 2 n,a. 12 n.• .. .. ... n.a. n•. n.a.
G. 37 n.ll. 35 42 42 n,a. 35 b.d. 44 37 SO 26 " 29 34

" 2 6 1 1 7 • , 6 10 2 1 1 b.d. 2 bA.
S b.d. M, b.d, M. M. b.d. b,d. b.d. 104 64 127 24 lS48 1983 lS4S

XRf.data; It,a. '" not analysed, b.a. "" belcwmtectil:m.

_.___.~_.~o_~_ ._.. _ ..,_. ~--_.-.-.~-_~__~~.•_____ ..~ -'" -~--.--_.--.---.--..- ..~------.~-~-~'...~__ ..____ -.--.-~_.._ ---'.• -- ..------__.,,_"- _-"_~_ '_'_.'_. ___ ._ .._
-- ~--. --.-.• --.-'-



Borehole Fl: Major and trace element analyses (contd.).

Sample 42-1A 43-1A 45-1A 47-1A 5Q.IA 55-1A 59-1A 59-1B 63_1A 67-1A-A 67-1A-E 68-1A 68-1AA 68-1AB 68-1AC
Depth (m) 41.87 42.1 44.87 46.1 49.82 54.33 58.15 58.35 62.9 66.17 66.27 67.08 67.15 67.25 67.35

ROO< "'"
LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh LPh
R<dIRF WRF ""- Wf. 0></, Ox/a, f. "" W •. OxIa,f. WRF R,dIRf Red/a,b. Red/a,b. Red/a, b_ Red/a_

Si~ 53.82 54.37 5452 56.75 57.21 56.36 54.76 54.20 5<85 55.21 54.92 54.10 55.22 5550 54.13
Tio, 0" 054 05' 0.75 0.38 053 0.46 059 OA9 OA9 0.48 052 050 052 052
AlP, 2328 22.66 2356 2256 23.56 220S 23.97 23.28 24.13 2353 22., 21A6 22.64 22.14 21.77
F,~ 2.78 456 4.05 1.97 1.46 3.30 3.71 4.33 3.72 3.21 352 ...7 3.81 3.76 3.72
M.O 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0-01 0.00 0.00 O.oI 0.00 0.00 0.00
M,O 0.03 0.Q7 0.03 0.06 0.00 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.01 O.OS 0.04 0.11 0.09 0.12 0.10
Ceo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.oI 0.00
Na20 125 151 0.30 0.16 0.28 0.16 0.57 021 025 0.31 0.39 131 024 0.25 0.18
KP 12.93 1239 13.11 13.75 1284 13.03 1259 11.79 12.45 13.39 13.10 1296 13.20 13.28 13.06
P20S 0.07 0.09 0.07 0.09 0.05 O.OS 0.09 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
H,O 3.74 3.35 2.86 2.95 3.03 3.98 3.28 <97 350 2.68 3.87 4.84 3.99 3.94 4.29
CO, n.a. u. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. u. n.a. ,.a n.a. ~.

Total (wt.%) 9859 9955 99.OS 99.04 98., 9958 9927 9952 99.47 98.96 9926 99A3 99.74 9957 9722-
F (ppm) n.a. n.a. n.ll. 1340 n.ll. 109' u. 1000 n.ll. u. u. u. 1091 1220 883.. S40 '71 510 702 '78 '24 '98 '28 587 1449 386 383 310 298 315
Rb 343 3ll 313 324 336 309 295 283 311 295 286 309 299 29' m
S, 20S 191 158 160 196 180 1fJ1 211 226 14<) 149 196 192 167 148
Ph 34 21 17 35 b.d. 31 29 27 59 , 13 22 15 13 b.d.
Th 28 105 30 75 41 27 61 58 42 36 32 17 9 12 ,
U 2305 49 190 212 91 153 263 308 198 42 131 191 61 45 25
Nh 272 197 324 184 70 236 278 328 2S6 238 US 306 244 257 220
La 259 235 2SO 412 183 42' 298 361 281 20S 197 213 233 229 208
Ce 152 188 m 2331 204 301 m 4<)1 150 186 242 188 178 157 111
Nd 70 69 97 85 84 79 90 71 60 47 82 46 33 25 16y 99 " 59 68 86 66 101 141 56 63 52 38 48 39 23Z, 94' 1451 752 8S7 3057 1101 1794 220S '96 649 1102 "" 1425 "'" '88V 388 312 I71 400 135 170 263 269 296 200 148 318 259 244 251
C, 13 20 12 b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. bod. 14 b.d. h.d. h.d
N; 11 7 7 b.d. 7 b.d. 10 b.d. 6 7 7 6 h.d. b.d. h.dCo 7 10 b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. M. M. h.d b.d. b.d. h.d. ,....Cu b.d. , 4 b.d. 4 M. 4 b.d. 4 4 4 b.d. b.d. b.d. h.dZo b.d. 47 25 20 b.d. 80 9 14 7 b.d. 99 21 11 11 13Hf n.a. '0. ". 13 n.a. 11 n.a. 27 n.a. n.a. n.ll. ,. 15 7 2

w Ga '32 48 41 ". 29 u. 45 n.ll. 43 4<) 33 47 •.a .~ n.ll.t-.> " 6 , b.d. , b.d. 6 b.d. 6 h.d. b.d. h.d 6 , 4 3'" S 1170 b.d. 62 M. 32 b.d. b.d. b.d. 47 350 16028 1414 1527 7384 7115
XRF-data; n.a. _ nounaJysed, bA. '=- belowdeteetion.
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Borehole Fl:. Major and trace element analyses (contd.).
w:s Sample 69-1B n.1A 71-18 74-1A 7S-lBA 75-1BB 77·1A 77-18 7t-lA 81-1A 85,lA 9O-lB 91·1A 95-lA 101-lA

Depth (m) 63' "'.1 ",-" 73.7 74.85 14.95 76.5 ,.85 71.45 80.72 842 89.2 ,.,. 84.65 100.3

Rock type LP' N,S N,S LP. LPh LPh LPh LPh LP' LPh LPh LPh !'kPh LPh LPh
RedIa. Redia, b. Redia, b. Red/a, vm. Red. Red. lW!. lW!. lW!. Rei!. Redia, Vtn. Red. Ro'- Rol. lW!.

SlOt 55.68 51.19 582' 5359 55.8% 5<55' 5<5.51 5<559 56.70 56.10 5Ul2 56.01 5<552 51.71 55.33
Ti02 0.46 0.24 024 0.32 0.47 0045 0.44 0.46 0.43 0046 0.42 0.47 0.46 OS7 OS2
A1Z03 22.29 24.11 "54 19.41 21.60 ".71 21.90 21.71 21.51 2lh9 ",59 21.73 n.12 23.23 21.95
F,~ 3.65 0.80 1.73 4.48 3.28 3.18 2.83 2.96 351 3.28 6.41 '" 2.63 0.90 3.75
M,D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 om 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,01 ,.... 000 0.00 0.00 0.00
M,O 0.10 0.06 om 0.23 0))4 0.10 OM OlB 0.10 0.Q2 0.24 om 0.01 0.01 0.00
CaD 0.00 0.00 0.00 OS7 0.23 0.22 0.03 0.30 0.09 0.00 0.21 om 0.00 0.00 0.01
Na;!O 0.'" 0,16 0.42 0.35 058 0.33 0.43 0.36 0.29 0.33 0,49 0.68 0.3/J 0.38 0.35
K,o 13.44 13.07 13.25 12.35 13:7Q 13.76 13.% 13.86 14.04 14.04 11.39 n.Ol 13.06 14.49 13.48
PzOs 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.02 0,03 0.03 0.0< 0.04 (to5 0.0< 0.05 0.Q3 0.05 0.1'. 0.03
H,o 1.79 1.68 3.14 4.44 3.32 3.03 3.10 1.09 3.10 2.96 6.13 3.71 3S9 1.73 '.55
CO, n.a. n.a. 11.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. ... n,a. n.a. n.a. '.a ,.. M M

Total (wt.%) 99.66 99.36 98.63 95.78 99.08 99.40 99.30 99.46 99.82 98.93 99.23 99.19 98.15 99.09 98.97

F (ppm) 953 1003 M. ,.. M. ... n.•. ,... 1527 ,.. u, ,.. aa .~ ...... '" 457 417 533 375 415 445 471 451 471 973 l668 631 110 607
Rl> 296 m 31. 273 301 283 302 m 300 31S 264 286 302 342 292
S, 132 109 97 183 ", 307 122 ,.7 111 112 174 96 121 170 109
Pb h.d b.a. b.d. 27 M. b.d. M. M. M. '.d h.d hA. hA. h.d .....
Th 14 13 31 • 15 b.a. 21 b.d. 5 21 41 14 2Z 26 .,
U SO W6 89 17 20 5 17 , 30 30 ,., 25 14 13 31
Nb 2" 395 445 24<l 211 234 235 "" 222 243 247 "" 241 241 248
LA 260 291 '"

..., 272 281 226 '" "" '" 232 "" '" 3Z1 264
C< 182 221 419 6272 335 208 m "" 141 203 362 "" 351 "" 339
Nd 31 43 145 11154 85 31 69 29 12 " 76 52 78 89 71
Y 43 22 5'l 461 34 29 38 30 19 23 39 32 3S 54 48
Z, 806 198 2222 1109 "" 655 544 761 851 667 645 1218 ... '" 970
V 23' '34 72 116 142 ,., 113 153 262 111 82 102 .. m 208
C, b.d. b,d. b.a. 46 b.d. M. M. '.d- b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. '.d h.d b.d.
N; b.d. b.d, 10 41 5 I),d. b.d. h.d •.~ 5 • 5 • S 7
Co M. b.d. b.d. b.d. p.d, b.d. b.d. b.d. b.a. M b.... bA. h.'" b.... '.d
C, b.d. b.a. 4 6 4 M. 4 b.d. b.d. 4 4 4 4 4 4
Z, 16 '.d 9 714 153 843 m 413 311 93 520 123 432 25 213
Hr • bA. a< O'. ,.. 4 O'. 4 5 aa a< ,.. O', ... ....
G. lUI.. ... 39 " 38 ... 32 n.... !l.a. 34 31 28 26 40 36

'" 4 4 b.d. b,d. b.d. 4 b.d. 4 , •.~ b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. h."
S 5821 2164 6785 18153 14074 1024 11477 9447 8004 13139 9126 9120 12576 890 17483

XRF4.ata; ll.a. '" /Jot analysed, b.a. "" below detection.
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Borehole FI: Major and trace element analyses (contd.).

Sample l04-lA 105-IA 106.1A 107-1A 109.1A l09-lB 11l-1A 1I2-1A 1I2-1AB Il3-1A 113-18 117·JA lI8.1A 1I9-1A 121·1A
Depth (m) 103.9 104.82 105.43 106.78 108.92 108.98 IlO.13 1I1.l2 1II.2 Il2.B 1I2.42 116.96 lI7.75 1l8.2 120.17

Roc'typ< LP' VB, U. LP' LP' LP' LP' U. LP' U. LP' LPb LPb LP' U.

""'- Red/a,vm. Red/f. Red/f. Red/a, f, J. Red. Red. Red/vm. Red. Red. Red. Red/a. R"'. Red. R"'.

SiOz 56.71 48AO 56.20 56.96 51.20 56.88 56.09 55.97 56.36 59.03 59.51 55.73 56.86 56.15 61.54
TiOZ 055 0.37 0.48 0.52 0.72 0.51 0.48 056 0.41 0.08 0.39 055 0.32 0.49 0.08
Al,p, 21.73 20.48 21.66 21.92 25.54 22.25 22.18 18.51 22.71 22.18 21.63 22.44 21.76 22.66 19.12
F.~ 2.38 156 3.20 2.56 3.84 2.28 >12 5.64 3.09 0.73 0.99 3.34 2.75 2.44 0.84
M,O om 0.00 0.00 om 0.D3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 om 0.00 0.00 0.Q2 0.02 0.01
MgO 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.D3 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.00
0<0 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 om 050 028 0.13 0.02 0.06 024
N.,p 0.13 0.49 0.86 0.07 0.36 023 0.43 054 0.36 0.05 021 039 028 0.44 0.60
K,p 13.40 10.40 13M 13.61 823 13.51 13.96 13.85 13.60 14.13 14.42 12M 1324 12M 15lJ2
PzOs 0.1I 0.68 0.10 OJ16 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.D7 OJ16 0.06 0.9 0.D7 0.05
H,o 3.34 5.33 3.13 324 750 3.47 299 3.7{l 325 2.17 2.21 4.11 3.58 3.7{l I.25
CO, n.a. n.a. n.3. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Total (wt.%) - 87.80 99.51 98.99 98.04 99.28 99.33 98.83 98.91 98.97 99.75 99.46 98.96 98.91 98.75

P (ppm) n.a. n.3. n.3. n.a. u. lI02 n.a. n.a. 1331 n.a. 2343 1098 n.a. lI;.a. n.a... 1095 937 779 719 446 891 589 376 634 882 761 6(i) 786 783 715
Rh 316 151 292 331 197 286 :lO4 290 305 345 331 284 305 286 379
S, 480 689 453 255 112 421 237 28' 180 240 188 155 100 128 130
Ph 7 1202 , b.d. b.d. b.d. 48 II b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. M
Th 127 36S1 91 29 12 83 S9 45 35 52 22 13 26 51 4()
U 18 210 51 25 94 10 24 24 b.d. 17 M 79 12 42 10
Nb 202 105 225 229 336 205 286 507 224 17 91 303 76 338 83
U 168 14204 276 155 259 308 259 322 504 193 417 259 167 227 233
Co 258 22807 435 240 446 243 371 572 535 341 374 230 293 321 310
Nd 22 5518 97 '41 65 41 88 187 127 60 68 47 41 69 65
Y 89 97{l 127 67 n 68 59 110 91 88 59 72 51 46 43
Z. 2323 405 1559 1754 """ 898 8S5 2785 2790 "35 74() 2068 73S 431 258
V 592 247 258 311 90 "" 176 185 247 257 218 231 155 97 36
C, bod. 102 b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.
Ni b.d. 93 12 b.d. b.d. b.d. 6 15 b.d. b.d. M, b.d. M. b.d. b.d.
Co b.d. , b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. M. b.d. M. b.d. b.d.
eo b.d. 2I 4 b.d. b.d. b.d. 4 4 b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. 4 4
Z, 139 4424 145 107 119 151 83 188 81 81 144 494 42 109 19

w Hf n.a. u. u. u. u. 8 u, n.a. 38 u. 6 23 ,~ u n.a.w G. 56 34 41 42 37 u. 36 41 ,.. 4() M. 43 31 29~ ,..
& 7 8 ,,,. 7 4 4 ,,,. b.d. 4 7 4 4 6 b.d. b.d.
S 10081 754S 14482 10079 15148 842 Il823 29553 4191 2459 31m 3743 11741 11914 2366

XRF-data; n.a. - not analysed, b.d. - beiowdeteetion.

---- --------~----------------~-------------------------------~------ - --~_.





Borehole Fl: As and Se-analyses.

Sample Depth Rock Type As Se
(m) (ppm) (pph)

FI-16-1A 15.05 VLPh Ox. 5 B.a.
FI-26-lA 25.17 VLPh Ox. 21 139
Fl-33-lA 3294 VLPh Ox. 5 B.a.
FI-34-1B-E 33.63 VLPh Red. 5 n.a.
FI-39-1A 38.22 LPh Red. b.d. n,a.
Fl-42-lA 41.87 LPh Red. b.d. 14
FI-43-lA 42.10 LPh Ox. 13 62
Fl-45-lA 44.87 LPh Ox. 17 n.a.
Fl·59-lA 58.35 LPh Ox. 50 B.a.
Fl-66-1A 65.92 LPh Ox. 4 B.a.
Fl-67-lA-E 66.27 LPh Red. 7 B.a.
Fl-68-lA 67JJ8 LPh Red. 10 n.a.
FI-74-lA 73.70 LPh Red. h.d. 0.74
Fl-91-lA 90.80 PlcPh Red. 7 n~.

PI-I01-lA 100.32 LPh Red. lI.a. 1,4
FI-105-lA 104.82 VBr Red. b.d. n.a.
Fl-1l9-lA 108.92 LPh Red. 7 n.a.
FI-I22-1A 121.75 LPh Red. n.a. t.4
Pl·I26·!A 125.35 LPh Red. 17 n.a.

As: manual XRP-data (detection limit 1 ppm).
Se: neutron activation data.
B.a. = not analysed; b.d. = belowdeteetion.
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Borehole F3

Osamu Utsumi mine, ore body E

Mine coordinates:

Altitude:

Depth of borehole:

Inclination:

Drilling equipment:

Core diameter:

9-INH47

1320 m above sea level

80m

55° to the horizontal plane

Rotary coring system with water flushing

0.0 - 27.45 m : 63.5 mm

27.65 - 80.0 m : 47.6 mm
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w
Borehole F3: Major and trace element analyses.~

Sample 2-IA 1O-1A 2O-lB 21-1B 23-18 28-1A 36-1A 43-lA 46-IB 48-IA 49-IA S3-1A 59-IA 64-tA 69·lA
Depth (m) 1.25 9-45 19.75 20.80 22-38 27.23 35.18 41.98 45.84 47.27 48.60 5251 58.49 63.85 68.50

Rod """
VLPh VLPh PlcCpxPh PlcCpxPh PIcCpxPh PlcCpxPh P1cCpxPh PlcCpxPh PlcCpJ<Ph PlcCpxPh PlcCpxPh PlcCpxPh PlcCprl'h PIeCpxPh PlcCpxPh
Red/a,b. ""'. Red. Red. Red. Red. Red. Red/a,b. R£d. Red. &dIb,vm.R.edIb,vm.RedIb,vm.Red. Re4.

SiG.!. 53.75 56.00 54.74 54.74 55.14 55.58 57.29 5495 56.64 56.76 SS.58 SS.32 53__59 55.62 56.32
no, 0.47 0.61 0.45 0.41 0.39 0.36 0.43 0.41 0.44 0040 039 0.38 0.43 0.40 0.40
AlfJ, 21.65 21.48 22-01 21.84 21.56 21.33 23.23 22.76 23.19 22.83 22.01 21.44 2197 22.16 21.62
Fe10t 422 '.02 339 356 '25 2.7 121 2.n 134 l.OS '22 297 322 2.24 2.41
MoO 0.00 OlJo 0.00 0.00 oro OJJO ono 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MgO 0.11 0.16 020 0.17 0.11 022 0.17 0.12 0.16 0.11 0.21) 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.11
0.0 0-07 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.08 0.06 OJ" 0.04 .,7 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.05
Na20 0.83 1.62 0.90 1.22 0.95 0.88 1.05 0.80 0.99 o.n 1.62 0.89 122 1.05 1.13
K,O ll.5S 13.16 13.50 13.21 13.16 13.40 13.56 1274 13.7:2 13.43 13.41 13.49 11.87 13.38 13.59
P20S 0.14 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.30 0.07 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.21 0.36 0.11 0.08
HfJ 5.05 3.47 >03 3.16 3.18 2.96 2~ 3.42 1.86 2.23 261 2.83 4.22 2.58 2.51
co, 0.33 0.33 0.19 0.44 0.38 0.27 0.10 0.32 0.16 0.12 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.23 0.24

To"" (wt.%) 98.17 100.09 98.57 98.91 98.24 98.04 99.42 98.45 98.63 97.80 99.43 97.99 97.38 9793 98.46

F (ppm) 1706 1495 1735 1671 1631 2597 1354 1302 1478 1146 1369 1578 1830 1271 1312.. 444 357 741 661 704 1941 692 965 640 1215 713 1346 2072 847 779.. 235 280 303 271 264 278 308 268 322 301 286 285 249 282 315
S, 307 531 435 508 436 704 617 4S6 675 559 481 795 842 622 619
Pb 134 62 96 136 19 69 39 20 16 30 401 38 38S 41 11
Th 90 44 23 41 45 47 61 158 41 76 40 18 113 38 50
U 81 50 111 58 36 121) 17 b.d. M M 25 169 116 26 30
Nb 326 296 246 21)1 198 207 238 m 237 212 190 228 248 201 228

'" 1551 617 556 572 622 511 273 292 199 273 275 305 8S8 399 no
C< 1626 546 590 576 643 539 US 24<l 189 269 299 "" "" 382 158
Nd '" 119 126 139 137 115 43 52 30 60 53 65 162 7lJ b.d.
Y 125 85 132 148 117 183 83 95 102 93 67 84 119 78 60
Zr 1090 643 1788 1691 988 2914 88' 679 1009 1124 1266 2782 1949 772 929
V 121) 175 179 143 132 181 351 713 147 233 203 225 172 'IS 283
ex 10 b.d. b.d. b4. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. M b.d. b.d. b4. b•.
M b.d. b.d. b.d b.d. bod. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d bod. b.d. b.<l b.d.
Co 4 4 5 4 b.d. b.d. 5 4 7 b.d. 4 4 b.d. b.d. M
C. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d
Zn 371 185 172 285 299 279 1'" 298 97 156 338 307 472 342 239
Hr 13 5 24 21 7 38 11 4 U 14 13 34 26 6 8
5< 5 5 8 7 7 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 8 6 5
S 12480 8498 1_ 9502 8621 7186 1011 1%8 504 1406 7367 8747 lIOll 5193 5937

XRF-data; n.a. not alUllysed, b.d. "" below detection.



Borehole F3: Major and trace element analyses (cootd.).

Sample 12-lA 74-18 75_lA 19-1A
Depth (m) 71.07 73.62 74.66 78.75

Rock<ype PlcPh PlcPh PlcPh PioPh
Red/f. Rod. Red. Red.

SiOz 56.83 55.47 55.41 55.87
no, 0.48 0.63 0$1 0.49
Al203 22.46 20.. 21.10 21.35
F,~ 126 2.91 '" 3.09
M.O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MgO 0.15 0.10 0.13 0.09

"'0 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03
Nap 115 1m 0.93 0.92
K,O 13.84 13.23 1322 13.24
P20S 0.05 0.12 0.11 0.07
H,O '" 3.09 3.34 3.05
co, 0.09 0.24 0.27 0.23

Tolal (wt.%) 98.19 !Tl.68 98.37 98.43

F (ppm) 1487 1280 1332 122'
a. 3S4 752 630 627
Rb 327 302 299 280
S, 5" 222 307 214
Ph 15 '" 28 40
Th 55 103 41 66
U 43 n 64 17
Nb 247 250 266 24'
U. 276 54' 354 220
C< 271 561 324 190
Nd 51 114 " 37
Y 71 101 87 4'
Z< 144' 2011 1650 1159
V 20S 180 2U 211
C, b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.

Ni b.d b.d b.d. M.
Co 5 b.d. b.d. b.d.
e. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d.

W Z. 274 189 320 223... IH 21 27 22 11- " 6 6 6 S
S 863 1'l88 8904 788'
XRF-data; n.a not analysed, b.d. below detection.
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Borehole F4

Osamu Utsumi mine, ore body B

Mine coordinates:

Altitude:

Depth of borehole:

Inclination:

Drilling equipment:

Core diameter:

8-IUKll

1332 m above sea level

414.76m

55<> to the horizontal plane

Rotary coring system with water flush iog

0.0 -100.22 m : 635 mm

100.22-414.76 m :47.6 mm
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w
!6 BoreholeF4: Major and trace element analyses.

Sample 19.1A 22-lA 39-1A 91-18 l07-IA I23-IA 129-lA 210.A 21O-AB 2IO-A2 210-A3 2I2.AI 2IZ-A2 243-A1 243.A2
Depth (m) 18.61 21.1 38.75 90.05 10M' 122.71 128.48 20959 20959 209.59 20959 212.7 212.7 2433 2433

Rock type LPh N,S PlcPh NoS NeS N,S LPh LPh LPh VB, LPb VB, VB, VB, VB'
0</, Ox/a. 0</•• Rodft>. Red/a, b. Red/vm. Redlb, vm. Red/b, vrn. Redlb, vm. RedJrn. Red/b, vm.Redlm. Red/tn. Red/m. Red/m.

Si02 53JJ4 53AS 5433 5"50 54.16 55.18 52.48 54.44 53.66 52.4 52.61 55.06 54.47 55.08 49.23
Ti02 OM 0.70 099 056 050 0.44 0.41 OA5 OS2 0.48 033 038 052 051 035
AlP, 2522 24.. 23.75 22.49 23.07 20.11 18.64 20.85 20.63 21.91 2M3 22.08 21.18 21.82 17.83
F'~ 2.79 2.41 257 3.16 2.99 3.57 3.89 5'" 4.61 3.32 5.99 2.74 3.26 2.72 7.39
M,O 0.00 0.17 0.02 0.00 0.16 DAD 0.91 0.01 0.01 0.01 om om 0.02 0.02 0.03
MgO 0.16 0.12 0.12 0.17 0.19 0.10 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.13 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.12
0.0 0.04 om 0.02 1.63 1.32 1.19 2.49 D.ll 0.13 0.22 o.n 051 0.39 0.14 0.3
Na20 1.04 0.83 0.74 0.80 1.90 0.55 033 0.Q1 0.01 0.01 0.01 om 0.01 001 001
K,O 11.64 11.96 12.48 12.77 9.46 13.27 "24 13.12 12.55 12.12 1248 12.96 12.55 1>9 11.24
PzOs 0.17 0.13 0.14 0.09 0.11 0.05 0.18 0.27 0.31 0.55 0.27 0.26 058 0.35 0.56
H,O 3.79 3.54 2.92 3.90 4JJ7 253 3.68 '.n 5.1 5.05 6.3 '59 4.39 3.98 7
CO, 0.12 0.15 0.19 0.19 0.44 Oh9 1.42 n.a. Il.a. Il.a. Il.a. lI.a. M. M. lI.a.

TOlal (wt.%) 98.66 98.36 98.27 98.36 98.37 98.08 97.02 99.28 97.7 96.26 99.53 99.n 97.56 97.72 94.06

F (ppm) 1820 1699 1544 8101 5946 6989 11579 n.a. M. M. M. M. lI.a. ••• 11.1.
S. 679 815 1312 787 6n 180 444 655 446 291 ?SO 651 '31 43? 311
Rb 268 282 280 315 239 289 248 300 278 '" 283 291 310 .33 285
S, 123 144 100 335 387 176 sn 454 '15 726 '61 449 "17 1482 1372
Pb 39 313 43 ,

" 11 59 87 68 363 59 63 186 62 170
Th " 94 62 28 11 17 62 72 19 121 94 97 244 54 84
U 107 118 101 43 '" 78 184 1480 1509 222S 1714 899 4212 1m 5057
Nb 264 264 299 215 276 148 232 241 262 293 183 118 4S8 379 '98Co 1836 1230 634 '79 >JS 186 1641 TIS 876 1328 674 726 1422 280 '14C< 1459 1658 659 538 396 189 2253 829 10» 1568 743 83S 1785 376 631
Nd 448 266 142 108 70 35 441 212 "" 439 18' 208 .... 104 170
Y 83 147 120 35 32 62 105 159 247 246 125 120 238 91 139
Z, 616 1072 1267 645 383 2"" 4529 4498 20574 9715 2132 2779 7449 15242 19997
V 268 404 418 34' 336 192 146 260 2SO '00 228 337 331 231 129
C, b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. 12 9 14 18 13 11 16 8 21
Ni b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. bd. 98 235 59S 303 '0 ISS 34 117
Go 6 8 6 4 5 5 9 38 32 570 33 15 27 29 23C, b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. bod. b.d. b.d. b~.
Zn 76 74 72 31 79 256 68 1965 1850 2716 2261 1264 2699 SS, 2755
G. n.a. lI.a. 11.1. M. 11.1. n.a. 11.1. 36 34 45 33 42 43 43 34
Hf , 10 9 b.d. b.d. 25 57 73 150 138 38 48 115 "" 24S

" 4 6 6 3 b.d. , 3 11.1. n.l. 11.1. u. u. 11.1. ,. 11.1.
S 196 " b.d. 18134 5498 13441 22781 20611 21911 21658 278S8 15"" 15381 17203 34162

XRF~Ia; n.a. - not Ina!y$c.d, bod. below detectioll.
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Borehole F4: Major and trace element analyses (coDtd.).

Sample 243·A3 243·A4A 243·A4B 243-AS 243-AO 2S2-AI 252-A2 252-A3 252-A4 252-AS 252.A6 252.A7 26S-1A·B 383-A 386·A
Depth (m) 2433 2433 243.3 2435 2435 252.7 252.7 252.7 25,. 25,. 2528 25,. 264.35 38255 38552

Rock_ VB' VB' VB' NoS NoS NoS NoS NoS VB, VB, VB, VB, NoS VB, VB.-
Rod/m. Rod!m. Rodlm. Red/m. Red/m. R"""". RodI=. Red/vm. Red/m. Rod/m. Redlm. Rod/m. Rod/m. Rod/m. Rod/m.

SiOz 5231 54.94 56.99 59.3 60.02 53.77 54.21 55.11 52.53 5437 54.02 51.36 50.45 44.9 4&"
110, OA8 0.47 0.34 0.2 0.14 0.81 0.76 0.81 056 053 0.75 a.ss 0.49 0.35 ,.6

AlP, 21.03 2032 19.14 19.12 19.75 23> 23.39 23." 2055 16.62 16.91 15.42 22.98 1186 14.78

Fe'ot 352 2.46 m 1.75 1.57 >I9 3.05 2.42 2.35 5.22 4.02 3.94 '.32 17.24 13.63
MoO 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 om 0.01 om 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.01

MgO 0.17 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.12 0.17 0.16 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.34 0.1 0.1

0.0 0.28 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.26 0.63 1.13 OA 0.2 0." 0.11 0.12 0.00 0.23 0.26

Na20 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 om om 0.01 0.01 om om om 0.01 0.62 0.01 0.01

K,o 12.17 12.48 13.09 13,93 14.36 12.18 12.3 12.12 10.54 11.93 11.1l6 9.74 11.30 11.39 12

P,o, 0.6 0.49 056 0.36 0.25 0.24 0.21 0.43 1.06 0.29 0.39 0.43 0.32 0.16 0.09

H,O 5.13 4.13 3-82 3.02 2.48 '.96 5.05 '.7 5.36 4.74 3.49 4.71 '51 9.46 7.69
CO2 u. u. n.a. o.a. o.a. o.a. n.a. n.a. o.a. o.a. u. n.a. n.a. u- n.a.

Total (W1.%) 95.n 95.67 96.49 98.04 98.98 99.77 10028 9921 9328 93.91 90>9 86.42 96.22 97.72 100.05

F (ppm) o.a. o·a. n.a. n.a. u. n.a. n.a. n.a. o.a. o.a. u. o.a. 3665 u- o.a.

"" 446 374 504 31. 302 '78 51l 595 369 252 91 0 1135 1001 1194

Rb 333 332 328 311 312 257 261 259 "" 233 224 191 277 239 262

S, 1623 1406 1595 1286 1013 1140 1<>l8 2001 3750 730 880 741 355 330 201

Pb 109 86 84 " 52 70 61 113 306 676 '34 254 43 37 54

Th 11' 98 115 68 45 'I 38 134 390 131 I1\) 157 21' 374 236

U 5588 4749 .700 2181 1266 135 89 238 858 716 m 1183 281 7 23

Nb 484 '83 453 345 303 216 193 "" 526 554 778 882 258 112 1116

U. 484 376 '12 245 168 154 134 343 989 183 262 256 1396 295 186

C. 565 '78 509 31' m 223 194 427 1097 323 '38 '90 1809 367 244

Nd 165 133 144 82 80 48 42- 100 284 100 139 171 312 110 53

Y 130 135 148 117 94 67 56 118 363 234 325 384 32J) 146 111

Z, 17486 19297 19168 1'268 13671 4429 3152 8649 24260 24853 32800 41&57 4621 226 1781

V 222 152 75 55 87 151 132 220 169 88 120 92 279 99 462

'" I' I' 15 11 10 6 6 8 16 I' 15 16 b.d. 16 18
Ni 73 56 72 40 28 9 9 18 49 38 48 50 b.d. 18 17
Co 17 12 15 13 18 7 6 , 19 49 32 28 5 bod 9
Cu 15 I' 16 b.d. hO. M M b.d. 24 bo. 16 17 b.d b.d. M
Z. 627 998 751 '79 378 391 '75 175 64 1941 767 90 506 653 242
G. 42 34 24 30 40 43 40 .1 31 23 21 18 25 25w !if 232 200 254 189 182 70 54 128 385 337 '78 653 63 5 :n;\;
" u. u. "'. M. U. o.. M. o.a o.. M. • a o.. 5 o.. o..
S 14509 11787 12211 '7983 46638 34625 41316 11145 11.516 27360 20385 18307 21098 76425 54466

XRF-data; o.a. = oot anaiy5ed, b.d. = below detectioo.
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Borehole F4: F4-353 Xenolith, major and trace elements.

Sample Ns 1-11 Ns 1-10 Ns 1-9 Ns 1-8 Ns 1.7 Ns 1-6 Ns 1-5 Ns 14 Ns 1-3 Ns 1-2 Ns 1-1 PH
Depth (m) 353.40 353.41 353.42 353.43 353.44 353.45 353.46 353.47 353.48 353.49 35350 353.52

Rock type N,S NoS NoS NoS NoS N,S NoS N,S N,S NoS NoS PhD.... Rod. Rod. .... Rod. .... Rod. .... .... Rod. Rod. ....
500, 35.00 54JlO 53.90 52S0 SO.60 49.70 SO.60 SO.9O 51JlO SO.9O 52", 53.70
A1Z03 18.70 19.30 20.40 20.40 20.20 20.10 19.90 20.80 20.30 20.40 21.20 19.60
110, 1.27 150 1.33 1.33 1.51 1.40 1.26 I.OS 1.11 1.17 0.86 0.66

Fez03 4.60 4.45 3.89 4.82 6.30 6.38 6.28 5.39 5.61 S5' 4.76 5.'Y7
M,O 0.98 0.96 0.82 0.87 1.38 152 1.70 1.39 1.51 1.40 1.13 0.73
M,O 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.25 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.25 0.21
Ceo 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.17
N.", 0.17 0.08 0.10 0.Q7 0.11 0.12 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.14 0.12
K,O 14.10 13.80 13.90 13.10 12.80 12.60 12.90 l2.80 13.10 12.90 13.50 13.70
PzOs 0", 0", 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 008 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.06 O.OS

WI 3.77 "5 3.77 4.77 5.39 5.70 531 5.08 5.16 4.77 431 4.16
Co, n.a. n.a. D.a. oA .a 0>. n.a. M. n.a. M. n.a. n.a.

Total (wt.%) 98.84 98.22 98.41 98.22 98.75 97.98 9852 97.98 98.35 97.73 98..55 98.17

P (ppm) ... u. ... n.a. u . u. .,. ..L n,. ... " . u.
Do 1370 1360 1490 140 1520 1490 1630 14'" 1480 1360 1200 671
Rb 307 305 303 298 278 284 294 279 292 279 293 328,.. 306 274 280 338 422 443 606 1040 740 1210 957 584
Ph "'. n.a. "'. n.a. D.a. u. u. "'. '.L .a "'. n,.
Th 32 32 30 32 33 33 34 30 30 36 30 27
U 24.3 27.4 20.3 18.6 19.8 1<5 16 13.6 13.4 15.2 135 24
Nb 285 322 zn 299 392 341 306 264 277 288 232 m
'" 201 195 162 182 226 278 382 275 273 349 265 211
Ce ill 260 208 262 346 409 579 410 4JJ8 S35 395 311
Nd 64 66 52 65 87 104 147 108 lOS 140 101 65
y n.a. u. oA u. D.a. "'. u . ... n.a. u . .. u.
U 644 915 '89 931 941 726 627 S68 564 737 66S IOS0

V 100 120 140 160 140 140 120 130 130 110 140 140

<> 23 1.9 1.9 1.4 0.9 2.9 27 0.9 4.1 , 1.1 3

Ni 4 1 b.d. 2 3 3 2 3 2 4 3 3

0> b.d b.d. 0.' b.d. 0.7 b.d. 1.3 ,. 0.6 ,. ,. b.d.

Cu 5 55 3 5 55 4 35 55 35 5 5 5

Zn 240 130 130 200 300 320 340 210 260 200 210 280
HI 11 17 16 17 15 13 11 11 10 13 12 17w

'" 5< 0'3 0.66 0.6 0.73 1 0.92 1 0.82 0.83 1.03 0.84 1- S u. D.a. n.a. n,. n.a. n.a. u. '.L n.a. n.a. u. u.

ICP-dalaj n.a. = not analysed, b.d. - below detection.
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Borehole F4: F4-353 Xenolith,As, Mo and Cd analyses.

Sample Depth Rod< <yp< '" Mo Cd
(m)

Ns 1-11 353.40 N'S 29 50 <1
Ns 1·10 353.41 NoS 30 52 <1
Ns 1-9 353.42 N,S 2Q " <1
Ns 1-8 353.43 NoS 26 35 2
Ns 1.7 35'" N,S 23 24 <1
Ns 1-6 353.45 N,S 16 17 ,
Ns 1-5 3514. NoS 15 I' 1
Ns 1-4 353.47 N,S 13 15 1
Ns 1-3 353.48 NoS 13 2Q 1
Ns 1-2 35:3.49 N'S 14 11 ,
Ns 1-1 353.50 NoS 13 13 <1

PhD 35352 PhD 32 23 <1

VB2~} 353.53 VB, 37 67 <1
VB"U 353.54 VB, 41 61 <1
VB ,-3 353.55 VB, 54 72 1
VB 2-4 35356 VB, 85 84 <1
VB'~ 353.57 VB, 56 61 2
VB'~ 353.5' VB, 60 53 2

- ------ --._-~~--~
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w Borehole F4: F4-413 Xenolith, trace elements.U>...
Sample 413-1A-A 413-lA-B 41J-IA·C 413-1A-D 413-1A-E 413-1A·F 413-lA-G 413·1A·H 413-IA-l 413-1A·K 413-1A-L 413-lA-M 4t3.1A·N 413·1A·Q 413-lA-P
Depth (m) 411.72 411.79 411.86 4-11.98 412.10 412.22 4U.34- 412.46 41258 412:ro 412.82 412.94 413.00 413.()4 413.11

Rod< "'"
NoS NoS NoS NoS NoS NoS NoS NoS NoS NoS NoS NoS NeS NoS NoS
Rod. Roo. Red. Roo. Red. Roo. Rod. ROO. ROO. Roo. Red. ROO. ROO. ROO. Rod

"" (ppm) 887 844 1492 n.a. 184S n.a. ,.. 2662 752 1105 "'" 764 664 142 m
Rb 333 328 347 n.a. 7" n.3. o.. 326 756 729 31S """ m 308 282
S< 225 "" 225 ,.. 210 n.a. n.a. 210 2S6 "" 274 28S 178 '" 139
PI> 38 75 26 o.. 26 M. M. 75 33 142 38 41 19 40 4S
1> 23 23 22 n.a. 23 n.3. M. 27 29 24 27 31 29 25 18
U 33 39 32 n.a. 33 .. n.3. 47 51 32 28 64 54 42 "Nb 224 21l 191 M. 271 n.a. n.a. 238 226 149 125 371 410 118 386
lA 148 159 '" 163 140 '" 172 102 '" 151 '" 189 104 122 22
Co 273 6'" 242 752 276 324 251 180 25' 250 258 325 241 226 176
Nd 66 74 60 51 62 73 61 4S 67 64 67 33 56 60 16
Y 21 21 18 M. 16 n.a. n.a. 15 32 16 17 14 11 16 5
2z 312 408 "" n.3. 1.. o.. ,.. 142 346 99 lS7 123 171 174 295
V .. <is 52 n.lI. 69 n.a. n.a. 82 48 59 29 29 81 93 19
C, b.d. 1 1 ",. b.d. ,.. n.a. 2 1 1 3 1 , 10 9

Ni 3 3 2 n.a. 1 M. n.a. 4 3 2 4 1 10 " 2

Co 4 11 11 n.a. 11 n.3. n.a. 7 5 5 7 13 10 8 6
C, 8 7 6 o.. 7 n.a. M. 28 12 9 108 13 28 167 17
Zn 406 '" 244 M. 27ll ". M.

,,, 1'JS 972 102 997 730 757 508
HE 6 8 • no. 4 n.ll. no. , 6 3 , , 4 4 7
G, 38 .. 57 n.lI. 53 D.a. n.a. 83 45 54 34 " 42 41 42

" 4 10 4 n.lI. 3 ,.. n.ll. 7 2 , 1 1 3 1 ,
S n.8. no no n.ll. n.a. n> n.ll. ... ... n.ll. ,.• n.lI, "'. "' •••
A> 12 23 39 n.ll. 18 n.a. ,.. BB 26 18 4 31 42 31 16
34, '" 47 35 n> 33 n.a. M. 27 40 '" 28 20 27 25 25
Cd 4 2 1 ,•. 1 n.ll. ... 1 6 3 1 3 12 3 5

lCP-data; n.ll. =0 oot ll.na~l1, b.d. - belowdetection-
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Appendix 5

Mineralogy of borehole F4.
(Compiled by H.D. Schorsdter, Uolverstty ofSio Paulo).
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TABLES-J
Samples selected froID. drillcore F4 for mineralogical and petrographic studies.

Sample Depth in m Summarised rock description
number

Radiation
total cp& above bg

Reduced brecCia (microbreccia); matrix predominates over fragments. These show variable pyritisation. 85

Reduced porphyritic, xenoHthic phonolite (phonolite and nepheline syenite xenoliths). 5

Reduced porphyritic phonolite with fine-grained f1ow-oriented groundmass; strong sericitisation. 5

Reduced porphyritic, xenolithic phonolite with pseudo!eucite (nepheline syenite xenolith). 5

5

10

10

10

Reduced breccia with predominant phonolite and minor nepheline syenite fragments set in a pyrite- and fluorite-rich matrix. Fi"agments 35
show variable degrees ofpyritisation. '

Oxid. subvolcanic pcrphyTitic phonolite with pseudoJeucite. Fe-oxJbydroxiie distribution as above.

Oxic!. breccia with mainly phonolite and minor nepheline syenite fragments. Fe-ox.ibydroxide distribution as above.

Oxid. porphyritic, xenolithic, phonOlite with fine-grained, flow-oriented groundmass; fractured Fe-ox./hydroxide distribution
as above.

Reduced breccia with phonolite and nepheline syenite fragments and massive violet fluorite mineralisation in breccia matrix and 65
veins. Fragments show variable pyritisation.

Oxid. breccia with mainly phonolite and minor nepheline syenite fragments. Fe-ox.}hydroxides are irregularly distributed among
rock fragments, being relatively more concentrated along grain boundaries and fractures.

Oxid. brecciated porphyritic phonOlite with pseudoleucite. Fe-ox./hydroxide distribution as above.

Om. porphyritic bypabySsal nepheline syenite. Fe-ox.!hydroxide distribution as above.

Oxid. hypabyssal nepheline syenite; fractured. Fe-oxJhydroxide distribution as above.

Oldd. breccia with phonolite, pseudoleucite phonolite and nepheline syenite fragments. Fe-ox.A1ydroxide distribution as above.

4-IA 3.30-3.44

14-1A 1324 -13.51

19·1A 18.47 -19.26

22-IA 20.82-2133

24-IA 22.85 - 23.33

29-IA 28.03-28.17

34·IA 33.05 - 33.35

39-1A 38.40 -39.04

54-1A 52.95 - 53.03

S7-lA 56.46-56.61

6O.1A 59.77 -60.00

68-1A 67.27-67.37

76-1A 75.20 - 75.45

BO-IA 79.50-79.82
w
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TABLE 5-1 (contd.).w
8:

Sample
number

86-IA

91·1B

Depth in m

85.77 -86.10

90.60 -9126

Summarised rock description

Reduced bruda (phonolite and nepheline syenite fragments) with blue Mo-mineral (ilsemannite) in some fragments. Fragments show
variable pyritisation.

Reduced nepheline syenite, fractured and brecciated, wgether with reduced breccia with nepheline syenite and phonolite fragments of
variable pyritisation.

Radiation
total cps above bg

45

93-IA

l05-IA

107·1A

111·1A

123-IA

129·1A

135-1A

139-1A

146-1A

148-1A

155-1A

164·1A

175-1A

92.92 - 93.04 Reduced breccia (microbreccia) with predominantly phonolite fragments ofvariahie pyritisation.

104.55 - 104.72 Reduced hypabyssal nepheline syenite; fractured.

106.00 - 106.88 Reduced breccia with nepheline syenite and phonolite fragments of variable pyritisation.

110.15 - 110.36 Reduced breccia with phonolite fragments ofvariable pyritisation. Breccia matrix shows fracturing with pyrite and/Or opaque
ore-rich fillings.

122.47 - 122.94 Reduced breccia (fragments of various phonolites) zone in reduced porphyritic to non-porphyritic, fractured phonolite.

128.21- 128.75 Reduced, porphyritic (fine-gramed groundmas&) and fractured phonolite.

134.40 - 134.59 Reduced breccia (fragments mainly of phondites) with fracture fillings and breccia matrix of massive violet Ca F2.

13824 - 138.56 RedUced, porphyritic (fine-grained groundmass) and fractured phonOlite.

144.95 - 145.07 Fractures in phonOlite; fracture fillings of clays, pyrite and muscovite.

146.97 - 147.27 Reduced breccia (phonolite fragments), locally with pyrite and violet Ca F2-rich matrix: and fractures. One level suffered
partial oxidation earlier than the main brecciation and Ca F2 mineralisation.

154.06 _ 154.32 Reduced breccia with predominant phonolite and minor nepheline syenite fragments. Breccia matrix: is panially of massive violet
CaF2·

163.30 - 163.39 Reduced breccia (fragments of phonolites) of polygenetic origin: the originally magmatic breccia (fragments in a matrix ofvery
fine-grained phonolite) suffered Iate~ to postmagmatic fracturing with pyrite and kaolinite mineralisation.

174.21 _ 174.36 Reduced breccia (microbreccia) with phonolite and nepheline syenite fragments. Breccia is of magmatic Origin (matrix: ofvery
fine-grained phonolite) and suffered late- to pt:6tmagmatic fracturing and mineralisation (pyrite, fluorite, zircon, semi-opaque
rare metal mineralS, clay minerals).

--- -------- ---------------- ------------------ --
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25
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TABLE 5-1 (contd.)

Sample
number

Depth in m Summarised rock description Racliation
total cps above bg

~

178-1A

181-1A

192-1A

201-lB

216-1A

223-1A

229-1A

23Q...1A

23B.IA

245-1A

246-1A

248-1A

176.90 _ 177.12 Reduced phonolite breccia with mineralised matrix. Zonally arranged mineralisation (from phonolite fragments to matrix): hydro
thermalised phonolite (freshest rock: with K-feldspar and minor sericite, kaolinite and pyrite); wne of argillic alteration
of phonolite (major sericite, kaOlinite, increasing pyrite coments and minor zircon and semi-opaque rare metal minerals);
first discontinuous matrix zone of mainly clay minerals (sericite, kaolinite, minor pyrite, zircon and semi-opaque, rare mine-
rals; second continuous matrix zone of maximum U-mineralisation (major zircon, semi-opaque, rare minerals, opaque ore minerals:
pyrite and tentatively identified U.oxides); voids and pores of this zone are fiUed with kaolinite and colourless Ca F2, both replaced
by young sericite.

180.66 _ 180.76 Reduced phonolite breccia with mineralised matrix (mainly opaque ore minerals, pyrite).

191.18 _ 19135 Reduced very fine-grained porphyritic phonolite breccia with opaque are (mainly pyrite) and coarse sericitelmuSCOVite minera
lised matrix and coarse sericite/muscovite-filled fractures. The phonolite fragments are marginally affected by argillic alteration
(sericitisation, kaolinisation) outside the mineralised zones.

ZOO.83 - 200.96 Biotite-Iamprophyre dyke with evidence of fraclUring, autohydrothermaJ alteration and affected by intemperic decomposition.

215.19 -215.43 Reduced porphyritiC phonolite with coane($ > 1-2 em) pseudoleucites in fine-grained groundmaS&.lncipient oxidation isevi
denced by limonitic alterations of minerals and along grain boundaries.

222.46 _ 2261 Reduced fme-grained phonolite with ore mineral-filled micro fractures.

228.02 _ 228.29 Reduced breccia with ore mineral-rich microfractures and violet fluorite in voids and in the breccia matrix.

229.15 _ 22936 Reduced porphyritic phonolite locally brecciated.

237.00 _ 237.16 Reduced fine-grained porphyritic phOnolite with microfractures and microbreccia portions.

243.96 _ 244.12 Reduced phonolite breccia with anomalous radioactivity and rich in ore minerals. Limonite - spots of incipient oxidation around
radioactive minerals.

245.82 _ 246.00 Reduced typical (coarse-grained, isotropic) nepheline syenite. Selective complete sericite and kaolinite suootitution of
nepheline along witb stronger pyritisation (if compared with K-feldspars) occurred.

247.40 _ 247.60 Reduced hypabyssal JXlrphyritic nepbeline syenite.

20

o (=bg)

20

15

20

10

80

o (=bg)
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TABLE 5-1 (cootd.).
~

Sample
number

250

Depth in m Summarised rock description

Reduced subvolcanic porphyritic phonolite with fractures/fillings of fluorite and pyrite. Fluorite is rich in carbonate aod
fluid inclusions (cf! > 25 J.L).

Radiation
total cps above bg

260·1B

262-1A

263·1A

265-1A

27HA

276-1A
276-lB

280-1A

287-IA

289-IA

290-1A

296-1A

301-lA

314·1A

315-1A

320-1A

259.69 - 259.84 Reduced breccia, mainly phonolite with minor nepheline syenite fragments, locally with ore mineral-rich matrix. Fragments show va
riable pyritisation.

261.22 - 261.37 Reduced phonolite with fracturing aod breccia zone.

262.63 - 262.76 Reduced porph)ritiC phonolite with fractures and breccia zone.

263.97 - 264.70 Reduced hypabyssal nepheline syenite with pegmatoid vein.

270.36 - 27058 Reduced phonolite breccia (pseudoleucite phonolite and subvolcanic phonolite fragments)with violet fluorite in breccia matrix.

274.87 - 275.10 Biolite-lamprophyre dyke with xenoliths ofhydrothermalised phonolites and nepheline syenites. LamprophyreS suffered auto
hydrothermal alterations (distinct from the xenoliths).

279.87 - 279.96 Reduced hypabyssal nepheline syenite, with fractures. Micropores of nepheline syenites are fluorite-bearing, being concentrically
replaced by sericite.

286.49 - 286.73 Reduced breccia (nepheline syenite and phonolite fragments) with ore mineral·rich matrix.

288.13 - 288.28 Reduced phonOlite breccia with carbonates; fluorite mineralised matrix and fractures.

289.38 - 289.50 Reduced phonolite brWCia with mineralised matrix (violet fluorite, ore minerals - mainly pyrite).

295.14 - 29520 Reduced phonOlite and phonolite breccia with mineralised pores and matrix (fluorite, ore minerals - mainly pyrite), including
pseudoleucite phonolite and phonOlite with preserved chessboard-albite phenocrysts.

300.10 - 300.39 Reduced breccia with phonolite and nepheline syenite fragments. Fragments show different grades and patterns ofpre-brcccia
pyritisation. Matrix and fractures are mineralised with mainly clays, carbonates, fluorite and ore minerals - mainly pyrite.

313.06 -313.20 Reduced phonolite breccia with mineralised matrix and fractures (carbonates, clays, violet fluorite). In polished thin sections
314/1 and 314(2 the matrix predominates and only a few rock microfragroents occur.

314.39 - 314.53 Reduced phonolite breccia with mineralised matrix (pyrite-rich).

319.46 - 319.57 Reduced porphyritic phonolite (no carbonate or mineralisation).

o (=bg)

25

45

5

10

o (=bg)

o (=bg)

5

o (=bg)

o (=bg)
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TABLE 5-1 (contd.).

Sample
number

328-1A

330-1A

331-1A

375-1B

381-1A

382-1A

384-1A

387-lA

388-1A

Depth in m Summarised rock description

327.47 _ 327.65 Reduced porphyritic and Xenolithic phOnolite with minor fractures.

329.41 _ 329.55 Biotite-Iamprophyre dyke; border zone affected by oxidic alteration from deep circulatingweatheriog solutions along the
hanging contact of the dykes.

329.92 _ 330.32 Biotite-Iamprophyre dyke; centre of the dyke is best preserved, rich in relatively coarse-grained accessory apatites.

374.26 _ 37453 Reduced porphyritic phonolite and breCCia with ore mineral (mainly pyrite)-rich breccia matrix.

380.57 _ 380.81 Reduced xenolithic phonOlite (nepheline syenite xenolith).

381.72 _ 381.88 Reduced porphyritic and xenolithic phonolite with fluorite in rock pores.

383.42 -383.54 Reduced porphyritic (pseudoleucites) and xenolithic (phonolites) fractured phonolite.

386.05 _ 386.20 Reduced subvolcanic phonolite and breccia: with ore mineral (mainly pyritic)-rich matrix and blue secondary molybdenum mineral
staining (i1semannite?).

38752 _ 387.72 Reduced porphyritic and xenolithic phonOlite (nepheline syenite and phonolite xenoliths) and reduced nepheline syenite with
hydrothermaIiscd pegmatoid (zoned structure: colourless fluorite surroundedlenclu<;ed by kaolinite, both being surrounded
and replaced by sericite).

Radiation
total cps above bg

5

10

o(=bg)

5

o(=bg)

o(=bg)

$

391-18 390.65 -390.76

395-lA 394.70 -394.85

404-1B 403.42 - 403.63

406-1A 405.61-405.82

407-1A 405.93 -40623

Reduced nepheline syenite breccia with ore mineral (mainly pyrite)-rich matrix. Fragment boundaries shOWstyolite--type
sutured structures caused by pressure dissoIution.

Reduced nepheline syenite with minor fracturing and brecciation. Hydrothermal fracture-related zircon fonnation and zonal
(centre to border) pseudomorphism of nepheline by: fluorite, kaolinite and sericite (replacing bol and Ca F2).

Reduced nepheline syenite and phonolite breccia with ore mineral (pyrite)-rich matrix.

Reduced, hypabySSal nepheline syenite with ore (pyrite)- and zircon-rich fractures.

Reduced porJilyritic phonolite (subvolcanic) with interstitial hydrothermal zircon.

15

20

10

10
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TABLE 5-1 (contd.).

~
Sample
number

Depthinm Summarised rock description Radiation
cps above bg

409-lB

414·1A

408.51 - 408.66 Reduced phonolite with hypabyssal nepheline syenite xenolith. Contact zone is enriched in opaque ores (pyrite) and zircon.

413.56 - 413.78 Reduced xenolithic phonolite slightly fractured with xenoliths of hypabyssal nepheline syenites. Contacts with xenoliths and
fractures are enriched in opaque ores (pyrite).

o (=bg)

o (=bg)

cps = counts per second
bg = back:groond

___I



TABLES-II

Breccia-related main hydrothermal mineral assemblages (based on macroscopic studies and
radioactivity meaurements).

Assemblage

minerals

1: pyrite

2: clay minerals
+ pyrite

3: fluorite

+ carbonate

+ pyrite
± clay minerals

4: pyrite + clay
minerals

+ molybdenum
minerals
(unidentified)

5: pyrite

+ uranium
mineral
(unidentified)

+ sulphide

minerals
(unidentified)

Type of assemblage

MonomineraJic, microcrystalline masses
to coarse (millimetric) idiomorphic
crystals filling open spaces between

breccia fragments.

CryptOCl)'Stalline clay masses containing
disseminated microcrystalline
pyrites. This assemblage is intergrada

tional with assemblage 4 through

molybdenum contents.

Microcrystalline components of the
matrix and coarser masses cementing
breccia fragments. Carbonates occur
always as inclusions in fluorite.

Microcrystalline pyrite-clay assemblages
with blue, secondary Mo-mineral staining.

Microcrystalline masses filling
open spaces between breccia
fragments.

RadioacUvity

(~rer to PLATES In
Appendlx5:1)

None = bg

None = bg

(plates 5:1·1 and
5:1-9)

Minor positive
anomalies
(Plate 5:1-7)

Minor to medium
positive anomalies
(plale 5:1-8)

Maximum observed
positive anomalies
(plate 5:1-10)

371
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ij TABLES-III
MineralQgyof F4 drillcore samplesl Osamu Utsumi uranium mine/8-1UKll (for sample depth see Table 5-1).

- MajOr mineral (>lOwl.%)
Minor mineraI (l-lOvol.%)
TIace mineral « 1 vol.%)
variable, minor or major minerai in fragments of breccia
Suspected presence of mineral (normally trace mineral)
Not observed
Phonolite
Nepheline syenite
Breccia
Fractures
Breccia matrix
Fracture in breccia matrix

Ph

NeS
B,
F
M<
FM< -

M
m

"v
S

: Alkali feldspar

: Sericitelillite
; Kaolinite

: Unidentified clay minerals
: Secondary iron minerals (limonite.hematite)

: Pyrite
: Unidentified opaque ore minerals
: Zircon
: carbonates
: Semi-opaque unidentified minerals
: Huorite, I-violet, 2·pJeochroitic centres, 3-zoning, 4-coiourless
clear, 5-abundant carbonate and fluid inclusions

: Uranium minerals
: MOlybdenum minerals
: Rock types: Ph-phonolite, NeS-nepheiine syenite, Br-breceia
: Muscovite
: Radioactivity of sample in total cps-bg

1
2,17,34
3,18,33
4, 19,41
5,21,31
6,23,36
7,22,32
8,20,37
9,26,40
10,24,38
11,25,39

12,27,42
13,28,43
15
16,35
44

sample Thin Rock mineralogy Mineralogyof rock-pores and interstices Mineralogyof fractures-F, breccia matrix.Mx, 'P'
section fractures in breccia matrix-F'Mlt

0'. ". 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 .. 41 42 43 44

4-1A OInO M " v M . " " - " . Ph t, M - m M " . " . F Mm M m . 10

14-1A 02/20 M " v M " m F v " M m
1002121 M v , M t, m Ph v " " " . " . F M " "

-_._- ---------- ._--.-------
__I

----~---- --- ----
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TABLES-III (contd.).
Sample Thin Rock mineralogy Mineralogyof rock-pores and interstices Mineralogyof fractures_F, breccia matrix-Mx-, cps

section fraetu~ in bw:cia matxix-FMx

no. no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 ..l(j-l142..lj-W

19-IA I9-IA_B

19-1A-C

19-1A-D

19-1A-E

M " "
M v v

M" "

M" "

M
M

m

m

tr tr

m IT

m

m

m

m

m

m

Ph

Ph
Ph

" "

" "
m M

txtr_ tr-

tx m Ir

M tr

F
F

F

F

M tr v v

M tt v v

M IT

M

22_1A 22-1A-B

22-lA-D

MMm

MMm

m

m

m IT

IT

m

"
N,S

NoS
" "
MM " "

" "
m

m

F
F

M "
v m m M

24-IA 03/02
03}03

03JQ4

0310S A

O3IOSB

MMmtrm

M M m M

MMm M
MMm M

MMm M

IT

tr tr

IT IT

" "tr tr

"IT
IT

"
IT

NeStrMmm txtx

NeS vv trtrm

NeS Mv trtrtr

NeS Mv tr

NeS MVlrtrtrtx

"
IT

"
"IT

P

F
P

F

F

M m m

v M Ir m

Mtrvtr

M m tr

Mttvtr

IO

29-lA 29-lA-A

29-1A-F

M M M

M M M

m

m

m

IT

IT

IT

Ph
Ph

" "
m M

tr m m

tr m·

IT

IT

F

F

M

M Ir

34-lA 04/ll MMm- m- m- " . Ph " " m - IT - F M tr m v 5

39-lA 39-lA-C M M M - m - m tr It - Ph " " trmtr- tr- F Mm-

S4.1A 05/14 M M m m tt m tx tt - tx - Ph

NoS

m M m

" " m

tx m Ir

tx tx tr

F

F

tr v tr

IT m M

M

IT

5

w
oJ

\
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"" TABLE 5-II1 (contd.)....
Sample Thin Rock mineralogy Mineralogy of rock-pores and interstices Mineralogy of frnctllres-F, breccia matrix·Mx, .'"

section fractures in breccia matrix-FMx

"0. "0. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44

S7-1A 06/16 Mm m m " M " " " m rn:l, , Ph " " " " " " " " " F " " " 1, . M. " - m - 35

2,4,5

NeS tr M" m - " - F " M " " " "M< " " " " M " m m:l, m m ,

2,4,5

6O_1A 07/17 MMm m " m " - " - Ph " M " - " .
" F m " " " - " - . 5

68.1A ogns M MMm " m " " - " - Ph " " m " m " F " " m " M m " . 5
NoS M m " " F " " " m M m "

76.lA 09n2 M m Mm " m m " m m m , Ph m " m - " " " m . " F " m m m v m " m 65

M< " v " m v " v v:l, v m ,

2,4,5

FM< " M " v , m v m

09113 M " M m " m m " m m m , NoS " " m " " m " m m:4 " F " m " " M m m "Ph m " m " " " m " F " " m " m m " m
M, " m " " v " m m:l, v m ,

2,4,5

FMx tr m m " . m , m M " -

80·IA 10/01 M m Mm " " m " " m "
, Ph m " m . " " " m " F " " " m m m m " m 8S

M< " m " " " " m m:2,4 m m ,

-_/- --- -- -- .-- ----------
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TABLE 5·1ll _(~o.!!t~.l-

Sample Thin Rock mineralogy

section

Mineralogyof rock-poleS and interstices Mineralogy of fraetute5-F, breccia matrix·Mx,

fracturesin brecciamatru:-f'Mx
'P'

M. '0. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 30 31 32 33 34 3S 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44

86-lA I11t>i

11m

11M A

I1jQ8.B

Mv MmtrMmtr trmm:4 s

M M v m tr m tr - tr m m s

M v M m tr v m m m:1,4 s

M v v m tr v rn tr rn m:l,4 s

~

"
"

Ph

NoS

N,S

NoS

m " m

M m tr -

M" m

M v m

trmvmv:4

tr- mmm:4

trtrvvm:4

trtrmvm:4

m -

" -

F

M<

F

M<

M<

M<

tr m v m

tr m v m
tr tr m v

tr m m m

tr m v m

Ir m m m

v tr m

Mtrmv:4

" "m
Mtrmm:4

M m m:l

M v m:1,4

" m ,
m m ,

~ "
" m ,

m ,

m ,

"

"
"

45

Mv Mrntrv mtr- mm:4
rnvrnrntrmMrnm:4

91-18 91-18-8

91-18-D

91-1B.F

9l-1B-G

M M v

M M v

M M v

rn tr m rn IT m rnA

rntrrnrn trtrm:4

rn tr rn tr tr tr IT m:4

N,S

Ph

NeS

NoS

N,S

N,S

M" m

v M m

m rn Ir

M tr tr

m rn tr

trtrmmrn:4

trrnMrnv:4

tr tr M IT v:4

Ir v rn v

tr Ir M tr v:4

P

F
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F

F

F

F

trtrMm

trmmtr
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trtrvrn

trtrvrn

Ir Ir rn tr

" m m

v m

M v

rn tr m ~

tr trv:1~

m tr~

v tr ~

v tr tr d

"
"
~

m m

" "
~ "

~

93-1A 12/18

12/19

M m M m Ir m tT' Ir m m:1,4-

M v v m tr m tr IT tr m m

Ph

N,S

Ph

" v

M"

v v

rn - tr tr m tr m:l,4

m- trtrmtrm:4
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"
"
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F
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F
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~ TABLE 5-III (contdJ.

Sample Thin Rock mineralogy

section

Mineralogy of rock.pores and interstices Mineralogyoffracttnes-F, breccia matrix.Mx,

fractures in breccia matrix·FMx
'P'

00. 00_ 2345678910111213 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2S 26 27 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44

l05-1A 13/19 M M M m tr m It _ m m It:l,4 • NeStrMvrn
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107·tA-B M M v m It v It It • m •
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l07_IA_! M v M m It m tr II It m 1I:4

NeS -
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TABLE 5-Ill (contd.l.
Sample Thin Rock mineralogy

section

Mineralogy of rock-pores and interstices Mineralogy of fractures-F, breccia matrix-Mx,
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Appendix 5:1

PLATES 5:1-1- 5:1-12.
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PLATE 5:1-1. Clast- and clast-matrix-supported hydrothennalised breccia with redox
front. Note the well-developed breccia strnctures in the reduced (grey-coloured) portions of
the sample and their obliteration in the oxidised, Fe-oxide/hydroxide (HFO)-stained
(yellow-brown coloured) parts. Compare with PLATE 5:1 ~2.

Specimen: B-breccia ore body (mine exposure).
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PL4.TE 5:1-2. Oxidised, porphyritic and slightly fractured subvolcanic phonolite with
breccia~/ike features due to the irregular distribution of HFO·stnining. Compare with
PLATE 5:1-1.
Specimen: borehole F1 (9-1Well); sample 47.
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PLATE 5:1-3. Very coarse breccia ofthe matrix to clast-matrix-suppol1ed type, reduced in
the outcrop parts with welipreselVed stfUCtureS (greyish-blue colouration). Oxidation
masks the breccia st/Uctures (brown-coloured outcrop parts) and changes the reduced
greyish-blue colours ofthe pyrite and Mo-mineraliastions to brown, due (0 pelVasive BFO
precipitation/pigmentation.
Specimen: B-breccia ore body (mine exposure).
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PLATE 5:1-4. Detail ofthe very coarse breccia (from PLATE 5:1-3). Note the up to 1 m
sized angular clasts set in a matrix coarser than the breccia shown in PLATE 5:1-1.
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PLATE 5:1-5. Sample of hydrothennalised, reduced, heterolithologic clast-supported
breccia, with violet fluorite in the matrix. About 3/4 nat. size.
Specimen: borehole F4 (8-1UK11); sample 202.
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PLATE5:1-6. Sample ofhydrothermally altered, reduced, heterolithologic clost-supported
breccia containinga fragment ofviolet fluorite (circled in the polished thin section). About
nat. size.
Specimen: borehole £4 (8-lUKII); sample 303-1A.
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PLATE 5:1-7. Reduced microbreccia with angular fragments and set in a hydrothennal
dark violet (almost black) fluorite matrix (mineralisation). The sample is also high in
radioactivity; see Table 5-I.About 3x nat. size.
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PLATE 5:1-8. Reduced clast-matrix-suPPol1ed breccia with open macropores/cavems,
higher radioactivity (Table 5-1) and blue Mo-staining.. Note the variable colours andgrades
ofthe pre-breccia minerali8ed fragments. About nat. size.
Specimen: harelwZe F4 (8-lUKIl); sample 2IO-lA_
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PLATE 5:1·9. Reduced clast-mattix-supportedbreccia with mattixrich in white (kaolinite)
clays andpoor in pyrite; mmormicropores andfragments show variable colours and grades
ofpre-breccia pyritisation and ofblue Mo-staining. About nat. size.
Specimen: borehole F4 (8·1UKIl); sample 252·1A.
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PLATE 5:1~10. Reduced clast~sllpported breccia with high grade hydrothennal
U~mineralisationmarlfed by circles (90 and 100 cps above background). The breccia and
U~mineralisationwere transected and disrupted by post-mineralisation and post~breCcUl

fracturing, U~mineralisation is associated with sulphides (black c%uration in circle
represents 100 cps, grey with whitish sulphate alterations 90 cps). Polished thin sections;
about 3/4 nat. size.
Specimen: bureho", F4 (8-IUKl1); samp", 243-1A.
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PLATE 5:1-11. Reduced breccia with post-breccia fractures mineralised with secondary
hydrothermal sulphides (mainly pyrite and coatedpyrite, the coatings originally identified
as possible galena, but not confirmed). About 3x nat. ,~ize.

Specimen: borehole F4 (8-IUKll); sample 394-1A.
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PLATE 5;1-12. Reduced breccia with post-breccia fractures mineralised with secondary
hydrothermal sulphides, mainly pyrite and coated pyrite. Circle indicates location of
polished section. Sawed surface; about a nat. size.
Specimen: borehole F4 (8-lUKll); sample 383~lA~
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Appendix 5:2

Model for the evolution of the rock sequence observed at
the Osamu Utsumi mine.
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Appendix 5:2
Model for the evolution of the rock sequence observed at
the Osamu Utsumi mine.

Staee 1 (Fig. 5:2~1) involves the main alkaline phonolite <md nepheline syenite

magmatism (1.1), progressing to the postmagmatic (pegmatitic-) pneumatolytic (1.2) and

hydrothermal (1.3) sub-stages.

The magmatic mineral association ofsub-stage 1.1 may be considered essentially the

same as in the regional rocks (Thble 5-I1I: Ph, NeS; minerals ofcolumns: 1,2,3,4,5,6),

as supported by the presence ofpseudomorphs and relicts in the hydrothermalised host

rocks and fragments of the breccias in the mine (Table 5-III: Ph~A, NeS-A; equivalent

minerals).

Mineral associations ofsub-stage 1.2 were most probably similar to those observed in

the regional rocks (Thble 5-III; Ph, NeS; minerals of columns: 7, 8, 9), with or without

additional agpaitic rare metals silicates instead of giannettite, but were not preserved in

the studied rocks of the mine.

Mineral associations of sub-stage 1.3 must also be inferred from the regional rocks

(Table 5-111: Ph, NeS; minerals of columns: 9,10). However, it is important to note that

this sub~stage included the partial dissolution of rare metal silicates, as evidenced by

giannettite in some of the regional rocks, and that it generally caused only incipient,

incomplete alteration.

Staee 2 includes the breccia-forming and mineralising tectono-magmatic and

hydrothermal processes. A pre-breccia, pre- to early syntectonic hydrothermal sub-stage

(2.1) can be distinguished, as well as the main breccia formation and Zr-U-mineralising

tectono-magmatic and hydrothermal sub-stages (2.2; 2.3; 2.4; 2.5) and a post-breccia

(Iate- to post-tectonic) hydrothermal sub-stage (2.6).

Sub-stage 2.1 developed during increasing hydrothermal activity and an

intensification of tectonic fracturing. This resulted in formation of the "potassic rock"

by processes that were continuous throughout the sub-stage, for instance the general

pyritisation of the rocks, and other discontinuous processes which succec::ded each other

in temperature and time. The latter included the sometimes total dissolution of the

pneumatolytic rare metal silicates, followed at higher temperatures by the precipitation
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Figure 5:2~1. Modelfor the evolution ofthe rock sequence obsetved at the Osamu Utsumi
mine.
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of hydrothermal zircons and, independently, the advanced kaolinisation of the rocks.

This in turn was followed by iIIitisation/sericitisation and the structural readjustment and

alkali exchange reactions of the primary high-temperature K·Na feldspars.

Sub-stages 2.2 - 2.5 of the main breccia-forming magmato-tectonic and hydrothermal

activities included, during sub-stage 2.2, the explosive (magmato-phreatic) eruption of

minor amounts of highly fluidised pseudoleucite (plc.).phonolite magma (2.2) that

produced rare high-temperature breccias, in cases grading to xenolilhic plc.-phonolites.

The magmatic mineral associations of these rocks (2.2) were, as far as (:an be deduced

from pseudomorphs and relicts, similar to those of the country rocks in the mine (Thble

5-III; Ph-A, NeS-A). However, textures are distinct, generally exhibiting an extremely

fine to cryptocrystalline flow-oriented matrix with only rare and not very coarse

plc.-phenocrysts.

Sub~stages 2.3 and 2.4 of postmagmatic pneumatolytic and hydrothermal alteration

of high-temperature breccias and phonolites could not be documented in the studied

rocks; their possible existence was inferred.

Sub-stage 2.5 represents the ,hydrothermal alteration of the main breccia and

Zr·U·mineralising processes. These acted syntectonically and almost exclusively in the

matrix of the breccias. Mineral associations vary considerably (Thble 5·III: mineralogy

of brcccia matrix), indicating the heterogeneous composition of the hydrothermal/

mineralising fluids. However, in the samples of higher radioactivity, pyrite and other

unidentified opaque are minerals, highly metamictic zircons and other unidentified

semi·opaque minerals, hydrothermal clay minerals and, not infrequently, Mo-minerals,

violet fluorite and associated yellowish-brown coloured carbonates are always found.

Sub-stage 2.6 includes mainly pyrite, hydrothermal clay minerals, violct fluorite and

associated yellowish-brown carbonate, which occur in post-breccia fractures. They may

be partly, or totally identical to the mineral assemblages that occur as the latest fillings

of voids (porosities and interstices) in the breccia matrices and rock fragments, and were

therefore attributed to the final part ofsub-stage 2.5.

Stage 3, sub-stage 3.1 is in fact a continuation of sub-stage 2.6. It was assumed to

represent a possible post.breccia and pre-biotite lamprophyre period ofminor fracturing

and weak hydrothermalism that developed under steady-state slow cooling conditions

on a regional scale. The main indications are post-breccia fractures with pyrite and coated

pyrites, sometimes associated with clay minerals (mainly kaolinite). In addition, true

post-breccia fractures filled with colourless carbonate could also be observed.

-----------------
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Stage 4 includes renewed tectonic activity, fmcturing, and the intrusion and

hydrothermal alteration of the biotite lamprophyres. These rocks, which originated from

very deep-seated, upper mantle-derived mafic-ultramafic magmas, cut through the

breccias and hydrothermally altered country rocks of the mine. They had no influence

on either the regional thermaVcooling history or on a local scale, as indicated by the

presence microxenoliths of hydrothermally altered country rocks of the mine (Ph and

NeS) found in the lamprophyres. The highly fluidiscd mafic-ultramafic magmas had high

eruption temperatures as indicated for sub-stage 4.1. The magmatic mineral associations

of the rocks and the mineralogy of the xenoliths are described in 'Table 5-1II.

Postmagmatic hydrothermal processes considered as sub-stage 4.2 affected mainly the

lamprophyres, resulting in zeolitisation and carbonatisation. These hydrothermal

processes may also have a minor influence adjacent to the dykes, e.g. along fractures

containing hydrothermally altered Ph, NcS and breccia wall rocks.

Stage 5 refers to the period from post-Iamprophyre to the present thermal/cooling

history of the Po~:os de Caldas alkaline complex. It includes the onset of supergene

(weathering and erosion) processes and, at least locally, the continuation (including

surface manifestation) ofh)'Urothermal processes up to the present time as documented,

for instance, by active thermal springs. Additionally, the study of the regional heat flux

in the surrounding parts of the Precambrian Shield gave mean values of about

40(mw/m1iec.), as compared to about 60 as mean and 80-82 as maximum values within

the internal parts of the complex (Castro de Araujo, 1977). This would further support

the possibility that generalised hydrothermal conditions still exist in the sub-surface of

the complex. The hydrothermal processes of sub·stage S.l could not be defined in this

study. Furthermore, values for the regional/local cooling rates and the approximate onset

time of supergene (weathering) processes are not known.
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Appendix 6

Mineralogy and geochemistry of redox front I (RFI).
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Appendix 6
Mineralogy and geochemistry of redox fmnt I (RFI).

H.D. SCHORSCHER

Universidade de Sao Paulo, Instituto de Geociencias·DMp, C.P. 20899,
01498 Sao Paulo (Brazil).

1. . Introduction

Redox front I (RA) was sampled from the Osamu Utsumi uranium mine (open pit,

coordinates 8.2BJ.61). Two sample sets were prepared for distribution; one set for

measurements of natural Pu and Te, and the other for radiochemistry and global

geochemistry.

Mineralogical, petrographic and geochemical studieswere carried out at the University

of Bern using routine XRF major and trace element analysis, together with the

determination of rock physical parameters.

2. Field observations and sampling

RFI constitutes a complete profile across oxidised phonolite, the redox front sensu'

strictu and the reduced phonolite. On the reduced side, about 10cm away from the redox

front, a zone of secondary nodular V-mineralisation begins. This zone is about 30 cm

wide and grades away from the front, accompanied by the disappearance of V -nodules

into the reduced country phonolite.

The ph()nolite is an extremely fine-grained, almost aphanitic rock containing only

subordinate coarser components (phenocrysts and microxenoliths). The oxidised

phonolite is a light yellowlbrown colour and the reduced phonolite is light to medium

grey in colour.

The total width of the exposed profile was about 3 metres. Sampling was conducted

systematically through the oxidised portion, the redox front, and included about 50 cm

of the adjacent reduced phonolite, which contained the zone of secondary

V-mineralisation. Following this, two sampling intervals of about 35 and 100 cm were

selected within the reduced country phonolite further away from the redox front. Figure

6·1 gives a schematicviewof the original outcrop situation and of the approximatespacial
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Figure 6-1. Schematic view ofthe originaloutcropsituation at the RFIsamplingsite (scale
3 m long). Ituiicated are the approximate positions of the redox front (RF) and of the
sampling locations RFI1 to 6. Oxidised rocks occur on the right.hand side of the redox
front and reduced rocks on the left. The zone ofmaximum U-mineralisation is indicated
by black dots representing pitchblende nodules (Osamu Utsumi uranium mine,
coordinates: 8.2 BJ.61, view towards the E).
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and structural relationships of the collected samples. The individual samples were

medium~sized,weighing between 8 and 15 kg each.

3. Macroscopic descriptions and sample preparation

3.1. Macroscopic descriptions

Detailed sample descriptions have been carried out and the various textural features

illustrated in Platcs 6:1-1 to 6:1-6 (Appendix 6:1); summarised sample descriptions and

radioactivity measurements are contained in ThbJe 6-1. Briefly, the RFI rocks suffered

hydrothermal and supergenic alteration, following the early magmatic genetic stage; the

supergene alteration occurred under reducing conditions or reducing conditions

followed by oxidising conditions. The reduced RFI rocks furthest from the redox front

(Fig. 6-1, samples RFI-5 and -6; Plates 6:1-5 and 6:1-6) have best preserved the primary

magmatic and subsequent hydrothermal propertics.

The main host rock is a very fine·grained, almost aphanitic phonolite of light to medium

grey colour. It is normally only weakly porphyritic and microxenolithic (Platc 6:1·5),

although in sample RFI-6 (Plate 6:1-6) there occurs one larger nepheline syenite

xenolith. Phenocrysts consist of pseudoleucite, alkali feldspar and (pseudomorphosed)

nepheline; microxerioliths of nepheline syenite and phonolite fragment.~ also occur.

Hydrothermal effects include mainly the porous leaching of pseudoleucite

phenocrysts, (micro-)xenoliths of nepheline syenites (Plate 6:1-6) and coarser~grained

phonolites, and thc disseminated pyritisation of the rocks and fracture planes.

The supergenic processes led to the development of the redox fronts which are locally

associated with secondary U-mineralisations occurring on the reduced sides, and

generally associated with the precipitation of hydrous ferric oxides (HFO) on the

oxidised sides of the fronts.

The RFI redox front is easily recognisable due to the sharply developed colour contrast

between the HFO-bearing oxidised and pyrite-bearing reduced rocks (Plates 6:1~1 and

6:1-2). The secondary supergenic U-mineralisation concentrates in the reduced rocks

(Plates 6:1·3 and 6:1-4), forming a zone ofvariable width (20 - 30 cm) extending almost

parallel to the redox front.

The mineralised zone, however, starts only some 5 to 10 cm ahead of the HFO

precipitation front located inside the pyrite domain (Plate 6:1-3). The U-mineralisation

consists of black coloured aggregates of cryptocrystalline oxides occurring either as
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..-'" TABLE 6-1
Summarised macroscopi~ ~tr~aphy of RFI samples (see Fig. 6-1 for sample location).
Current Sample code Sample description

no.

~~~~~---~----

Radioactivity

cps above bg

Refer to PLATES

in Appendix 6:1

1

2

3

RFI-l

RFl·2

RFI-3

Oxidised, light-yelIow!brown in colour, veryfme-grained
micropocphyritic and nricroxenolithic phonolite. The
sample extends from about 30 em in the host rock to the
redox front. It shows a homogeneous and oscillatory roned
hydrous ferric oxide (mainly limonite) distribution, and
contains bleached, whitish coloured residual nodules resulting
from pitchblende dissolution.

Rock composed mainly of oxidised and minor reduced phonolite,
including the redox front. The sample extends from about
25 em before the redox front to about 10 em into the reduced
phonolite, and represents the physical continuation of sample
RFI-l. Only the reduced phonolite differs, being light-grey
in colour, characterised by finely disseminated pyrite
and is free ofHFO minerals.

Rock composed mainly ofredu~ phonolite, minor oxidised
phonolite, including the redox front. The reduced phonolite
is characterised by a 10 em zone immediately adjacent to the

redox front whieh is free of nodular U·mineralisation. This
wne soon gives way to the appearance of pitchblende nodules
and eventually to the zone of maximum mineralisation.

-~-_ ..-._~._-

30

30
(10 cm before RF);

50
(Zone rich in HFO close to RF);

50
(Reduced side close to RF);

50
(Zone of 10 em near RF);

95
(Transition to U-mineralised
zone);

6:1-1;
6:1-2

6:1-3



TABLE 6-1 (contd_l_
Current Sample code Sample description

no.

Radioactivity

cps above bg

Refer to PLATES

in Appendix 6:1

......

4

5

6

RFI-4

RFI-S

RFI-6

Reduced phonolite selected from zone of maximum secondary
(redox front-related) V-mineralisation. Pitchblende nodules
of various dimensions, forms and internal textures are always
controlled by fracture systems. The pitchblende nodules are
commonly richer in pyrite than the enclosing reduced phonolite.
The reduced rock portions consists of a very fme-grained
microporphyritic and -xenolithic phonolite similar to that
described above. The sample represents the profile portion
which grades away from the redox front, accompanied by the
disappearance of pitchblende nodules, into the normal (macro
scopically non-mineralised) reduced country phonolite.

Reduced country phonolite (macroscopically non-mineralised),
collected about 35 em from sample RFI-4 within a homogeneous
sequence of rock composition.

Reduced country phonolite (macroscopically non-mineralised)
containing a major xenolith of reduced nepheline syenite. The
sample was collected about 1 m from sample RFI-5 in a
sequence of macroscopically homogeneous phonolites.

120 6:1-4
(Zone of max. U-minera1isation);

15 6:1-5
(Reduced country phonolite);

15 6:1-6
(Reduced colliiui phonolite);



nodular concretions of rounded, elliptical or, more rarely, irregular forms ofpitchblende

(ofsubmiUimetric to centimetric dimensions and sometimes showing zoning structures;

Plates 6:1~3 and 6:1~4), or as very fine, normally submillimetric coatings on fracture

surfaces (Plate 6:1-3). The secondary U-mineralisations are always enriched in pyrite

compared to the host (reduced) rocks.

Genetically and structurally it is significant that the formation and preferential

development of both types of secondary U~mineralisation are controUed by

fractures/fracture systems (Plates 6:1-3 and 6:1-4).

Within the 5 -10 em zone of reduced rocks closest to theHFO front, the progressive

and normally complete dissolution of the U-mineralisation still occurs under the

continuing presence of pyrite. In the oxidised rocks, secondary U-oxide mineralisation

is absent, except for rare cases of preserved relicts that survived (in association with

pyrite) in reducing micro-environments entirely included by the oxidiscd rocks. The total

dissolution of secondary U-mineralisation results in bleached, white-coloured,

pyrite-free rock portions that precisely demarcate the original extent of the

mineralisation (Plates 6:1~1 and 6:1-2). It is important to note that the precipitation of

HFO minerals (from the pyrite oxidation) was not coeval with U~xide dissolution. It

seems that the higher pyrite contents of the U-nodules (this report; Appendix 1, Fig.

1-13) and their dissolution, leading to a low pH acidic environment, favoured the fairly

complete removal of the originally indigenous nodule (Blanchard, 19(JR).

In the oxidised rocks, similar magmatic and hydrothermal features were developed as

described for the reduced phonolites. However, these were modified and less wen

preserved, due particularly to the oxidic-supergenic overprinting. The latter resulted in

higher rock porosities and permeabilities due to general pyrite dissolution that was only

partiallycompensated for by the overall HFO precipitation. These tend to be distributed

homogeneously to inhomogeneously throughout the rocks. In the RFl oxidised rocks

the HFO distribution is irregular, with some rock portions showing homogeneously

dispersed HFO and others showing millimetricallyfine rhythmic zoning (Plates 6:1·1 and

6:1-2). The origin of the rhythmic zoning is not known but may be related to seasonal

oscillations of the water table and/or to climatic changes. Former secondary U-oxide

mineralisations can be recognised by matching areas of bleached rock (Plates 6:1-1 and

6:1-2). However, the distribution of radioactivity, as shown by scintillometry, is irregular

in the oxidised rocks. Higher radioactivity occurs in the rock portions richer in HFO,

indicating the fIXation of (mainly) U to the Fe-oxyhydroxides, probably by

co-precipitation.
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3.2. Sample preparation

Detailed macroscopic studies determined the samples selected for the mineralogical

and geochemical studies. A total of 10 thin sections, 5 polished sections and 7 polished

thin sections were prepared for light-optical, petrographic and ore microscopy. Selective

powder samples for complementary mineralogical XRD studies were extracted from the

bulk rocks, together with other features of interest such as secondary nodular

U-mineralisations and their dissolution-bleached equivalents.

For geochemical studies two representative sample sets were selected; large-sized

samples (decimetric) of the major zones distinguishing the RFI front, and smaller, more

densely sampled sets (centimetric) to better define the small-scale variations. Finally, a

set ofsamples for determining rock physical parameters was selected. Table 6-I1 presents

sample details and the nature of the performed studies.

4. Mineralogy and petrography

4.1. Non-mineralised rocks

The main phonolites of theRFI profile are quite homogeneous, extremelyfine-grained

(almost aphanitic) and contain only subordinate amounts of microphenocrysts and

microxenoliths. The mean grain-size of the phonolite was estimated from the major

constituents, i.e. sanidine laths and prisms, and ranges from 0.02 - 0.04 mm. These have

survived hydrothermal and supergene processes without any major textural alteration.

The other major silicate minerals comprise sericite/illite (white micas) and kaolinite and

are products ofhydrothermal replacement. Semi-translucent minerals include Ti-oxides

(rutile) in·the reduced rocks and HFO minerals (mainly limonite) and Ti-oxides in the

oxidised rocks. Opaque minerals consist mainly ofcube-shaped pyrite microcrystals that

occur exclusively in the reduced rocks; the pyrites are free of inclusions and are freshly

preserved. Due to the extremely fine grain-size of the RFI rocks, volumetric estimates

arc problematic. However, the best possible approximations are given in Table 6-111,

which considered the original magmatic, hydrothermal and supergene minerals.

lextural evidence shows that the main RFI phonolites are ofvery shallow subvolcanic

to extrusive origin. The low zircon contents indicate that these phonolites were not

affected by higher grade hydrothermal U-Zr-REE mineralisation.
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.. TABLE6-Ili:5 Sample details and studies performed.

Sample splits prepared according Geochemistry: analytical set§ and nos. Other studies
Number of to petrographic zones

---------
Refer to PLAlES

I-various II-Univ. Bem Rock physical X-my Optical mineralogy,
original sample No. Petrography methods XRF Cd-AAS parameters diffraction petrography in Appendix 6:1

RFI-I IA Oxidised rock: 25-15 em 03 - 03 - I-A +
from redox front - RFI·IA 2 RFI-IA 1.3 +
(2 identical splits)

1B Oxidised rock: 15-5 em - RFI-lB 1,31) RFl-IB I-B +
from redox front with 1.1
bleached nodules 1.2

IC Oxidise<! rock: 5 em RFI·IC - RFl-IC - +
adjacent to redox front

10 Reduced rock: .:S 3 em - - - - +
adjacent !O redox front

RFI-2 2A Oxidised rock: 25-10 em - - 1,31) - +
from redox front, with
bleached nOdules

2B OxidiSed rock: 10 em 04 - 04 - + 6:1-1,
adjacent to redox front 6:1·2

2C Reducedroclr. ()..-lOcm - 4 - II + 6:1.1,
adjacent to redox front, 1.4 6:1-2
!!On-mineralised

RFI-3 3A Oxidised rock: - 3 em - - - - + 6:1-3
adjacent to redox front

3B Reduced rock: non-minerali- 05 - 05 - 1.5 + 6:1·3
sed zone of -to em Rfl-3 5 RFl-3 - + 6:1-3
adjacent to redox front
(2 identical splits)



Il
~

TABLE 6-11 (contd.).

Sample splits prepared according
Number of to petrpgraQh!.c zones

original sample No. Petrography

RFB 3C Reduced rock: 0-.:55 em
(conld.) of mineralised zone with

abundant U-macronodules

RF1-4 4A·l Reduced rock: mineralised
zone with U -micronodules

4A-Z Reduced rock: mineralised
zone without V-nodules

4B Reduced rock: max. minera-
lised zone with abundant
U-macronodules
(2 identical splits)

4C Reduced rock: transition to
non·mineralised phonolite

RFI·5 5A Reduced phonolite, nOD-
mineralised

5B Reduced phonolite, weakly
mineralised
(2 identical splits)

RFI-6 6A Reduced phonolite, nOll-
mineralised

6B Reduced nepheline syenite
xenolith

l)Mixed samples ofRFI-lB and RFI·2A

07

RFI-5A

RFI-5B

RFI-6B

07

RFl-5A

RFI-5B

RFI-6B

+

+

+
+

+

+

6:1-5

6:1-6

6:1-6

-- .--- --- ------ --- ---- --- --- -- -- -- ---- ----- .__1



4.2. Mineralised rocks

The phonolites of the mineralised zone (Plates 6:1-3 and 6:1-4) are identical in

composition with the non-mineralised rocks (Thble 6-III), except for the pitchblende

nodules and their bleached equivalents in the case of oxidised, formerly mineralised

phonolites (Plates 6:1-1 and 6:1-2). The pitchblende nodules consist ofcryprocrystalIine

V-oxides precipitated along grain boundaries and in (micro-)pores and intentices of the

rock. These precipitations form intergranular films and aggregates, causing partial to

total pore fillings. The V -oxides are accompanied by the precipitation of a second

generation of pyrites, but only in the inside of the nodules. Both processes effectively

diminish the microporosity of the reduced rocks. The second generation pyrites are

frequently coarser-grained than the earlier varieties and may even include them. Both

pyrite generations are freshly preserved and showno differences in colour or reflectivity.

The substitution of rock-forming minerals by pitchblende and/or second generation

pyrites could not be verified microscopically. Doubtless there exists a growth process of

the nodules. This can be described, based on mineralogical-textural grounds, as

originating from some point source and subsequently being followed by centrifugal

spreading and growth controlled by fracture planes and grain boundaries, and the

infiltration and the filling of micropores with V-oxides and pyrites. Rei~ular (concentric)

and irregular zoned V-nodules arc products of variable densities/concentrations of

V-oxide precipitation (Plates 6:1-3 and 6:1-4). The reasons for the variable patterns of

the V-oxide precipitation within isotropic igneous rocks are unknown and difficult to

explain by purely inorganic processes.

In general, the pitchblende nodules can be considered to consist of cryptocrystalline

V-oxides (see item 4.3, XRD studies), with crystallites dominating bdow the limit of

microscopic resolution (magnification ofabout 1200 x). Aggregated masses ofll-oxides

are optically isotropic. The V-oxides are precipitated together with a second pyrite

generation mainly available in natural open spaces (grain boundaries, rock pores,

interstices) of the reduced rocks without any microscopically recognisable substitution

of the rock-forming minerals. The sizes ofthe nodules range from microscopic (and even

submicroscopic) dimensions, as a lower limit, to a maximum of a few C(~ntimetres. The

nodular forms suggest either inorganic growth processes, e.g. ovoidal concretions or

biogenic processes. The microtextures and mineral parageneses are interpreted as

favouring the biogenic hypothesis. The nodules of the active redox fronts can be termed

first generation nodules and are distinct in nature and origin from the ma.'>Sive secondary

V-nodules described elsewhere. (Appendix 1).
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During the advancement ofthe redoxfront, the pitchblende nodules ofthe mineralised

rocks suffered dissolution still under reducing conditions, due to the continued stability

of pyrite. This resulted in pitchblende-free zones directly adjacent to the redox fronts

on the reduced side. The widths of these zones can vary from millimetres (or even

submillimetres) to centimetres, as in the case of RFl. For comparison, an example of

millimetre dimensions from another redox front is shown in Plate 6:1-7. These zones are

also pyrite-bearing but norrnallydistinctlywhite-coloured (due to the dissolution ofblack

U-oxides) when compared to the adjacent mineralised (grey) and oxidised

(yellowish-brown) rocks. Theircompositions proved to be similar to thoseoftheadjacent

reduced rocks free of V -oxides, and they should not be confused with the clay mineral

(e.g. kaolinite)-enriched zones. Plates 6:1-8 and 6:1-9 showpitchblende dissolution using

detailed cathodoluminescence images.

Further advancement of the redox front finally leads to the complete oxidation and

transformation of the formerly V-mineralised reduced rocks into oxidised varieties.

Macroscopically, oxidation refers only to the precipitation of BFO minerals (mainly

limonite) that give the oxidised rocks their typical yellowish-brown colouration (Plates

6:1-1,6:1-2,6:1-3 and 6:1-7). This oxidation process is already seen in the V-oxide-free

rocks as a function of the availability of low pH solutions resulting from the oxidation of

pyrite, which forms a variety of ferrous and ferric sulphates. In the presence of low

sulphate concentrations all the oxidised Fe-pyrite is reprecipitated in situ as indigenous

limonite, ideally without any pseudomorphism of the former pyrite microcrystals. At

higher sulphate concentrations, mobilisation, oxidation and limited transport takes

place, and reprecipitation as limonite occurs only after adequate dilution and hydrolysis.

Limonite can be precipitated as new forms, independently of the former pyrite

distribution, as homogeneous or inhomogeneous pigmentations. This generally affected

the oxidised rocks, explaining their higher porosity resulting from pyrite dissolution,

which was only incompletely compensated for by the reprecipitation of the HFO

minerals (limonite). At highest original pyrite contents which haveconsequently resulted

in the highest sulphate concentrations, all of the former Fe-pyrite is removed.

Reprecipitation takes place elsewhere after sufficient transport has occurred to permit

adequate dilution and hydrolysis. This is the case with the bleached nodules remaining

from the final dissolution of the former pitchblende nodules (Plates 6: 1-1 and 6: 1-2),

which contained a very high content of original pyrite. The bleached nodules achieve

the highest porosity through these processes since pyrite dissolution is not compensated

for by HFO mineral precipitation. Microscopically, the bleached nodules contain all the

rock-forming minerals comprising the enclosingoxidiscd rocks, and arecharacteriscd by
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TABLE6-Il/

Modal compositions of RFI non-mineralised reduced and oxidised phonolites (numbers in
brackets refer to totatly replaced minerals).

Minerals

Alkali feldspar

phenocrysts

Vol.%
Mean grain-size in mm

Origin

1-2
0.1 >5

magmatic

Observations

Fonner micropertbitic orthoc1ases
showing alkali exchange and indicating
structural readjustment. Ftuid inclusions
and weak kaolinisation are also present.
Pyrite and HPO mineral inclusions occur
in both the reduced and oxidised rocks.

Pseudolcucite lr. -1

phenocrysts 0.5- >20
magmatic

Nepheline ('L. -1)
phenocrysts (0.1- 3)

magmatic

Aegirine-augite (0 - 'L)
phenocrysts (0.1- 2)

magmatic

Pseudomorphs composed ci alkali feldspars,
sericite/illite, kaolinite, pyrite and
containing HPO minerals.

Replaced kaolinite, sericite/illite,
pyrite and containing HPO minerals.

Replaced by cryptocrystalline aggregates of
Ti02 minerals, kaolinite, unidentified clay
minerals (? smectites), pyrite and containing
HFO minerals.

Nepheline of the
groundmass

Sanidine laths and

prisms of the

groundmass

Aegirine-augite of
the groundmass

Pyrite
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(-to)
( -0.02)
magmatic

55-65
0.02-0.04

magmatic

(1-3)
(0.01- 0.03)

magmatic

3-6
0.01-0.04

hydrothermal

Replaced by kaolinite, sericite/illite, pyrite
and containing HFO minerals.

The main magmatic minerals show evidence of
alkali exchange and structural readjustment.
Some kaolinisation also occurs.

Replaced by cryptocrystalline aggregates of
Ti02 minerals, kaolinite, unidentified clay
minerals (? smectites), pyrite and containing
HFO minerals.

Idiomorphic microcrystals fmely disseminated
only in reduced rocks.
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TABLE 6·IlI (eonld.).

Minerals

Kaolinite

Unidentified clay
minerals

(? smcetites)

Ti02 minerals
(1 rutile)

Sericiteftllite

Zircon

HFO minerals
(limonite)

Microxenoliths

Vo1.%
Mean grain·size in mm
Origin

10-15
<0.01

hydrothermal (and
supergene)

tr. -1
<0.01
hydrothermal
(and supergene)

tr. -1
<0.04

hydrothermal

5-10
<0.02

hydrothermal

t,.
0.01-0.04
hydrothermal

-5
<0.01
supergene

1-3
0.5- >50
magmatic

Observations

Replacement minerals ofnepheline, alkali

feldspars, aegirine-augite.

Replacement nlinerals of aegirine-augite.

Replacement mineral ofgroundmass aegirine
augites, present as cryptocrystalline
aggregates.

Replacement minerals ofmainly nepheline!
kaolinite from nepheline.

Hydrothermal mineral sometimes altered to
baddeleyite.

Clouded or rhythmically zoned distributions
of cryptogranular aggregates forming
pigmentations and impregnations. Only occurs

in the oxidised rocks.

Composed of angular fragments of phonolites

and nepheline syenites of Icucocratic to

hololeucocratic composition included!

surrounded by a weakly flow-oriented RFI

phonolite.
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the same textures, except for the HFO minerals. The observations ofpyrite dissolution

and HFO mineral reprecipitation in the RA rocks are in very good agreement with the

descriptions and genetic interpretations ofBlanchard (1968) which formed the basis for

the discussion above.

4.3. X-ray diffraction (XRD) sludies

Initial X-ray work was carried out at Paulo Abib Engenharia S.A, sao Paulo, and

completed using the equipment at the University of Sao Paulo (USP). Semiquantitative

XRD analyses using UF as an internal standard were run at the University of Bern by

N. Waber. The XRD results of selected samples from RFI are shown in Thble 6-IV:

Textured preparations refer to powder preparations with planar orientation. Most

samples were run in three laboratories, and with both planar and non-oriented powder

preparations. The equipment at USP could only be used at 2 9 angles <:!:S'; therefore,

smectite peaks could not be observed in these runs. In addition, for some samples, the

analysed alkali feldspar peak (d - 3.25 A) was more intensive than the chosen full scale

deflection (of 1,000 cps). These peaks couJd not be measured and are therefore indicated

in the table as not measurable (n.m.).

As the differences between duplicate runs (and runs made in different laboratories)

were larger than the microscopically observed mineralogical variability, numerical

(semi-)quantitative interpretations were avoided. The UF (d -2.01 A) peak intensity

(Thble 6-IV) refers to an admixture (internal LiFstandard) in the weight proportion 10:1

(10 samples, 1 Lip) and can serve as an estimate for the analytical conditions of these

runs.

Some general conclusions from the X-ray results include the greater presence of

smectites in the RFI samples than expected from the microscopic work (probably in the

range of 3 - 6 vol.%). The latter indicated the presence of unidentified clay minerals

(probably smectites) in trace amounts of 1 vol.% aggregated into pscmdomorphs after

aegirine-augites. The measured smectites are probably present as cryptocrystalline

(submicroscopic) finely disseminated individual grains.

The illite/sericite (d -lOA) peak is always significantly weaker than the kaolinite

(d -7 A) peak, supporting the relatively higher abundance of the latter mineral (litble

6-II). Complementing, and to some extent modifying, the microscopic results, one

observes the highest kaolinite/illite peak intensity relationships and also the absolutely

lowest illite peak intensities in the pitchblende nodules and bJeachl:d nodules. This
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TABLE6-IV
X-ray diffraction data of selected RFI samples.

Minerals: Peak heights (in nun) > background
Sample Run Lab. Preparation Sample petrography
no. no. smectx Illite Kao~te AI!<. fel~pa; Uraninil LiP
(split no.) d-15 d-10A d-7 d-3.25 d-3.1O d-2.Q1A

RFI-I I-A PA textured 11 12 37 'm. - - Oxidised bulk rock powders.
(IA) I-A USP idem - 9 17 135 - -

1.3 Be idem
~m

10 19 n.m. - 48
I.3 Be non-oriented 8 12 140 - 38

RFI-I I-B PA textured 13 11 44 n.m. - - Bleached nodule,
(lB) I-B USP idem - 8 22 210 - - selectively extracted

1-1 Be idem

~?l
3(?) 16 190 - 32 powders.

1.1 Be non-oriented

i~ ~
- 10 110 - 27

1.2 Be textured
~H

22 n.m. - 41
1.2 Be non-oriented 17 135 - 34

RFI-IT II PA textured 9 15 28 n.m. - - Reduced bulk rock (po\\ded
(2C) II USP idem - 14 24 137 - - adjacent to redox front.

1.4 Be idem 5(1) 4(1) 15 194 - 41
1.4 Be non-oriented - 8 13 108 - 34

RFI-III 1.5 Be textured - 10(?) 21 176 - 45 Reduced bulk rock (powde<)
(3B) 1.5 Be non-oriented 4(1) 10 15 128 - 41 from centre d non-mineralised

zone adjacent to the redox front.

RFI-III III PA textured 3(1) 2(?) 8(?) 47 85 - Pitchblende nodule of
(3C) III USP idem - - 10 55 45 - mineralised zone,

selectively extracted.

RFI-IV 1.6 Be textured

ml
- 12 88 70 29 Pitchblende nodule;

(4B) 1.7 Be textured - 14 160 - 38 Reduced bulk mcl< (powde<)
1.7 Be non-oriented 3(?) 12 125 - 36 of mineralised zone adjacent to

pitchblende nodule.

Abbreviations:
Lab = Laboratories n.m. = not measurable
PA = Paulo Abib Eng. SA. - = not observed

t; USP = University of Sao Paulo (1) = uncertain peak identification.... Be = University of Bern

---- -- --- --- -------- -----



indicates that the U·oxide precipitation and dissolution, i.e. the pitchblende nodule

formation and later destruction (with release of low pH sulphate concentrations),

exercised some preferential attack on the mica mineral.

Alkali feldspars are the most abundant minerals of the RFI rocks and consist texturally

of typical sanidine laths and prisms often ofveryfine grain-size (Thble &-ill). Chemically,

however, they are very pure K~feIdspars(see section 6). These characteristics, together

with the XRD patterns, indicate that crystal chemical exchange reactions affected the

primary magmatic sanidines, substituting Na+for hydrothermaJ K+ along with structural

modification. These reactions produced the presently observed V€:ry pure K-feIdspars of

intermediate structural state and triclinicity (between high andJow temperature). Similar

processes were reproduced experimentally and confirmed using stable isotope studies

by O'Neil and Thylor (1%7) under P-Tconditions that permit extrapolatiOn/comparison

with the "potassic rock" hydrothermal processes of Pe:lGos de Caldas (Waber et al., this

report).

The main U-minerals of the pitchblende nodules are cryptocrystalline U-oxides similar

to those described by Barrington and Kerr (1961; referenced in the ASTM-index under

No. 13-225) and others described by Swanson and Fuyat (1953). A comparison of the

main X-ray peaks is shown in Thble 6-'V: The uraninite of the RFI pitchblende nodules,

however, furnished broad X·ray lines indicating low crystallinity, probably allied with

partial oxidation of the UOz to UO) (Table 6·V; column PHlHHW).

s. Rock physical parameters

Rock physical properties of RFI selected minor samples (see also section 6) and of the

regional phonolites and nepheline syenites (Schorscher and Shea, this report series;

Rep. 1) were determined by N. Waber (Univ. Bern). Results are shown comparatively in

Thble 6-VI. The measurements confirm the microscopic observations regarding the

higher porosity of the oxidised RFI rocks when compared with the reduced

non-mineralised rocks (Thble 6-VI, sample no.: RFI·1A, B, C and RFI-5A, -6B; means

1 and 3).

Sample nos. RFI-4B and -3 are of reduced phonolites from (respectively) the zone of

maximum U-mineralisation and the zone free of U-mineralisation due to dissolution

adjacent to the redox front. They further support the results of the XRD studies which

indicated that the supergene reducing processes offormation andsubsequent dissolution
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Tho main representative sample sets were prepared for geochemical studies: one from

large-sized homogeneous parts of the original samples and one from selected minor

TABLE6-V

X-ray diffraction data of "cammie from RFI pitchblende nodules compared to literature data.

a b RFI pitchblende

deAl Int. deAl Int. deAl Int. PH/HHW

3-<190 10 3.16 10 3.12 10 8.5

2.686 5 2.74 5 2.70 5 2.9

1.900 5 1.93 5 1.91 5 2.9

1.62 4 1.65 5 1.63 5 3.5

7 additional peaks 5 additional peaks Interval not studied

down to d == 1.04A down to d = 1.05 A

a = Midnite Mine (Barrington and Kerr, 1961)

b = Swanson and Fuyat (1953)

PH/HHW = Peak height to half height width ratio

of the pitchblende mineralisations occurred with partial silicate mineral replacement,

causing a moderate elevation of the porosities (not observed microscopically).

Comparison ofthe RFI rocks with the regional rocks (Table 6-VI), for example in terms

of their mean values (means 4 and 5), reveal strong differences in their global rock

densities and porosities, even though they have identical grain densities. This indicates

that the hydrothermal (reducing) potassic rock·forming and supergene (reducing and

oxidising) processes compensated for the incurred porosity formation by precipitation

of denser mineral phases such as pyrites in the reduced rocks and HFO minerals in the

oxidised rocks. A graphic representation of the variation of the: rock physical parameters

of the RFI samples is shown on the scale profile of the redox front illustrated in Figure

6-2_

6. Geochemistry

6.1. Sample preparation and analysis

I

\

I

I
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TABLE6-VI

Rock physical properties of selected RFI samples and regional alkaline rocks of thep~ de
Caldas complex.

Sample Density Grain (solids) Porosity Rock tYPes
no. (Hg),global density

RFI-IA 2.17 2.62 17.1 RFI oxidised phonolite,
- 20 em from redox front;

RFI~lB 2.20 2.62 15.9 RFl oxidi~d phonolite,
15 to 5 em from redox front;

RFI·IC 2.18 2.65 17.8 RFI oxidised phonolite,
S to 0 em from redox front,
rich in HFO minerals;

RFI-3 2.17 2.64 17.8 RFI reduced phonolite,
oto 10 em from. redox frODt,
zone without U-nodules;

RFI-4B 2.20 2.61 15.5 RFI reduced phonolite
(without U-nodules) of zone
of max. U-mineralisation;

RFI-5A 2.35 2.59 9.4 RFI reducc~phonolite,
- 1 m from redox front
(variety 1);

RFI-5B 2.26 RFl reduced phonolite,
-1 m from redox front
(variety 2);

RFI-6B 2.33 2.61 10.6 RFI reduced nepheline syenite
xenolith, - 2 m from redox
front;

PDC-PH-02B 2.62 2.66 1.6 Regional nepheline syenite
- hypabyssal;

PDe-n-04 2.57 2.62 1.8 Regional phonolite
- subvolcaniC;

PDC-PH-05 2.59 2.61 0.6 Regional phonolite - volcanic;
PDC-I1-06 2.50 2.59 3.5 Regional nepheline syenite

- plutonic;
PDC~l1~07 2.49 Regional nepheline syenite

-plutonic;

PDC-PH-08 2.59 Regional phonolite
-volcanic;

PDC~I1-01 2.55 Regional nepheline syenite
- hypabyssal;

means 1 2.18 2.63 16.93 RFI oxidised rocks;

means 2 2.19 2.63 16.65 RFI reduced, mineralised and
related rocks;

means 3 2.31 2.60 10.00 RFI reduced non-mineralised
rocks;

means 4 2.23 2.62 14.87 RFI rocks. all;

means 5 2.56 2.62 1.88 Regional rocks, all.
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portions cut out of the original samples (based on specific minc~raJogical, petrographic

and metallogenetic characteristics). From these, as an additional detail. specific powder

samples were removed by drilling for complementary geochemical (and mineralogical)

analysis. Details of the different sample sets and the analytical work performed are

presented in Thbles 6~I and 6-II, and the chemical data are listed in Appendix 6:2.

Geochemical sample set I (Thble 6-11) comprises five large-sized representative

samples (750 -1350 g) from the main mineralogical~petrographiczones of RFI. Major

and trace element studies (by routine XRF analysis; University of Bern), determination

of Fe3
+tol, Fe!+, S and Lost On Ignition (LOI) using classic methods, analysis of Mo by

Atomic Absorption (AAS); work performed at Paulo Abib Engenharia S.A, Sao Paulo),

and determination of Cd by AAS (work done by R. Mader, University of Bern) were

carried out on the samples. Figures 6-4,6-6 and 6-13 show the distribution of Fe3+, 5,

LOI and Mo across the redox front. The geochemistry of Cd will be discussed later

together with complementary data. Analytical problems arose during the determination

of Fe2+. probably due to the presence of uranium. Thus, even the reduced rocks with

abundant pyrite showed below~detection~levelamounts of FeO «0.2 wt.%; Appendix

6:2; l'dble 6:2-1).

Geochemical sample set II (Table 6~II) comprises 10 samples selected from the original

specimens in an attempt to further subdivide the main zones of the redox front, and also

to consider the internal compositional and textural variations of the original samples. 10

accomplish this, the original sample RFI~l was subsampled (1A, IB, Ie) from the redox

front (Thble 6~II), progressing into greater HFO mineral contents as indicated by the

more intensive yellowish-brown colouration.

The original sample RFI~4 was also subsampled (4A-I, 4A~2, 48) to show different

degrees of U~mineralisation. Sample RFI~4 represents the zone of maximum

U~mineralisation and the subsamples prepared represent reduced types a) containing

pitchblende micronodules (4A~I), b) devoid of macroscopically recognisable

pitchblende nodules (4A~2), and c) of maximum U-content with abundant pitchblende

macronodules (4B). SUbsamplingofRFI-5 resulted in sample 5A (non-mineralised) and

58 (contains pitchblende micronodules).

Sample RFI~6was subdivided according to its lithological composition into sample 6A

(reduced non~mineralisedphonolite country rock) and 68 (reduced nepheline syenite

xenolith). However, only 68 was analysed. The analytical results are presented in

Appendix 6:2 (Thble 6:2-II).

The mean geochemical variation of the respective elements in the regional

(hydrothermally altered non-potassic) rocks, the borehole Fl reduced rocks and the
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borehole Fl oxidised rocks were considered. Only in the: case of Hf had comparative

values for borehole F4 rocks to be used - i.e. oxidised phonolites and nepheline syenites

(sample nos. 19-1A, 22~ lA, 39~lA) and reduced nepheline syenite xenolith (sample nos.

413-IA-A; -IA-B; IA-C; IA-D; lA-E), respectively, since borehole FI rocks were not

analysed for this element.

Concerning samples RFl~IA, ~3B, ·4B, ·5B, and the S, Fet03toh and LOI analysed by

both laboratories (Paulo Abib Engenharia S.A, Sao Paulo and the University ofBern),

one can see quite a good agreement of results, bearing in mind the different methods

used and that the two sample sets were not homogenised splits, but simply from adjacent

parts of the same original samples (Figs. 6-2, 6-6 and 6-4; Appendix. 6:2, "Thbles 6:2~I and

6:2-II). This is particularly important in the case of sample RFI~4B, where the split

analysed by the Paulo Abib laboratory was free of pitchblende nodules (analysis no. 06,

Appendix 6:2; Thble 6:2~I), in contrast to the split analysed by the University of Bern

(analysis RFI-4B, Appendix 6:2, Thble 6:2-II) which represented the maximum

U-mineralisation, i.e. particularly rich in pitchblende macronodules (Appcndix6:1, Plate

6:1-4). This fact explains, for instance, the almost proportional differences in the Felot

and S results by a factor of 2.

6.2, Genchemistry of sample set I Qarge-sized samples)

Figures 6·6 and 6-4 show the stepwise and proportional decrease of Sand FCt<>l from

the reduced rocks (analysis no. 07; sample RFl-5B) towards the redox front (on its

reduced side), corresponding, most probably, to the formation and partial removal in

solution of Fe-sulphates from pyrite (even though dissolution of pyrite could not be

positivelyeonfirmed microscopically). The mobilisation and rdease into solution of Mo

(Fig. 6-13) is anomalous, apparently occurring as a continuous (one-stage) process in

the near-vicinity of the redox front on the reduced side. 1bis further supports the

existence ofspecific Mo·minerals (probably sulphides) in the reduced rocks rather than

its presence as a minor constituent (up to .:S 1.500 ppm) in pyrite. However, it must be

mentioned that molybdenite (MaS!) has not been observed in the RFl rocks (either due

to cryptocrystallinity or to its non-existence) and that the less likelyjordisite (amorphous

MaS!) may in fact have been overlooked. In the field, one very frequently observes the

presence of a blue Mo-mineral, most probably ilsemannite (Mo-hydrous oxide), in the

presence of pyrite, i.e. only in the reduced rocks exposed to weathering. IIsemannite is,

according to Ramdohr (1975), most readily formed from the weathering ofjordisite by

I
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rapid oxidation (even in mineral collections). At the Osamu Utsumi mine the formation

of the blue Mo-mineral was observed on drillcores of reduced ('()(:ks within time spans

of only a few days. Jordisite is considered here as the more probable Mo-mineral phase

in the reduced RFI rocks, even if the formation of the blue Mo-mineral in the studied

rocks was not observed. With respect to jordisite being a paragenetic mineral forming

part of the hydrothermal U-Zr-REE-mineralisation at the mine, there are some

reservations. For example, jordisite is a vety low temperature mineral (Ramdohr, 1975).

From the oxidiscd side of a zone located outside the direct influence of the redox front,

Mo-values may again reach up to half of the original content of the reduced rocks, and

may have been fixed mineralogically by coprecipitation onto HFO-minerals of low

crystallinity (mainly limonite).

6.3. Geochemistry of sample set II (main XRF samples)

The main major and trace element (XRF-) data-sets of the RFI redox front (Appendix

6:2; Table 6:2-11) are compared globally with other equivalent oxidised and reduced

potassic rocks of the Osamu Utsumi mine, and with the regional rocks (unaffected by

the potassic rock hydrothermal alteration) and related Zr-REE-U-mineralisation

(Waber et al., this report). In addition, the specific geochemical processes related with

the development of the redox front are also discussed.

The XRF analytical data for RFI were recalculated to obtain mean values for the

oxidised and reduced non-mineralised rocks (U 5210 ppm) and for the reduced

mineralised rocks (U >210 ppm). These arc compared and related to one U-mineralised

oxidised rock from the RFI front (U = 861 ppm, sample RFI-3), and to the mean values

for borehole Fl oxidised and reduced rocks and the regional rocks (Appendix 6:2; Thblc

6:2-111). The non-mineralised reduced rocks were considered first, to tty and reconstruct

the character of the magmatic and superimposed hydrothermal geochemistries of the

RFI rocks. It should therefore be remembered that these were initially classified

mineralogically and petrographically as vety fine-grained hololeucocratic volcanic

phonolites containing subordinated phenocrysts of alkali feldspar, pseudoleucite,

nepheline and aegirine-augite, and (micro-)xenoliths of phonoIite,s and nepheline

syenites, i.e. unsaturated alkaline rocks (section 4).
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6.3.1. RFI phonolites: magmatic composition and hydrothermally altered potassic

rock

Major elements

Whcn comparing the major elements (and corresponding mean values) of the

non·mineraIised RFI rocks with the equivalent mean values for the reduced borehole

FI rocks (Appendix 6:2; Tables 6:2·JI and6:2-11I), the similarities in TI02, AhOJand LOI

contents, and the overall low and very low contents ofMn, Mg, Ca and P (-oxides), are

casily observed. Differences include higher Si02and ~O cont(:Dts in the RFI rocks and

the higher FC:!~IOl and NazO contents ofthe borehole FI rocks; NazO, in particular, is

almost entirely absent in the RFI rocks. These differences are similar when compared

to the equivalent borehole F4 rocks and to the redox fronts II, III and N sampled and

analysed by Waber et al. (this report; section 9).

In comparison with the regional rocks (Appendix 6:2; Thble6:2-11I) it becomes evident

that aU the above observed differences (of the RFI and borehole FI reduccd rocks) not

only continue to exist, but reach maximum values. Additionally, the regional rocks also

show minor but significant MnO and MgO contents and much lower LOI. If the RFI

reduced non·mineralised rocks are plotted together with the regional rocks in a total

alkali·silica (TAS) diagram (Le Maitre, 1984) and compared with the borehole FI rocks

(Waber et aI., this report), all rocks are observed to lie in the phonolite (unsaturated)

field. The RFI rocks, however, plot near the divide with the field of more (silica)

saturated rocks (alkali trachytes and trachytes), in contrast to the regional rocks which

plot in the opposite, more unsaturated part of the phonolite field. The borehole FI rocks

cover the main part of the phonolite field and the calculated means of the reduced

non-mineralised varieties lie at the centre. Bearing in mind the reconstructed magmatic

mineralogy of the RFI rocks (see section 4; Thble 6-111) and the chemistry of the

mineralogically similar regional rocks (particularly of the regional phonolites), it

becomes evident that the original RFI rocks were certainl~ more leucocratic (Fe·Mg

mineral poor) and their chemical composition is mainly a product of the "potassic rock"

hydrothermal alteration. This imposed on the original rocks the progressive and ultimate

total loss ofNazO, the equally complete loss ofCaO, MnO and MgO, and the partial loss

of F~OJtot (while the preserved Fe was almost completely reduced to the divalent state

and reprecipitated mainly as pyrite). The Na20 loss was not entirely compensated by the

addition of &0; there also occurred moderate to substantial enrichments of Si02and

AhOJ, Whereupon nephelines underwent partial alteration to illite/sericite and kaolinite

(causing SiQ and K gains, but total·alkali losses. at - constant AlzOJ) and the main
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magmatic sanidines suffered alkali exchange reactions (Na by K), structural

readjustments, and incipient kaolinisation (which caused increases in K and Ah03 and

important Na and minor Si02 Ioss). The almost total loss of CaD, MgO and MnD, and

the partial loss of F~031<lh are explained by the argillation of magmatic Fe-Mg minerals,

mainly ofaegirine-augites, through the formation ofpseudomorphs comprising mixtures

ofclay minerals (kaolinite, smectite), pyrite and Nb~Fe-rutile (with consequent losses in

variable proportions of Na, Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Si). Possibly, there also occurred the

dissolution of minor magmatic plagioclase feldspar and of the minor anorthite

components of ternary magmatic (alkali-) feldspars.

Ti02 is present in the RFI and borehole Fl rocks in similar amounts, somewhat lower,

however, than in the regional rocks. Magmatic 1i occurs in these rocks in rare oxidic ore

minerals, but mainly as a minor element in the c1inopyroxenes. (Giannettite is a

pneumatolytic Ti-bearing mineral of the regional rocks, hydrothermally unstable, hut

less frequent in phonolites.) These have been generally referred to as aegirine-augites,

but even the groundmass clinopyroxenes of the volcanic phonolites show compositional

zoning. This is particularly well developed in the case of the coarser phenocrysts and

nepheline syenite regional rocks (Schorscher and Shea, this report series; Rep. 1),

ranging from sodi-augitic centres to almost pure aegirine rims. Ulbrich (1983) and

Ulbrich et al. (1984) reported microprobe analyses of the clinopyroxenes of various

nepheline syenites from Po~s de Caldas with TiOzcontents ranging from 0.5 wl.% in

the ccntre..~ to 5 wt.% at the aegirine borders. Due to its geochemical immobility, Ti

reprccipitates (hydrothermally) in situ as TiOr (rutile-) minerals, pseudomorphing the

c1inopyroxenes.

Minor and trace elements

To discuss the original magmatic and superimposed hydrothermal trace clement

gcochcmistryof the RFI non-mineralised, reduced phonolites is more problematic, even

if the equivalent borehole F1 rocks are also included for comparison (Appendix 6:2;

Tables 6:2-11 and 6:2-111). For instance, the trace element geochemistry of the borehole

F1 rocks (Waber et al., this report) showed that macro~ and microscopically they arc very

similar, and that in the core profile more or less contiguous rocks showed abrupt

differences in their trace element contents, in some cases by factors of 2 to >10. This

has a major influence, for instance, upon mean values, even in the case where quite a

high number of analysed samples are petrographically similar. In the case of RFI, and

similarly with the RFIJ, III and IV redox fronts, the numbers of analysed samples are
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relatively low and the interval between the individual samples comparatively high. The

occurrence and influenceofindividual samples ofanomaJousgeochemistry in thesetypes

of populations is evidently possible and marked. Therefore, to avoid misinterpretation,

the nature/origin of these geochemical anomalies in the redox front samples, i.e. whether

primary-magmatic, hydrothermal or redoxfront-relatedsupergenic, must initiallybe well

characterised.

For RFI samples, RFI-3, RFI-4A-2, RFI-5A and RFI-61l (Appendix 6:2; Thblc 6:2-II)

were considered to represent the mean composition of the reduced non-mineralised (U

<210 ppm) RFI rocks (Appendix 6:2; Thble 6:2-IIJ). However, even though

microscopically the fin;t three (phonolite) samples can be considered as similar, the

fourth sample, a nepheline syenitexenoJith, was aloo included, even though ofdifferent

chemistry. Only in the case ofBa were two mean values calculated for both RFI (reduced

non-mineralised) and regional rocks: one comprising all the rocks (nepheline syenites

and phonolites), the other only the phonolites.

The RFI reduced non-mineralised rocks are compared to the equivalent borehole FI

rocks and to the regional rocks in order to establish their possible primary magmatic and

hydrothermal trace element geochemical characteristics (Appendix 6:2; Thble 6:2-III).

Elements Ba, Rb, Th, U, V and Zn

These elements are systematically enriched in the reduced, non-mineralised RFI and

borehole FI rocks, when compared with the regional rocks. In the case ofBa, two mean

values are given for RFl and regional rocks (Appendix 6:2; Thble 6:2-III). The initial

(higher) means include in both cases all the rocks (phonolites and nepheline syenites)

and the second only the extremely fine-grained, volcanic phonolites. This was necessary

because, in the case of the regional rocks, there exists a very characteristic, strong

fractionation of Ba between the fine-grained phonolites (means: 50 ppm) and the

coan;e~grained nepheline syenites of hypabyssal to subvo1canic and plutonic origin

(means: 387 ppm). Similarly, in the case of the RFI rocks, the nepheline syenite

(Appendix 6:2; Thble 6~~II; sample RFI-6B) has a much higher Ba content than the

means of the associated volcanic phonolites. Therefore in this case, the means of the

RFI volcanic phonolite are considered more representative and should be compared

with the equivalent means of the regional phonolites for the appropriate estimation of

the Ba-enrichment factor. For the RFI and regional phonolites this is -7.

Such evident fractionation was only observed in the case of Ba. Furthermore, the

petrographic variability ofborehole FI shows that it includes predominantlysubvo1canic
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to hypabyssal rock types, and only minor weJl-defined plutonic and shallow volcanic rock

types. Therefore, the mean values for all the rocks, rather than the partial means from

minor lithological subgroups, were used for the other comparisons, including Ba from

the borehole Fl and regional rocks. Its enrichment factor in this case is lower ( - 2.5).

One mineralogical reason for the enrichment of Ba in the hydrothermally altered rocks

could be the inclusion ofacomplementary celsian component during the alkali exchange

reactions of the feldspars. This interpretation is supported byUlbrich (1983) and Ulbrich

et al. (1984) who have described the erratic presence of low Bacontents, similar to those

ofCaO ( ;5; 0.36 wt.%), in the alkali feldspars ofnepheline syenites from~ de Caldas.

In addition, barite is known in hydrothermally altered rocks from the Osamu Utsumi

mine, and its existence as a minor finely-dispersed mineral in these rocks could not be

totally excluded.

The enrichment of Rb by a factor of 1.7 in RFI and 1.9 in the borehole Fl rocks

corresponds quite well to the KzO enrichment factors (1.7 and 1.6 respectively). This

process, too, is mineralogically related to the hydrothermal alkali exchange reactions of

the feldspars and, to a lesser extent, to the hydrothermal sericite/illite formation in the

pseudomorphs resulting from nepheline.

Thorium has higher mean v<tlues in the RFI and borehole Fl rocks than in the regional

varieties. The borehole Fl mean value, moreover, lies within the range ofdata published

from various global alkaline intrusive complexes (Roger and Adams, 1978). However,

based on the few analysed regional rocks in the PC¥'s de Caldas complex it is difficult to

decide whether the Th means of borehole Fl really represent a weak hydrothermal

enrichment, or whether the Th mean value of the regional rocks represents unusually

Th-poor rocks. The RFl rocks are quite clearly Th-enriched with respect to the borehole

Fl rocks by a factor of 2, and to the regional rocks by a factor of 6. The attempt to

correlate Th with another trace clement for the four individual RFI samples yielded at

best a reasonably good positive linearcorrelationwith Zr. Ifthe boreholeFI and regional

rock mean values are included, they lie quite close to each other, but are still totally

isolated from the correlation line.

This tends to indicate that the Th-contents ofthe borehole FI rocks probably represent

low or unmooified magmatic values, while those of the RFI reduced non-mineralised

rocks are of hydrothermal origin. Specific Th-minerals were not observed. Microprobe

analysis of hydrothermal zircons from the borehole Fl rocks indicated the presence of

Th in zircons from the potassic rocks of the mine (Waberet al., this report, Appendix 3).

Giannettite, however, is the main Zr-bearing mineral in the regional rocks.
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Uranium is enriched in both RFl and borehole Fl rocks in relation to the regional

rocks, where the U-content was consistently below the XRF detection limit «S ppm);

the respcctive mean values for the RFI and borehole Fl reduced non-mineralised rocks

are 146 and 32 ppm U. No systematic variation and/or correlation of U with other

elements could be observed [rom the RFl means. Therefore, the higher U-enrichment

of the RFI rocks compared to the borehole Fl rocks is considered to be due to complex

processes related to superimposed hydrothermal and reducing redox front mechanisms.

The borehole FI means arc considered to represent the mean V-content of the reducing

hydrothermal potassic rock-forming process, and not the associated higher grade

U-mineralisation. Higher grade, truly hydrothermal (deep- seated) U-mineralisations

were only analysed recently in samples from borehole F4. TIwse were found to consist

of minor U-oxides associated mainly with zircon, baddeleyite and pyrite (Wooer et al,

this report; Appendix 1). Analyses show mostlya positive U - Zrcorrelation, even though

there were some variable correlation factors in each of the studied examples. This may

indicate the inhomogeneity of the hydrothermal U-mineralising fluids that acted in

restricted locations at the Osamu Utsumi site during the more general hydrothcnnal

alteration which gave rise to the potassic rocks.

Specific U-minerals were not identified in the studied RFI ,and borehole Fl rocks,

although it is believed that finely dispersed rare U-oxides may be pre....ent. Vanadium

shows a mean value of about 70 ppm in the regional rocks, where it is bound to the

aegirine-augites. The mean V values of the RFI and borehole PI reduced,

non-mineralised rocks (about 3 times. that of the regional rocks) arc practically identical

with one another. Thus, V has not only an early magmatic origin, but can also be related

to the hydrothermal potassic rock~forming process, independent of the grade of

U-mineralisation. Specific V-bearingmineralswere not identified in the RFIor borehole

PI rocks although they may be present in minor or trace amounts in the sericites/illites.

Zinc shows a somewhat similar behaviour to V; it alreadyoccurs in quite high amounts

in the regional rocks (means of 168 ppm), bound to the silicate minerals (mainly

pyroxenes). In the course of the hydrothermal alteration it beoom(:8 enriched, attaining

practically identical mean values (about 220 ppm) in the RFI and borehole Fl rocks.

Here it is present as fine sphalerite; no relationship with the U-mineralisation was

obscrved.
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Elements Sr, Ph, Nh, Zr, Ga and Hf

Strontium occurs in the regional rocks in concentrations typical for worldwide

nepheline syenites (1,()(X) - 3,()(X} ppm; Goldschmidt (1954», with a mean content of

1,913 ppm. Much lower contents and mean values are found in the hydrothermally

altered (non-mineralised) RFI (626 ppm) and borehole Fl rocks (181 ppm), being

reduced respectively by factors of -3 and >10. Similarly, lower Sr mean values (than

those of the regional rocks) are found in the borehole F4 reduced (non~mineralised)

rocks and in the RFII, III and IV reduced non-mineralised rocks. The hydrothermal

Zr - U- REE mineralised rocks of borehole F4 may achieve higher Sr contents than the

regional rocks, thus showing that an Sr--enrichment occurred during the high~

temperature hydrothermal mineralising processes. However, the Sr enrichment factors

vary strongly, not only between different occurrences but also within individual

mineralised zones.

The redox front~relatcd U~mineralisationsshow no relationships with Sr. It is known

that the typical alkaline (magmatic) minerals of feldspathoidal (alkaline) rocks such as

nepheline, leucite, orthoclase and sanidine may contain quite high amounts of Sr

(Goldschmidt, op. cit.). Ulbrich (op. cit.) and Ulbrich et al. (op. cit.) confirmed SrQ

contents of up to :21 Wi.% in nepheline syenite alkali feldspars from P<><tOs de Caldas.

Sr contents are lower in the case of equivalent hydrothermal minerals, for instance in

low~temperature K~feldspars or in mica minerals resulting from the replacement of

fcldspathoids. This may explain the observed reduction of Sr in the studied RFI and

borehole Fl rocks as being due to the associated processes of low-temperature

(hydrothermal) alkali exchange reactions of the feldspars and the replacement of

feldspathoids. The differences between RFI and borehole Fl rocks (and the other

reduced non-mineralised rocks) are thought to reflect primary magmatic variations.

Lead occurs in very low concentrations near, or even below, detection level «6 ppm),

in both the regional (non-altered) and borehole Fl reduced (non~mineralised) rocks;

higher contents (mean value = 47 ppm Pb)were found in the RFI rocks. These maybe

related to the magmatic and hydrothermal variations, but also, at least in part, to the

higher U~contents of the studied RFI rocks. No Pb or Pb-bearing minerals were found

in the discussed rocks. The occurrence of galena associated with the hydrothermal

U~mineralisationhas been mentioned in Uranio do Brasil internal reports, but has not

been confirmed in this study of the high-grade hydrothermal U~mineralisation.

Niobium occurs in the regional rocks in normal concentrations (mean: 249 ppm) for

alkaline rocks of these types, and also shows similar concentrations in the borehole Fl
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(226 ppm) and RFI rocks (277 ppm). In the regional rocks, Nb is thought to substitute

mainly for 1i in the magmatic c1inopyroxenes and probably in giannettite as well. In the

hydrothermally altered rocks (borehole Fl and RFI) it is known to occur in the

TI02·(rutile-)minerals that form complex pseudomorphs after clinopyroxenes (Waber et

al., this report; section 5). In the borehole FI rocks an almost perfect correlation of TI

and Nb can be observed (Waber et al, op. cit.).

Zirconium and hafnium will be discussed together. The former shows similar mean

concentrations (of965 and 929 ppm respectively) in the regional and borehole FI rocks,

reduced by about half in the RFI rocks (means = 445 ppm). Hafnium was only analysed

in the regional and RFl rocks, showing practically identical concentrations of 12 and 11

ppm. Hafnium is well known to substitute for Zr in Zr~mineraIs, but the main Zr-mineral

species in the studied rocks are very different, consisting of giannettite in the regional

rocks and zircon in the borehole Fl and RFI rocks. This, and the fact that hydrothermal

zircons are normally richer in Hf than their magmatic equivalents, may explain the

differences in the ZrlHf ratios of the regional rocks (-80) and the RFI rocks ( -40).

Microprobe analysis ofhydrothermal zircons of the borehole FI reduced rocks showed

consistently the presence ofl.O- 1.5 wt.% ofHf02• The low total Zrcontents in the RFI

rocks, when compared with more than double the amount ofZrin the boreholeFI and

regional rocks, are considered to be relicts of the primary magmatic geochemical

character of the RFl phonolites.

Gallium was analysed only in the RFl and borehole Fl rocks, where it occurs in mean

concentrations of37 and 22 ppm in the reduced non-mineralised varietie.'l. These are in

fact low concentrations for nepheline-alkali feldspar rocks (Goldschmidt, op. cit.). As

Ga analyses of the regional rocks of~s de Caldas were not performed (and are

unknown from the literature), the Jow contents of this element in the hydrothermaJly

altered rocks (that tend to be richer in AI than the regional rocks and should therefore

be also richer in Ga) are considered indicative either of the existence ofalkaline magmas

anomalously low in Ga at PO!(OS de Caldas, or ofa specific type ofhydrothermal reducing

alteration that enriched Ai but leached Ga from the non~mineralisedRFI and borehole

FI rocks.

Some rare~earth (REE) and related elements: La, ee, Nd, Y; Sc

Routine XRF analyses do not yield very precise results for the REEs. These data

should therefore be treated as semiquantitative and should only be used for the relative

comparison of mean values.
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In the regional, borehole Fl and RFI rock groups, the REE (mean) contents follow

the natural sequence of abundance: Ce followed closely by La and, to a Jesser extent by

Nd. In addition, the total abundances ofthese elements in the regional and borehole Fl

reduced non-mineralised rocks are quite similar (most probably lying within the limits

of analytical uncertainties). In contrast, the RFI (reduced non-mineralised) rocks show

individual and mean values significantly lower than those above (Appendix 6:2, Thble

6:2-III); La and Ce are reduced by at least 5 to 6 times and Nd by more than 10 times.

The light REEs, La, Ce and Nd are expected to be fixed in the regional rocks in the

clinopyroxenes, alkali feldspars and Zr-minerals (mainly giannettite). In the reduced

borehole Fl rocks they are associated with the hydrothennal zircons (mainly Ce);

however, in the hydrothennally exchanged alkali feldspars La, Ce and Nd are, if present

at all, below the microprobe detection level (estimated 5500 ppm).

The correlation of La, Ce and Nd with Zr is evident for the three compared groups,

particularly if the analytical uncertainties are kept in mind. If thegeochemical immobility

of REEs is also considered, it may be concluded that the RFI phonolites were, in terms

of their magmatic origin, strongly depleted in REEs (La, Ce and Nd), as they were in Zr.

The hydrothermal reducing potassic rock alteration heat, judging from the comparison

of regional and borehole Fl rocks, shows that only a very minor effect on these elements

occurred, if at all.

Yttrium is similar to the REEs in showing the same concentrations in the regional and

borehole Fl rocks, but is about 2 times less in the reduced non-mineralised RFI rocks.

Yttrium should also be present in the regional rocks, mainly in the clinopyroxenes, and

possibly in giannettite (and other rare metal silicates). In the borehole Fl rocks Y is most

frequently found in crystallo-chemically significant amounts in zircons and zircon

baddeleyite intergrowths (Wabereta/., this report, section 5). This, however, would imply

higher Zr-contents in the RFI rocks (where in fact they are diminished) or, alternatively,

higher Y-contents in the RFl zircons. As such indications are however lacking, it is

thought that the higher Y-contents of the RFl reduced rocks may somehow be related

to their higher V-content. It is known that various hydrothermal U-mineralisations

formed by alkali metasomatism are also associated with Y and heavy REE enrichment

(for instance: Porto da Silveira, 1986; Porto da Silveira et ai, 1989).

Scandium was only analysed in the regional rocks and borehole Fl rocks. In the former,

the mean values are below the XRF detection limit « 1 ppm), and in the borehole Fl

reduced, non-mineralised rocks a value of 2 ppm was obtained. These very low values

are within the expectf'-d limits for nepheline syenites (Goldschmidt, op. cit.).
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Elements Cr, Ni, Co, Cu, F and S

Cr, Ni, Co and Cu occur in the three rock groups in very low amounts, near or even

below the XRF detection limit (Appendix 6:2; Thble 6:2.111). Even Co, which in various

hydrothermal U--occurrences is ~me of the typical elements, occurs in higher amounts at

the Osamu Utsumi mine in only one (of the studied) hydrothermaUy mineralised

intersections ofborehole F4. In the RFI rocks aU of these elements show very low total

concentrations, which precludes any further interpretation.

Fluorine was analysed only in the regional and borehole Fl rocks with similar results

(within the limits ofanalytical uncertainty). In the borehole Fl reduced non·mineralised

rocks, F is most commonly present as rare fluorspar and may also still be a minor

constituent in the hydrothermal white micas (sericitelilUte). Fluorspar is also known from

tate pegmatitic to autohydrothennal veins of the regional lOcks. Besides, F may be

present in minor amounts in aegirine and giannettite and other rare metal silicates of

the woeh}erite group.

SUlphur as the sulphide ion is one of the important elements of the hydrothermal

potassic rock (reducing) processes at the Osamu Utsumi site. It is typically high in the

reduced RFI and borehole Fl rocks, where it is bound to ttu~ sulphidic ore minerals

pyrite, sphalerite, (?)jordisite, (?)greenockite and others. The regional rocks arc poor

in S, where it should be present in cancrinite, sodaJite and nosean.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the RFI non-mineralised reduced phonolites must be considered as

being derived from the original magmatic rocks tbat were typically low in Zr and La, Ce

and Nd. Otherwise the trace element compositions for these types of unsaturated

hololeucocratic nepheline- and pseudoleucite-bearing rock.'i are normal. The

hydrothermal reducing potassic rock alteration led to the enrichment of Ba, Rb, ~ Zn

and S, independent of the grade of U-mineralisation. The enrichment ofTh, Pb, Y, Zr

and U occurred as both a direct and indirect consequenC(~ of the associated

(hydrothermal) mineralising processes. In the case of D, some redox front-related

supergenic-reducing enrichment also probably occurred. Strontium was lost in the

course ofhydrothermal alteration and Nb and Hfmaintained concentration levels similar

to those of the regional igneous rocks. The ZrlHf ratio is however less in the RFI rocks

due to their lower total Zr content and to their particularly Hf-rich hydrothennal zircons.

Scandium, Cr, Ni, Co and Cu occur in very low total concentrations in both the regional

magmatic and the hydrothermally altered RFI and borehole Fl rocks; this is considered
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normal. Gallium and F were not analysed in the regional magmatic and the RFI rocks.

The former shows concentrations lower than normal for magmatic nepheline-alkali

feldspar rocks in the hydrothermally altered rocks, and the: latter shows similar

concentrations when compared to the borehole Fl and regional rocks.

6.3.2. RFI oxidised and reduced phonolites

The non-mineralised reduced RFI and borehole Fl rocks are compared here with the

equivalent oxidised RFI and borehole Fl rocks. Comparisons are based on the mean

values obtained for a total of 16 analysed individual samples (Appendix 6:2; lllble 6:2-111)

including the RFI rocks from samples RFI-IAand RFI-IB and the borehole Fl rocks.

Comparison of the major elements shows only minor systematic variations that include

increasing AhO) (and possibly TiOz and W contents) in the oxidised rocks; SiOz

diminishes very slightly and LOI more characteristically. Calcium, if present in the

reduced rock, is almost totally eliminated. Among the other elements, FezOltot shows

insignificant variation and MnO, MgO and PzOsmaintain very low concentration levels.

This is also the case for NazO in the RFI rocks. The apparent enrichment ofNazO in the

borehole Fl oxidised rocks is erroneous; the higher contents are due to the preservation

ofless altered perthitic K-feldspars in some oftheoxidised rocks (Waberetai., this report;

Appendix 4).

These major element variations between reduced and oxidised RFl (and borehole Fl)

rocks may be largely explained by incipient oxidising lateritic weathering processes

producing further kaolinisation (AhOrincrease, SiOrdecrease), pyrite oxidation (LOI

reduction), HFO mineral precipitation (irregular Fez031<>l redistribution), possible

carbonate and fluorite dissolution (Cao decrease), and rock-solid volume reduction and

residual enrichment of KtO (in weathering-resistant white micas) and TiOz (in

rutile/hydrorutile minerals).

In comparison, the trace element variations show systematic but minor enrichments of

Rb, partial depletion of Sr, strong depletion of Zn and S, and significant enrichment of

Ga in the oxidised rocks. The REEs, La, Ce and Nd, were inert/immobile during the

oxidising supergenic process. Ba and Nb show non-systematic variations and V is

immobile, or only very slightly enriched, in the borehole Fl rocks, but strongly enriched

in the RFl oxidiscd rocks.
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Cr, Ni, Co, Cu and Sc (analysed only in the borehole Fl rocks) maintain very low total

concentrations and F, analysed only in the borehole Fl rocks, is significantly diminished

in the oxidised rocks.

Ph, Th, U, Y, Zr and Hf in the RFI rocks behaved differently from those in the borehole

Fl rocks due to the higher grade of U-mineralisation of the former. Upon oxidation, a

drastic reduction of Zr in the RFI rocks, and a consequent reduction of Hf, Y and Th,

were also observed; similarly a decrease of U and Pb occurs.

In the borehole Fl rocks Zr and Y were generally immobile, and Pb, Th and U show

higher concentrations in the oxidised than in the reduced rocks. However, the total

concentrations of Pb, lb and U are within the range of these elements present in the

oxidised RFI rocks.

The observed trace element variations further support the major element results, i.e.

Rb enrichment is sympathetic with ~O, Sr depletion with CaD; Zn and S indicate the

dissolution/oxidation of sphalerite and of all the other sulphide minerals. The

enrichment of Ga is, as that of AhO), typical for lateritic weathering. This is confirmed

by the immobility (within the restrictions of analytical uncertainties) of the REEs and

also Ba and Nb, and by the enrichment of V

Cr, Ni, Co, Cu and Sc are known to become enriched during lateritic weathering;

however, their low availability during the incipient stages of the process may have

resulted in their chemical uniformity. The decrease ofF in the oxidised borehole Fl rocks

is confirmed by the mineralogy, which points to the total dissolution of fluorite during

oxidation of the rock.

Pb, Th, V, Y, Zr and Hf behave differently in the RFI and borehole Fl rocks. In the

former, their behaviour corresponds to weathering dissolution with partial laterite

reprecipitation of a hydrothermal low-grade radioactive mineralisation. This has also

resulted in the partial dissolution ofZrDl - HfOz-rich, lb- and Y-bearing hydrothermal

zircons, and in the partial dissolution of (probably) U-oxide minerals and of (radiogenic)

Pb. In the case of the borehole Fl rocks, Zr and Y remained inert and Pb, Th and U

enrichment occurred from the considerably lower "protore" levels of the reduced rocks,

to what may be considered the initial stages of their concentration, to form a lateritic

geochemical anomaly in the oxidised rocks.
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6.3.3. RFI redox front processes

Major and trace elements (XRF data)

The geochemical character of the RFI redox front is shown in Figures 6-3 to 6-13, and

will be briefly discussed in comparison with the RFl non-mineralised, reduced and

oxidised rocks mean values.

Four U-mineralised samples were included with the analysed RFl rocks. One

(RFl- lC) typifies an oxidised U-mineralised zone directly adjacent to the redox front

(of about 5 em width). The others are from reduced samplesRFl-4 and RFl-5; of these

samples RFl-4A-l and RFl-4B represent the zone of maximum U-mineralisation and

samples with weak U-mineralisation respectively. Mineralisation is in the fonn of

pitchblende micro- and macronodules. RFl-5B also represents a weakly mineralised

sample with pitchblende micronodules, but its relationship to the redox front is not

known and is therefore considered anomalous.

The oxidised U-mineralised zone (sample RFI-1C) shows, among the major elements

(relative to the mean values of the respective RFI oxidised and non-mineralised rocks),

a slight decrease in Si02and an increase in Fez03tol and LOIvalues. Of the trace elements,

Zn, Co, Ni, La, ee, Nd, Pb and, particularly strongly, U and S tend to be concentrated

in the mineralised zone. Of the remainder, Y was slightly depleted and V enriched (but

less than the means of the oxidised rocks) and the other elements remained within or

very ncar to their mean values. Specific mineral phases that may be related to the

observed geochemical anomalies could not be detected, except for HFO minerals

(mainly limonite). These arc known to coprecipitate available metals, e.g. REEs and U

in lateritic deposits, but they do not explain the high Scontent. It is thought that possibly

jarosite or similar Fe3+-sulphates may also have formed, accounting for the S and trace

element abundances (Bambauer et al., 1988, 1989).

Of the redox fronts sampled and analysed by Waber et al. (this report), only RFlI (in

volcanic breccia) showed a comparable oxidised Fe- U -8 enrichment, directly adjacent

to the redox front. This and sample set I, without an oxidise<! U-mineralised zone

(Figures 6-4 and 6-6), seem to indicate that the development ofsuch a zone is either not

a general feature of the redox front~, or is restricted to very narrow zones (note that

sample RFI-2B ofsample set I is a few cm more distant from the redox front than sample

RFI-ICofset II).

The reduced, non-mineralised zone directlyadjacent to the redox front on the reduced

side (sample RFI-3B) shows only weak geochemical variations when compared to the

reduced non-mineralised rock. AhO), Ti02, Ga, V and Pb are enriched and Zr, Y, Th,
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Hf, Zn, Sand LOI are depleted; this is believed to be mainly due to redox front-related

processes and not just the effect of natural rock compositional variations. However,

sample RFl-3B is one of those included in the means of the RFl non-mineralised reduced

rocks. The more mobile elements of the hydrothermal stage and of the redox

front-related superimposed U-mineralisation were depleted, and the more immobile

elements, including (?radiogenic) Pb, are enriched. The apparent mobility ofZr, Hf and,

particularly, of Th and Y is surprising.

From the zone of maximum U-mineralisation, three subsamples representingdifferent

U~grades were analysed, including non-mineralised, weakly mineralised and strongly

mineralised types (sample numbers RFI-4A-2; -4A-l and -4B). They are considered

together with samples RFI-5A and -5B of the non-mineralised and weakly mineralised

reducing phonolites. It can be seen from the geochemical profiles that, of all the major

and trace elements considered, only U precisely characterises the redox front-related

U-mineralisation. Even Pb and Th are typically enriched in the highest grade

U-mineralised rocks of RFI. In the low~grade (weak) U-mineralisations (samples

RFI-4A-l and -5B) both clements show insignificant variations, being either enriched

or depleted in relation to the means of non-mineralised reducing rocks. Zr, Hf, Y and

the analysed REEs show non-systematic variations with respect to the grade of the

U-mineralisation related to the redox front, and most probably reflcct just the rock

compositional variations of magmatic and/or superimposed hydrothermal origin.

However, this almost pure U-enrichment of the redox front mineralisation is

characteristically very different from any of the hydrothermal (high~temperature)

U-mineralisations. Itcharacterises the redox front RFI, supported also by main and trace

element geochemistry, as a low-temperature, geologically young (subrecent to recent)

roll-front mineralisation.

The geochemistry of Cd

The presence of the CdS greenockite in massive pitchblende nodules from the Uranio

do Brasil collections in P~s de Caldas has already been noted. Unfortunately these

massive pitchblende nodules were onlyfound during the earlystages ofmining at Osamu

Utsumi, and details of their location are only qualitative. However, it is known that they

were collccted from the open pit in the oxidised rocks, at a few metres to a few tens of

metres above the main redox front, overlying reduced rocks in areas of the higher grade

U~mineralisations.
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The nature and possible genetic relationships between these massive "fossil" nodules

and those of the (subrecent to recent) active redox fronts observed in the mine (1st

generation nodules) were judged to be ofoonsiderable interest to the project. As a result,

the selective Cd mineralogy and geochemistry of the nodules were investigated.

1\vo series of analyses were carried out at the University of Bern. The first sample

series included the main RFI oxidised and reduced bulk rock samples (TabJ(~ 6·I1;

analyses 03; 04; 05; 06 and 07) and onc sample consisting of the massive pitchblende

zone of a large nodule (no. Ku·6, Waber et a/., this report; Appendix 1). This sample

series confirmed the extremely high Cd content of the massive pitchblende nodule

(approx. 0.1% Cd), although it was not selective enough to reveal any systematic

variations of Cd along the RFI profile. Consequently a second, more selective sample

set was prepared from the RFI samples by drilling minor sample portions of:

- oxidised bulk rock (with HFO minerals) adjacent to a bleached nodule resulting from

pitchblende - pyrite dissolution;

- bleached nodules from pitchblende- pyrite dissolution (without HFO minerals) from

oxidised rock;

- reduced bulk rock directly adjacent to, and about 5 cm from, the redox front (in the

middle of the non-mineralised reduced zone);

_ pitchblende macronodule from the zone of maximum V-mineralisation, and

_ reduced bulk rock directly adjacent to the abovementioned macronodule, but

without V-nodules and approx. 50 em from the mineralised zonc.

The results of thc Cd analysis arc shown in Thble 6:2-IV (Appendix 6:2) and Figure

6-13. The figure shows the very good agreement of the two sample sets. Geochcmically

it is important to note that:

bleached pitchblende nodules and enclosing typical oxidised rocks have identical Cd

contents (pairs of analysis: 2-03 and 1-3);

_ reduced non- or only weakly V-mineralised bulk rocks have low Cd contents, even

if they arc from the :lone of maximum U-mineralisation and directly adjacent to

pitchblende nodules;

_ Cd is strongly and very selectively concentrated inside the pitchblende (macro-)

nodules of RFI;
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- directly adjacent to the redox front no specific Cd geochemical processes could be

noted.

The enrichment/precipitation of Cd at the redox front is certainly related to the

observed dissolution of sphalerite during the formation of the oxidised rocks. Its

precipitation within the first generation pitchblende nodules, together with second

generation pyrite and cryptocrystalline U-oxides, isverysimilar to the obselVations made

in the case of the "fossil" massive pitchblende nodules. In the latter case, S~isotopes

indicated a biochemical origin for the second generation pyrites (WaberetaL, this report;

Appendix I).

From the mineralogical-textural and geochemical evidence, it is believed that the

related active redox front formation of(first generation) pitchblende nodules containing

paragenetic second generation pyrite and Cd enrichments was facilitated by

bio-geochemical processes, probably through the action of sulphate-reducing bacteria.

Specific Cd minerals could not be identified. However, from analogy with the massive

pitchblende nodules, it is believed that the Cd mineral in this case is also greenockite

(CdS), present in such fine-grained and low total abundances that its detection using

microscopic and XRD techniques is precluded.

According to the author, the observed precipitation of U-oxides, of Cd and related

sccond generation pyrite exclusively within the microenvironments of the related redox

front pitchblende nodules, and involving baeterialJbio-geochemical processes, is

apparently an as yet unobserved geochemical association.

It is known from literature (Bambauer et al., 1988, 1989) that Cd enters the oxidised

Fe mineral jarosite under low-temperature weathering conditions. For the RFl sample

(RFI-IC), which showed high U-contents and the possible presence of jarosite,
•

unfortunatelyno Cd analyses exist. However, in the oxidiscd samples (RR-1A, RFl-IB)

the Cd~contentsare higher than in the non-mineralised reduced rocks and it is positively

correlated with the Fe20Jto~contents. In these cases this mayindicate the coprecipitation

of Cd with HFO minerals (mainly limonite).

7. Summary

Fundamental to all interpretations is the ability to distinguish the primary magmatic

and latcr superimposed reducing hydrothermal processes from the final supergenic

processcs which resulted in bedrock oxidation and in the formation of thc redox fronts.
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The primary magmatic composition of the RFI rocks consisted of extremely

fine-grained, almost aphanitic, weakly porphyritic (mainly orthoclase, nepheline and

pseudoleucite phenocrysts) and (micro-)xenoIithic (phonolite and nepheline syenite

fragments) hololeucocratic volcanic phonolites. Geochemically they arc silica~

unsaturated peralkaline rocks, particularly rich in KP and Zr, La, Ce and Nd when

compared to the regional magmatic rocks. Primary magmatic differences between the

RFI phonolite samples could not be detected.

Po."t~magmatic, pneumatolytic and auto-hydrothermal processes (earlier than the

potassic rock hydrothennal alteration) could not be identifIed. Ifpresent, such processes

are normally quite weak in rapidly cooled volcanic rocks.

The potassic rock reducing hydrothermal alteration, associated with weak

(hydrothermal) U- (Th) - Zr (Hf) - Y mineralisation, is responsible for the main

present~day characteristics of the RFI rocks. Globally, one can consider the governing

mineralogical processes as K-feldspathisation (through exchange reactions),

sericitisation/iIJitisation associated with argiIlation (major kaolinisation and minor

smectite formation) and pyritisation. Chemically, the main processes involved alkali

exchange reactions resulting in K enrichment, Si01, Al;03 and Rb enrichments and Sr

losses. Physical parameters such as porosity increased, together with a lower global

density and higher grain (solids) density. The penecontemporaneous but irregular

mineralisation (of U, Th, Zr, Hf, Y and others) is considered to be the main factor

explaining the localised heterogeneous geochemical (and mineralogical) trace clement

(and minor mineral) variations observed between the non- or weakly redox

front-affected RFI rocks.

The redox front processes, in fact, appear to have had only a very restricted

mineralogical and geochemical influence. In the reduced rocks these processes resulted

in a zone of more important U-mineralisation with certain analogies to the 'roll~front

type' that consists of nodular pitchbJendc. The U~nodulescontain 2 pyrite generations,

an unidentified Cd mineral (probably CdS-greenockite) and the rock-forming minerals.

Most probably they formed in association with bio~geochemical activity involving

sulphate-reducing bacteria. Such microbial activity is discussed in more detail in West et

al. (this report series; Rep. 10). Geochemically the related redox front U-mineralisations

are mainly characterised by the U-enrichment itself, minor Th and (?radiogenic) Pb

enrichment, and very selective Cd enrichment (only in the U nodules).

The oxidic redox front-related processes are restricted to a very proximal zone; in the

case of RFI within a zone of less than 5 cm directly adjacent to the redox front.

Geochemical processes consist essentially of an (oxidic) enrichment of Fe, U and

----~-~~---~-~--
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(sulphate) S. Mineralogically, the formation of HFO minerals (mainly limonite) could

be observed and the formation of Fe(lIl)-sulphates (possibly of the jarosite type)

inferred. The oxidised Fe species are considered the most important phases for

explaining the other systematic trace element variations observed in the direct vicinity

of the redox front.

A few more centimetres distant, the influence of the redox front disappears and the

'normal' oxidised rocks show only minor mineralogical and geochemical alterations

typical of incipient lateritic weathering, i.e. the formation of a second kaolinite

generation correlated with AI and Ga enrichment and U·1085.
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Appendix 6:1

PLATES 6:1-1- 6:1-9.
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PLATE 6:1-]. Composed sample RF1-2 of oxidired pluJnolite, yellow-brown in colour
(lower majorportion of the sample). separated from the reduced phonolite of white~grey
colour (uppennost part ofthe sample) by the shatp redarfront. The white nodules in the
oxidised rockresultedfrom the dissolution offonnerpitchblende nodules bytheprogressive
redox front. Note nodule alignment (in partial preservation) along the lowermost part of
the sample delimiting a cleaved fracture face.
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PLATE 6:1-2. Detailafthe redoxfront andoxidisedphanolitefrom sampleRFI-2 (PLATE
6:1~1). Note "oscillatory zoning" of BFO (hydrous felTic oxides - mainly limonite)
distributions, and that the oxidation may be incomplete even in residual zones of the
oxidisedphonolite clearly left behindby thepassage ofthe redoxfront (e.g. in the riglu·hand
lowerportion ofthe sample that showsgreyish colours unaffected bybrown BFO staining).
Note also that thedissolution ofthepyrite-enrichedpitchblende nodules occUlTed without
the precipitation of "indigenous" BFO, thus resulting in white, particularly HFO-poor
nodules/rockportions.
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PLATE 6:1-3. Composed sample RFI-3 comprisingminorportions ofoxidisedphonolite
andredox front (in the extreme lowennost left-handpartofthe sample), reducedphonolite
of whitish-grey coIouration withoutpitchblende nodules, forming an approximately 10 em
wide zone directlyprecedingthe redoxfront (major; centralpartofthe sample) and reduced
phonolite with pitchblende nodules (black) of zone of nuu:imum (redox front-related)
U-mineralisation (right-hand topmostpartofthe sample, delimitated approximately by the
dashed marldngs). Note thefine.grained (micro~ )xenolithicnature ofthephonolite alUithe
fracture related/controlled fonnation of the pitchblende nodules. At the top edge of the
sample a delimiting (horizontal) fracture controls both visible nodules. However, in
addition, the right-handnodule showsmore clearlythe influenceofa secondfracture system
that intersects the horizontal fracture system obliquely at a steep angle (rnnningparaUel to
the right-hand delimitation ofthe sample).I
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PLATE 6:1~4. Sample RFI-4 of reduced phonolite from the zone of maximum (redox
front- related) U-mineralimtion. The view is from a highly mineralised natural fracture
plane containingfive majorpitchblende nodules that crosscut the mineralised zone in the
reduced phonolite. Note the different densities of the pitchblende impregnation in the
nodules (shown by the colour variations from totally black decreasing to medium grey), the
forms of the circular, irregular and composed nodules, and the internal textures of
homogeneous nodules (right-hand middle and top of sample) and inhomogeneous
nodules. The lattershow regularconcentriczoning (left-hand middleandtop ofthe sample)
or irregular zoning (composed nodule touched by the upper left-hand comer ofthe scale).
It should, however, be noted that the 3-dimensional forms of the nodules are normally
flat-lenticularand only veryrarely thick-lenticular tosubsphericaL Maxbnum cross sections
always occur on the faces of the fracture planes.
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PLATE 6:1-5. Reduced phonolite (sample RF[-51 about 35 cm away from the zone of \
maximum V-mineralisation (cf. Fig. 6-[1. Note the very fine-grained rock groundmass, the

I content ofmicroxenoliths, and the microporosities. II
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PLATE 6:1-6. Reduced composite rock sample (RFI-6) collected about 1 m away from
sample RFI-5 (cf Fig. 6-1). The sample comprises a larger sizedreduced nepheline syenite
xenolith (right-hand side) ofmedium to coarse grain-size and lighter colours, enclosed by
a very fine-grained reduced phonolite (left-hand side). The phonolite shows medium grey
colours with dark grey veining (due to absorbed moisture during preparation) and a
microporosity and flow orientation subparallel to the contact with the nepheline syenite
xenolith. Thephonolite andnepheline syeniteportions were separatelypreparedand studied
(about 4/5 ofnat. size,' see rectangular thin section mark acrossphonolite/nepheline syenite
contact).
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PLATE 6:}·7. Redox front in a fine·grained phanolite (sample U _ 70; near open pit
coordUJates: 8.1 KK; about 1.6 xnat sizeJ, showing the development ofa nanvw zone (of
millimetric width) free from U-minerolisation, butpyrite-bearing (white coloured), crossing
the centre ofthehandspecimen. The zoneseparates the reduced and V-mineralisedportion
ofthesample (mediumgreycolouration andcontoiningdarkgreyrounded iJreguJarshaped,
not very well defined pitchblende nodules of low U-axide grade; right·hand side of the
photograph) from the oxidised palt (yellow.brown c%uration after hydrolysis and BFO
mineral (mainly limonite)~precipitation; left-hand side). The white zone is not a
/molinite/clay mineral layer, but simply a reduced and bleached rock zone identical in
composition with the adjacent areas which are characterised by total U-oxide dissolution
associated, probably, with incipient sulphide mineral (incIudingpyrite)-dissolution. Note
the sharp dissolution boundary ofdark greypitchblende nodules towards the whIte zone.
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PLATE 6:1-8. Cathodoluminescence image of (two quarters of) apitchblende nodule of
total maximum diameter about 10 mm from a redox front in fine-grained phonolite. Note
the non-emission ofpitchblende impregnated (dark to black) portions ofthe nodule and
the light yellowish-reddish emission of the illite - K-feJdspar - kaolinite silicate mineral
matrix ofthe nodule afterpitchblende dissolution along the borders and in the left-hand
part of the nodule (seen only in the upperphotograph). Open pores in the nodule show
light-blue ordark-(ink) blue emission (depending on thepresence ofpreparation adhesives
covering the glass support ofthepolished rock thin section) and dark- (ink) blue emission,
ifwithin the sUfToUndingsilicate matrix ofthe nodule (which was betterimpregnated by the
preparation adhesives). The emission colours ofthe surrounding rock motrit are medium
yellowish-grey and the finely disseminated black minerals are non-emitting (mostly
submillimetric) pyrites. Compare with same rwdule in plain lighl view (PLATE 6:1-9).
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PLATE 6:1-9. Plain li~ equal magnification viewofthe samepitchblendenoduleshown
in PLATE 6:1-8. Note the variable densi1y distribution and the type of pitchblende
impregnation within the nodule (black-opaque with maximum density and very dark
brown-semitronslucent with less dense cryptocrystalline pigmentations). The leached
uranium barren parts of the nodule are the bright, light yellow translucentportions. The
sUlTOunding rock mass is fine-grained and contains abundant opaque (black coloured)
pyrite microcrystals.
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Appendix 6:2

Rock chemical data for RFL
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Appendix 6:2

Rock chemical data for RFl.

TABLE 6:2-1

Chemical data for sample set I (Table 6-11) comprising large-sized samples.

Analytical methods and elements

Classic (wt.%) AAS (ppm)
Sample no. Petrography
(Anal. no.) 51) Fe203tot1) Feat) LOll) Mol) Cd2)

RFI-IA 0.13 1.63 <0.2 2.87 85 4.0 Oxidised rock 25-15 em
(03) from redox front

RFJ-2B 0.09 1.10 <0.2 1.88 55 0.658 Oxidised rock 10-0 em
(04) from redox front

RFI-3D 0.55 0.48 <0.2 2.29 115 1.1 Reduced rock 0-10 em
(05) from redox front;

pyrite-bearing

RFI-4B 0.55 0.46 <0.2 2m 145 0.788 Reduced rock of max.
(06) V-mineralisation;

pyrite-bearing

RFI·5B 1.09 1.05 <0.2 3.38 143 2.2 Reduced rock -70-90
(07) em from redox front;

pyrite-bearing

Analysis carried out by:

l)Paulo Abib Engenharia S.A, sao Paulo;
2)University of Bern.

LOI was determined at 9OQOC.

FeD analysis was not successful (as shown by the results indicating below detection limit values obtained
fOr the reduced pyrite-bearing rocks, probably due 10 the presence of greater amounts of oxidised
uranium).

Cd values represent the results from triplicate analysis.
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~ TABLE 6:2-11
XRF analysis of sample set II (Table 6-U) selected from detailed sampling of RFI.
Elements RFI·lA RFJ·JB RFl-IC RFI-3 RFl-4A-1 RFl-4A-2 RFl-4B RFl·5A RFI-5B RFJ-6B
(wt.%) ox.Ph. ox. Ph. ox. Ph. red. Ph. red. Ph. red. Ph. red. Ph. red. Ph. red. Ph. red. NeS·x

Si~ 59.9 59.42 58.45 60.06 60.9 60.83 60 60.42 59.31 58.45
no, 0.46 0.53 0.46 0.49 0.45 0.41 0.43 0.41 0.42 0.57
A1203 22.41 22.05 2UJ7 22.11 20.93 20-04 21.42 20.48 21.05 23.39
FeZ03 137 2.06 2.52 0.97 1 0.93 0.9 135 1.74 1.24
MoO 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.(11 0.01 om {WI 0.01 0.01 0.01
MgO 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
caD 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.Q1
NazO om 0,01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
K,O 14.23 14.18 14.04 14.36 14.48 1451 14J16 14.11 13.87 13.26

PZ03 0.1 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.14 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.07
H2O 2.29 2.35 2.8 232 2.35 2.82 2.65 3.35 3.68 3.5

1Otalwt.% 100.95 100.81 10056 100.53 100.32 99.81 99.68 100.39 100.33 100.61

Ba (ppm) n7 285 235 225 198 483 114 192 293 523
Rb 284 283 287 282 273 253 32ll 258 254 273
Sf 554 436 448 454 445 869 488 834 743 345
Pb 16 22 30 91 78 37 195 32 31 Z1

i Th 45 34 42 15 26 71 144 65 62 57

I U 106 130 861 175 448 121 4876 2114 660 84
Nb 262 299 266 290 282 251 361 270 241 295

I La 47 44 60 4Q 31 55 72 76 100 7

'" 71 63 91 51 44 72 90 90 125 38

I
NO 6 4 15 1 1 8 16 10 18 0
Y 4Q 37 34 56 55 132 59 159 105 89
be 82 91 86 99 JJ4 459 153 678 326 545

I V 351 342 307 293 170 91 115 JJ5 191 322, Cr 5 8 8 3 2 3 4 5 5 10I Ni 6 6 9 6 6 17 9 20 17 16
eo 0 1 3 0 0 5 1 6 12 3
Cu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Zll 46 56 93 13' 117 353 158 354 392 38
Ga 57 55 54 50 32 17 34 23 33 59
Hf 2 2 3 1 2 JJ 4 15 7 15
S 1039 1534 27354 4536 91% 12956 10359 13162 15532 58618

Analysis carried Ollt by the University of Bern.

red,Ph. - reduced phonolJte
ox. Ph. - oxidised phonolite

_~___ .__. ____ .. ____""-~~~".~-,___ftnllee.ctoe~~1l.it.e ..J:e"QJ.{tb_~_



TABLE6:2-ill
Mean compositions from oxidised and reduced, non-mineralised and mineralised RFI and PI rocks, and from the regional magmatic nepheline syenites and phonolites.

Redox front-l rocks Borehole FI rocks

Oxidise<! (3) Reduced (7) Qx;d"", (16)
RegiOnal

Oxides Reduced (29) rocks (to)

(wt.%) U<210 ppm(2) U :: 861 ppm(l) U<21O ppm(4) U>210 ppm(3) U<310ppm U<21Oppm U<5ppm

SiCh 59.66 58.45 59.94 60.07 56.00 56.17 52.86
11',3 050 0.46 0.47 0.43 OA7 0.45 0.64
AI, 3 22.23 2207 2151 21.13 23.37 21.77 19.53
F~03tol 1.72 2.52 1.12 1.21 2.92 3.05 3.96
MnO om om 0-01 0.01 <0.01 0.08 0.24
MgO 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.Q7 0.28
CaD 0.02 om om om 0.01 0.14 1.70
Na20 0.01 0-01 om 0.01 0.68 0.38 7.49
K,o 14.21 14.04 14.06 14.14 13.02 13.40 8.16

W'r' 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.08
2.32 2.80 3.00 2.89 3.11 3.54 1.75

lNalwt.% 100.88 100.56 100.34 100.11 99.68 99.10 96.68

Ba (ppm) 306 236 381 1)J)4.2) 202 972 614 2521)502)
Rb 284 287 267 282 338 298 154
S, 495 448 626 559 168 181 1.913
Pb 19 30 47 101 25 <6 6
Th 40 42 52 n 60 25 9
U 118 861 146 1.995 89 32 <5
Nb 281 266 277 295 152 226 249
La 46 60 45 68 227 305 263
Ce 67 91 64 86 301 314 350
Nd 5 15 5 12 60 69 92
Y 39 34 109 73 66 50 41
Z, 90 86 445 198 922 929 965
V 350 307 205 181 205 196 67
ex 7 8 <6 <6 <6 <6 <6
N' 6 9 15 11 5 5 <3
Co <8 <8 <8 <8 <8 <8 9
Co <3 <3 <3 <3 4 <3 <3
Zn 51 93 121 242 19 225 168
Ga 56 54 37 33 39 22 n~.

& Hf 2 3 11 4 n.a. D.a. 12- & M n.a. o.a. n.a. 4 2 <1
F n•. O.a. n~. o.a. 1.158 1.638 1.757
S 1.287 27.354 22.318 11.696 <50 8.790 928

I
--- .-.-- --------------- ------------------------------,



13 TABLE6:2-1U (contd.).

Borehole F1 oxidised means include samples:

1·1B; lO-lA; 14-IA; 16-1A; 20-1B; 26-1A; 31-1A; 33~1A; 34-1B; 43-1A; I-Ie; 20-1A; 23-1A; 47-1A; 55~1A; 59-lB.

Excluding sample I-Ie the following trace element means were determined:

Zr '" 7.847 ppm; V "'" 1.352 ppm; Y = 206 ppm;

W-lA: Co ~ 1.606 ppm;

23-IA: La = 1.498 ppm; Ce = 1.276 ppm; Nd = 288 ppm;

47-lA: Ce = 2.331 ppm.

Horekole Fl reduced means include samples:

39-1A; 74-1A; 75-1B; 77·IA; 81-1A; 85-1A; 90-1B; 101~IA; l06-lA; til-lA; Il2-lA; 119-1A; I2l-1A; 126-1A;6&-lA top;

68-lA nUd; 68-lA bot; 69-1B; 11-lA; 75-1B: 17-1B; 78-lA; 109-18; 112-IAD; 113-18; 117-lA: l26-lA; 126·18.

Excluding74-lA the following trace element means were determined:

La =6.843 ppm; Ce = 6.272 ppm; Nd = 1.854 ppm; Y = 461 ppm.

1) = means of aU the rocks;

2) = number of analysed phonolites;

n.a. = not analysed;

(n) = number of analysed rocks.

__~ __ ~._~_._~_• ~ ~__o , ._, ~_~_.~.~__ ~ ~. .__~ --- ~_ - --_ --------.-- .__ .. _.__ ._-,,---_.~---
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Appendix 7

Detailed geological logs of boreholes FI, F3 and F4.
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BOREHOLE F1 19-1WC11J -OSAMU UTSUMI MINE

Drilling owner Po,os de (dldas Project Geologic~l log 50
Drilling company Geoserv Geat ogic.J( (ogging N Waber
Drilling time 24.9, ' 110 1986 HA Scalvi

<

•
"

,
o,
o
<

Of$(RIPTION

g
•N,,
u
U
N Nons

Hlcrobiology
Microbiology

fRACTURE lONE filled with grey Ul,

PHONOUI[, oddl ..d. grerbrown, porphyritic with" fln"
grained matrh, strongly altered. K-feldspor phenocrysts,
porou, .

PIIONOlITt; mldl'cd, alternatin9 orange-brown ond grey,
flne-gralned with X-feldspar phenocrysts, very porous.

FRACTU~E lONE filled with grey clay ml"e"ls

FRACTURE lONE In o,ldl,ed phonolite; ",hite cloy mine.. ls
oround fradure" very porou'.

PHONOLITE; o.ldlsod, oron90-Orown, coarse-grolned,
strongly al tered.

PIlI)NOlITt; oXfdlsed, or~oge-brown P'O'phyritlc, strongly
!1tered to clay minerals, ~-feldsp.r phenocrysts UP to
1 em, pHtlY or totally altered to chy minerals.
FRACTURE <oNE in phonolite; oxldfsed, str'<lngly alter('d.
porous. Matrix: grey chy miner. Is, orange-brol;n spots
ond cavities with clay minerals, oxidlsed PY an"
fe-OxIde,.

PHONOLITE, oXidised, porphyritic, stron~ly altered,
porous, orange-orown, 'trongly fradured. X-feld,par
.lte~d to whit•• groy c1&y m1nera)'.

fRACTURE lONE in phono1!te; o.ldls.d, very porous, ,"Itrh
9r~y clly ..iner"\" cavities fIlled with o,.n • fo-O.,

1.76
l.OQ
2, \l
1.10
1,11

'"l.ll

4.jJ

I ,Il

S.U

0.11

0,65

1.00

'"1.l1

1<.10

11 .31

1M3

1).11
n. J 0

10 ,11

11.1\

S.11

6.11

'"6 ,S?
6,11

7,01

1.45
169
1.1?

&.)1
1,10."

, '

l\.O~

llU
, '..

PHONOlIl[; o,ldl'ed, with l"ge altered greenish ,potS
(1-2 em)

Y-spec , U-,erios,
Ra-lsotop.< ,
microbiology

'0.11
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-'-'..

"\.71
4! .IG

·<

·<

·
49.29

;j, so.oo

PHONOLITE; reduced, grey, fine-grained with K-feldsNr,
Dhenocrysts dnd pseudoleucite phenocryst,. Two open
frilcture' with PY • U-ph~se plus two U-mlneralised
Sf>Ots; border to oxidised phonolite Characterised by
a 5 "'" thicK white clay layer.
PIIONOllTE; oxidlsed, fine-grained with K-feldspar
phenocrysts, p~eudo)eucite phenocrysts, strongly
altered. First 5 ~m is bright ordnge-brown. changing
into dar~ orange-brown.

PHONOLITE; oxidi<cd, porphyritic "edlum-grained,
K-feldspar phenocrysts totally ~Itered. ledching
lones along fractures; pores filled with Fe-Ox.
ox PY and chy minerals

PHONOLITE; o~idised, porous, ordoge-brOwn.

P/IONOllTE; Qxidhed. compdd, or~nge-brown.

PHONOLITE; oxidiscd. porous, orange~brown.

~~spec., O-series,
Ra-;sotopes, micro
biology, fis~ion

track, permeability,
porosity, diffusivity

Permeability, porosity,
diffusiv!ty

,

··

·•

••

50.6J ~. .
..

Sl,02

52.51

510.91
55.00

55.S1

PHONOLITE; oxidlsed, medium-grained and cO/Mpact
with K-feJdspar phenocrysts (-1.5 cm). Fe-Ox along
grain boundaries.

Microbiology

59.?1
60.00

61.26

61 .91

PHONOUTE~ oxidised with K-feldspar and pseudoleucite
phenocrysts, orange-brown.

Leached, bright lone along steeply dipping fractures.

•

PerrneabJ 1; ty, poros i ty,
diffusivity
microbiology

•
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14.17
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a1.13

83.92
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/
0

0,
0, e,, ,, ,

":yO .>:t
0

~:..,'."'\
,
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•
••
•

•
~,
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,,
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0 ,

PHONOLITE; ox;dised or~l'I'.le-bro"o, medflllll-qrilfnod I<lth
\(-feldspu and p$~udol~lKjte p~onocrY$ts. Porous, i1ltHClI,
and 'ractured.

PHOOO\.lH: reduced, grey, cO"'llact, fioe-grained, "ith
I'S~udo\ev(ite pheMcrysts. She? contact with oxidf.\ed
ph(}ocl\te, nO visible U-",inerallsHllm.

PHONOLITE; QKldised, SOHP contact betweon top .nd b,Jttum
(or~nge'9rey soot~d\. fe-Ox enter the reduced oilrt .1,,09
grain bound.rl~s alld fractures.

Aat;ll11C lONE in redycod phonolIte, consisting mostly of
wnlte to 9reenjs~-"hlte cl~~ mlnerJ1s along fracturu
wnlch also conlain Pr.

PI/GIIOL/Tft reducod, fino-grained equigriloular ",ith
rehtlvely frest. (oldspar; few rores filled with p~ .nO
clay m;nera1s.

A~GJlL1C ZONE ;n red~cecl ?~<)nolite.

?IIONOLllE; red~ced, flne-grained equlgranular h'ith altered
to green (;,'1 partly poroOJs. fluorite In small or15ta1l,
InterQranOJlar and .long fraetuT<!s.

PIfOIIOLlH; raduc<!d, fiM-grained wlth reddish K_felds?~T

phenocrysts. Becol\\ill9 mtlTe and milre porou" ~seuoolelJcite

phenocrysts partly \e~thed out.

METASOMATIC ALTERAT!QN ZOW£: .10ng strongly fractured to,,"'
conta;ning red l(-f.ld'l>.r and grey clay mineNls,

PH\}TlOllH: reduced, grey h'Jth reddhn wots, !jne-grained
,dth ~-feldspu and pseudoleucite phenocryst, (-2 em);
jl<lrllU' .

SIrongly fractured Zone with "''"gi.... l reddish alteration
featuTes.

""

~-Wet., U-serios,
Ra-is<>topes, 'IS,iorl
tr~c~, PtJnneability,
porosity, dHfuSivlty

Oer<lleo\>; 1; Iy, poro'; ty,
d(ffusi~ity

Ilicrohiol",lY

y-,pec, (I-se";e"
Ra-i,otope" (fs,ion
trile<



•

,

H.O

61.16

el 11

90.00

91.g

•

•

•
•

•

•

ALTERATION ZO~[ in reducod It,onolik; yell"" c1'y miner,ls,
pseudoloucite up to 3 em.

PHONOLITE; reduced, grey with ldrge yellow ,pot,. medium
~r~inod with K-feldspH 'nd pseudoleudlc phenocry,ts up
to 4 ern, Yellow .It.cHion WOe' and ''''''11 Idi"",orpho"< py
oeeoc, ~long feacture'.

PHONOllTf; reduced, reddish"greY, fine-grained with lorg.
pseudoleudtc phenocryst, (-S COl), Porou'. pores moHly
filled "Hh whfte clay mlnec.l, "nd Py along fracturo'
"hich show red 'lteratfon.

Mo-.. inerall on fracture rhn...

Microbiology

•

•
l. ,It '"

•
•

•
91, \4

91.60

•.".-:0 •

PHOMOLtTE; ,."duced, greeni'h-grey, "",di "",-gr' ined with.
few ,."ddhh X-feld'par phenocry<t, and p'eudoleuclte
phenocrysts. C""'l"'ct, por.. fflled with green .nd white
clay miner. Is.

He."l1y fractu""d >one, .It.red to white cl.y miner.I,.

100.GO
lao .1&

,

,O}.)l

1~) 91

•
104 11

"
10.:01

lOS l'

e PHONOLITE; ",clured. grey "jlh reddish 'pot< 0( ~·feld.p,"

phenocryst, (-2.5 em). ,li9htly porous.

PW-lATOJD lOME ~Ith K-feld'l"'r.

8~[CCIA; pl1ooolit"componeot, in. dark grey cl.y motei.
cont.inin9 mu<h fine-gr,lned PY.

",
~-'rec., U-ser!e'.
R,· i,otoPe'. n" ion
tr.ck
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0
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6
0

"6
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"la~, ~~ 6

"flO ,eo "
"
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"·spec., U·,eril
Rd-;,otope, I

\
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••

112 .11

m ,~9

liS ,~4

115 ,n

116 69

1'0.00

111 16

lH,OO
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•
••
••
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•
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•,

"6

,
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•,

PIIONDlJTf; redu<;e<I. r~dd\sl1-9rey I<lth Intercalated gre~

lones, (1ne- to ""'dium--9nioed lIlatrl. ,dth Idr'le pseuda
lelicHe aod K·feJdspar phenocryst •. Fluorite In cd.lti"s
~nd aloog fr~ctlireL

?fII)1tOLlTt; reduced, reMl'I' grey, ,"eilium-gralned,
equigranular, "Nllpact.

?llO!WLlH; reduced, reddiSh "all 9rey spots, medlum
'.lnlMd "lth large pseudale'Jdte phenocrysts and
I{-feldspar, porous. Partly hed~\\Y fractured, with lones
of alteration along the f.-detlle"" yellow clay mlnera)s.

~HDNOlIT[; redllced, CO"'l'dct, .."dillIn-greY,

I
)-,pec., U-serle'
~d·i,otones \

; !"

r
i
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molybdenum
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pyrite
chalcopyrite
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barite
siderite
1.irconium
fluorite
anhydrit~
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BOREHOLE FJ 19-INH47I OSAMU UTSUMI MINE

DRILLING OWNER. POCOS DE CALOAS - PROJECT

DRILLING COMPANY' G(OSERV _ NUCLEBRAS
GEOLOGICAL LOG , "

DRILLING TIME 21/09 _ 25/09 1967 GEOLOGICAL LOGGING. N. WABER

PHONOl/I(; reduced. bright grey. (fne-grained to equigranular .. ith a
very <trong argillic altecation; PY-fmpregnation.

ARGILLIC lONf; a,sodated ..Ith pydte and shows higher radioactivity
than the <urrounding phonolite.

PHONOLITE; reduced, bright grey. fine-grained to equigranular .. lth a
strong PY-impregMtion and strong ~rgillic alteration.

OESCRIPTION

U-HIN[MLISATIOII; reduced r*Jonolite; aggregate' of pitchblende and
pyrite (0.5 - I cm io diameter) OCcUr disseminated in the phonolite
and aloog ''''all fiHurc,; the grain-size of the aggregate< decrease'
towards the redo.-front.

PfIONOLlTE; o.idi'ed. ocange-brown .. ith PY mostly replaced by Fe-o.ides
and re-hydro.fd.,.

PHONOLITE; reduced, bright grey. fine-grained to eQuigcanular with
argillic alteration and PV,!",preg"alion; in several sIM11 ~one, the
phonolite di<play; a t.,tonic breccia .. ith a clay-pyrite matri •.

•

G

8

,...~,."
,';11

.... ..::-

;."

",O,
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ARGILliC lOIl(, phonolite is totally alt~c~d to clay, lOne ,how,
a highor radl<:\octlvHy without any "l$lt;,l" IH1I1ooran,atieo.

PHONOLITE; reduced, grey, porpllydt\c with. (ilie-graiMd "",-trh
of clay .,inual<, K-fdd,par al\<l l'yrlto; phenocrysts of ~-feld

'I'M (fr~'h. o.~ - I co.), pseudo<l<lrphlc y-eplued nepheline (O.A em)
and p<e~ool~udte (0.5 • < em); "",derate to strong ~rgfllic
.ltcr"U()II and PY-llilpregn.tion.

,MAnle XENOllTH; i" the l'h<>nolHe .

!WKH or·HNOlITH7; fing- to m<ld;um-grained ~~d <krl:. '.lr~r w\th
K-fcld,par Md nephelln~-p<turlomorph< so",e"hJt lQn~r than the
totally altered ""td~; fluorite occur.; in the M~he\\n~·JJ'eudolll<)rph< .

VOleMIc 61l,C(lA; foyJitlc and plw~olitic component, in a m~trh <>f
c1~y ",;n~"l<, l:.-feldsp,r and pyrlt~.

PH(»I(llIH; ..... duced, grey, rj"~-~r.lned to pocphyriti<; .. \til plt~nocry,t,

,,( ,"'in1J ~-(.ld'Nr .n,j M?h\,]\nc-pseudomorph,.
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VOlCAM)C B~ECC1A; totdlly dlterod foyaltlc ."d phonolitlc COJllponoot"
motrh m.lnly clay rn1nerals and pyrite: acouod the breccia tile
K-feld,p.r of the phonolite i< altored to cl,y

lIigh poro,ity and leaching texture<.

lone, rien in nep~eline-p,"~domorph, ,Iter"ate "itn lOne, ne,t'ly freo
of thom.

on£s I; mod1um-g"ined ",ith much K-r.I",pac but ~o>tly devoi" of
nepheline-p,eudQlllOrph,; ,trang ocgill1c .lter.tion but H111 ",ith
di,tinct contact, to the 'urroundi"g phooolite
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~Ol(AHI( BR[CCIA; ~ng<'hr cOll1ponent~ of pO'"l'llyrHlc r1,ooollte,
<'Guigr~nulu rllOlIOllte and loy~He; sl"e <>r the componcnts (ncre~se'>

I<\th IncrcH1"'J depth (l _ 3 ern re~p. 1{l - "S ern at the end "f the
'''re); '''ltd, "f ehy minerals. pyrite and 1(-fcldsr~r.

P. iron I:P K·fctdspar eM clily""""ral
M. manganese SA barite 'M .....«:tlle
Mo molyt>d""...", SID ,ide-ri,< ilL ilIil< ,
1; l;tlll,IUlt\. ZR rire<>n;"m KAOL - kaOlinite
U UCll.lIiu", ,.~ fluonle

ANH _ anhydrite

>Y pyrite O. oxide
Cd' ch~lcoprrHe

GAL - gale""pm. - pifChbJeruJe
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DESCRIPTION

VOLCANJC BRECCIA; orange-brown, fine-grained matrix of c1~y .,Inerals Fe
oXides/hydroxides and In certain lanes Hn-oxldes: Texturally different
xenoliths all strongly altered.

PHONOLITE XENOlfTH; orange-browo, strong argillic ~1ter~tion and It"inlng
"Ith fe-oxides/hydroxides, porous: Jncorporated nepheline-syenite
xenoliths; brecda-matriK penetrates Into the KenolHhs along fraotures.
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PHONOLITE XEllOlITH: orange-brown, K-feldspar phenocrysts op to J om,
nepheline pseudomorphs \lP to 5 ""'; cavHles filled with clay mlner"!s
Fe-lin-oxides.

PHONOLITE XENOLITH; orange-brown, with ~-feldspar, pseudomorphosed
nepheline and pseudoleucHe as phenocrysts.

VOLCANJC BRECCIA; ~ceumulatlon of non-orientated K-feldsp.,. (up to z om)
in the arg;llio matrix.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; orange-brown. flne-gr~lned matrix with day minerals and
fe-ox;des/hydroxldes. Texturally different xenoliths of nepheline-syenite
and phonolite composition; "enollth~ are of angular shope and vary
bet"""en 1-10 Cm In dh..et"r: reaction rims developed "roond xenoliths,
SOllle show rell~t preserved pyrite-Impregnation.

NEPHEllNf-SYENIH XENOllTH; orange-brown, equlgranular strong argilli~

"lteratlon and sta;ning "Ith Fe"o,ldes/hydroxides.
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VOLCANIC BRECCIA; oorroded in cavities with ch"lcedony infillings.

PHONOLITE XENOLJTH', or~nge-bro",n with large pseodoleocite (-2 em), ~-fe'd·

,p~r ~nd ~o"'" pseudomorphosed nephelines ~s phenocryst' .
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VOLCMIC QR(CCIA; arango-brown wHh flne golned matrix, fr.ct'Jr~, filled
"ith Fe-oxl<los and clay cro,,,ut ho<:d, and xenolith,

PtWHllI.ll£ XtllOLITH; or~nge-b"<l"n. fine"gralnod wit~ ~ml1 phenocrysts
<If I;-feldspar ~nd pseodo(l;\ilrl'!>o>,od n"phollno.

PHONOlltE X[HQU1H; orango-brown "lth hrgo PloUdoleucite.; r\"'s ~tt'ongly

,ltered.

PHOH(lU\£ ~HlOlITH; ordnge-browl\, Intruded by the breccia (.">n9 fnctures):
K-fehl$pH, neph"lIne ,n" p.~U<lo1ev[jte 11-2 em); rim, ~tri>l\91y ,ller.d.

VOLClJIlt MHC1A; orange-grey, ~ery argillic with 1..... ll·s;'ed xenolIth,
{-t em} of different orlg(n.

PIlD~Ol1Tt XENDLITH; onnge-bro"n, a'mo~t e~~j<Jranuhr, only repl,ced
nepholine p,eudol"'Jdte and l(-feld,par phenocryst, oocur; ~long (rdctllr"s
inlr"ded by the bre(;cia; rim, and fracturH strongly altered ,nd le,ch~;!.

YOlCAl'.lC IlIlHClA; orange-orow...... itl> coarle xel\ol;t~' of di(hn"t
o.. ijJ;n~ '(-feldspar odenUt~d ~\o"g ""trh flo" dir~ctlo'"

VOlCANlC eRECC11l; 111ht oraoge-coloured with .. highly .. rgj]\k mHrl .•
( ...hlte). S"",ll phon" it. and Ml'hel;nO-lyenite ,onolllh" OUur along
fracture' with strong re-<l,lde sHinIng

PHONOliTE XEI«llI1Il; orange-brown, fine-srained porphyritic w1th Il~e\ldo

IcvcHe \ll!ellO<;rysts (-3 CfII).

Il(VIlH1NE-X£1l0LITIl; <lNIIge-brown. medium-g".j.{M.,j.

I'.(PII<LlI!~ 5YH/lTf X[1l011H\; or30ge"brown, fI1I!dj~"'-9,"\neJ equi~r~nuldr

stronq marginal alteration.

PHONOUTE ~£Illl~ITIl; orange-brown, fillo-gralned porphyritic.
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lONE; reddish grey in COlour with large I<-feidspar crystals (up to 6 em).
fluorite and pyrite occur.~ matrix around angular xenoliths.

PHONOLITE XENOUT/!; fine-grained with ~ ... ll K·feldspars and nepheline
phenocryst~ (0.5 em). healed fi~sures containing pyrite. day and fluorite,
have been broken.

VOtCMIC BRECCIA; ye110w"h-grey comprising. fine-grained pyrite ~-feldspar'

fluorite matrix containing xenoHth, of different origin (up to 6 em).

PHONOLITE XENOLITH; grey, fine"grained pocphycitic with a pyrite-impregnat
ed ground mass. Showing o,·ientated yellow textures.

VOLCMiC BRECCIA; grey, with ~ma.ll-~iled xenolith~ of different origin.
all of them pyrite impregnated. in the brecda matrix coarse bJu;~h

I<-feld~par (-2 em) and interstitial violet flwrite occur, besides clay
minerals and pyrite.

U·HIN(RAllSATION along fraduce, accooop"nicd with pyrite

ptlONOliH XENOliTH; grey "nd neuly totaliy digested; large pseudo-leuclte
crynais (4 em) and K·feld,pdC up to I cm; steongiy impregnated with py.·ite

NEPHELiNE XENOLITH; bright gr1lenish-greY, medl .......grained with pseudomorphs
of "",fie mineral~, and Hrongly impregnated with pyrite; fine-grained
pyrite in nepheline p'eudomorph~. much coarser-grained pyrite (as in the
breech matrh) along fractures, the'e fractures have been 5ubseQuen(iy
d;~placed.

PHONOLITE XENOLITII. grey with very few I<-feld~par; replaced nepheline;
phenQcryst~ ne altered at the rim as~Qciated wit), ~trong py impregnation.

PIIONOLlTE X(NDUlH; orange-brow", fine-grained with few K-feldspar
phenocrysts and rl""",d by large I:>feldspars; well-pceserved nepheline
,yen; to «hoI j th Incorpor" ted Into the rhona 1 i teo

VOlCAA1C BRECCIA; bright grey .::"",prlll"9 an .",illk ... trh of chy'
containing OY and K-feld<par; xenoltth. up to 10 em aO<l npresent all the
rod types (nepheline-syenite. phonolite). The nepheline-,yenlt.. xenoliths
are usually $maller and .11 are angular; .11 xenoliths show rl .. alteration
along hte occurring fra,t"res.

VOLCANIC BRECCfA; 'lrey with a fine-grained clay-pyrlte-matrix and medium
grained K-feld~p<lr'~; nearly xenolith-free.

PHOHOLfTE XENOLITH; large (em-she) phenocry~U of I<-feld,par porous and
pYrite impregnated; replaced nepheline and p~eudoleuclte rim~ are totally
altered to claY.
VOLCANIC BRECCIA. huge vugular cavitie~ fiiled with ciay and partly
oxidised pyrite.

VOLCMIC BRECCIA; 5trong argillic alteration.

RtDOX-fRONT; lIell-defined 'n xenollth$, diffuse Tn the brecch-"",trh;
on the reduced ,Tde. grey coloured "lth "ell-preserved pyrite; no U-rnlne
ralls.tip,,; the deeper ,I(uated o.ldhed lone is fracture-related.
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VOltJlNIC B~(CClA; very f\n~-gNlne.", dark coloured breu,~-",.trix

cont.lnlng clay mlne.r.ls, fluorHe, pyrite .nd Xenll!pm,,,,>cryst. of
.... -feldsp.r. all cf "hi~h ""play flow texture$.

PHONOllT£ XENOLITH; yell"",;'~·grey. (ine·gr.iMd ,",""''''d tor Ilucrite .nd
pyrite,
PHOIIOtlTE XlJI.Ol\HI; reddIsh-grey "ith bluhh <,olOUTed rim. due to '"lo·m;ne,
ralis.tlon (ll.e"",,,He).

OXIOIZ£O ZONE HI ~QltAlilc BR[CClA; Qra~9~·browo on" fracture r~l.t~d'
lecondary IJ-"';"~rol"atio" (9reY-Ycll~",>. "eWe' 'long (inures ~e~e':~otlo9
10to the c"rl"cco bruch.

....-fttDSPAR PHfliOCRYSI'; (O.S ~ ~ Clll) In. fiM"gr.ined, 1,-eeo- 9,ey ... telx;
extreme flOli textures nephellM, pyrHe and fluonte an y occurdng .1"n9
late fissures; sharp boeder t<:> xenolHh.

Pf/ONOLITE ~[tlQlnll; reddhh.grey (inc.-grained-porphyritic with a w~ak

pyrite hOllreq""t;"n .

(lX\OISUI ZOH£ III VOLCAlIIC RlI(I:CI .... ; fr"Wre related, <lnl\se'·br""'~ Fe-oxl".
shining peMtntlnq lnf.<l r~<luced roc); ~lcng flsson!s_

XfIiOllTH .nd PIIEIIOO:H«)(RYSTS In breccla·m.trlx displayin,! II"" texluee.;
blu;'h colovred m.trlx du~ tl) f\o·mln~r.li.. tion.

VOLCANIC BREl:C1A, bluhh-grt1Y, very fine-grained .... trh 0( clay ",tnera\~

~nd pydtt; Ml\ollths ~l"",st cO"lpletely ,Hg"1led

rHOHOLlTr XENOLITH; grey "It~ Jorge psctldoloucHe (3 Oil) .n<1 K-fe}d,p.r
(I ,,!O): ~tnlngly ~1tered.

PIlONOl!T( XENOliTH; brI9l'.tSn!Y, jIledlvm-gralned aM e<juI')ranular; Hrcnger
pytlte l"'I'nlgnatlon thn ill the ~urroondlnq brecda ~trh.

PllOlWt 1Tf X[I/OLlnl; f\ne-9r~jned ,,1 th S"'lll \llWflooryst<; secQ"d. ry
\l-Rlf/Terallsati"!1 (Y"\lw-green ~oloured 'lei) (Kc"n along fNc!ure,.

W;PllEUtlE X(NOllTH; ,..,ddish-'1'""'y c<lfl1jlrlslng, "",inly K-feldspar and
pseU<l'()l\'l(>rpl1osed mafic cO/I1l'Onents; C01'lbln~ "eaK pyrite Impreqna\ioTl
sur""untled with loneS of pyrite. fluorite and l)-m(nerah.

VOlCNlIC eR(CCill; strong fluorfte {"'Il'"1l')n~tlon ,,1 th accu",uhtf<ln~ occurTing
aroood xlmolith~.

U-lIIlneullHtlon /bhd} In fractures, the fractuNS dlspl~y ~ laMI nl11ng
with flu(>rlte In the centre '1ra<1I"'J to pyrite, 'l)~",iner~ls and clay ..{"",ra"
to\<lar<ls the dIllS.

~OlCAl\lC llR(CC1A; aeeurs .>uslve. violet fluorite mineralisatIon In breech
<I\lItrllt; U-..lner~·l1Htlon occurs along fr~ctur"s and ~s dlneffllnotlon' In
brete\a-jIlHrh; xenol1th~ of dlffeTOnt origin displ~y vaclable pyrite
lf1lj1regnatlcn,
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H£I'HElIIlE-SYfNITE XEIlOlUH; reddj~h-grcy, m('dium-9)'~incd with strong
alteration along fracturo,; incorporated phonolite xenoliths.

H[PHUINE-SHUlTt ~EIIOLlTH; reddish-grey and strongly altered .

PHONOUTE XENOLITH; grey, fine-grafned porphyritlc (X-feldspar, nepheline'
pseudomorphs); weal Pyrite-lmpregMtlon.

NEPHHINE-SYENITE XENOLlTfI; reddish-grey, rnedfvm-grolned and equlgranuhr
w1th bluish coloured blasts of K-fcldspor; II\Oderate pyrite-jrnpregnaUon.

VOlCAlfIC BRECCIA, dark-grey, fine-grained matrix with many angular
."nollths (10 - 20 em) of different orIgin; matrix mainly of pyrite
and clay minerals with weok flo-mineralisation.

NEPHEUNE-SYENITE XENOLITH; reddish-groen-grey, medi\lm"yrained with
inclusions of flne-gNined porphyritic phonolite xenoliths; weak pyrite
matrix impregnation with coarse pyrite a9gregates along fractures.

NEPHELINE-SYENITE XENOliTH and different PHOHOLlTE-XENOLlTIIS.

U-MINERAlISATlOH in breccia-matrix together wit~ fine-grained pyrite.

NEPHELlNE-SYENITE XENOLlTH; green-red, "",dlum-grained and porphyritic
(X-feldspar, nepheline to 2 cm)~ fissures contain pyrite, clay and
fluorite; rims altered.

NH'HEliNE-SYENITE; medium-grained, equlgranular CO/llprising mainly
t-feldspar and pseudOlOOrp~osed 1lIiI.flc components; pyrite impregnated.

NEPIIElIH£-$YENITE XENOLITH; reddish-green and e.hlbitlng well-p'·eserved
pseudomorphs after mafic c","ponents (pyroxene).

CII,PY

eM,PV
~

eM,PV

"

(M.Kf

,

,

,

,
< .c;

< ,

PHONOLITE xtNOllTH; dark-grey, fine-grained with X"feldspar pbenocrysts
up to 1 Col and nepheline-pseudomorphs UP to 0.5 COl; two nepheline-syenite
xenoliths occur in the pbonollte showing leaching at the rims.

NEPIiELlN[-SYEHITE XENOLITH; grey, medium-grained and equlgranular showing
pseudomorphycal1y replaced pyroxene ( ? ) surrounded with a coarse-gr~ined

breccia matrix (bluish X-feldspar); both borders of the xenolith d;sphy
higher activity"

HEPHElIN[-SY£Hln XEHOlITfI; reddish-grey, medium-grained characterised
by K-f~ldspar (zoned) and K-feldspar highly dusted with F~O<.

~"~;
, @

@ ,

A ",
VOLCANIC BRECCIA;
matrix; different

coar$e-grained with bluish K-feld$par i"
angular xenoliths of dark-greY in colour

• fine-gr.ined
al,o otcur.

"
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VOLCANIC aR(cel~; llhonollt!c m~trix conshting of t-f"\d:lp~r and
pseudoleucite; 0"" textured; mai"ly nepheliM-sye"He xcnoliU".

PIlONOLlTE XENilUHI; conUI", hrg" pscudole.udte ;>t>~llocrysn (-J OTlJ.

VOLCANIC 8R(CCII\; m~inly fine-grained p~onpllt\o:; <I\Iltrh ..ith xenoliths
of nephe1-i"e~syellit".-s and phonolites; in sever.1 l""t>:> the breccia is
It~elf rewQr~.e<l ind ."tollt;,s occur; explo~!~e ct.~:rHter.

IIEl'llClllit-SYENlTt ~(HOUTII; <jreen-gn'y flne-9r~jncd matri" o:<mu\nirr9
K-feldspar up to 1 em a"d lIepheline 1 em; rap heed mafk miMr.ls;
s\rong pyrite lmpre9o"Ulln .

VOLCANIC 6R(cel~; t""'l'rlses "',dnly. fine-gra,,,,,,cl pl1onolltfc m~trlx with
incorporated nepheline-syenite and "honoHt,;: .",",ol1ths; in ,ev"raJ places
a pydtc-flunrit~ day matrix penetrates the \lhonol1t!c matrix.

PHONOLITE Xt~llTIl; grey, fine-gr~lned "'ith ~-feldspar and psevdoleucite
phenocrysts; le~ched rims; pydte lmpn,-g~ate<l.

'10lCM1C 6RfCCIA; compels"s d fine-grained m"tri~ of chy mine"'''
contaIning pyrite and flm:wite xenolIths of different origin.

Il£PIll:lIH£·SYHITl: );£IIOUlll; green-red ",ith IlIdny K-fel-Jsp"- dnd nepheline·
phenocrysts (1.S hw, I c",): K-fe1dspars show flow textll!"es.

K-HLOSPAR enrichment in ~\)\canlc breccia containing interstitial fluorite_

1I£l'llnIHf~sVtHlT£ XDlOlllll; K-fe1dspu and nepileliM p!w.lI()cryst, 11-1.S Clll);
dms strongly altered; pydte impregnation.

PllOlIOlHt XEHOlllU; grey, very fff\e-gr"ned and nOn porphyritic.

PI\l)1I0LlH XfNOlHH; greell-red, fine-grained matri~ with K-fet-Jsp~r

phenocrysts; rims alUre-J; ""'n)' ,,,,,,11 fissures ",ith coar~\"grdintd pyl"ite
which contrasts w!th th~ (lne-grained variety ..hieh ;",pregn~te~ the whole
xenOlith .

VOlCA!lIC eRtCCl~; dar~-grey, fine-grained 'Il\<l Ilqu;grdnu1dr with ~ "",trix
of K-fe.ldS\!ar, pyrite and clay; xeno1ith~ of <lifferent erigin occur which n~

strongly ~Iten::d; fluorlte ~nd disseminat~d U-",;ner~11s~tionoccvr in an
argillic l\)l\\! together wieh violet flvorite; fllrther l)-mineNllsation oc<:ur~

along fissu~s.
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CM,PV ,
"Oisseminated U-mineralisation together with fluorite.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; many xenolithS of different origin. most of them are
angular, some slightly rounded. but all are strongly altered; rnatri,
comprises pyrite. K-feldspar and clay; U-mineralisation oCCUrS along
fractures Md In the matrix with abundant fluorite and chy (yellowish)

PHONOLITE XENOLITH (as aboYe).

PHONOLITE XENOLITH (H aboye).

PHONOLITE XENOLI1H; K-feldspar laths displaying flow textures.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; full of small-sIzed xenoliths of different origin
set in a matrix of clay minerals, pyrite and fluorite.

PHONOLIH XENOLlTH; reddfsh-greY. fine-grained porphyritic, intrUded
In several zones by small breccia veins (1-3 on).

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; pyrite- and fluorite-rich matrh contaIning phonolite
and nepheline-syenite xenoliths; U-minera1\sation occurs In fissures
together with reddish clay and pyrite.

VOLCANfC BRECCIA" phonolite and ncpheliO\e-syenite xenolithS varying
strongly in the degree of pyrite ;mpregnotion; some phonofitic
xenolithS display flow textures·

(M .xr

PHONOLITE XENOLITH; reddish-grey, fine-grained porphyritic with
K-feldspar and nepheline phenocrysts; in the upper part K-feld~par is
flow-orienhted. but In a contrasting direction to that In the xenolith
above; nepheline-syenite fragments are the only inclusions in the phono
lite, around which weak flow textures occllr; rims are strongly altored,

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; nearly free of xenoliths although idiomorphk ~ddish

I:-feldwar up to 2 em OCCurS In a fine-grafned matrix.

PHONOLITE nhOLlTH; K-feldspar phenocrysts (I em) show flow t".tures;
nepholine (O.S em) occurs in an aphanitic matrix; xenolith of pyrite
nepheline-syenite (3 em) impregnated.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; ~enoliths of all typeS ocwr ('n'l. phonolfte with flow
texture) (2-10 em) In d matrix of mainly fine-grained pyrite, chy, fluorite
and K-feJdspar, some dark-red clay occurs as cavity filling; s"condary,
yellowish U-mincr.lisation Is obsHved along fractures that dhplay o.id,tioo
(Fe-ox ides/hydro, ides) .
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N~PIifLlN~-5nNlTf xtNOllTH; bright-grey, medium-grained witt, zoned
K·feldsp'r blasts.

VOLCANIC aRfCCIA; massive fluorite·vyrite-d.y matrix with dissemi
nated ij.mineralisaUoo in the "'atrh and more concentrated in
fissures.
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(M,PY

PHONOllH XENOLITH; greenish-9rey, very fine-grained with K·feldspar
and replaced nepheline occurring ~s phenocrysts .

VOLCANIC 8RECCiA; stron9 tectonis.tion and ar9;1110 alteration;
disseminated U'mlneralisation in the matr; •.

VOlCMIC BR[CC1A; massi.e fluorite with interstitial ij-m;neralisation.

U-Olineralis.tion around phonolite xenolith.

PHONOL/Tf lfNOl/TH; K-feldsp.r disphys flow tHtures.
K-fELDSVAR enriChment in and around phonolitix xenoliths in tile
breccia ""trh.

OXW1SfO ZONE in VOLCANIC BRECCIA; orange-brown due to Fe-oxide/
hydroxide staln;ng; dirfuse borderS.

VOLCMIC aRrCCIA; different phonolite xenoliths, some with K-feldspar
and nephel1ne as phenocrysts, otllers with K-feldspar .nd large
pseudoleuc Ites,

VOLCANIC MrCCIA; strong pyrite i",pregnation with U'llIineralisation
disseminated in the matrix .nd .long fractures.

Olsseminoted lI·",ineralisatioo In dark-9rey coloured breccia IlIatri.
accOll1paoled with fluo~ite and pyrite •

Heavily frar;tured and leached zone with coarse fluorite, pyrite, zircon
and K-feldspar in open fractunls and cavities,

U'mineralls"tion around xenoliths.

VOLCA/llC BRrCtIA; """","tic origIn with very fine-gr.;ned phonolitic
IIIiItrix containing phonoliUc and nephel;ne-syeniti, xenoliths; ZOnes of
strong tectonisatlon and argillic alteration alternate I<ith dense zones;
U'Olinera1isation occurs in argillic zones and along fractureS.
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PHONOLITE XEI/OllTH; gr€y w!t~ large (1.5 em) reddi,h K-reldspars.

PUOI/OLIff XEI/OLITIl; green-grey; included K-feldspar-phenoerysts
dhplay flow textures; sep~rated by breccia ... terial.
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PI/ONOLITE XEI/OllTH; dark-grey and fjne-grained-porphyritic wit~

pseudo..,rphs after mafic miner"h .

NEPHELINE-SYENITE XEI/OLfTU; green-gr<>y, "",dium-~rained and equigranu!ar.

UlTIl/lMAFlC OYKE; yellowi5h-green, strongly altered w!th abundant s..all
si'ed (1-2 em) and rounded xenoliths of un~"o",n orlg,n: much hi goer
activity than in the surrounding breccfa.

VOLCANIC aRECCIA; bluish coloured due to ffo-.. !ner~li,ation

IJlTRAMAFIC DYKE; yellowIsh-green and cOnlple~ely altered to eart~ clay
materfal; 500iC of the fracture' proceed vnd'sturbed rrOOl the breccia
through the dyke.

Frac ture-bound IJ-m! nerO 1!sa t i on.

VOLCAIlIC BRECCIA; biulsh-colour€d breccia matrf. due to Mo-minerali,otlon.

PIlOI/OLlTE XEI/OLlTH; strongly breccfated and altered p~onolite and
xenolit~ wit~ a \tery fin€-gralned, pyrfte-impregnated ""trf •.

VOLCAl/iC BRECCIA: \tery porous wne in breccia.
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•

200" with large loss of Cor-e.

YOLCANIC BRECCIA; xenoliths are strongly altered and display incipient
oxidation (rilJfJled by Fe-oxides); formation of secondary yellowish
ij"/ninera)s.

PY,II

CI'l,PY

CH,PY
PY,CH

"

CH,PV
CH,PY

"
PHO/lOllTE XHlOlI7H; strongly altered,. grey-orange coloured with
inciPient oxidation along gNin boundaries.

Black U-minerals occur along fractUreS and disseminated in the "",trlx
together "ith fluorite.

Porous K-feld'l"'r aggregate with clay.

NEPHELINE-SYENITE XEI/OllTH; strongly fractured/brecciated, medium
grained P<lrphydc (K-feldspar 1.5 em, nepheline 1 em) and pyrite
Impregnated.

UUI\AM1IFIC DYKE; dark-green, very flne-gNined matrh w!th small
sl~ed rounded xenoliths of unknown origin; no pyrite lrnpregnation.

NfPHELlNE-SYENiTf XENOLITH; red-green, porous with strong argIllic
alteration.

NEPHEliNE-SYENiTE XnIOUTH; strongly altered, and partly leHhed aod
porous, with K-feldspar and pyrite impregnation.
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VOLCANIC BRECCIA; massive fluorite set In a breccia matrix.

PHONOLITE XENOUTH; bright-grey, fine-grained porphyritic with
pyrite irnprugnation.

Strong black U-mlneraJ1sation occurring In fNctures together with
pyrite; formation of secondary yellowish U-rninerals.

PHONOLITE XfNOllTU; 9rey and strongly brecciated.

Aggregate of coars., bluish K"feldspar .

NfPIIEliNE-SYNfNlTf XENOLiTH; greenish-red, strongly brecciated with mafic
minerals totally altered; lower border very ;r....golar .

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; dense with smail xenOliths (s""",,, rounded) of all types
(05- 4 on) set in a matrix of mainly K-feldspar, floorite, pyrite and
cl~y minerals: the area aro~nd the fractores are porous and leached and
the fractures are often refl11ed with clay.

VOLCANIC ORtCCIA; pot"<)US lone wi~h many ~aviti~s partly filled with
K-fe ldspar, pyri te, vi 01 et f1 uon te, bTac. U-m\nera 1; and 1ircon
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f/(P!ltliIiE-SYrNlTE XEMLiTH; 9'-"Y• ....,dfum-graloed and equfgr"nulor with
some coarser-grained K-feldspar; many renlaced ""ric minerals.

U-.. lneraHsation occurs along fractures and as matrix dis-emin.ttcn.
together with pyrite.

DissemiMted u- and Ho-mineralisatlon in breccia-lilatrix and concentrated
at xenolith margin~.

NEPIf£lIN(-SYEIIIT£ XENOLITH; medlum-graiMd with many IlI,lfin; introded
several tillles by o,,-thick b,..,ccla-zone'; around these and at both rims,
strong leachjng and a change of colour f1"'Oll1 grey-rcd to rcd OCcurS (rnafic
leached, K-feldspar stdblcJ.
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PHONOliTE XENOLITH; fine-grained porphyritic wHh pseudoleucite as
phenocrysts .

If-mineralisation Qccurs in fractures together with an unidentified red
mineral; incipient oxidation is present aloog grain-boundaries with the
fOrnlation of secondary yellow V-mineral •.
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NEPNELINE-SYENITE XttlDllTH; reddish-grey, wfth strong pyrite Impregnation.
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VOLCANIC BRECCIA; ftne- to medium-grained with a IIIiltrh consisting
mainly K-feldspar, pyrite and clay; all types of .enol1t~ occur (I-IS COl),
Jilostly angular but some slIIilll ones sltghtly rounded; several K-feldspar
enric~ments along fractures; phonolite and xenoliths occur wfth and
without large pseucloleucttes; Tl-mlnerals present.
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NEPH£L1NE-SYENlTt XENOLITH; leucocrotic, red-grey and medium-grained
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NEPHELINE-SYfNllE XENOLITH; strong U-mineral isation.

NEPllfLlUE~SY(Nll( XENOLITH; red-White spotted phonolJtlc >enoJiO,.
non-minera I ised.

VOLCANiC BRECCIA; gr-ey (dark) and dense with a strong impregnation of
pyrite and chalcopyrite (nearly IIlilsslve sulphide tyPe) but xenolith stIll
visible In matrix.

VOLCANIC llRfCCIA; predominantly reddish-coloured wHh a dense "",trix of
K-feldspar, pyrite. and some clay; nOn porous; xenoliths of different
orlgtn occur ",Ith variable pyrHe impregnation.

NfPUHIII(-SYfIlIT£ XtNOlITIJ; ,.,,0'. medium-grained, porotIs. strongly altered
(especially rims) and Infiltrated .. itll clay and fluorite along fracture,.

PIlONOLlIt XENOlITII; grt'Y, dense and nearly non-porphyritic.

N,PHELlNE-SYENfTE XENOLITH; medium-grained, eq~igran~lar and dense
with strongly disseminated U-mlneralisation.

PIlO!'lOllTf'~ENOL1Tl!; grey, wIth large X-feldspars and replaced nepheline
phenocrysts; major minerals are fluorite, clay, pyrite .~d K-feldspar,
along fractures is a red staining; porous and strong pYl'lte ImpregnatIOn.

Pf{0II0liTf lEI/OUTIl: dark-grey, several times Intruded by smaJI (5 em)
breccia loneS; fine-grained porphyritic (X-feldspar-nepheline, S nm) with
strong pyrIte Impregnation.

PHONOLITE ~fNOLITII; f/ne-gNined matrix cont~(njng Mp~e]!ne and K-felo'Sp.lr
phenocrysts partly totally altered to clay; Impregnated by nuarite.

PIIONOllTf XENOLITH; grey, very fine-grained, non-porphyritic with a strong
pyrite Impregnation.

NEPHEUNE-SYENITE XENOUTH; red, fine-grained with K-feldspar
predominant; strong U-minerallsatlon.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; coarse-grained, pegmatftic with K-fe!dspar, pyrite,
nepheline, fluorHe and xenoliths; many open pores/caVIties; >enoHth'
strongly altered with abundant fluorite up to 3 cm; strong
U-mi nera I Isatlon.

PIIONOLITE XENOlllH; strongly brecdated, grt'y and fine-grained
porphyritic (X-feldspar _1.5 cm; nephellne,....../ COl); strong pyrite
and U-mlneralisation, also along fractures.
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UlTlW'JIflC DYKE; green-yellow, fine-grained with unidentified red
idi<'l\lOrphlc phenocrysts UP to 1 em; rims are ~ot~IIY alt~red to clay
although the centre better preserved (fresh bIotIte)?; w,th!n the.dy~"
small brHcla ~one5 occur which are very argillic and contaIn Dyr,te;
the dyke itself h free of pyrite.

VOI.CAIIIC BRECCIA; strong pyrite mineralisation in breccia matrix.

ULTRAMAFIC OYKE; tohlly altered to clay; free of pyrite.
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PHONOLlH x£NOliTH; grey, fine-grained and oon pO"phycltlc; pMtly
b,."cciated.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; grey coloured ~Ild dense containing xenolithS
(1-15 cm) of different origin and with variable pyrite Impregnation.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; dark greenish-black argillic (smectite) matr!>
Intimately IntergrO'm with flne~gralned pyrite.

NEPIiELlNE-SYH11T£ XENOLiTH; mesocrate mediUIII-gr~llled and equlgranu!ar;
mafin are toully ~ltered ~Ild partly leached with ~ strong pyrite
impregnation.

rilONOl!TE XENOLlTH; ""d, dense ~nd fine,grained. but Hrongly brecciated.

NEPHELINE-SYENITE HIIOLlTll; red, leucoc... tic and strongly altered with
pyrite Impregnation; le~ched.

OJ s$emi na ted flo-ml nerall sa t i On.

VOLCANIC aRECrIA; grey with xenoliths of different origin "nd with
variabl" pyrite impregnatIon {2 - 15 em); medjllm-gratned matrix with
pyrite, fluorite, clay and K-feld~par; sGme of the xenolith totally
altered ~nd there exist some co~rse'gralned zones with vulgular cavities
filled with pyrite, fluorite, K-feldspar, clay minerals and zircon.

509

VOLCANiC BRECCIA; yellow green with a clay matri, (xenolith-matrh );1)

N[PHHIN[-$YfNIT( ~fNOl1TH; IlIi1dium-grained and leUCoCNtic; le~(hed_

N(PHElINE-SYEN1TE XENOLITH; levcocratic, medium-grained and eQuigranular .

AAlorphou, siderite ~s ~ fracture filling In addition to fltrorlte.

PHONOLITE XENOliTH; f!ne~gralned porphyritic; brecciated and altered
with a strong pyrite Impregnation.

VOLCANiC BRECCIA; dark-grey; much pyrite ~nd fluorite,
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N£PIfHlIIE SYENITE XHlDLlTli; leucocratlc; ",.fles rephced by pyrite
and c]<ly; nepheline is pseudomorJA'lou, and K-fe)dspar Is part]y altered.
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VOLCANiC BRECCIA; xenolith $lze Is very heterogeneouS and most are
strongly altered and POrOl/S, 01"<]1111c lones exist with strong pyrite
Impregnation. several thick (Net"res (pyrite, fluorite, clay,
K-feldspar) occur ".1 th ern-wide l"achlng lOnes around; several cases of
..,dlum- to coarse-gra ine<! K-f~ldspar enrIchment.

PHONOLITE XENOLITH; grey, fjne-gralned and non-porphyrHk, lnterupted
by. lone comprhlng only clay and Idlomorphic violet fluorite.

VOLCAIIlC BRECCIA, lones of strong argillic alteration.

NEPHfllNE-SYENITE XENOLiTH; 9r",y. medium-grained. equlgranular with
pyrite-impregnation; amorphous siderite oCClin in fractures .
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PHONOLITE XENOLITH; grey, fine-graIned and non-p{lrphyritic; lo\<er half
strongly affected by brecciation.

NEPHEllNE-SYENITE XENOLITH; bright red, medi\llJl-grained and equlgranulH;
fe\< mafks (pseudornorp~lcally repl~ced).

NEPHEllllf-SHlllIE XENOLITH; red-yello\<, medIum-grained and e'luigra nula r ;
fe\< mafles; leaching h., occurred at the rIms and along fractur~s;
pyrite IllljJregnation is present in the middle. intruded by breccIa.
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VOLCANIC BRECCIA; strongly altered and green-yello\< I" colour e>cept for
a few vIsible .enollths; medIum-grained matri.; K-feldspar is tot,lly
altered to cl,y mlMrals.
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PHONOLITE XENOLITH; grey. fine-grained and non-porphyritic with pyrite
Impregnation; e~!H~ has a ~enolit~ of porphyritic phonolite with a
distinct contact; not brecciated.

PHOIiOLlTE XEHOLlTH; bright grey and flne- to medium-grained porphyritic;
K-feldspar and nepheHne phenocrysts (0.5 em} both altered to clay;
sharp contact with t~e dyke; not brecdated.

ULTRNiN'1C OYKE; yellow-green at the rims and dark black-green in the re
latively well-preserved central partj in the fine-grained matrix biotite,
K-feldspar and pyroxene are present as crystals up to 3 nn; in the middle
of the dyke at"(! well-preserved nepheJ1ne-~yen1texenollth~ up to 1.5 em.

NEPHELINE-SYENITE XENOLITH: grey-rose-yellow, fIlI!dltnn-gralned and equl
granular; K-feldspar (pink) Is partly altered; nepheline Is altered to
clay (white, yellow. grey); often the preserved core maflcs are all
altered to green-yellow clay and pyrite impregnated; between 332.80 
333.56 the nepheline Is darker; more bhck fine-grained minerals and
hrge patche~ of dar~ black pseudOJllOrpho~es after pyro~ene also OCCUr.

Around the fractures Is evidence of leaching and K-feldspar enrichment.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; breccia vein with fine-grained phonolitic matrh .

Two leucosomes (5 cm, 2 em thick); fIlainly K-feldspar with ~enoliths

(1.5 em).

Leueos_s as above·

PHONOLlIIC DYKE; with sharp contacts and chilled margins; "no xenoliths.

VOLCANiC BRECCIA; displaying incipient oxidation along grain boundarieS
and around "enol Hhs.
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, . PHONOLITE X<NOllTH; reddish-grey, fine-graIned and porphyrit;c~

reaction rim compel,ing clay minerals; pyrite and X-feldspar,
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Strong In sHu brecciation of the phonolite "",trh between the fragments,
mainly K-feldsp~r and pyrite.

Pegrnatoid K-feldsp~r enrichment in the phonolite.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA VEIN; xenoliths fro," the ovcrlying nepheline-syenite and
the underlying phonolite; matrix of bluish and reddish hrge K-feldspn
with pyrite, fluorite and clay minerals; the breccia vein foll"""'d.
,,,,,,II phonollt1c dyke that Intruded the nepheline-syenite.

Strong pyrite lmpregMtion in the phonolite; ~long fr~ctu,."s OccUr
K-feldspar enrichments.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA VEIN; large bluish K-feldspor. fluorite, pyrite and clay.

Pegmatoid K-feldspar enrichment; In lnterstlcles fluorite and pyrite.

PHONOllTf (XENOLITH 7); grey, finc-grained and slightly porphyritic with
X-feldspar and rephced nephellne phenocrysts; pseudOOl'Jrp/losod ""ric
minerals occur H minor components; Inhomogeneous moderate to strong
pyrite Impregnation; intruded s"veral times by small siled breeda veins
(1 - 5 em) l<!llch produced ~n ~lter~tlon ~one m~de out of K-ff!ld,p~r; cl~y
mlner~ls and mlrn:>r pyrite ~nd flUorite occur,
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Strong in sHu brecciation with lones rich in K-feldspa<.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA VElHS~ small. with few .enoll ths from the overlying
phonolite and the underlying nepheltne-uonfto.

1l0'IIElINE'SYEN1Tt (XENOllTlf 1); reddish-greY. medium-grained and
oqulgranular; nepheline and mafk components totally replaced; certain
zones are leached and very poruus; pyrite occurs as impregnations in
several zones, particularly where strongly altered phonollte-
.eno 11 ths occur.

Strong in situ brecciation; nepheline-syenite shows strong argillic
alteration .

PHOHOLITE (XENOLITH 1)~ grey, fine-grained porphyritlc with pJ,enocrysts
of K·feldspar; pseudoleuclte and replaced nepheline; weak pyrite
Impregnation; intruded several times by breccla veins varying in
thickness; fracture InfllHn'1s display zoning from centre to rim;
fluorite. K-feldspar, clay 'I1nerals. pyrite.
VOLCANIC BRECCIA VEIH; with clay-matrh and coarse grained bJuish
red K-feldspar; strong alteration zone in the phonolite.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA VElIl: with only phonolHie fragmeots incorporated.

VOlCA!lIC BR,CCIA VOIl; mainly fine-grained with day minerals.
NEPH(lIN(-SY,NlTE XErroLlTHi strong alteration and pyrite-Impregna
tion.

VOLCANIC BRECCiA VOIl; fine-grained day matrix containing K-feldspar,
pyrite and fluorite; only nepheline-syenite fragments are Incorporated.

IlEPIIHlNE-SYEHITE; medium-grained; strong alteration anil leaching;
cavities filled with pyrite, clay minerals and fluorite.

PHOHOLITE XENOLITII; g~y. flne-gratned and porphycltlc; pseudo
leuci te up to 3 cm.

Strong in situ brecciation of the phonolite wIth strong K-feldspar
enrichment.
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NEPHHJIlE-SYENITE (XENOLITH 1): thick alteration zone ~f K-~eldspar

and clay minerals occurs towards the brecclat~d phonol'te; ~n the
central part reddish'grey; medi\Ill1-gra;ned eQu'granular; pyrlte and
Mo- impregnat ton .
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Pegmatoid K-feldspar lone in nepheline-syenite.
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VOLCANlC BRECCIA; lMinly nepheJine-iyenlte xenollths which dlsphy strong
argillic ~lteratjon; ~'feldspar infiltration and pyrite irnpregnation:
breccia matri~ mainly composed of fine-grained clay, K-feldspar,
fluorite ~nd pyrite.

PHONOLITE XENOLITH.

NfPHElINE-SYENITE XENOLITH; reddish-grey medilIm-grained and equigranular;
moderate alteration, particularly It-feldspar alteration.

N(PHEllNE-SYfNITE XfNOLlTH; red due to K-feldspar lnfiltraUon.

PHONOllIt XENOLITH: grey although red in ~ones with strong K-feld
spar infiltration; fine-grained slIghtly porphyritic; porous and
leached; pyrite impregnated; efflorscence of yellow-green, secondary
U-mlnerals.

NEPHELINE-SYENITE XENOLITH; medium-grained and equlgranular;
strong K-feldspar infiltration.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; finc-grained clay matrix with coarse K-feldspar,
fluorite, pyrite; nepheline-syenitlc xenoliths predomindte; all the
xenoliths dre strongly altered and Impregnated with pyrite, fluorite
and K-feldspar.

VOLCANIC BRfCC1A: containing both nepheline-syenitic and phonoliUc
xenoliths; matrix rich In K-feldspar.

l£UCOCRATlC DYKf (XENOLITH ?); grey, medium-grained with a trachytic
texture: K-feldspars show orientation; moderate pyrite impregnatlon.

NfPHfllNE-SY!NlTf (XnlOllTH 7): red-grey, medium-gr"ined and
equigranu)ar; strong alteration and impregnation with K-feJdspar.

PHONOLITE XEI/OLITH.

VOLCANIC BRECCIA; I - 2 Gm large idiornorphic K-feJdspar crystals with
interstit-ial pyr!te-~ndclay; in cavities pyrite, clay; ~nd some
fluorite; s... l1 ~enoliths.

VOLCANIC ORECCIA; nepheline-syenitic and phonolitic ~enollth~; PONlUS:

argillic "'"tri~; some coarse K-feldspar, pyrite and fluorite.

... A " A
ll, ,,"00
..... t,q:
" A A(I VOLCANIC SR\CClk grey wi til much pyrite; coarser components in the
A A A rMtri~ disp ay flow te~ture.
<l'A\-i'::"c,;j'"'+-4 Pfj()NOlITE XENOLITH; grey, fine-grained and porphyritic; porous:

~ pyrite Impregnated.

(NO OF HOU

Fo iron KF K.feidspar CM clay mineral FY pyriie O. - oxide

Mn manga~ BA barite SM ~ectite CCP cl\aleowrite
Mo molybdenum SID siderite IlL illite GAL "'OM

To titanilUD ZR tittonium KAOL kaolinite PBL pitchblende

U uranium FL fluorite
ANH IInhydrite
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